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1402 3/26/2017 19:55:08 1 Dreams New Symptom I was in a laboratory, middle of the day, bright lights, I was alone, dissecting 
a chipmunk. The chipmunk had both hands and feet tied spread eagle to a 
wooden frame, and the frame was standing upright on the table. I had a 
scalpel and was making a vertical incision from the chin directly down the 
middle to the pelvis. I was highly interested, curious and focused on 
discovering what lay inside the chipmunk.

DREAMS - 
CUTTING

DREAMS - 
CHIPMUNK

DREAMS - 
ANIMALS

1402 3/28/2017 20:56:17 1 Mind New Symptom Before I took the substance, I was holding the vial in my hand and sitting 
with it, and an ABBA song came into my head and kept replaying over and 
over the entire rest of the day, 'Take a Chance On Me'.  

MIND - MUSIC 
- desire for

1403 4/2/2017 16:20:13 1 Head New Symptom A fullness of the head, rising from the stomach's nausea, that is like fluid 
being stored. Like filled with fluid. Like filling in order to prepare for the 
transition to another dimension, needing that extra cushion, or something 
like this.

HEAD - 
FULLNESS

HEAD - 
WATER, 
sensation as of

1403 4/2/2017 16:37:00 1 Mind New Symptom I started seeing the threads Behind, these cosmic threads of Light, strong, 
smooth to touch when wet graspable. Yes also soft, with small hairs 
growing out of them, so soft to touch. The threads behind everything, that 
manifest here but also everywhere, that are not bound by time and place, as 
they are behind that. They rule the underground, the below, the dark.
Millions of these threads, that tie into these underground nodes, in the land 
of Ether. Nodes send off more fibers to other nodes, this infinite Below or 
Behind network of the world, that connects everything, that manifests 
across dimensions.
It is comical, as we can see the nodes behind all of the wild, varying 
manifestations in this world; it is breathtaking, as we can begin to explore 
the cosmic Underworld, who lives there, how this network functions, what 
each node holds.

MIND - 
CONNECTION; 
sense of

1403 4/2/2017 16:16:21 1 Stomach New Symptom Nausea as if twisting, as if entering another dimension and needing to 
adjust. Like getting into the particle transporter in Star Trek, and right before 
departing through the portal, that feeling of clenching, of "whom" that 
seemingly can only happen in space, in the spaces between dimensions, 
before we adjust to the physics of that realm. Like a warping, twisting kind of 
feel.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
world - different 
world; being in 
a

STOMACH - 
TWISTING

STOMACH - 
TWISTING - 
nausea; before

1403 4/2/2017 16:27:39 1 Mind New Symptom Immediately after taking the remedy, I felt I transcended the material world, 
drifted up a bit, and started to see colors more vibrantly. I felt I withdrew 
through a portal, through thick glass, into the interstitial space between the 
world here and the world beyond or behind.
It was like I was undulating, sucked into the world, then back. Twisted, 
nauseous, like being between worlds. Like the thick glass in an aquarium, 
seeing everything like that. I could see everything behind, the Beyond, 
present in each person, each living being, like a cosmic comedy, unfolding. I 
was there, but could see beyond. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
world - different 
world; being in 
a

1404 4/26/2017 15:12:38 1 Back New Symptom It feels as if I'm having musculoskeletal pain or pressure around C7 or T1. 
There is a little bit of pressure building there. I touched it and it’s going 
away. Fleetingly coming up and then passing again. 

BACK - PAIN - 
Cervical region

BACK - PAIN - 
pressure - 
amel-

1404 4/26/2017 15:39:46 1 Back Intensified Old 
Symptom

I’m feeling a little more burning over the left scapula along that spine. Going 
down medially through the scapula. It’s a little bit of a tearing or tugging. It’s 
not super unpleasant but not pleasant.  Feels as if it could be the beginning 
of actual pain in my scapula. Two years ago I had a herniated cervical disk.  
It was in the left scapula where I was feeling real pain. Now there is just an 
awareness.  

BACK - PAIN - 
Dorsal region - 
Scapulae

1404 4/26/2017 15:35:16 1 Back New Symptom A little bit of that pulling that I had between T1 and C7. Felt like a little 
twingy thing between the scapula as if they were being pulled together.

BACK - PAIN - 
Dorsal region - 
Scapulae - 
Between - 
cramping

BACK - PAIN - 
Dorsal region - 
Scapulae - 
squeezing

1404 4/26/2017 15:11:01 1 Back Old Symptom Feels as if something is building on the spine of my left scapula. Better 
since I rubbed it. Was a pressure there building. Fleeting. Left shoulder is 
feeling different. Feels pointier. Somehow pointy. It’s moving away from the 
physical. Something obtuse, something. Now it’s turning into a blob. Went 
from pointy to a gelatinous little blob. Now things feel soft again. I’m coming 
back to that place of not being inundated by a lot of thoughts. Just resting.

BACK - PAIN - 
Dorsal region - 
Scapulae - left

BACK - PAIN - 
pressure - 
amel-

1404 4/26/2017 15:42:21 1 Back Intensified Old 
Symptom

A little shooting pain on the right side between the scapula and the spine. 
Thinking maybe around T10. It’s going away now. Throbby or shooting.  

BACK - PAIN - 
Dorsal region - 
Scapulae - right 
- tearing pain

1404 4/26/2017 15:40:52 1 Chest New Symptom There seems to be a little constriction around my ribs on both sides, 8, 9, 
10. Pulls a little bit to the back. Seems to be tension in that area. 
Musculoskeletal. And I just had an image of some kind of an animal or wolf. 
I saw a ribecauseage (G) horizontal.  I was vividly seeing that ribecauseage.  

CHEST - 
CONSTRICTIO
N

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has

1404 4/26/2017 14:45:53 1 Chest New Symptom Feel a pleasant fullness in chest or sternum. More on the left than the right.  CHEST - 
FULLNESS

1404 4/26/2017 15:18:12 1 Extremities Old Symptom My feet are feeling a little bit colder now. I don’t know if that’s from sitting 
here inactively but that’s what usually happens. Just came into my 
consciousness.  

EXTREMITIES 
- COLDNESS - 
Feet

1404 4/26/2017 15:28:08 1 Extremities Recent Symptom I’m getting really tired. My calves feel heavy. My thighs. I think a little more 
on the left than on the right. I also had a really intense yoga class today. In 
the reflection on the television I can see the moon rising above the trees 
and it’s kind of yellowish.  

EXTREMITIES 
- HEAVINESS - 
Lower limbs

1404 4/26/2017 15:09:09 1 Vision New Symptom Somehow there’s more going on with the eyes. Feeling dry, left one. Upper 
lid is heavy. Reminds me of like smoking pot. Feel that heaviness. 
Heaviness in the eyes - both now, more the left than the right.  Left is 
predominant.  It’s difficult to look up and fully open the eye.  I have a feeling 
I can’t fully open.  Feels as if the heaviness is moving more into the right 
eye.  Left eye now opens more than the right eye. The dryness is gone. 
There is a heavy sensation around the zygomatic arch. On the left side it 
feels like a little bit of... ...it’s not numbness. A little bit numbness.  Altered 
sensation.  Not tingly. It is going - feels like anesthesia.  Just the cheek 
bone.  Not the maxilla.  Really predominately left side, drawing a little bit 
toward the ear.  
Eye sensation has changed so now it’s the lower lid. Left side more than the 
right side. A sensation of heaviness. When I look down, feels as if the lower 
lid were swollen or hindering my eyeball from going all the way down. Now 
again it’s moving to the right side.  More noticeable right than left. On the 
bottom kind of on the side. Feels as if when I apply a little bit of pressure it 
lifts that feeling. Better with pressure. On the top as well.  

EYE - 
HEAVINESS

EYE - 
SWELLING - 
Lids

1404 4/26/2017 15:16:37 1 Vision New Symptom I’m more aware again of the eye symptoms.  Heaviness.  Puffiness.  On the 
left.  On the left it’s more the lateral side of the lid.  On the right it’s more of 
the lower lid.  It’s almost a sensation as if it had been stung and was 
swollen - right side, bottom lid.  It’s getting more intense now.  Almost 
difficult to close the right eye.  

EYE - 
HEAVINESS - 
Eyeballs

EYE - 
SWELLING - 
Lids

EYE - PAIN - 
sore

1404 4/26/2017 15:19:08 1 Vision New Symptom Right eye is resolving and now heaviness in lower lid. Left. Now more upper 
lid than lower.

EYE - 
HEAVINESS - 
Eyeballs

1404 4/26/2017 15:40:10 1 Eyes New Symptom Heaviness is coming back to the left upper lid. So strange.  EYE - 
HEAVINESS - 
Lids

1404 4/26/2017 15:06:56 1 Face New Symptom I’m getting a sensation around my eyes a very mild pressure especially on 
the left side. Above the eyeball. Feels like pressure. It’s resting within the 
eye moving outward, not from the outside coming in. 

EYE - PAIN - 
pressing pain - 
outward

1404 4/26/2017 14:38:58 1 Face New Symptom One thing I’m noticing is a heaviness starting through my left side maxilla up 
through the nasal passage and through the eye, a strange heaviness. 

FACE - HEAVY 
feeling

1404 4/26/2017 14:44:10 1 Generals Old Symptom I tend to get cold very easily especially when I am inactive. During the 
meeting I noticed how the cold was creeping up my seat. My toes I’m 
beginning to feel things warm up again.  Now I have a blanket and can hear 
the heater that I’d turned on.  

GENERALS - 
HEAT - lack of 
vital heat

1404 3/11/2017 22:57:11 1 Head Intensified Old 
Symptom

Brushing hair, scalp posterior to vertex feels tender, raw and jarring. Going 
against the grain is even more painful. 

HEAD - HAIR - 
brushing hair 
agg. - External 
head

HEAD - 
SENSITIVENE
SS - Vertex

1404 4/26/2017 15:44:07 1 Head, 
Vision

New Symptom I’m really starting to feel a heaviness and tiredness from my frontal bone 
and moving down into my eyes, feeling tired.  

HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

1404 4/26/2017 15:32:51 1 Head New Symptom I’m getting a mini throbbing headache in my right temple. HEAD - PAIN - 
pulsating pain

HEAD - PAIN - 
Temples - right 
- pulsating pain

1404 4/26/2017 15:22:34 1 Mind, 
Chest

New Symptom I’m back to that empty head place but I feel a little bit of pressure in my 
chest. Not as peaceful as it was in between. MIND - ABSENTMINDEDCHEST - CONSTRICTION

1404 4/26/2017 14:42:19 1 Mind New Symptom Instead of my head being filled with a million things, it almost feels very 
focused. What you actually want when you’re meditating. Focusing on the 
breath. The opposite of what I would have expected. It feels grounded. My 
head feels empty of thought.  

MIND - 
CLARITY of 
mind

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

1404 4/26/2017 14:45:05 1 Mind New Symptom This time of day, as the sun is setting there is a blueness to the sky and a 
peace to this daytime. I’m feeling that. A sensation of focus on that. Not 
being deluged by all kinds of things.  Unusual because I have three 
deadlines going on simultaneously. 

MIND - 
CLARITY of 
mind

1404 4/26/2017 15:42:55 1 Mind New Symptom An inner dialogue going on whether I want to be alone or not. I’m not sure 
whether I like that I’m going to be alone. The other side of me thinks “No, 
that will be great.” Fluctuation between wanting and not wanting human 
contact.  

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
desire for - 
alternating with 
- aversion to 
company

1404 4/26/2017 15:38:24 1 Mind New Symptom Now that emptiness of mind is coming back. I caught myself thinking of a 
deadline I have. I thought of the first part “dead” and then I couldn’t finish 
the “line” part.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
emptiness; of

1404 4/26/2017 14:47:27 1 Mind, 
Abdomen

New Symptom Now it feels as if there is a quality that is changing. Almost tingly energy 
going lateral to medial, pulling together a little bit. As if there is a column of 
energy building centrally within me (gesturing hands moving up and down in 
column). Makes me feel fairly erect. I’ve been thinking so much in the last 
week about postural issues. I’ve been feeling strong and straight posturally. 
My abs feel strong. I’m not engaging them. I do feel as if I want to, I’m sitting 
in front of a large television screen and it’s mirroring the background. I find it 
jarring looking at a human being. I’d rather be looking at that abstract, 
architecture scenery. I don’t feel very connected to you although I like your 
engaging smile. You look very nice.  MIND - DELUSIONS - energy - stream of energy moving up and down, as if in a columnMIND - FEAR - people; of

1404 4/26/2017 15:44:57 1 Mind New Symptom I left to go visit a friend and some kind of shadow play, I got really startled 
and I was afraid that someone was on the other side of the door.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
person - 
present; 
someone is

1404 4/26/2017 15:34:43 1 Mind New Symptom The moon is completely visible now. It’s very yellow, not like the bright white 
moon. Just made me think about if that’s ominous or a sun that’s changed. 
Like a sci-fi context. Looking at a sun in another galaxy or a moon. Looking 
at that I feel as if I’m beginning to float outside of my body. Looking at things 
in space from a floating perspective. I’m not even tethered. Although I’d 
have to be tethered in order for gravity not to pull me off if there were no 
gravity.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
world - different 
world; being in 
a

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
floating

1404 4/26/2017 15:20:41 1 Mind New Symptom The wind is picking up here. Just heard a gust of wind, can see a tree 
behind me moving in the wind. For a second I had some trepidation, and 
anxious feeling. Wondering whether I’m safe. For a second, I wasn’t sure 
whether I was safe.  

MIND - FEAR - 
wind, of

MIND - FEAR - 
happen, 
something will

1404 4/26/2017 15:31:55 1 Mind New Symptom I feel a little scared. I imagined a wolf howling. I was just thinking about the 
sensation of fur. Gray wolf fur. And that it would be soft. And then my feet 
suddenly felt really chilly like they are naked because the rest of me is 
covered in gray wolf fur.

MIND - FEAR - 
wolves; of

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
wolves, of

1404 4/26/2017 15:38:51 1 Mind New Symptom I feel as if I shifted and feel as if I’m not in the moment. A little impatient. I’ve 
been doing enough of this now. Sometimes I can sit here; I have such little 
time to be by myself. Usually relish my alone time.

MIND - 
IMPATIENCE

1404 4/26/2017 15:35:52 1 Mind New Symptom The moon is slowly moving up and soon it won’t be visible. That made me 
sad as if something is leaving.  An emptiness that’s going to come once it’s 
gone. I don’t really want that. Less and less is visible now. Now the screen 
is turning dark and black. I can’t see the blue sky any more. It feels sad like 
something turning dark. Loneliness. Like I want to hold on to the moon so it 
won’t disappear.  

MIND - LOSS; 
sense of

MIND - 
FORSAKEN 
feeling

1404 4/26/2017 15:37:38 1 Mind New Symptom I suddenly have a real nostalgia sitting in this atmosphere right now. I 
suddenly have a real longing to be in Germany on a Friday evening and go 
out with my friends. It’s specifically an atmosphere of cities I’ve been, like 
Cologne. Certain streets that have cobblestones. Those multi-story similar 
to a New York City brown stone. Houses with 10' ceilings and all the stucco 
work inside. Then going into typical German bars with my friends. I’m 
imagining it back in the day when everybody still smoked in bars. Warm and 
stuffy in there; I don’t find that unpleasant. 

MIND - 
MEMORY - 
active

1404 4/26/2017 15:15:18 1 Mind Old Symptom That sensation of not wanting to interact is changing. I had a fleeting image 
of a dear cousin when I was a little girl. My favorite time of day was when 
we’d lie in bed and take an afternoon nap. Behind us was a window filled 
with pine trees. An image of both of us lying there with a quilted comforter.  

MIND - 
MEMORY - 
active - past 
events, for

1404 4/26/2017 15:41:52 1 Mind New Symptom I feel kind of zoned out right now. I could have just sat here staring at the 
spines of books without actually discerning the titles. Sitting here staring. I 
could just sit here and stare for another hour.  

MIND - 
STARING, 
thoughtless

1404 4/26/2017 15:43:31 1 Mind New Symptom I just thought of this pastry that I haven’t had in a really long time 
“bienenstich”. It actually means “bee sting”. Has a yeast dough bottom layer 
and then a custardy rich filling. Then there’s another yeast dough top.  Can 
be flour or sugar or butter crumbles on top. Thinly sliced almonds with a 
honey caramel. Chew on top with the almonds. You bite into it and the top is 
crispy and you bite into the layers into that gooey crispy part. 

MIND - 
YEARNING

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
pastry - desire

1404 4/26/2017 15:05:04 1 Mouth New Symptom My mouth feels dry. MOUTH - 
DRYNESS

1404 4/26/2017 15:34:06 1 Sleep New Symptom I don’t know why I need to yawn. SLEEP - 
YAWNING

1404 4/26/2017 15:41:19 1 Mouth New Symptom (Yawning) I don’t generally yawn away.  SLEEP - 
YAWNING

1404 4/26/2017 14:49:17 1 Throat New Symptom Now I feel it’s rising through my chest up through my throat pit. A little bit 
constricting. More a feeling of trepidation or more physical. It’s almost as if I 
was waiting for my heart to start having palpitations. 

THROAT - 
CONSTRICTIO
N

CHEST - 
PALPITATION 
of heart

1404 4/26/2017 15:33:26 1 Throat New Symptom There is pressure in the throat, if I breathe in, it feels kind of closed up in the 
pit of my throat.

THROAT - 
CONSTRICTIO
N - Throat-pit - 
accompanied 
by cough

1404 4/26/2017 15:36:36 1 Throat New Symptom I have been dealing with seasonal allergies but I am noticing an itching in 
the back of my throat. This just suddenly came on. I’m starting to feel a little 
bit of a, not a sneeze, but a little congestion building in my nose (drinking a 
little bit; cold tea). Coughing. Always prefer warm tea.  THROAT - ITCHING

1405 3/14/2017 10:00:21 1 Chest Old Symptom Sharp but quick pain right side of left breast. CHEST - PAIN - 
Mammae - left - 
cutting pain

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1405 3/14/2017 10:27:53 1 Chest New Symptom Sensation of sharpness and cutting in left breast continues.
There off and on... originating in the outside then curling underneath.

CHEST - PAIN - 
Mammae - left - 
cutting pain

1405 3/14/2017 11:12:40 1 Mind New Symptom Witchy. As I am pruning the forest the word witchy keeps coming up... I am 
feeling and being witchy.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
witches; 
believes in

1405 3/14/2017 11:34:07 1 Mind New Symptom I sent my husband photos of my forest clearing. I wanted to include a witch 
emoji, or a witch hat. There was none. I settled for a dark moon. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
witches; 
believes in

1405 3/14/2017 10:24:56 1 Mind New Symptom I feel like documenting with photos. MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1405 3/14/2017 10:53:25 1 Mind New Symptom I want a chainsaw. My own chainsaw to do forestry work. MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant
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1405 3/14/2017 9:53:27 1 Mind New Symptom Came back from my walk which was the duration of the first hour. 
Sadness... want to cancel my commitments for the day and go back into the 
woods and rebuild our family lean-to in the pine trees. When I am inside, I 
just want to sit by the big window and watch the snow fall.

MIND - 
NATURE - 
yearning for

1405 3/14/2017 11:24:58 1 Mind New Symptom For years I've been wanting to clear our forest, forest gardening. It felt so 
overwhelming, I didn't know where to start. Now I know, pick two trees, 
clear between them. Work from tree, to tree. Join the trees. 

MIND - 
NATURE - 
yearning for

1405 3/14/2017 11:44:00 1 Mind New Symptom I just back from the woods, and I feel amazing. I feel like I've done 
something and not like there's nothing to do in my home, or that anything in 
my home is less valuable, but like there's a piece of myself and what I bring 
to the world that has been fulfilled in spending that hour in the woods, 
clearing, joining trees.  As I walked the rest of the way up to my house, what 
normally feels like overwhelming underbrush felt like possibility. 

MIND - 
NATURE - 
yearning for

MIND - 
EXPANSIVE

1405 3/14/2017 10:06:00 1 Mind New Symptom I'm thinking so much of my kids and the times we spent together outside 
when they were little... We did it because we loved it and we thought it was 
important for them to be outside and at the time it was all about them. I don't 
think I realized how much that time was nourishing me. When they went to 
school, got older, that free playing exploring time in the woods and outdoors 
just slowly took a back seat... By the time we took them out of school, it was 
like that spark and desire to just be free outside had been diminished and 
we just let it go. It was right. There's no peace in forcing someone else's 
will. But, I deeply miss and grieve the loss of freedom of playing outside as 
the center of our days. I've finished breakfast and I'm going to go invite my 
daughter to come in the woods with me to rebuild our little lean-to. I've put 
my one client call off for the day; I'll keep my other commitment as my 
rational mind knows I can't put it off for another five days... This is loyalty 
and obligation.

MIND - 
YEARNING

1405 3/14/2017 10:40:22 1 Mind New Symptom Now that I am down here I realize I don't want to rebuild the lean-to, I want 
to take it down. I want to build something new. It's letting go of the old... 
How I engaged and we engaged with our land here... There's no sadness in 
taking it down.... The grief is a recognition of a relationship of my own with 
our land here perhaps? Or maybe just nature, I don't know...? That has 
been fallow. And, ironically, I am happy for this technology in my pocket. It 
allows me to take photos, to text my kids who are up at the house. There's 
no need for separation.

MIND - 
YEARNING

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1406 3/19/2017 19:34:38 1 Chest New Symptom Short duration of right sided heart pain, fleeting, sharp, worse on inspiration. CHEST - PAIN - 
cutting pain

CHEST - PAIN - 
Heart - 
inspiration - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 15:49:51 1 Dreams New Symptom Amorous dreams with an unknown male figure. There was an obvious 
connection, other vaguely familiar people often approached us; normally, I 
would have been discreet about my affections, but I was fine with them 
knowing. I did seek to maintain some privacy to allow for more intimate 
relations. During the dream at one time we were in a car and I was driving 
at night. I was trying to read something at the same time, but my vision was 
blurred and I couldn't make out the letters or words no matter how closely I 
looked (much like in the intake but more exaggerated). In the meantime my 
partner was in the passenger seat saying, "Didn't you see that police officer 
that you just drove by?" I did not! They were so incredibly close and the 
police car had its police lights on! It was hard to believe I had missed it! My 
vision was so impaired it was a little alarming.

DREAMS - 
AUTHORITY

DREAMS - 
AMOROUS - 
fallen in love; 
has

DREAMS - 
DRIVING - car; 
a - recklessly

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 15:42:18 1 Generals New Symptom Upon completion of initial intake, I did go for a walk, during the walk I 
thought it weird that my calves were burning (they usually don't as I walk 
these hills frequently) but I noticed about halfway through the walk my 
Labrador retriever was lagging behind and panting. Which was weird to me, 
upon returning home, I commenced with household cleaning for probably 
15-20 minutes and then glanced at the clock, usually our walk takes us an 
hour, but apparently on this day my speed was much faster explaining the 
tired pup and burning calves. My energy remained high throughout the rest 
of the afternoon and evening. Very productive

GENERALS - 
WALKING - 
desire for - air, 
in open

MIND - 
WALKING - 
rapidly - amel-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/18/2017 21:22:38 1 Hearing New Symptom Preferring silence, noting hearing more acute, post initial intake; almost 
annoyed with noises at times, enjoying the quiet.

HEARING - 
ACUTE

MIND - QUIET; 
wants to be

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/18/2017 21:17:32 1 Mouth [1] New Symptom Tongue felt too big for mouth, in length, width, and depth.
 [2]

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
tongue - long; 
tongue is too [3]

MOUTH - 
SWELLING - 
Tongue - 
sensation of [4]

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 19:45:41 1 Mouth New Symptom Urge to rub tongue on a rough surface. I felt a compulsion to chew or suck 
on a Mr Clean Magic scrubber (no chemical in it) the texture on tongue felt 
amazing (didn't want to suppress the urge) and my tongue felt incredible 
following it, felt so clean!! Such a feeling of satisfaction having done it but a 
bit perplexed by the urge. It felt better than any tongue brushing could have 
ever done.

MIND - 
IMPULSIVE

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
indigestible 
things - desire

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/18/2017 21:27:49 1 Mind New Symptom Giddiness, joy, anticipation, almost a heart flutter associated with these 
feelings, like one would feel in anticipation of seeing a long lost loved one, 
or in having a "crush". This is not directed to any person in the vicinity nor in 
this supervisor's life, but the feeling is present.

MIND - JOY MIND - 
EXCITEMENT - 
joy, from

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 19:35:42 1 Stomach New Symptom Intermittent nausea during intake, fleeting STOMACH - 
NAUSEA

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 19:32:39 1 Head New Symptom Sensation of vertigo upon going to bed turning onto right side dissipated 
pretty quickly.

VERTIGO - 
BED - turning; 
seems to be

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/18/2017 8:15:56 1 Head New Symptom Bit of heavy in head, Feel head puffing out and in a bit, rhythm of out and in, 
expanding and in a bit.  Very subtle.  Probably mostly parietal (upper side of 
head).  

HEAD - 
EXPANDED 
sensation

HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/17/2017 23:51:56 1 Mind New Symptom Husband critical of new clothes I bought. I normally get hurt by that, but this 
time it was like, that's what he thinks, but I don't agree with him. I like the 
clothes. I listened to him, didn't offer comment, but felt comfortable with my 
purchases. 

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
reproaches

1408 3/19/2017 19:25:13 1 Mind New Symptom Easily irritated by my boyfriend. He is clingy, touchy. I don't want him to 
touch me. Why doesn't he get it? 

MIND - 
AVERSION - 
men; to = male 
persons -

MIND - 
TOUCHED - 
aversion to be - 
sexually

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/18/2017 8:26:01 1 Mind New Symptom Feel like hanging my head in shame or inferiority thing. Bowing down or a 
lesser than, inadequate. Not worthy, feel there are people out there, but feel 
that the feeling is internal. Partially feel grounded by others, but yet my 
feelings coming from internal, yet there are those out there that I’m 
unworthy of or unworthy to or that these feelings are in response to them. 
They not do or say anything, they just stand there, feeling shameful or not 
worthy to some other people. More internal, my response to faceless others. 

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
watched, she is 
being

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/19/2017 7:29:48 1 Mind New Symptom Stand up for self! Oppose the vulnerability, stand up to it. "Don’t give in!"  
Almost reverse, "You are somebody! Be proud, don’t allow this!" This feels 
better, from strength. "You can’t do that to me!?" I am strong, I can 
persevere. Fighting back of feelings within me to not let them take over me. 
Instead, strong, be opposite of what the vulnerability is. I feel better, feel like 
I'm standing taller again, song has vanished. More of a put chest out, pride, 
proud, get straight back and neck back. 

MIND - 
CONFIDENT

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

MIND - 
DETERMINATI
ON

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/19/2017 7:44:32 1 Mind Altered Symptom Feel anxious around new groups of people usually, but yesterday No 
anxiety. Comfortable, I'm here to be with people, pick some clothes, and 
move on. Less worry about others thought. 

MIND - 
CONFIDENT

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:14:25 1 Face New Symptom Left side face seems higher than the right, mouth higher. Face has turned 
slightly more red in time together.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
face - distorted

FACE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red - right

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:19:30 1 Mind New Symptom Can I keep my head up?  Not that strong, but thought comes to mind.  
Almost forward push down rather than straight down.  As if I'm falling 
asleep, drop forward.  More like a nodding off pressure. Yet I'm not falling 
asleep,  Makes me wanna sit up straighter because I don’t want to go 
forward.  By sit up straighter, repositioned pressure and it goes straight 
down.  
Like I command myself to sit up straight, hold head up. Because I don’t 
want to fall forward.  Innards tell me-inner command. Make back stiff and 
upright, head stiff and upright, almost like an internal command to be 
upright, stiff, not natural.  Push back.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
head - heavy; 
his own head 
seemed too

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
pulled - mind 
were pulled 
downwards; as 
if

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:05:42 1 Mind New Symptom Weight, heavy. Pulled down into chair. Really strong.  Feel legs are grabbed 
at ankles and just pulled down. Feel like stuck into chair.  So heavy I don’t 
think could get oo chair. Feel mostly in Lower back, butt and legs.  Very 
strong.  As if I couldn’t move them at all.  Fixed in position.  Not afraid of 
being pulled anywhere, just feel glued to the area, yet a force pulling me 
down, no fear that going to be pulled anywhere, tremendous weight.  Like I 
couldn’t move if I tried, weight is down. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
heavy; is

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/18/2017 8:09:26 1 Mind New Symptom No actual problems functioning, just a pulling down sensation. Feel weight 
in arms, sinuses, around nose. Forehead being pulled vertically down. Like 
upper body took over from lower body.  Lower feels much less weighted, 
top feeling much heavier. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
heavy; is

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
pulled - he was 
- downward

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:10:03 1 Mind New Symptom Initially for legs was very heavy like concrete, that I was concrete, that I was 
so heavy that I couldn’t move because of weight holding me in place. Top 
not as heavy, more of a force pull me down. Not a bad force, but gravity of 
weight. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
heavy; is

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 11:00:29 1 Mind New Symptom Feel like symbolically head may be chopped off. Exposing head or neck to 
lopped off, vulnerability. Wanna put hands on neck, protect myself. Certain 
security when I do. Feel they still could cut my head off, not I feel hands will 
get hurt. Very vulnerable. Almost a foolish response to put hands up-won’t 
do any good. Action will still happen. So not comfortable. Makes me want to 
lift head up. Don’t like feeling of vulnerability.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
injury - about to 
receive injury; is

MIND - 
INSECURITY; 
mental

MIND - 
SENSITIVE

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:24:09 1 Mind New Symptom Held in place; a force holds me in (hand to chest). Silly song in my head 
(laughing) huge contrast to way I have to sit. Strict and rigid, and da da da 
da song.  Like a silly childhood song or teenybopper.  Silly, I don't know 
what it’s about, nice, happy carefree song. And yet, I'm being pushed back, 
really sit up straight because force is holding me back while silly song goes 
around head.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
superhuman; is

MIND - 
SINGING - 
children's songs

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/19/2017 7:33:15 1 Mind New Symptom Like all of me is unnatural. Either I push myself in a position or internally 
made to sit this way. Feel I can’t let head or shoulders or back go forward. 
Rigid. Not totally comfortable either. Almost like being held in place. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
superhuman; is 
- control; is 
under 
superhuman

GENERALS - 
STIFFNESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:13:15 1 Mind New Symptom Sudden shift-lighter, as if I'm coming out of something.  Oppressive comes 
to mind.  Coming out of oppressive state of pulled down.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
weight - 
pressing down 
from above

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/18/2017 8:08:02 1 Mind New Symptom Helpless, frustration, I cannot move. I feel like I'm just stuck, not blaming 
anyone, situational stuckness. No one is responsible for it, no one is holding 
me down, I just am here, and it just is. 

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/17/2017 23:42:44 1 Mind New Symptom Went to a LuLaRoe party, where you try clothes on for purchase. I felt I was 
much more decisive in picking clothes to try on; made my decisions quickly; 
I liked one of the tops, but it was just a little bit too tight, and my first thought 
was to buy it and maybe I'll lose a little weight to fit into it, which I've done 
several times before. But this time I told myself that I wouldn't do that 
because I don't lose the weight anyway. This was an unusually easy 
decision. I ended up buying two tops quickly without the usual questioning 
of myself. 

MIND - 
IRRESOLUTIO
N

1410 3/13/2017 8:39:08 1 Stomach New Symptom After taking a bath at 9:30 pm, I felt a very powerful heartbeat in my 
stomach. I experienced as several very strong and resounding thumps. To 
be added to description of heartbeat in day 2 dream entry: I felt my 
heartbeat just like I felt it in my stomach after my bath last night on day 1.

CHEST - 
HEARTBEAT - 
lower down in 
chest; felt as if 
the heart would 
beat

1410 3/13/2017 10:47:52 1 Mind New Symptom At one point while taking the initial intake I had a sensation of warmth and 
felt my heartbeat throughout my body, a soft pulsating sensation. I could 
feel it throughout my body. I felt very warm, but comfortable. Almost like 
being wrapped up securely in a warm blanket. I felt this feeling throughout 
my entire body. It only lasted for a few moments and then drifted away but 
left a lingering pleasant feeling and sensation. At another point I felt a 
noticeable feeling of pure relaxation, like my concerns just became easy 
and to be with. 

CHEST - 
HEARTBEAT - 
shaking - body; 
whole

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/11/2017 21:51:08 1 Mind Altered Symptom I have less physical pain or emotional discomfort during a hot bath. I am 
normally much more reactive stepping into a hot bath. I take baths regularly, 
but past a certain heat threshold, I have a strong emotional reaction to the 
intensity.  Tonight around 9:15 pm, stepping into the bath, only the subtlest 
emotional discomfort was present. I felt less physical pain, though I could 
feel that it was very hot. I was able to step into and remain in this hot bath 
for 5-10 minutes longer than usual. I was also able to remain deeply 
submerged for longer than usual, about 5-10 minutes. While bathing, I also 
didn't need to focus on my discomfort as much as typical, instead exploring 
my thoughts and feelings with greater freedom.

GENERALS - 
WARM - 
bathing - amel. - 
hot bath

1410 3/11/2017 21:55:12 1 Mind Altered Symptom I changed the way I drummed with my hands to decrease physical 
discomfort. While drumming on the bathtub, I became very aware of the 
small pains in my hands depending on how hard I hit the tub, and where on 
my hand I hit the tub. I was motivated to find a way to drum without hurting 
myself. I explored this as the most sustainable form of creative expression. I 
felt keenly aware of all the small sensations throughout my hands. 

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
rhythm; to

1410 3/14/2017 9:05:40 1 Mind Cured Symptom Felt inspired and happy. I felt calm and capable and motivated. An overall 
sense of well being. An inner calm and peace. Happiness. 

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 3/12/2017 16:18:02 1 Chest Recent Symptom Difficult breathing especially inspiring air.
Chest feels tight, as if breathing from a pole with tightness of abdomen.

CHEST - 
CONSTRICTIO
N - extending to 
- Stomach

RESPIRATION 
- DIFFICULT - 
inspiration

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 9:01:08 1 Extremities New Symptom Ice cold feet in bed (wearing socks in warm room under covers) EXTREMITIES 
- COLDNESS - 
Feet - bed - in 
bed - agg-

1411 3/12/2017 16:35:51 1 Extremities Recent Symptom Burning sensation over left ankle bone laterally
Smarting, abrasion

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Ankles 
- burning

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 15:58:27 1 Vision Recent Symptom Dryness of eyes with a sensation of film over it with burning.
better closing eyes

EYE - PAIN - 
burning

EYE - PAIN - 
closing the eyes 
- amel. - 
burning

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 16:01:36 1 Vision Recent Symptom Sensation of a drooping, wrinkle over upper eyelids, difficult keeping eye 
open

EYE - 
PARALYSIS - 
Lids, of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 16:56:23 1 Generals Recent Symptom Burning pains in. Serious parts of body started with eyes, back of nose and 
mouth, skin underneath lower eyelid, skin over upper lip, left ankle laterally 

GENERALS - 
PAIN - burning

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 16:12:01 1 Head Recent Symptom Head heavy, as if a solid block with fullness and pressure over head HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 17:08:25 1 Mind Recent Symptom Confusion of mind, wondering where she is and why present in that room.
Wants to go home but don't remember where it is.

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - knows 
not where he is

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover
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Day (# 
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System
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Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1
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Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1411 3/11/2017 21:00:50 1 Mind Recent Symptom Experienced increased curiosity again noticing an interesting beautiful 
house on the drive home (like while wandering around a homeopath's office 
noticing all of her artwork)

MIND - 
CURIOUS

1411 3/12/2017 16:58:26 1 Mind Recent Symptom Likes to observe surrounding and appreciate the art work. MIND - 
CURIOUS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 16:47:40 1 Head Intensified Old 
Symptom

Head heaviness, feels as if a block, putting pressure MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
weight - 
pressing down 
from above

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 16:51:20 1 Generals Recent Symptom General pressure feeling in different parts of body, head, chest, nose MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
weight - 
pressing down 
from above

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/11/2017 21:02:14 1 Mind New Symptom Reckless careless kind of unfocused feeling driving home MIND - 
TEMERITY

1411 3/12/2017 17:01:18 1 Mind, 
Extremities

Recent Symptom Desire to walk, walking around the room 
Pain in extremities better after constant motion

MIND - 
WALKING - 
desire for

GENERALS - 
MOTION - 
continued 
motion - amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/11/2017 21:05:07 1 Mouth, 
Nose, 
Throat

Recent Symptom Short periods of the sensation of a burning stinging abrasion of surface 
showed up around outside edge of tongue, inside nostrils, and inside throat 
on way home

MOUTH - PAIN 
- Tongue - 
burnt; as if

1411 3/12/2017 16:41:05 1 Nose Recent Symptom Burning pain at back of the nose NOSE - PAIN - 
burning pain

1412 3/12/2017 13:08:47 1 Abdomen New Symptom Sensation of one sudden, thumping pop across lower abdomen, like a kick 
from within.

ABDOMEN - 
KICKING, 
sensation, as if; 
from within

1412 3/12/2017 13:29:26 1 Abdomen Recent Symptom More low abdominal sensations of something kicking outwards. One is 
strong and large enough that I feel it both in my abdomen and my left 
buttock. DREAMS - CHILD; being a - he is a

1412 3/12/2017 13:07:44 1 Head New Symptom Sensation of squeezing inwards at both temples. HEAD - PAIN - 
squeezed; as if

1412 3/12/2017 13:24:38 1 Face New Symptom Pulling sensation behind my chin, directly underneath my tongue, like a 
hook is pulling upwards and out through the vertex of my head.

HEAD - 
PULLED 
backward - 
sensation as if

1412 3/12/2017 13:38:42 1 Vision Old Symptom With eyes closed I see a little black floater in my right eye, like a tiny bug. MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
bugs; sees

VISION - 
OBJECTS - 
beside field of 
vision; sees 
objects

1412 3/12/2017 13:39:54 1 Sleep New Symptom I did not sleep. It was as if my body was asleep but I was awake all night 
trapped inside my sleeping body. My mind was blank all night other than 
this awareness of being stuck inside awake. There was nothing to do and I 
could not fall asleep, but because my body was sleeping I didn't move or 
make any attempt at helping myself. I was just there, doing nothing all night.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
sleeping - 
awake; insists 
that he was 
sleeping while

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
trapped; she is - 
body; in her

1412 3/12/2017 13:26:53 1 Vision New Symptom With eyes closed, a blue oval image appeared, it's slowly blinking on and 
off, fading in and out of visibility, getting larger or closer each time until it 
takes up most of my field of vision.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has

VISION - 
COLORS 
before the eyes 
- blue - flashes

1412 3/12/2017 13:32:28 1 Vision New Symptom Objects have vertical lines extending from them, filmy, shadow images. 
They extend from objects on the walls and appear on flat planes (doors, 
walls, etc). VISION - LINE seems above the upper; lower

1414 4/29/2017 22:22:01 1 Mind Old Symptom She slept with someone else while we were together
I caught her!
Wow that was intense
So intense emotions
Disbelief was the biggest
How could someone not tell me if they don’t want to be with me?

MIND - 
Delusion - 
betrayed

MIND - 
Jealousy

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:27:08 1 Mind Old Symptom If something needs to be done, it gets done quick
I can get on that right now
Instantly
I have to do it now
I see if i can hold off a little bit
Ex. tomorrow i’m going to clean up the yard
I feel like i have to do it tomorrow
Chores have to happen now
But big decisions take a lot of time for me

MIND - 
Industrious

MIND - 
Efficiency, 
increased

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 21:10:27 1 Mind Old Symptom Hard to talk about myself. I'd much rather hear other people's story. I'm 
more fascinated by other people's lives, how they got there. It's fascinating 
to me. I'd like to find out about you. [What would you like to know?] I want to 
know the year your house was built, your home office, the woodwork, the 
colors. If you're close to the river. [... on and on, many creative and detailed 
questions... house, family, work, relationships... ] That's what I'd like to 
know. I ask personal questions pretty quickly.

MIND - 
INQUISITIVE

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:10:24 1 Mind Old Symptom When i sit and design with people, I get to ask all these questions of them. 
They don’t need to ask me anything. I can get personal with them because 
the work is personal. I get great stories. One gentleman i sat with, before he 
got married he ate dinner lying down in a bed or on a couch. He had to eat 
laying down. That fascinates me. What will he do when he’s married? Will 
she lie down with him? I had so many questions for him. So that’s why I ask 
questions. Leading me to uncover these bizarre behaviors. Tells me we all 
do things so differently in this world. Not to judge people for doing things 
differently. Asked him, What started you eating lying down? He said his 
mom brought him food in bed. 

MIND - 
INQUISITIVE

DREAMS - 
EATING

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:02:29 1 Mind Old Symptom We were all nude around each other growing up. Parents, siblings. It was 
normal. Realized later that's not the norm. I was nude the most growing up. 
I brushed my teeth while they were on the pot, stuff like that. For showers, 
dad would jump out, I'd jump in. My brother and his wife now, they're more 
private. I ask him what that's like. We never had a shut door. To this day, I'll 
talk to my mom while I'm on the pot and she's in the shower. My dad had a 
stroke years ago, I'd help him shower, dry off, that's when we had our 
conversations. 

MIND - 
LIBERTINISM

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:08:14 1 Mind Old Symptom Can always see both sides of everything. Not rooting for anyone. Just how 
things run is intriguing to me

MIND - 
OBJECTIVE, 
reasonable

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:24:35 1 Mind Old Symptom I’ve been friends with everyone I’ve been involved with
She apologized
If she was searching that out, I was doing something not so great too
Not blame her
It’s always two sides
I can always see two sides
Makes decision-making a pain
Lengthy 

MIND - 
OBJECTIVE, 
reasonable

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:16:04 1 Sleep Old Symptom I rock when I go to bed
Back and forth
Rocking back and forth for a little bit
Mom used to rock me in rocking chair
I can remember her doing that to me
I do it because it feels good!! It’s soothing
15 minutes to rock back and forth before sleep SLEEP - SLEEPLESSNESS - rocked, child must be

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 3/16/2017 8:17:25 1 Back New Symptom I also feel warmth radiating down my spine. BACK - HEAT - 
Spine - 
extending to - 
Downward 
(suggested 
rubric)

1416 3/16/2017 8:28:54 1 Back New Symptom I feel an electrical sensation along my spine and at the base of my spine in 
my root chakra. However, to be clear this is not an unpleasant or painful 
kind of shock or electricity, it is more enlivening.

BACK - 
SHOCKS - 
electric-like - 
Spine; along

1416 3/16/2017 8:20:17 1 Dreams New Symptom In my mind's eye, I see ultra-modern buildings, skyscrapers and homes of 
the future. They are metallic gray, white, and iridescent greenish in color. 
Somehow they compliment and blend into the sky and earth. 

DREAMS - 
BUILDINGS - 
Skyscrapers 
(suggested 
rubric)

1416 3/16/2017 6:50:45 1 Dreams New Symptom I open my calendar to see that I am over scheduled; scheduled every day 
for months to come. I feel confused and wonder, "How could this happen?"
I feel overwhelmed. Upon closer inspection, I see that all the patient details 
are carefully pencilled in and are in fact in my own handwriting!

DREAMS - 
WORK

1416 3/16/2017 15:20:50 1 Extremities New Symptom About seven hours after taking the substance I have extreme cramping in 
my calves, especially my right calf. It really hurts as I am walking.

EXTREMITIES 
- CRAMPS - 
Lower limbs

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
cramping

EXTREMITIES 
- CRAMPS - 
Lower limbs - 
walking - agg.

1416 3/16/2017 6:21:59 1 Eye New Symptom Within twenty minutes of taking the substance a blood vessel burst in the 
right lower quadrant of my right eye. This has never happened before.

EYE - 
BLEEDING 
from eyes

1416 3/16/2017 8:25:22 1 Eye New Symptom My right eye feels warm as though there is glass or sand in it and my it is 
weeping. 

EYE - HEAT in EYE - PAIN - 
sand; as from

EYE - 
LACHRYMATIO
N

1416 3/16/2017 8:00:00 1 Head New Symptom Upon taking the substance I begin to feel a radiant warmth and vibration 
originating from my occiput up and around my skull.

HEAD - HEAT HEAD - 
SHAKING 
sensation

HEAD - 
TINGLING - 
Occiput

1416 3/16/2017 15:23:55 1 Hearing Voices seem like they are far away. Not so much radio or video voices as 
live human voices.

HEARING - 
DISTANT - 
voices seem

1416 3/16/2017 15:20:50 1 Mind 3/16/2017 15:20:50 I am reading an article on the recent discovery of a 400,000-year-old skull in 
a cave in Portugal that may be Neanderthal ancestor. During the proving of 
Gavia immer (the common loon) the skeletal remains of Gansus 
yumanensis were found in China. The thought that we are still learning who 
we are and where we came from, evolutionarily speaking… How are we 
evolving today? Does homeopathy aid in our collective evolution?

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1416 3/16/2017 8:27:32 1 Mind New Symptom I am thinking of the upcoming Wonder Woman film; I keep seeing the 
images of her bracelets and bullets striking them, lightning or electricity 
jettisoning off of them. Power and might; however, feminine might. Wonder 
Woman featured prominently in my 1970s childhood. She is a clear 
representation of a goddess to me.

MIND - POWER 
- excited by 
power

DREAMS - 
GODDESS; of

1416 3/16/2017 8:15:00 1 Mouth New Symptom My tongue feels thick. MOUTH - 
THICK; 
sensation as if - 
Tongue was

1416 3/16/2017 8:19:50 1 Throat New Symptom My throats feels hot and thick. THROAT - 
CONGESTION
THROAT - 
HEAT - Pharynx

THROAT - 
THICK 
sensation

1402 3/27/2017 19:28:02 2 Dreams New Symptom It was a bright sunny day. I was on a cruise ship in the ocean in Alaska. I 
was deep sea fishing from the top deck, like ten stories up. I had a really big 
fishing pole that was attached to a waist belt to help me hold it up. The 
guide came over and put a huge hunk of meat on the hook; I thought it was 
strange because the meat looked like beef and I thought it should have 
been fish that we used as bait. He threw the meat on the hook overboard 
and then he disappeared and I was all alone on the ship. As soon as the 
meat hit the water a great white shark came to the surface, ate it, and 
started swimming away really fast. My line was going out very rapidly. Then 
before I knew it, a sperm whale surfaced and ate the shark! It was also 
swimming away very fast and before I could even think I ran out of line and I 
was pulled overboard into the water. I was being pulled underwater behind 
the whale. I thought I had better figure out how to release myself from the 
pole so I don't drown. I found the quick-release and pulled it, and then I was 
detached from it and I swam to the surface. I felt completely stunned. I had 
to gather myself; my senses worked but didn't work. I was asking myself 
what had just happened and if I was alive or dead? I could see the ship in 
the distance but it wasn't registering in my mind. Like all of my senses had 
been blown to oblivion by how rapidly everything had just happened. Also, 
the water was warm, and I was warm, even though it was the cold ocean. DREAMS - FISHING - deep seaDREAMS - OCEAN

1402 3/27/2017 19:42:46 2 Extremities
, Neck, 
Skin

Old Symptom Old symptom, different location and feeling. When I woke up in the morning, 
my head, neck and shoulders were not covered by the blanket. On my neck 
and shoulders (not my head or face) I felt a significant draft on the skin 
there. It felt burning and icy simultaneously. Immediately when I felt it, I had 
a very strong urge to bolt; to run as fast as I could to escape the feeling, 
knowing full well that that would be impossible. This word "bolt", It kept 
going through my mind, I want to bolt like lightning, run so, so fast. As far as 
my history with this, for almost all of the time I have been menstruating, the 
burning or painful sensation is how my cramps felt every month. I had never 
felt it on my skin before. Since homeopathic care, I no longer have this 
experience; it's been about four years since the last time I had it. GENERALS - WIND - sensation of - blowing - Single parts; on

1402 3/27/2017 19:35:39 2 Dreams New Symptom I was at summer camp in a beautiful old forest in northern Minnesota.  It 
was a bright, sunny day.  I was my current age, but I was a camper with 
kids age 10-18.  We were all laughing and having a great time.  Then we 
had to walk as a group through the woods to another building which was 
quite a distance.  We started walking but then my legs, from the knee down, 
began to feel so heavy, like lead, and I was slowing way down,  I was falling 
behind the others but no one noticed.  I kept struggling trying to keep up but 
couldn't.  I did not say anything, however - I had the ability to speak and did 
not.  Instead I started to feel panicked and desperate that I was going to be 
left alone in the woods and I was going to die.  I also felt flabbergasted, put-
out and offended that no one noticed I wasn't with the group anymore!  It felt 
like, "Can't you see me?!  Don't you know who I am?!  How can you do this 
to me - just forget about me, not pay attention to me?!  Don't you see me 
here?!  How can you just forget about a whole person?!" 

1403 5/11/2017 13:35:54 2 Dreams New Symptom Approaching a tall man peeing off a porch in a river, he was iconic, a 
symbol of deity, he was huge, symbol of Greek God, symbol of vitality, so 
full of health, he urinated what seemed like forever...

DREAMS - 
URINATING

DREAMS - 
GOD; of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 12:39:28 2 Mind, 
Generals, 
Head

New Symptom Tiredness, feels like full headedness, head feels like balloon with water in it, 
watery heavy feeling, weight, everything is so slow.  Mood fine, felt like not 
belonged in this world, not totally here, a bit tired, directionless.

HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

HEAD - 
WATER, 
sensation as of

MIND - 
DREAM; as if in 
a

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:02:36 2 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Anxious last couple of days, have but more intense than usual, "Should we 
have gone to other café, is this the best decision?" Refuse to let go, had this 
all weekend, not at ease. Almost a need for everything to line perfectly, 
shiny pipes that roll up and down and fit, a clean shiny fit, how I want 
meetings to go, extreme anxiety if things don't go that way.

MIND - 
IRRESOLUTIO
N

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 12:28:44 2 Mind New Symptom Foggy, dream-like state. Time seems to pass differently, it slipped away, 
lunch seemed like two hours; however, I was actually apparently, at café for 
about four hours, I don't remember time, confused, slipping in and out of 
reality.

MIND - TIME - 
quickly, appears 
shorter; passes 
too

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - time; as 
to

MIND - 
DREAM; as if in 
a

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover
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Supervisor 
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1403 5/12/2017 12:27:06 2 Sleep New Symptom I woke tired, heavy, slow. SLEEP - 
UNREFRESHIN
G

GENERALS - 
HEAVINESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/12/2017 13:44:35 2 Mind, 
Stomach

New Symptom Eating a ton, just ate eight eggs, and four pieces of toast, could eat more 
although somewhat full, ate pizza without a thought, loved it, a bit out of 
character, usually think about things (I eat).

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
increased

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 12:32:54 2 Stomach Intensified Old 
Symptom

Hunger, really wanted coffee normally want tiny bit of coffee, cooked four 
eggs then four more.

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
increased

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
coffee - desire

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 3/12/2017 9:09:42 2 Dreams New Symptom I was out of the country with my daughter for a short trip. Usually we are 
there in the summer or for the winter holidays but this was perhaps spring. 
We were staying in a hotel close to the opera house, which is unusual as 
we have friends and family we stay with. As we wandered around in an 
atrium style mall I was drawn to some prints and the gallery director was 
trying to get me to buy one. A friend came to the hotel room and brought 
pastries. There was a tall man with a mustache and glasses who came later 
who I did not know but he was not threatening. There was another more 
robust man, more like a southerner (Bavarian) who wanted to go to Saturn, 
a popular record store. I felt guilty because I'd told the gallery owner I'd be 
stopping by but I didn't really want to. Before we got to the record store, the 
Bavarian man wanted to go to a cafe. It was 11 am and he was happy they 
had just opened the bar so he got a schnapps and pastry. I saw others 
eating their rolls and pastries and could imagine what the pastries texture 
was like, dense and buttery. Suddenly the tall man said the gallery director 
and her child needed me. We went to another atrium mall and she had an 
infant in a stroller. She showed me the infant's left leg which was purple and 
blue and I said we have to look for remedies that are purple and blue, 
Ledum and since it's the left leg this could be a Lachesis case. I asked 
whether the child babbled a lot trying to find an equivalent to loquacious. 
Then I woke up. The dream was so vivid but I was not able to recall the 
nuances. There was a sense of being home in that country, where I lived for 
12 years, as a German but then being an American homeopath, which 
made no sense to me since I felt more German in the dream. I have always 
struggled with figuring out my identity; am I more German or American but 
this is the first time I was giving homeopathic advice to a German in a 
dream. DREAMS - JOURNEYSDREAMS - HELPING - peopleDREAMS - IDENTITY - search for her

1404 5/17/2017 11:55:35 2 Ear New Symptom Drawing pain in the ear, went away quickly EAR - PAIN
1404 3/13/2017 7:41:30 2 Skin New Symptom Little eruption (like small pimple but solid), not suppurating. Itching in middle 

of night when unable to sleep. A little below left buttock. Less pronounced 
by morning.

EXTREMITIES 
- ERUPTIONS - 
Thighs

1404 3/12/2017 10:26:25 2 Head Recent Symptom A little after breakfast, as experienced day 01, a slight sensation of pressure 
between maxilla and along zygomatic arch, like stretching sensation with 
heaviness, increasing on left side, creating resistance when I try to lift cheek 
(smiling motion).

HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

1404 3/12/2017 20:20:06 2 Mind New Symptom After having told a friend I had no time to meet her family for a dinner this 
week, I now suddenly felt I had to make time for her. Not relenting, but 
feeling it was no problem missing yoga. More open minded, not stuck in 
schedule, dogma, discipline. And just now told my boyfriend he should 
come over to spend the night while before I kept seeing a problem in getting 
up early (5:45 am which with time change equals 4:45 qm) with too little 
sleep. Now I welcome the time together and am excited for closeness, 
warmth, proximity. Again, feeling more space inside, extending boundaries, 
seeking connection.

MIND - 
OBSTINATE

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
persistent

1404 3/12/2017 8:54:47 2 Nose Recent Symptom Less coryza or discharge on waking. Have been having seasonal allergies 
(probably Juniper) which especially lead to morning sneezing, coryza and 
discharge.

NOSE - 
CORYZA

1404 3/12/2017 8:55:39 2 Ear New Symptom Painful drawing in ear on waking, which disappeared rapidly.
1404 3/13/2017 7:36:52 2 Mind New Symptom Irritation when boyfriend coughed waking me up at 11:45 pm, then within a 

few minutes I'd drift off again and he'd cough. Usually, when he wakes up I 
want to soothe or console him, this time I was just irritated.

1405 3/15/2017 15:14:31 2 Mind New Symptom Finding myself speaking up more about an issue where normally I would be 
more hesitant. I feel clear, and able to articulate my thoughts clearly. 

MIND - TRUTH 
- telling the 
plain truth

1405 3/15/2017 8:20:46 2 Sleep New Symptom Hard time falling asleep; hard time staying asleep. Very restless. Slept in 
little chunks throughout the night, which did not feel deep. Tossed and 
turned. 

SLEEP - 
FALLING 
ASLEEP - 
difficult

SLEEP - LIGHT 
- hears every 
sound

1405 3/15/2017 9:29:57 2 Dreams New Symptom I was on a plane traveling back and forth from a homeopathy seminar many 
times. At one point I learned that I had been sleeping during the whole flight 
and in one of them, the plane had been spinning. We boarded another 
flight, with a female pilot, older. We taxied in a long line up of planes to take 
off. Once we were in the air, we never got very high off the ground, we 
could see the trees and buildings quite close below. There was a problem, I 
can't remember what it was. We landed in a vacant area, hard packed dirt, 
surrounded by buildings. There were many more details and conversations 
throughout, but I can't remember. 

The feeling in the dream- fairly calm, but a bit surprised that 1) I had slept 
during all those flights with the turbulence and spinning
2) the pilot could not fly very well

A second dream early in the morning- a hotel, going in and out of a dressing 
room, getting ready for something. The last scene I remember was a black 
woman, with a very short dress- but not tight, loose walking down to the 
bathroom and you could see she had nothing on underneath- totally bare 
bottom and she would look over her shoulder and smile knowingly. 
Throughout the dream, we-myself and others- were going in and out of this 
bathroom. 

there was not any overwhelming feeling to the dream, either during or after I 
woke up. 

1405 3/15/2017 14:11:18 2 Female Recent Symptom mild discomfort, cramping like menstrual cramps, but it is not near my 
regular period. a little more intense on the left side- (ovary removed due to 
cyst 1 year ago). 

I have had this type of cramp or discomfort before, and have had the left 
side more aggravated, even after ovary was removed. 

1406 3/19/2017 19:41:33 2 Back Old Symptom Left low back pain, achy, better with pressure. Pain scale of 3 of 10 
occasional extension into left hip or trochanter. Usually any history of back 
pain for myself does not go into the left hip. I have historically had 
occasional back pain but not for over one year.

BACK - PAIN - 
Lumbar region - 
extending to - 
Hips

BACK - PAIN - 
pressure - 
amel-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 19:48:42 2 Chest Recent Symptom Recurring sharp pain same as from day 1, in right side of heart but instead 
of fleeting, lasting for about 15-20 minutes, sharper with deep inhalation, but 
otherwise, no restriction in breathing.

CHEST - PAIN - 
Heart - burning

CHEST - PAIN - 
Heart - 
inspiration - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/20/2017 13:27:40 2 Dreams Recent Symptom In a dreams with others who are unknown but familiar, lots of activity going 
on in terms of arranging and going places. Strange though at one time a 
white sponge like square presented itself and I felt compelled to put it in my 
mouth. It wasn't food and I was perplexed while  wondering why I had put 
this sponge or washcloth like squarish white object in my mouth (very 
similar to the real life compulsion I had on the night of the intake).

DREAMS - 
EATING

DREAMS - 
ORGANIZING

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 7:58:17 2 Back Intensified Old 
Symptom

My hips hurt after laying in bed all night. They ache across my sacral area 
and my back hurts at the same time. It's the same type of painful feeling, 
and intense sharp ache that gets worse if I roll over our move. It's gone 
once I get out of bed. It only hurts after being in bed for several hours. EXTREMITIES - PAIN - Hips - lying - after - agg-

1406 3/20/2017 13:29:48 2 Extremities New Symptom Difficulty like to sleep on my sides (usual preferred posture) hip aches no 
matter which side I sleep on, thus interrupting sleep with frequent turning to 
opposing side, hips worse on side being laid on, worse with pressure

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - lying - 
side; on - 
painful side - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/21/2017 19:37:18 2 Extremities Altered Symptom Alternating sides of pulling in area of Achilles attachment to calcaneus. 
Sensation as if it would shift from right to left.  

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 19:37:56 2 Generals Intensified Old 
Symptom

Very active productive day without need for rest. Typically productive, but 
today was quite more so.

MIND - 
INDUSTRIOUS

GENERALS - 
ACTIVITY - 
amel-

MIND - 
ACTIVITY - 
desires activity

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/19/2017 20:21:39 2 Mind New Symptom Got lots done today. Normally, when I think of house projects I think, "That's 
going to be a lot of work," but today was able to just get a lot done.

MIND - 
INDUSTRIOUS 
- efficient

1406 3/20/2017 6:06:37 2 Stomach New Symptom Around 8 pm, the evening of day 2 I suddenly got an "all gone" feeling in my 
stomach, which was odd because I had eaten dinner not that long before. 
Within about 10 minutes I got nauseous and had lots of loud burping. I 
drank some peppermint tea and it was better in about an hour.

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
increased - 
sudden

STOMACH - 
ERUCTATIONS 
- hungry; when

1406 3/19/2017 8:00:29 2 Mind New Symptom I had some profound realizations as I was half asleep about a previous 
relationship and it's affect on me. It was as if I could just "see" what was 
happening under the surface of the relationship.

1406 3/19/2017 8:03:16 2 Mind Altered Symptom I've been decluttering my house, but a lot of stuff had wound up in the 
garage. I'm feeling blocked and trapped by all of that and am feeling 
excited, very motivated to get that out of there. There's a new feeling of 
determination and a new level of frustration with it and clutter in general.

1406 3/19/2017 20:20:13 2 Extremities Intensified Old 
Symptom

Sciatica, left side, extending down my leg. I'm feeling it on the outside of my 
left knee and the outside of my left lower leg feels like it needs to stretch. It's 
a burning, throbbing achy feeling.  Better with heat  applied at the sacroiliac 
joint.

1407 3/12/2017 7:41:42 2 Dreams New Symptom I dreamed of something warm and fluffy and in dream looked up, as if 
looking in a mirror and saw that, under the skin of my forehead my frontal 
bones were showing a divot ... they looked as if they were separating in the 
center back to how they are before they fuse...

DREAMS - 
BODY - 
disfigured

1407 3/12/2017 7:45:18 2 Face Recent Symptom Face is still congested on right in front sinus as has been since taking the 
proving substance.

FACE - 
CONGESTION

FACE - PAIN - 
Sinuses - 
Frontal

1407 3/12/2017 13:43:57 2 Face Recent Symptom Face congestion, mild mostly on the right. FACE - 
CONGESTION

1407 3/12/2017 7:49:03 2 Mind New Symptom Noticing even as I awoke from sleep, my eyes were shut, and I heard my 
cat cleaning her fur... She 'sounds' fluffy and now that I am fully awake, I am 
very conscious of how fluffy and soft her fur is. not even touching her, just 
aware of her fur from a distance.

MIND - 
AWARENESS 
heightened - 
animal 
awareness

1407 3/12/2017 7:44:17 2 Mind Cured Symptom Feel mood is elevated and back to my optimistic self from years ago. Feel 
very calm and noticing the birds. Mentally, I feel lighter and my mind is not 
full of thoughts or things I need to keep track of. Just calm and up beat.

MIND - 
CONTENT

1407 3/12/2017 7:46:26 2 Neck Old Symptom Neck is very very sore and jaw clenched on right, this is an old symptoms of 
mine that comes and goes, but has mostly been gone until the taking of this 
proving substance last night.

NECK - PAIN - 
sore

FACE - 
CLENCHED 
jaw

1407 3/12/2017 13:52:04 2 Respiration Recent Symptom Still hard to breathe, now more on the right form diaphragm into right lung. RESPIRATION 
- DIFFICULT

1407 3/12/2017 11:53:17 2 Skin New Symptom My skin feels very soft and plump. SKIN - SOFT - 
feels

1407 3/12/2017 15:02:05 2 Stomach Recent Symptom Sudden nausea with eructations and head is still aching on right. STOMACH - 
NAUSEA - 
sudden

HEAD - PAIN - 
aching

1407 3/12/2017 14:43:40 2 Throat Recent Symptom Lump in throat is very present, except when eating. THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a - 
eating - amel-

1407 3/12/2017 14:45:54 2 Head Recent Symptom px in back of right occipital area, sharp locally with a shadow of px going 
behind right eye

1408 3/19/2017 19:21:09 2 Dreams New Symptom I'm a girl outside on a hill. There are people around sitting on the grass on 
blankets, and I'm dancing free to the music. Another guy is dancing too. 
We're not together, but parallel, then he goes away. I keep dancing and 
when I stop and lay on the grass, he brings me a water and him a Rum and 
Coke. I'm touched, glad for his thoughtfulness. I feel close, loving. Later on, 
my dad drives us to a restaurant so the three of us can go have a drink. He 
finds it easily, even though he's not been there before. The feeling is 
closeness, loved.

DREAMS - 
DANCING

DREAMS - 
AMOROUS - 
fallen in love; 
has

DREAMS - 
FATHER

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/19/2017 7:42:17 2 Mind New Symptom I wasn’t hurt or offended by my husband’s criticism around the clothes I 
bought.  Make decisions more quickly and don’t worry about them.  

Feel more sure of myself this morning.

MIND - 
CONFIDENT

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/19/2017 7:55:07 2 Mind New Symptom Had to get a newspaper clipping laminated today; didn't want to wait until 
tomorrow (focused on a task). Went to a Fed-ex and they didn't have the 
machines to do this size. I was pleasant and understanding even though 
they couldn't do the job at this store, and I'd have to drive 15 minutes to the 
other Fedex to do it; I just wanted to get it done. I usually am more upset 
internally with the inconvenience. 4:30 pm

MIND - 
DETERMINATI
ON

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
disappointment

1408 3/19/2017 8:00:45 2 Mind New Symptom Husband wanted to go out to dinner; I would be just as happy staying home. 
I know this is important to him. Agreed to go out and told him that it didn't 
matter where we went; it was his choice. I didn't care for his choice, but just 
accepted it as it didn't really matter. Normally, I might be more persuasive 
about staying home or where we go to restaurant. 

MIND - 
INDIFFERENC
E - agreeable 
things; to

1408 3/19/2017 7:40:20 2 Mind New Symptom Felt more proactive about simple things. Did things quickly (vs. 
procrastinating). Normally wait and say "I wish I had…", but feel more 
proactive. Usually think about it but, went shopping and bought stuff quick, 
proactive, decisive.

MIND - 
INDUSTRIOUS

MIND - 
POSTPONING 
everything to 
next day

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/19/2017 7:44:17 2 Mind New Symptom less critical. My husband drove us to the Home Show, which was about 25 
minutes away. He could have taken a route that was around the city, but 
instead he kept turning onto streets with more traffic and more lights. 
Normally I would have criticized his moves, but this time I said to myself that 
it didn't matter in the overall scope of things. Internally, I was saying to 
myself to calm down and enjoy the day that it didn't matter how we got 
there, and to not upset my husband and spoil the day. 11:30 am 

MIND - 
REPROACHIN
G others

MIND - 
TRIFLES - 
important; seem

1408 3/18/2017 11:33:28 2 Mouth New Symptom I can taste smoke after using sage in my apartment, after blowing out 
candles. It lasts for hours! Nothing gets rid of it-tried eating, drinking. It's 
gross. I can taste smoke on the back of my tongue and back of my mouth.  

MOUTH - 
SMOKING - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/19/2017 7:35:27 2 Sleep Cured Symptom Slept well last night. Went to sleep more quickly. Also got back to sleep 
quick when woke up in night. Slept more soundly without a lot of waking or 
sleeping, etc. 

SLEEP - 
FALLING 
ASLEEP - easy

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1409 3/12/2017 11:40:56 2 Dreams New Symptom Dream that my cat was dead in the bathtub. It was a very dreamy dream. I 
wasn't sure if he was dead. He was swirling in the tub. It felt dreamy, 
surreal. It was a cat that has already passed in my life. I wasn't sad, it didn't 
seem real.  

DREAMS - 
CATS - dead

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Things seem surreal. Fascinated with how my smoothie looks. DREAMS - 
SURREAL

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Need to doodle. My hand needs to be busy. There's an intensity to it. EXTREMITIES 
- 
RESTLESSNE
SS

1409 3/13/2017 21:35:54 2 Face New Symptom Red cheeks FACE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red - 
Cheeks

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Feel like I have to drive more carefully because cars seem to come from 
nowhere.

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - lack of

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom I want to have fun! I feel almost irresponsible. MIND - EXCITEMENT
1409 3/12/2017 15:23:01 2 Mind New Symptom I want to be exhilarated. I want to have fun, excitement. Extreme like 

jumping out of a plane or zip line. Roller coasters. Be out of control.  
MIND - 
EXCITEMENT - 
desire for
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Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Picking fuzz off blanket. Busy hands. MIND - 
GESTURES, 
makes - hands; 
involuntary 
motions of the - 
picking - 
bedclothes; at 
the

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Feelings of playfulness and silliness. MIND - 
PLAYFUL

MIND - 
AMUSEMENT - 
desire for

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom Not overthinking issues and taking immediate action. MIND - 
POSTPONING 
everything to 
next day

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Mind New Symptom She wants more of the proving substance so she keeps feeling this good.... MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 Sleep New Symptom Sleep was relaxed, which was unusual for me. SLEEP - 
REFRESHING

1409 3/13/2017 20:11:27 2 Stomach New Symptom

Nausea, intense, sudden.

STOMACH - 
NAUSEA - 
sudden

1409 3/12/2017 11:36:41 2 Stomach New Symptom Extreme thirst at 4 am. STOMACH - 
THIRST - 
morning

1409 3/12/2017 17:00:00 2 General New Symptom She just wants to stretch.
1410 3/12/2017 7:04:04 2 Dreams New Symptom I catch a yellow snake DREAMS - 

SNAKES
1410 3/14/2017 8:59:02 2 Extremities New Symptom A tingling sensation in my body but especially in my arms. EXTREMITIES 

- TINGLING - 
Upper limbs

GENERALS - 
TINGLING

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/14/2017 9:02:32 2 Face New Symptom A pulsating sensation in my upper right jaw. FACE - 
PULSATION - 
Jaws - Upper

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/14/2017 8:57:20 2 Female New Symptom A soft, subtle pulsing sensation in my genital area, an awareness of that 
area.

FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - PULSATING 
- Vagina

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/12/2017 17:01:51 2 Male Altered Symptom I experienced decreased pleasure from orgasm during masturbation. 
Sensation felt dampened (like when sound is dampened, not physically 
damp). 

MALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
MASTURBATIO
N; disposition to

MALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - SEXUAL 
DESIRE - 
diminished

1410 3/14/2017 9:10:06 2 Mind Cured Symptom A feeling of nurturing, love and care for others. This is really a strong part of 
me any way but it felt intensified. 

MIND - 
BENEVOLENC
E

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/13/2017 10:52:36 2 Mind Cured Symptom Less urgency with emotional pain. There is a quieting of the "noise" that 
used to be running in the background of my mind and thinking. I was more 
reactive to the stimuli coming in. Now with the remedy it has all quieted 
down. MIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/13/2017 10:00:23 2 Mind New Symptom Out of the blue, I felt a strong urge to listen to Christmas music, specifically 
White Christmas. 

MIND - MUSIC 
- desire for

1410 3/14/2017 8:51:43 2 Mind Cured Symptom A softening of my thoughts. A more playful relationship to my thoughts. 
when I feel concerns creeping in I find myself easily moving to a place of 
telling myself it will be okay. All will be okay.

MIND - 
RELAXED

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/12/2017 11:53:08 2 Generals Altered Symptom I am drinking my coffee much more slowly than normal. I take multiple 
minutes between sips. 

MIND - 
SLOWNESS - 
eating, while

1410 3/12/2017 17:37:25 2 Smell New Symptom I am out to dinner and barely able to smell the dishes. My company is 
exclaiming about the food's smell and even leaning in, it barely registers.

NOSE - SMELL 
- diminished

1410 3/14/2017 9:01:17 2 Generals New Symptom A slight sensation of dizziness; very slight and passed quickly but still 
noticeable. 

VERTIGO - 
VERTIGO

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 3/12/2017 20:46:22 2 Generals, 
Urethra

New Symptom Chilliness and goosebumps with urge to urination; better after passing urine. CHILL - 
URINATION - 
before

BLADDER - 
URINATION - 
urging to urinate 
- chill; during

GENERALS - 
URINATION - 
after - amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 20:06:29 2 Dreams New Symptom Dream last night "1000 straight pins holding me flat to the surface without 
pain."  No emotion. Feeling of held down by pins, couldn't move or get up to 
urinate

DREAMS - 
NEEDLES

DREAMS - 
TRAP - being 
trapped

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 9:02:15 2 Extremities Recent Symptom Ice cold feet sitting in warm truck wearing boots
Ice cold feet sitting in classroom wearing slippers

EXTREMITIES 
- COLDNESS - 
Feet

1411 3/12/2017 20:17:47 2 Extremities New Symptom Ice cold feet in bed (wearing socks in warm room under covers).
last night and ice cold feet sitting in warm truck wearing boots and in class 
all day.

EXTREMITIES 
- COLDNESS - 
Feet

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 21:08:31 2 Eyes Old Symptom Eyes filmy, wrinkle sensation, left more than right, with dry burning 
sensation, and itching. 

EYE - PAIN - 
burning - dry 
burning

VISION - 
BLURRED

EYE - ITCHING 
- Around the 
eyes

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 17:10:19 2 Generals, 
Urine

New Symptom Consistent throughout the day - full body chill with tingly goosebumps 
comes every time need to urinate arises

Ameliorated by urination

GENERALS - 
HEAT - lack of 
vital heat

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 8:59:45 2 Ear, Face, 
Mouth, 
Nose, 
Rectum, 
Skin, 
Throat

Recent Symptom Burning stinging abrasion sensation continues to show up for a short while 
sometimes in one spot sometimes in a couple at once and then fades as it's 
showing up somewhere new

GENERALS - 
PAIN - burning

1411 3/12/2017 19:55:56 2 Generals Old Symptom The short periods of feeling sensation of burning stinging abrasion of 
surface showed up around outside edge of tongue, inside nostrils, and 
inside throat. The symptoms comes and goes gradually. 

GENERALS - 
PAIN - burning

GENERALS - 
PAIN - appear 
gradually

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 20:56:02 2 Head Old Symptom Head- burning and stinging comes and goes gradually 
better walking

HEAD - PAIN - 
burning

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 20:57:18 2 Mind New Symptom Desire to be tucked into bed like a young child. Want someone to pull the 
covers up to my chin, tuck them in around me and kiss me on the forehead. 
Better yet read me a story too!

MIND - 
CARRIED - 
desire to be 
carried - 
caressed; and

1411 3/12/2017 9:09:30 2 Mind Recent Symptom Still catching myself looking at things curiously like the water stain on the 
basement floor, the mark on the wall, simple things.

MIND - 
CURIOUS

1411 3/12/2017 19:31:20 2 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Experienced increased curiosity again noticing an interesting beautiful 
house on the drive home, even while staring at the stain in the floor and the 
wall.

MIND - 
CURIOUS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 1:14:15 2 Dreams New Symptom 1000 straight pins holding me flat to the surface 
No emotion and painless
Then waking feeling like this is good because stuff will be able to get out
Physically feeling need to urinate but still pinned down or held down 
Feeling like a ball of light is hunting around inside my body searching for 
ways to express
After a few minutes got up and while sitting in bathroom was having the 
urge to wander around the house

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
trapped; he is

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
body - pinned 
down, is

1411 3/12/2017 9:05:22 2 Mind New Symptom Normally love being under the trees in pasture. This morning felt a little 
intimidated (they seemed so big and tall). Kept my eyes down. 

MIND - FEAR - 
open spaces; 
fear of

1411 3/12/2017 20:54:35 2 Mind New Symptom Caught myself playing with my toes in the bathtub (like a young toddler or 
baby would). Just sort of feeling them and looking at them. Both feet both 
hands at once. 

MIND - 
PLAYFUL

1411 3/12/2017 19:51:29 2 Mind, 
Generals

Intensified Old 
Symptom

Reckless careless kind of unfocused feeling driving home and also felt 
careless during the day to day work, e.g., while taking out lunch from the car 
it got spoiled and my phone rang in the class. Prover, "I am usually careful 
about these things and today was unusual."

MIND - 
TEMERITY

MIND - 
HEEDLESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 21:02:51 2 Generals, 
Neck

New Symptom Neck stiffness, from base of neck to shoulder, on right side, with sensation 
of a lump, better walking (motion).

NECK - PAIN - 
right

GENERALS - 
MOTION - 
amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 21:09:53 2 Chest Altered Symptom  Breathing better. No constriction over chest. RESPIRATION 
- DIFFICULT - 
constriction - 
Diaphragm; of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 9:03:33 2 Throat New Symptom Sensation of lump (block lodged) in throat accompanied by constricted 
feeling when outside in cold air (12 degrees no wind).

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

GENERALS - 
COLD - air - 
agg-

1411 3/12/2017 12:02:17 2 Throat New Symptom Experiencing desire to get up and wander around the room
Sitting in my seat in class denying that now experiencing that lump in my 
throat feeling (the lump feels like a solid block like those ones I experienced 
in the first hour after dosing in the head etc)
Also getting some tingling on front of my thighs
Getting up and walking aimlessly about kind of strolling ameliorates the 
lump

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

MIND - 
WANDERING - 
desire to 
wander - 
restlessly, 
wanders about

1411 3/12/2017 15:10:47 2 Mind, 
Extremities
, Throat

Recent Symptom Repeat of lump in throat; tingling thighs sitting in class ameliorated by 
walking slowly about in the classroom.
Still able to focus, participate take notes, etc., just need to keep walking.

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

GENERALS - 
WALKING - 
amel-

1411 3/12/2017 20:50:23 2 Extremities
, Generals

Old Symptom Sensation of lump in head and throat better walking. THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

GENERALS - 
WALKING - 
amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/12/2017 20:15:25 2 Throat New Symptom Sensation of lump (block lodged) in throat accompanied by constricted 
feeling when outside in cold air (12 degrees no wind)

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a - 
swallowing - 
agg-

THROAT - 
COLD - air - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1412 3/12/2017 19:13:33 2 Back, Neck Old Symptom Neck and upper back are very tight and knotted. There's dull aching 
throughout. BACK - KNOTTED sensation internally

1412 3/12/2017 13:44:27 2 Ear New Symptom Brief right external ear pain, as if a needle is being stuck into the cartilage. EAR - PAIN - 
External ears

1412 3/12/2017 13:58:46 2 Extremities New Symptom Dull bone pain on the top of my right thumb between the proximal and 
middle joints, ameliorated by rubbing.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
Thumbs

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
Thumbs - Joints

1412 3/12/2017 16:47:02 2 Extremities New Symptom Dull aching pain in right tricep in one spot on the back, extending down into  
forearm.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Upper 
arms - Triceps

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Upper 
limbs 

1412 3/12/2017 13:51:34 2 Face New Symptom Eyes feel wet and cold. They ache and are bloodshot. EYE - WATER; 
sensation of - 
cold water; as 
from

1412 3/12/2017 13:53:12 2 Generals New Symptom Alternating between very chilled and feeling like I'm getting a fever. GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - alternating 
with - chills

1412 3/12/2017 13:56:03 2 Head New Symptom Hairline over forehead feels sensitive to the touch. HEAD - 
SENSITIVENE
SS - Scalp, of - 
touch; to

1412 3/12/2017 13:54:57 2 Mind Old Symptom Can't focus. Weeping. Want to go home. Why did I do this? MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - impossible

1412 3/12/2017 13:43:15 2 Mind, 
Generals

New Symptom I am exhausted and I want to go home and curl up and be bundled and 
sleep.

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind

GENERALS - 
WARM - wraps 
- amel-

1412 4/23/2017 21:46:08 2 Mind New Symptom Came home from class after not sleeping the first night of the proving and 
watched the film 1997 Jodie Foster film Contact. I'd never seen it before. 
The yearning in that film felt very familiar.

MIND - 
YEARNING

1412 3/12/2017 13:46:36 2 Nose New Symptom Nose feels like something dry is jammed up inside it, up at the root. It sort of 
feels like I got hit in the nose.

NOSE - PAIN - 
sore

NOSE - 
DRYNESS - 
Inside

1412 3/12/2017 13:37:41 2 Extremities New Symptom Top of right foot has a pulling sensation, like something is trying to pull me 
away by my foot or ankle.

1412 3/12/2017 13:42:06 2 Extremities New Symptom My left foot has a sensation that a buzzing vibration is coming up through 
the floor and into my body.

1412 3/12/2017 21:21:24 2 Face Recent Symptom Right eye is having an allergic response to something right now. It's 
inflamed, intense itching, watering, red. I want to rub it a lot but I'm trying 
not to.

I had this same symptom in the same eye on Friday morning (3or10or17) 
and I also couldn't trace the source then.

1413 3/26/2017 22:07:05 2 Dreams New Symptom Had a very vivid dream during the night. Could not remember dream upon 
waking. 

DREAMS - 
VIVID

DREAMS - 
UNREMEMBER
ED

1413 3/26/2017 13:46:06 2 Mind New Symptom Had a date planned for today. I was very impatient last night and let the 
individual I was meeting date had to happen that night. It could not wait until 
tomorrow. There was a sense of great urgency to meet immediately. This is 
unlike me, I am very easy going.

MIND - 
IMPATIENCE

DREAMS - 
URGENCY; of



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 Dreams New Symptom 3:15 am My neighbors had this dome-shaped tent for their youngest kid. I 
was trying to explain what it was to my husband who was driving the car (I 
was passenger) but he didn’t get it. I described a round, dome-like tent, 6' 
wide and 6' tall and could fit two to four kids camping. It came from Delano, 
Minnesota. We are driving to see it. We get there and they are missing 
poles and support pieces because they haven’t been taking care of it. I’m 
trying to remember where I got it (I think I gave it to them) and I feel sad that 
they didn’t take better care of it. I feel frustrated and believe they have just 
not cared for it at all. I feel really bad it is in disarray.
Then my son and I are hooking up bait on two fishing lines with poles that 
are laid out for about 20' in a road. He is putting three little chunks of bait on 
the three hooks and I put three live minnows on mine. We easily lift the lines 
and untangle them. I am surprised how easily they untangle, I expected 
them to be a mess. He casts out and I look down and notice he is fishing 
over a cliff and the line drags across the ground below. I just don’t think that 
is going to work with the live minnows, it will catch on things on the ground 
and not work for minnows. So I tell him I am heading to the dock to fish and 
he may come if he likes. He hurries to finish something and I head down the 
road to the dock, it feels like a good decision, I feel content heading toward 
the dock and am glad to get the minnows into water. 
Then I’m at a painting class and I keep adding black paint, trying to make a 
smooth, paisley shape at the top of my canvas but it’s really not working 
out, the color doesn’t fill in and the linesorshape are not smooth. I want 
more time. The teacher's helper keeps cleaning around where I am working 
and my canvas keeps collapsing like fabric and folding over itself. I am 
frustrated with the teacher's assistant, she is making a mess around me and 
I need more focused time with my painting without her there. There are 
beads and small candy piles (like for gingerbread houses) everywhere on 
the table, they are spilling and mixing together from her wiping the table, 
she is making a mess. I persist to paint and then finally decide to try again 
next time.
Then I am dropping glue on a tabby cat's head and adding something to the 
glue that is already naturally there and I think the cat could use more. It 
seems like fur but I think it’s actually beads. The cat is annoyed but 
tolerating it and I am thinking the cat will get used to it soon enough but I 
feel kind of bad I’m doing it to him but I feel it is for the best of the cat.
Then I am in an apartment complex and watching people go into their 
rooms. Some women, some mothers and sons going into different rooms, 
one man working the desk. I’m trying to keep track. I feel a bit overwhelmed 
and concerned about people.
I’m in an apartment with some people, mingling. Dumbledore (Harry Potter's 
wizarding professor) is there and through the window, and across at another 
apartment building, he sees a child reaching through a propped open door 
to get the tent (from the start of the dream). I know that a bad guy had 
placed it there to trap him. The wizard rushes across to the child's balcony 
but then just plays.
I was taking my daughter to a therapist appointment, walking through the 
building and an old friend was there waitressing with her daughter as a 
helper, they were wearing bright red aprons. She said her work let her 
daughter help sometimes which was nice. Then my friend was completely 
standoffish and would talk with me. I was confused why it felt so awkward. I 
sat with her husband while he ate and he talked a lot and it felt normal. 
Then I went back to her and she avoided eye contact and conversation. I 
was really sad and confused and I kept thinking it was something about me, 
like I was talking about the wrong things (too serious or heavy subjects like 
her mom dying, etc.) or there’s just something wrong with me. We all left the 
restaurant and she wanted me to bring my daughter to her house and she 
would give her therapy. I was not comfortable with that and not sure what to 
do because I didn't want to offend her.

DREAMS - 
CAMPING

DREAMS - 
FISHING

DREAMS - 
FRIENDS

1415 3/13/2017 15:23:22 2 Face New Symptom Face and yes (didn't see eyes in list). I had an experience driving where my 
left eye is dropping while driving, staying half mast and closing more often. 
This started happening two years ago, progressed to a worse problem and 
has been improving since with remedies. Now it was back today like it was 
two years ago. 

EYE - 
PARALYSIS - 
Lids, of

EYE - 
PARALYSIS - 
Lids, of - left

1415 3/13/2017 10:22:16 2 Back, 
Chest, 
Face

New Symptom I am very warm and just had a hot flash. I felt heat rising from my chest and 
back up to my head and my face felt very hot. I experienced light 
perspiration even down my legs and my armpits but primarily my back, 
chest and face. It lasted about three minutes but the warmth has been all 
morning. 

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - perspiration 
- with

1415 3/13/2017 14:39:25 2 Mind New Symptom I have been very loquacious and bubbly the last one or two days. My 
daughter has commented that I am talking a lot with excited and joy. I feel I 
am as well and I am less invested in others meeting me at that level. I find I 
don't mind their response, I am taking nothing personally. I feel very much 
the observer of my experience and others behavior. I am part of the 
exchange but I am not bothered at reactions nor do I feel attached to 
outcome. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
seeing - herself

MIND - 
LOQUACITY

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 Mind New Symptom Been very calm and happy, super loquacious, feel true to who I am. Usually 
suppressed more quiet and reserved, not bothered now. A total lightness, 
get to be myself and not worry about others. Super nice, Was on 
prednisone once felt like I was ADHD, then couldn't take action but now 
there is clarity. Happy loquacious, giddy. Feel amped up like I drank a pot of 
espresso, legs felt wiggly. Normally felt restless but not to this point. Feel 
light, normally feel I overwhelm people but now it is an open sky no limit. 
Don;t have to hold back. Lid has come off my box, see the world all fresh 
and new, and do whatever I want.Doesn't matter what other people say. I 
am ok

MIND - 
EXPANSIVE

x

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 Mind New Symptom Everything is limitless, jumping for joy, could be leaping and jumping. No 
feeling anymore someone is behind me. Haven't notices backpack today

MIND - 
EXPANSIVE

x

1415 3/13/2017 15:19:54 2 Mind New Symptom I feel pumped up on caffeine. I had the normal amount of tea this morning 
where I normally do not have a reaction but I feel like I have drank two pots 
of espresso. My heart rate is steady but I feel sped up. It reminds me of a 
time I took prednisone for five days - my mind moves fast, I'm full of ideas 
except this time I have clarity of plans and I find it easy to follow through (on 
prednisone I felt I had ADHD which I don't). I am getting tired now though 
but the clarity is still there and so is a bit of the rushed caffeine feeling. I still 
feel content with the world. 

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 Throat Old symptom Gets sore throats when getting sick. Sore throat was fine at end of day THROAT - 
PAIN - daytime 
- sore

x

1415 3/13/2017 9:07:49 2 Throat New Symptom I have a sore throat, feels inflamed, scratched. It was 90% relieved by 
drinking hot tea.

THROAT - 
PAIN - tea - 
amel-

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 Eye Old Symptom Lids used to close, couldn't drive with remedies it went up and cold drive. It 
flared up now, heavy twitching and blocking. Eye wants to close. Same as 2 
years ago.

x

1415 3/13/2017 17:30:00 2 General Old symptom Normally thirsty but it really increase, nos super thirsty, drink 1or2 glass and 
then fine. Thirstiness comes and goes. Seems more than normal

x

1416 3/17/2017 20:50:15 2 Extremities New Symptom At bedtime my feet felt like they were cramping. EXTREMITIES 
- CRAMPS - 
Feet  

1416 3/17/2017 15:30:23 2 Extremities New Symptom In addition to the cramps in my calves I am having pain in my knees. The 
pain is on the inner side of the knees and there is an exquisite sensitivity in 
my right knee. An example of this is that my pant leg touching this certain 
spot triggers electrical sensations. Also, my bed sheets triggers this 
sensation. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Knees 
- Inner side - 
walking agg.

EXTREMITIES 
- SENSITIVE - 
Knees

1416 3/17/2017 15:35:41 2 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have a strong desire to dance today. My partner and I went to breakfast in 
this creperie and there were these fantastic 1960s like dance posters on the 
walls. I love to dance. 

MIND - 
DANCING - 
desire for

1416 3/17/2017 7:00:15 2 Mind New Symptom I keep thinking of superhuman feats and Wonder Woman. I have the vision 
of Wonder Woman leaping off a cliff into the sea. I am terrified of heights 
and there is a tremendous fear and exhilaration seeing this vision in my 
mind's eye.

MIND - FEAR - 
high places, of

MIND - 
EXHILARATIO
N  

1416 3/17/2017 18:30:17 2 Mind New Symptom I have been searching YouTube for videos on binaural beats that feature 
focus and creativity. I am really thinking about what I want to focus on; 
where do I really want my life to go?

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1416 3/17/2017 18:35:23 2 Mind Old Symptom I have had a strong return of old feelings of losses from my childhood. I am 
thinking about all of the things that I gave up on, piano lessons, singing 
lessons, swimming lessons, and so on. There was this strong feeling that I 
had to be perfect from the word go. If I didn't see perfection at the onset I 
would give up. My parents really didn't know how to support me through the 
anxiety and difficulties of the initial stages of any new activity. This created a 
very cautious approach to the world.

MIND - LOSS; 
sense of

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
succeed, he 
does everything 
wrong; he 
cannot

MIND - 
CAUTIOUS - 
anxious

1416 3/17/2017 7:10:25 2 Eye Now the right quadrant of my eye is full of blood. It looks ghastly! I still feel a 
lot of sand in this eye.

1402 3/27/2017 20:03:03 3 Dreams New Symptom It was a beautiful, bright sunny day. I walked into a Sherwin Williams Paint 
Store; I was in there to buy three gallons of orange paint. I loved being in 
there with all the bright colors and paint samples everywhere. The 
employee who was helping me was dressed all in black and had orange 
hair and orange shoes. I was admiring her and how expressive she was 
with her clothes and hair and I was wishing I could pull that off, wishing that 
I could express myself that way. She was so unique, eccentric, artistic, and I 
wanted to be that way. There were other shoppers in the store, and 
suddenly we all started singing 'Iko Iko', that song from the eighties! We 
were singing it call-and-response. The group sang a line, then I alone 
answered with the harmony part. I felt awesome that I could sing like that 
and have so much confidence and express myself with this very strong 
talent that I had. I liked being admired by the others for what I could do. We 
were all having a blast, so much fun, it was so fun, like a fabulous way to 
bond a bunch of strangers together. During this entire time, throughout the 
store, there were brightly colored Easter Bunny chocolates everywhere, on 
the shelves, walls, floor. We all were shopping and eating them, it was 
decadent, we could eat as many as we wanted and I did! I pushed my cart 
to the end of an aisle and there I saw an old high school friend. She was 
being asked out on a first date by this adorable guy, and it was like 
witnessing that glorious beauty of new love. I admired his courage and the 
risk he took to ask her out (it was clear he was nervous and scared). They 
both had rosy cheeks and huge grins and the excitement was palpable in 
the room.  

DREAMS - 
SHOPPING

DREAMS - 
SINGING

DREAMS - 
ROMANTIC

1404 3/13/2017 7:33:04 3 Back New Symptom Drawing in the mid-spine, T9-12, not painful but sensation of pulling 
together, skin too tight.

BACK - PAIN - 
Spine - Dorsal 
region

BACK - 
PULLING agg-

1404 3/13/2017 7:45:27 3 Dreams New Symptom No clear dream narrative but something involving driving along a long 
snowy street in the middle of nowhere. Men involved. Felt like being part of 
a heist but I was just observing though had to be with them. Getting to a 
hotel where a large television hung from ceiling was blasting political news 
that infuriated me. Grimacing president could be seen. Some sense of 
danger and urgency in the dream and on waking perplexed that the details 
had escaped me so fast.

DREAMS - 
DRIVING - car; 
a - long snowy 
street; down a

DREAMS - 
CRIME - 
committing a 
crime - he had 
committed a 
crime

1404 3/13/2017 8:51:12 3 Stool New Symptom Stool is ping pong ball size and evacuates with some ineffective urging in a 
little mound. Not satisfying. Usually morning stool feels relieving.

STOOL - 
BALLS, like

1405 3/16/2017 11:03:17 3 Extremities Altered Symptom Pain in big joint of big toe, first metatarsophalangeal joint, happened when I 
was walking my dog, which I believe has happened before, but now had it 
appear when just sitting at the table. Not consistent. Right foot. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Toes - 
First - walking 
agg-

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Toes - 
right

1405 3/16/2017 7:50:31 3 Mind New Symptom Two mistakes made this morning... I put the filter or holder on the coffee 
mug and poured, which caused the coffee to just fill and spill all over. The 
filter should not have been on the mug until I was ready for it to pour. Had to 
clean up coffee spilled all over the counter. 
Thirty seconds later, pulled out two bowls for the cat food and proceeded to 
fork cat food onto a small saucer that was next to the bowls, instead of the 
bowls granted, I just woke up 15 minutes ago. 

MIND - 
MISTAKES; 
making

1405 3/16/2017 7:44:49 3 Sleep New Symptom A little easier to get to sleep last night, and I dreamt, but not deeply. It felt 
like skipping a rock fast over the surface; easily disturbed sleep, fast, but 
not deep. I can't remember any dreams, though I know I had them. 

SLEEP - 
DISTURBED - 
easily

1406 3/21/2017 19:31:34 3 Back Recent Symptom Recurrence of left, not quite low back, but loin pain, area between the 
twelfth rib and the iliac crest. Dull, achy pain.

BACK - PAIN - 
left - aching

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/20/2017 6:09:56 3 Dreams New Symptom Dreamt that I was giving a gift to a friend I hadn't seen in awhile. I bought an 
essential oil spray. He hugged me and we said I love you.

DREAMS - 
GIVING things 
away

1406 3/20/2017 6:11:42 3 Dreams New Symptom Trying to get a certain kind of aftershave for my son because he requested 
it. It felt easier said than done, in the dream, like this was a difficult task. 

DREAMS - 
NOSTALGIC

DREAMS - 
OBSTACLES - 
path; in his

1406 3/20/2017 19:40:12 3 Extremities Old Symptom Return of old symptom: Pain in my left achilles tendon where it attaches to 
the heel. It was tender to the touch, and it hurt when pushing off the floor or 
ground while walking. Pain occurred from around noon to 4 pm. Level of 
pain was around a 3 out of 10; annoying when I thought about it but I could 
be distracted.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Legs - 
Tendo Achillis - 
walking - after - 
agg-

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Legs - 
Tendo Achillis - 
walking - agg. - 
stepping on the 
toes; when

1406 3/21/2017 9:15:56 3 Head, Skin New Symptom I have eruptions on the hairline of my scalp. Left side above my ear along 
my forehead. They are painless.

HEAD - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Margin of hair

1406 3/21/2017 19:34:27 3 Sleep Recent Symptom Sleep disrupted. best if sleeping on back, restlessness if attempting to sleep 
on side, becoming wakeful. Awake at 3:30 am unable to return to sleep. 
Good energy throughout work day until 7:30 pm.

SLEEP - 
DISTURBED

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/20/2017 18:09:34 3 Sleep New Symptom Last night I slept badly. On initially going to sleep, woke up every hour to 1.5 
hours until around 2 am. Then was wide awake at 5:30 am. I didn't feel 
especially tired today.

SLEEP - 
WAKING - 
frequent

1407 3/13/2017 17:54:25 3 Vision New Symptom At 3 pm, my right eye is swollen and achy, burning, and itching. EYE - 
IRRITATION

FACE - 
SWELLING - 
Eyes - Above EYE - PAIN - burning - itching pain

1407 3/13/2017 17:52:53 3 Head Recent Symptom Prover said she felt like a line was going through her head in her soft palate 
through the root of her nose.

HEAD - PAIN - 
extending to - 
Nose - Root of 
nose

NOSE - PAIN - 
Root

1407 3/13/2017 17:52:53 3 Back Recent Symptom Neck and head pain build all day again today... more intense than 
yesterday... less in morning then builds through the day... headache starts 
at neck (right side) and jaw and then builds through center of head and 
behind right eye.... and then to center of soft palate through center of face to 
nose root.

HEAD - PAIN - 
morning - 
begins in 
morning, 
increases until 
noon and 
ceases toward 
evening

BACK - PAIN - 
Cervical region 
- Nape of neck - 
extending to - 
Head

NOSE - PAIN - 
Root

1407 3/13/2017 17:47:21 3 Mind Cured Symptom Feel, since night we took substance, progressively more buoyant in my 
mind... This is very helpful for me as I have felt quite heavy in my mind 
since a family incident nine months ago. Prover reports being more buoyant 
in mind and feeling lighter in mood. Reported having a heavy dark feeling 
and since the remedy it is lighter. Soft in the response to the world.She 
reported that partner who is proving as well is softer in his responses. Cat is 
bouncy and extremely playful.

MIND - 
BUOYANCY

MIND - 
CHEERFUL

1407 3/13/2017 17:49:23 3 Throat Recent Symptom Lump in throat became more noticeable at 12 pm again today. THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

1408 3/19/2017 8:03:59 3 Dreams New Symptom Woke up at 2 am to go to bathroom. Had had a dream, but couldn't 
remember it. The feeling that I had was of a frenetic nature or hurriedness. 

DREAMS - 
HURRY - 
perform some 
labor; to

1408 3/19/2017 8:14:30 3 Smell New Symptom This morning think I smell coffee from 40-feet away. I don't drink coffee, nor 
like the smell. My husband isn't up yet and hasn't made his pot of coffee, 
but I have this overwhelming smell of coffee. 

NOSE - 
ODORS; 
imaginary and 
real - coffee; of

1408 3/19/2017 23:06:05 3 Mind New Symptom Sitting at my computer and talking to my daughter on the phone, thought I 
smelled the fragrance of flowers, but there weren't any there. 10:58 pm

NOSE - 
ODORS; 
imaginary and 
real - flowers

NOSE - 
ODORS; 
imaginary and 
real
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1408 3/19/2017 8:08:31 3 Sleep Recent Symptom Second night of proving, got to sleep easily again; woke up at 2 am, and got 
back to sleep easily. Not usual. 8:07 am

SLEEP - 
SLEEPLESSNE
SS - night - 
midnight - after

1408 3/19/2017 20:14:14 3 Stool New Symptom One very loose large stool that became large diarrhea, brown; no cramping 
just a need to go now. Unusual for me; had a variety of food today. As of 
this time, this happened one time today at 8:08 pm.

STOOL - 
FORCIBLE, 
sudden, 
gushing - 
explosion; like 
an

RECTUM - 
DIARRHEA - 
sudden

1409 3/13/2017 20:06:16 3 Ear Old Symptom Sharp pain deep in middle ear. On both sides. Alternating.  EAR - PAIN - 
Middle ear - 
right

EAR - PAIN - 
cutting pain

1409 3/13/2017 20:00:00 3 Face New Symptom Red cheeks but not warm. FACE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red

1409 3/13/2017 21:32:20 3 Face New Symptom Red cheeks FACE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red - 
Cheeks

1409 3/13/2017 20:00:00 3 Mind New Symptom I just don't care if I get these forms right! MIND - 
DEFIANT

yes

1409 3/13/2017 21:34:30 3 Mind New Symptom Calm in the middle of chaos MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY 
- conflict; during

1409 3/13/2017 20:09:57 3 Stomach New Symptom Nausea, intense, sudden. STOMACH - 
NAUSEA - 
sudden

1410 3/14/2017 17:15:17 3 Generals New Symptom During dance rehearsal I jumped down from the arm of a chair and butted 
my jaw hard on the chair's back. It took me by great surprise, both in the 
moment and because such a lack of coordination is not typical for me. This 
incident is emblematic of my general clumsiness and lack of coordination 
during the proving. My coordination lacks my typical acuity and sense of 
boundary and limit.

EXTREMITIES 
- 
AWKWARDNE
SS

1410 3/13/2017 8:47:50 3 Generals, 
Sleep

New Symptom I felt colder than normal and had to wear more clothes than I usually do. I 
wore a sweater and long johns in addition to my tee and briefs. 

GENERALS - 
HEAT - lack of 
vital heat

1410 3/14/2017 8:40:38 3 Mind Cured Symptom Since taking the substance I am able to connect with my own fear. MIND - 
AWARENESS 
heightened

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/14/2017 8:37:52 3 Mind Cured Symptom I am opening to my fear and taking responsibility for my pervasive 
narcissism and how that played a part in the relationship with my girlfriend 
and our break up to the point that I am going to talk with her tonight and 
apologize for my role in the break up.

MIND - 
HONEST

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/14/2017 8:42:15 3 Mind Cured Symptom I am noticing that I am not restraining my true feelings so much. I am less 
able to maintain a façade of who I am. 

MIND - 
HONEST

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/14/2017 8:48:00 3 Mind New Symptom Christmas music, each morning a Christmas song comes to mind, and I 
want to hear it. Both times the songs were from the movie Home Alone, an 
important movie form and childhood and growing up.

MIND - MUSIC 
- desire for

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 10:38:28 3 Mind Cured Symptom Before taking the substance I responded to stimuli in a more reactive way. I 
am noticing that I am responding less reactively. I am noticing a slowness or 
more ease in my responses. 

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 10:34:48 3 Generals Cured Symptom I am honoring myself when I'm tired. MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/14/2017 8:28:56 3 Nose New Symptom I am feeling like there may be a slight diminished sense of smell and taste; 
subtle though.

NOSE - SMELL 
- diminished

MOUTH - 
TASTE - 
diminished

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/13/2017 8:36:10 3 Mind Recent Symptom Out of the blue, I want to listen to Christmas music. Specifically, Rockin' 
Around the Christmas Tree. It's guitar riff began to flash through my mind. I 
am also feeling nostalgia for the movie Home Alone, in which both Rockin 
and day 2's song, White Christmas, appear.

1411 3/14/2017 3:12:12 3 Back New Symptom Back pain (lumbosacral) with burning with sensation of a band lasting about 
45 minutes worse after eating better stretching.  

BACK - PAIN - 
burning

BACK - PAIN - 
stretching - 
amel-

1411 3/14/2017 3:21:04 3 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Extremities
, Generals, 
Sleep, 
Stomach

New Symptom Sudden feeling of glass shards stabbing anterior right side of body from 
epigastrium to big toe when I lay down in bed at 9:30 pm. Felt most 
intensely on shin. This lasted a couple minutes then became a steady hot 
burn. I fell asleep so I don't know how long it lasted? When I woke up at 3 
am, I felt sharp glass shard stabbing sensation again but in right hip lateral. 
Again it became a hot burning after a short while (hip to toes).  Concomitant 
I feel some physical nausea and the urge to vomit. Mentally the urge to just 
get something out of me to spew it out, to spray it all over. 

CHEST - PAIN - 
cutting pain

CHEST - HEAT 
- burning

1411 3/13/2017 15:48:40 3 Generals New Symptom The general body chill had passed by noon and was replaced with a feeling 
of sort of internal trembling. 

CHILL - 
TREMBLING 
and shivering

Concomitant 
perspiration 
(armpit)

1411 3/13/2017 9:28:23 3 Dreams New Symptom A guy that looked like the actor, Kevin Bacon, got out of a car with a woman 
by his side. There was a big crowd of people surging and jostling around 
like a mob and he was trying to get up on the sidewalk.  He looked like he 
was a little beat up - like scrapes and stuff on his face but still handsome.  
Then a man wearing a white shirt is showing me a photo of Kevin Bacon 
next to Dan Aykroyd. The photo is of their faces and upper torso. I can't see 
the man's face just his torso with arms and a desk with a typewriter sitting 
on it. The photo is glued to cardboard and is bent in the middle.  It felt like 
he was trying to impress me. (like see who your dad is he's important - 
that's my 'random' thought coming in while I'm typing this journal entry) A 
friend and I drove up into a field as part of an army in a convoy of olive 
green tanks that looked like toys. We were hiding behind our toy tank 
looking at a big muscular man dressed in olive army green who was 
standing behind his tank holding a knife looking at us menacingly. He was 
talking, I couldn't hear all of what he was saying except when he said, "You 
are a disgrace to this unit". He was twirling the knife in his hand and sort of 
swaggering back and forth. I felt very small and threatened and was sure he 
would throw the knife while we hid behind our tank trying to stay out of his 
sight. Then I was driving a bright red toy pickup truck in the snow following 
some tracks along a fence line. The path was slanted and icy.  I was driving 
it along the tracks toward a gate. I was anxious thinking we might slide off 
the edge.Then I was in my foster parents house.They were up until 3 am in 
the living room. When I came downstairs in the morning I found them asleep 
there on the pull out couch. Foster mom was leaving for work. I didn't know 
where foster dad was.  I saw a big hole in the bottom half of the front door. It 
was a double door with glass in it and the glass in the bottom right corner 
was out of the frame and just leaning there against the door. Foster mom 
was walking away and I called after her that the door was broken. She said 
we'll have to fix that later (while I'm making this computer journal entry from 
my dream journal I feel very small like a little girl in flannel pajama gown 
with bare feet and my long hair hanging into my face). Her back walking 
away turned into my mom's back still walking away.  Mom says, "You fix it". 
I didn't know how to fix it and the door was much bigger than me and too 
heavy. I started putting some cardboard over the hole trying to get it inside 
the frame.  That wasn't working so I started just trying to cover up the hole 
with the cardboard. I looked up and saw there was a man in the kitchen 
eating food. He was in shadows and I couldn't make out his face. He 
seemed scary to me and I didn't know what to do. It was too late, he was 
already in the house! (Writing this I feel a little desperate like I need help but 
there is no help it's all up to me and I'm not big enough to do it.) All of the 
sudden there were a bunch of people in my house. They were milling 
around, eating something held in their hands.  I was telling them get out get 
out.  I was swinging at them with the piece of cardboard and it was just 
bending when it would touch their backs. Then I was holding a big blue fly 
swatter. Some of the people were looking down at me with an annoyed 
expression. Most of them were just ignoring me. The house started to look 
like a shopping mall and the people were browsing around looking at the 
displays to see what they wanted. Telling them to get out wasn't working 
they were completely ignoring me and the people were multiplying and they 
were eating something held in their hands while they were browsing around 
talking to each other. The sound of their voices was getting louder and my 
anxiety was rising. I woke up.  It took a minute to know if I was awake or 
asleep and I wasn't feeling any emotion that I could tell until I started writing 
the dream in a notebook. 

DREAMS - 
CHILD; being a 
- he is a

DREAMS - 
DESPAIR

Remember 
dreams well, ? 
Feeling of being 
let down.

1411 3 Generals New Symptom Have been feeling chilled since I got out of bed this morning. GENERALS - 
HEAT - lack of 
vital heat

1411 3/13/2017 18:00:47 3 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Generals, 
Head

New Symptom Wild feeling in the head like something is trying to climb out (concomitant 
internal trembling sensation and bloated abdomen) both started at noon. 
The wild feeling in the head lasted until I was able to spend some quiet time 
outside; had a deep realization and some tears think I'm understanding 
what those pins in the first dream are letting out the internal trembling and 
bloating is still present

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
living things are 
climbing out of 
her head

MIND - WILD 
feeling in head

HEAD - WILD 
feeling

1412 3/13/2017 7:30:46 3 Dreams Old Symptom I dreamt my partner came to me choking and asking for help. I was 
annoyed. "You're choking again!? How can one person choke so many 
times?" When I woke up the feeling was that the dream was a normal-type 
dream and not connected to a substance state. It was very straightforward. 
He really does choke a lot and I really do feel some mix of ambivalence and 
incredulousness about it.

DREAMS - 
CHOKED; 
being

1412 3/13/2017 7:50:24 3 Dreams Old Symptom I was laying in the twin bed in my childhood bedroom with my partner. I 
climbed on top of him and put him inside me, but my partner just laid there. I 
was the only one that even moved. He was close to orgasm and I realized I 
had not put a condom on him and so I hopped off. He rolled onto his side 
and came all over the little remaining sliver of bed that wasn't where he was 
laying. It was a lot and it soaked the bed, and then there was no place for 
me to be and he passed out. I felt very separate from him and not 
considered, and also not surprised. Just sort of let down in a very familiar 
way. The feeling waking up was also of that feeling like my real life and not 
an out of the ordinary dream. I haven't had a dream yet that feels like a 
substance dream, which surprises me since this is usually a completely 
reliable first 24-hours response I have. I wonder about redosing.

DREAMS - 
COITION

DREAMS - 
HOUSE - youth; 
like the house 
of her

DREAMS - 
SEXUAL

1412 3/13/2017 22:42:48 3 Extremities Recent Symptom Dull pain in right forearm and back of right tricep again tonight. It feels as it 
might if I slept with my arm curled up underneath me and it got stiff and 
uncomfortable. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
Forearms

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Upper 
arms - Triceps

1412 3/13/2017 22:43:38 3 Extremities Recent Symptom Sensation of vibration coming in through my right foot again. EXTREMITIES 
- VIBRATION; 
sensation of - 
Feet

1412 3/13/2017 15:32:20 3 Face Old Symptom Right eye is burning mildly. Vision is filmy. EYE - PAIN - 
burning

VISION - 
FOGGY

1412 3/13/2017 7:30:46 3 Mind Old Symptom When I woke up the feeling was that the dream was a normal-type dream 
and not connected to a substance state. It was very straightforward. He 
really does choke a lot and I really do feel some mix of ambivalence and 
incredulousness about it.

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - feelings; 
about one's

1412 3/13/2017 22:48:42 3 Rectum New Symptom No urge for a bowel movement until nearly dinnertime; normally I have a 
bowel movement every morning like clockwork.

RECTUM - 
CONSTIPATIO
N

STOOL - 
EVENING

1413 3/27/2017 21:39:52 3 Head New Symptom Feeling of central forehead being constricted and squeezed together from 
the sides as if the center of my forehead formed a mountain range going 
from the bridge of my nose to my vertex of scalp. 

HEAD - 
CONSTRICTIO
N - Forehead - 
Across

1413 3/27/2017 21:37:27 3 Head New Symptom Intense heat as if a hot iron was being driven through my forehead. HEAD - HEAT - 
hot - iron 
around head; as 
if from a hot

1413 3/27/2017 21:38:06 3 Head Old Symptom Head feels heavy and is drooping to the left. HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

HEAD - 
LEANING - 
head - side; to 
one

1413 3/27/2017 21:34:54 3 Head New Symptom Heaviness in upper forehead. HEAD - 
HEAVINESS - 
Forehead - 
Upper part

1413 3/27/2017 21:38:41 3 Head New Symptom Head wants to fall to the left, hard to move it back to center. HEAD - 
LEANING - 
head - side; to 
one

1413 3/27/2017 21:36:39 3 Head New Symptom Burning sensation in the upper central forehead. A feeling of the center of 
forehead being pushed in. Sensation of someone pushing their thumb 
through my central forehead towards the back of my skull. 

HEAD - PAIN - 
burning

1413 3/26/2017 22:06:24 3 Skin New Symptom Feeling "prickles" of sweat on top of skin from slightest exertion. I was 
brushing my teeth during the evening and could feel sweat at the top of my 
skin on my face and forehead along with an upper body sensation of 
elevated heat and sweat. 

PERSPIRATIO
N - EXERTION 
- after - agg-

1414 4/29/2017 17:31:15 3 Dreams New Symptom My dream continued after I woke to get water. Three times this happened. 
Wake, fall back asleep, dream continues right where I left off. Dreams of 
travels, places I've been DREAMS - CONTINUATION - dreams, of - waking, afterDREAMS - JOURNEYS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 17:34:14 3 Mind Old Symptom Time passing is fascinating. Feels like four hours passed and it's been four 
minutes. I've noticed this on marijuana [in the past]

MIND - Time - 
passes too 
slowly, 
appearing 
longer

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Dream New Symptoms Main schemes of dreams; Was really intrigued by minnow because very 
contrary to what I would do.You have to go through their backs. But in 
dream whatever, you can catch more fish and relieved to be getting to the 
dock as they were in the water then. Remember looking at the minnow a lot 
and fishing off a cliff where there was no water. The tent thing, strange that 
it wasn't cared for well. All dreams very unusual for me

DREAMS - 
FISH

Not sure is 
doing the 
dreams this way 
is helpful to the 
proving. Best is 
reading the 
dreams directly 
from prover.

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Dreams Continues dreams Dreams were very long and she read them to me and ask questions and 
made observations. Dream about friend, the friend in real life wanted to get 
together after her mother died.She canceled four times and I stopped trying, 
In the dream was really taken by the red apron she and her daughter were 
wearing, just the brightness and boldness of the colors. Was intrigued and a 
little uncomfortable, something I did not understand. 

DREAMS - 
LONG

DREAMS - 
FRIENDS

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Dreams New Symptoms Crazy dreams, normally they don't go on like this forever DREAMS - 
LONG

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Mind New Symptoms Oh, (saying in an exaggerated and very expressive manner) when I got up 
at 3:15 am was feeling there was someone behind me again, was scared, 
danger and put covers over my back. Then felt safe. I had to hurry as it was 
getting close. I look and saw nothing. A presence back there. When having 
back to to it felt safer. This time it was in the dark, the other times in the 
light.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
people - behind 
him; someone 
is

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Mind Old Symptom Slipping down, "Why cannot get out myself?", why am I depending on 
someone to get me out. Oh, I get it now, I had another friend I lost touch 
with. Someone said, "Why do you give her so much power," I see this is she 
pulling me out. Why am I given her power? It's a kind of stuckness.

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence - 
support; desires

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 General Old Symptom Very tired at 2:40 pm today. Could not do anything, had to rest. I was fine 
after 20 min. Used to crash a long time ago but not as consistent as this. 

SLEEP - 
SLEEPINESS - 
overpowering - 
afternoon
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1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 General Old Symptom Still thirstier than normal. Feel I am in a food transition, cannot find things I 
like from normal foods except peanut butter, which I always like. Not 
wanting my normal options. Haven’t figured anything out yet.

STOMACH - 
THIRST - 
increased

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 3 Mind Old Symptoms Talking about the dream I have a lump in my throat. Don't know, a kind of 
pain, loss, slipping down to a place, I feel very alone. Very sad, for some 
reason want someone else to pull me out, reaching hand up. Funny, saw 
red aprons again. Feel really sad, want someone to help, kind of want a 
mom, cannot place a red apron with mom.

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

MIND - 
SADNESS

MIND - 
SADNESS - 
thinking - 
mother; about

After 
questioning the 
prover more, 
her case came 
out and found 
out about her 
rough childhood 
where similar 
feelings came 
up. However 
the color RED is 
a new symptom

1416 3/15/2017 18:13:44 3 Extremities New Symptom The cramping my left calf is diminishing today; however, the cramping in the 
right calf continues. As does the pain and sensitivity in my right knee.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
cramping

EXTREMITIES 
- SENSITIVE - 
Knees

1416 3/18/2017 12:00:50 3 Extremities New Symptom So the energies are settling into my joints. I have pain in my joints. 
Especially my left thumb, right middle finger, and my right shoulder, right 
hip, and right knee.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Joints  

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Fingers 
- Joints  

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Knees 
- Joints  

1416 3/18/2017 8:06:28 3 Eye New Symptom The broken blood vessel in my right eye seem worse today. The whole 
lower right quadrant of my eyeball is bloodshot. It is bright red blood.

EYE - 
INJECTED

EYE - 
INJECTED - 
Conjunctiva - 
dark vessels; 
full of

1416 3/18/2017 8:00:24 3 Face New Symptom Today I have swelling around my eyes. I continue to have the feeling of 
sand in my right eye.

FACE - 
SWELLING - 
Eyes - Around  

EYE - PAIN - 
sand; as from  

1416 3/18/2017 12:16:56 3 Mind New Symptom The man who created Wonder Woman, also invented the Polygraph (the lie 
detector!). He was a psychologist who thought after years of inquiry that 
women were overall less likely to lie than men. William Moulton Marston 
said, "Wonder Woman is psychological propaganda for the new type of 
woman who should, I believe, rule the world", She debuted in DC Comics in 
December 1941 during World War II. As a child, I was frequently bullied, I 
didn't know how to defend myself, lacking in confidence. I would've loved for 
a demigoddess to appear to rescue me from my bullies! [5]

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence   [6]

1416 3/15/2017 13:15:00 3 Mind Cured Symptom As traveling goes, I have covered a lot of territory. I realize now that I am 
not as sensitive to the high density of people around me in Paris. Usually I 
feel overwhelmed by too many people. However, today I am moving 
through Paris with a kind of effortless detachment and yet I am present.

MIND - 
DETACHED

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to  

1416 3/18/2017 1:37:11 3 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Power and powerlessness. Confidence and want of confidence. I wanted 
harmony as a child and peace. Interestingly, externally I was a pacifist, and 
internally there were battles between gods and demigods and mortals going 
on. Wonder Woman lived and breathed the Law of Reciprocity, also known 
as the Golden Rule, only using her power in opposition to great violence. 
The altruistic principle of treating others as one would wish to be treated 
existed in many ancient cultures throughout the world. Sadly, today in the 
United States this principle seems to be momentarily lost... I am at the 
Temple of Love at Versailles. The statue of Eros is gorgeous.

MIND - 
HARMONY - 
desire for  

MIND - LOVE - 
exalted love  

1416 3/15/2017 18:10:10 3 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

While I am here in Paris I am realizing all of the strong women represented 
here (in addition to my recent since the proving obsession with Wonder 
Woman) Sainte Geneviève 420-510, Jeanne d'Arc early 1412-1431, and 
Marie Curie-Sklodowska 1867-1934. Each of these women did their part to 
move humanity forward and fight against injustice and tyranny. Awareness 
of my longstanding sensitivity to injustice (especially with the current socio-
political climate here in Paris and in the United States).

MIND - 
INJUSTICE, 
cannot support  

1416 3/18/2017 12:15:40 3 Mind New Symptom I loved Greek Mythology as a child. It was very moving for me. Therefore, 
Wonder Woman was a natural fit for my mind. She was an amazing being. 
Her mother Queen Hippolyta took the soil of Themyscira to form and create 
her daughter Diana. The Goddess Athena then breathed life into the child 
turning clay to flesh which technicality means Diana had two mothers. In the 
original mythology of Wonder Woman, Diana rescues Steve Trevor a World 
War II fighter pilot whose plane crashes into the sea off of Themyscira and 
brings him back to civilization and hence Wonder Woman enters our world. 
Her power and the role reversal of the typical damsel in distress is 
exhilarating; was exhilarating to me as a child and is still today as an adult. 

MIND - POWER 
- excited by 
power  

1416 3/18/2017 12:05:20 3 Mind New Symptom I woke up thinking about World War II and Pearl Harbor and my own family 
history involved with the war and the histories of the families that I grew up 
around in Saint Paul, some were holocaust survivors, some were victims. 
So much loss. So much conflict. It is all so intense.

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
past, of the  

MIND - LOSS; 
sense of  

1416 3/18/2017 12:57:12 3 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Today I am visiting Versailles and the Estate of Trianon while visiting Paris. 
I am struck by the many and various Greco-Roman features found 
throughout Versailles. There are many notable features, one is Diana of 
Versailles (Artemis, the Moon Goddess, for whom Diana or Wonder Woman 
was named) another is Eros in the Temple of Love. Also, Hermes or 
Mercury is featured throughout and Hercules is found on the mantle of the 
king's fireplace. This substance is bringing up many features of my 
childhood. A kind of nostalgia is churning within my heart and mind. I am 
grateful for my Classical Education of my childhood.

MIND - 
YEARNING  

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
past, of the  

1402 3/28/2017 20:54:00 4 Dreams New Symptom It was late at night and I was walking into an OfficeMax. I was thinking as I 
was walking in, "I wonder what I will find in here...?" There were other 
shoppers in the store and I was walking down an aisle and coming toward 
me was a beautiful young Somali woman dressed in bright colors and 
patterns. We met eyes as we approached each other, and I stopped 
because it looked like she had something to say to me. She looked me right 
in the eye and said, "Shh, don't tell, don't tell, don't tell." She then lifted up 
the bottom of her long dress and showed me she was wearing a pair of 
pants underneath. The pants were purple and gold and had a hexagonal 
honeycomb pattern. I thought, "Wow, what a unique, interesting, artistic 
fabric to make pants out of! I was admiring her creativity with the choice of 
pattern. I simultaneously felt bad for her, as she was having to hide how she 
wanted to express herself, because wearing pants is not allowed for women 
in her culture. Also, I was alarmed that she could potentially be punished or 
harmed because of wearing pants and wanting to express herself in that 
way. We parted, and I kept walking and went down a second aisle where I 
met another young Somali woman, dressed colorfully and with many 
patterns, who also stopped me and said, "Shh, don't tell, don't tell!" She also 
showed me pants under her dress and they were the same color and 
pattern as the first. It really impacted me then that I just received the 
message in the last aisle and I was receiving a second dose again. It made 
me wonder how much free will and expression and personality are these 
women not allowed to express and how much is suppressed? I also realized 
in that moment that I am completely free to express myself in any way I so 
choose - there is nothing stopping me from this.  I then walked out of the 
store and in the parking lot I looked to my right and there was a thirty foot 
tall wall along the edge of the lot. There was a middle aged Caucasian man 
there, looking very disheveled, unshaven, hair standing on end as if he had 
just put his finger in a socket, and looking very ill. He was in the midst of a 
thyroid storm. He had a basketball and was throwing it against the wall and 
catching it at every bounce-back without fail; he was moving at lightning 
speed, frenetic, manic, wild, as if he had pressed the fast-forward button, as 
if he weren't human he was moving so rapidly. Then I looked to the left, and 
directly opposite him, sitting against the OfficeMax building, were two young 
Native American men. They were either so high on heroin or so severely 
depressed that they couldn't even function.  Nothing was registering, they 
were just staring. They reeked of the deepest despair. Their essence and 
humanity had long since been destroyed through years of maltreatment and 
they were just shells of themselves. Their spirits had left to oblivion. I stood 
there, looking at these very opposite people in their very opposite situations, 
and I thought, "I have to call an ambulance because all three of these 
people are going to die; for very different reasons, but knowing that they are 
all going to die. I have to get them help right now!" Then I woke up, and as I 
was coming to, recalling the dream, my heart rate ticked up to around 100-
110 beats per minute as I was thinking about it.  

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
domination

MIND - 
STARING, 
thoughtless

MIND - FEAR - 
happen, 
something will - 
terrible is going 
to happen; 
something

1403 5/19/2017 16:24:59 4 Mind New Symptom Last night on plane felt charged feeling, energy, almost dancing listening to 
music listening too, like being tapped and drawing from source.  Almost 
always sleep on plane, but felt I could lift off, fly--a cool wild feeling.  Trip 
went slowly, wanted to get off plane, surging with  energy, felt like power to 
do all this stuff. It was striking to draw on energy of universe, be there use it, 
having absolute connection.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
power - all-
powerful; she is

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
flying - could fly; 
as if he

MIND - 
UNIFICATION - 
sensation of 
unification - 
universe; with 
the

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:17:06 4 Mind New Symptom Annoyed, don't want to deal with it, been more irritated, not ordinarily 
annoyed with people in general, culturally shifted, annoyed at MN people, 
no patience with woman at the gym.

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
talk of others; 
from

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:43:40 4 Mind, 
Generals, 
Head

New Symptom Fatigue, head is full and heavy, like a weight swelling in head, swollen, eyes 
droopy, feel like could pass out.

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind - head - 
pain in; during

GENERALS - 
FAINTNESS - 
headache; 
during

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:12:02 4 Vertigo New Symptom Nausea, walking around, wobbly, distorted vertigo, can hardly open eye, 
lying down right now, not great, want to lie down, not move. Feeling is 
definitely in stomach, some of the head fullness again. Want to shield face 
from the sun, nausea like waves, comes for a second and goes away. 
Vomited.

VERTIGO - 
NAUSEA - with

VERTIGO - VOMITING - after - amel-

EYE - 
PHOTOPHOBI
A - vertigo; with

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 3/15/2017 9:11:17 4 Dreams New Symptom I could only remember bits of this dream: I was part of an actual drug trial 
and my symptoms were better, there were no side effects (this dream was 
in the United States); plumbing repairs had to be done in the apartment of a 
friend's in Germany; I was standing somewhere with a friend and saw 
someone park their car, they rammed the car into the wall and the friend 
said, "We should check if to see if he's okay." It did not seem so bad to me 
but the person was actually stunned and seemingly concussed so I did Core 
Synchronism on them; I was standing outside the door of a room with a 
friend and the floor was covered with beehives, he said we had to go in and 
see if there were still bees, in the first room there were none but in the 
second room there were, it was a rosette pattern as if real hives had been 
turned inside out and set next to one another, the floor did not show through 
anywhere. I ran out of the room with the bees, not with real fear but I did not 
want to disturb them, it disturbed me that the front hives were empty. The 
colors were dark yellow, brown and felt warm and primal.

DREAMS - 
DRUG TRIAL

DREAMS - 
ACCIDENTS - 
car; with a

DREAMS - 
BEEHIVE

1404 3/14/2017 7:40:01 4 Dreams New Symptom I was in Germany I think to find a venue to give a bodywork workshop or 
because I had taught it. I went to visit one of my best friends but she was 
not in the city she lives in but in the countryside. It was spring I think but 
there was snow, which is unusual. When I visited there were complicated 
situations I don't remember in detail. She offered a variety of cocktails and 
straight up hard liquor but I wasn't really interested although in Germany 
one generally drinks more. Another friend was in this dream but I don't 
remember who. The first friend at some point complained she now had 
arthritis, the other one had some other ailment of age. I realized we were all 
getting older, though I didn't feel it; I was still travelling around trying to 
"make things happen." I woke up wondering why I am having so many 
dreams about my home country and aging but also as if the fact I was 
presenting a workshop there portends well for my current plans to do just 
that the next years. Difficult to remember entire dream upon waking. 

DREAMS - 
VISITS - 
making visits

1404 5/17/2017 12:07:23 4 Mind New Symptom Client - We've always had a really good connection. She gave me a very 
generous gift. She said she’s not taking no for an answer. I felt really 
touched. A neutral space - I didn’t feel guilty or didn’t have to convince her 
not to gift it. In regular situations I denigrate myself.  

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence - 
self-
depreciation

1404 5/17/2017 11:59:59 4 Mind New Symptom I feel as if I’m able to put more distance between annoying people. 
Yesterday it was magnified; a friend was talking about life and things, it was 
jarring to me. I’m noticing with work that I’m doing right now, I’m able to 
keep a distance between myself and other things. Instead of making it 
personal I’m able to maintain space. Observing things as process instead in 
internalizing. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
friend; to her

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
certain persons, 
to

1404 5/17/2017 12:05:48 4 Mind New Symptom Going in and out of being connected and separate like that, missing calls, 
feeling disconnected from family members.

MIND - 
SPACED-OUT 
feeling

1404 5/17/2017 12:04:32 4 Nose Old Symptom From 3 pm to 5 pm I had some discharge and coryza going on. Clear. Not 
watery but not albuminous. Just clear and not sticky. A little bit more body to 
it than Allium cepa watery discharge.

NOSE - 
CORYZA - 
discharge, with

1404 3/14/2017 17:00:00 4 Teeth New Symptom My bottom left canine felt like a foreign object in my mouth. The tooth has a 
small slant to it because it was never fully adjusted during orthodontia as 
teenager, but in this instance it felt very smooth and the angle was all wrong 
to the touch of my tongue. I've never had that kind of sensation. It felt as if I 
had a foreign object in there and my sense of direction seemed to lost for a 
second. It startled me and I needed a minute to get back on track and 
continue giving a treatment.

TEETH - 
LARGE and 
swollen; 
sensation as if

1405 3/17/2017 20:27:36 4 Extremities New Symptom Fleeting neuralgic sensation in my right foot; top of foot and through the 
center.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
neuralgic

1405 3/17/2017 7:45:09 4 Sleep New Symptom Better sleep, easier, deeper. Though after a long day and much driving. 
Dreams were just below the surface. I was engaged in them and tried to 
remember, but the only snatches I can remember were of roller skating. No 
specific feelings associated with this. SLEEP - DEEP

DREAMS - 
ROLLER 
SKATING

1405 3/17/2017 7:46:34 4 Mind New Symptom The overall feeling is one of mild ambivalence and some detachment. I still 
think about the same things I usually think about, but at a little more 
distance. I feel less engaged in the mental energy of it. the result is that the 
days feel smooth, slightly muted....like a wash over watercolor

1406 3/21/2017 19:35:30 4 Back Recent Symptom Left low back pain or ache throughout most of day. BACK - PAIN - 
Lumbar region - 
left

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 3/21/2017 18:07:22 4 Dreams New Symptom Dreamt I was passionately kissing someone. It was fun but no emotions 
really. Just the passion.

DREAMS - 
AMOROUS

1406 3/23/2017 7:40:56 4 Dreams New Symptom Dreamt I'd gone somewhere and had forgotten that my car was still running.  
It had been running for so long that it was almost out of gas and was 
sputtering. I was mad at myself, how could I do that, leave the car on so 
long, forget it was running? And I was worried because I had to pick up my 
son and didn't know if I'd have enough gas to do that and he's be at school 
wondering what I was if I didn't make it there.

DREAMS - 
CAR - function 
anymore, while 
driving; does 
not

1406 3/21/2017 19:29:08 4 Generals New Symptom I have a more youthful appearance and look especially when revealing 
epiphanies and realizations...

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
beautiful - 
youth, beauty, 
love and peace

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1406 3/21/2017 9:17:53 4 Mind New Symptom I have been working delivering my house for several months, now I have a 
new clarity about that process. It's as if I can see past these things I've 
accumulated to what's actually necessary.  It feels like seeing truth.

1406 3/21/2017 18:06:06 4 Extremities New Symptom Left ankle, outside of heel, feeling a throbbing like a painful, twitching.
1406 3/25/2017 12:29:26 4 Mind New Symptom This realization took a few days for me to recognize it.  I have had a long 

standing "habit" of spending or wasting time watching TV.  I used to be an 
avid reader, even as a child, reading literally at least one book per week.  
my entire life - these were all fiction.  But in the last 10 years, that has been 
replaced by TV.  However, I realized that after starting this proving, my 
desire to read had come back, to the point where I read 5 books in just a 
few days  I felt more energized by this than the TV and the reading doesn't 
make me feel so "dull" as the TV does.

1407 3/14/2017 19:38:17 4 Neck Recent Symptom Neck is tight esp on right... And jaw... But this evening no headache... As I 
did have each night since the proving started. NECK - PAIN - rightFACE - CLENCHED jaw

1407 3/14/2017 13:07:18 4 Neck Recent Symptom Woke up with no headache today, but now at 1 pm am beginning to have 
the neck and jaw tension resurface slowly again and a shadow of pain on 
right through head moving to eye.

NECK - 
TENSION

FACE - 
CLENCHED 
jaw
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Day (# 
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Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
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Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1408 3/20/2017 20:58:59 4 Dreams New Symptom This is regarding the sense of danger in my dream. I am frantic, but hurried, 
able to get beyond, and not let it (the danger) catch me, I never felt truly in 
danger. It is on my heels, but certain security with get out of way. Once I 
was up, safe, even though horns right there. Surreal. Heart not beat, 
nothing. I should have been terrified, and was for a few brief seconds, but 
luck on my side (moving back and forth). Definitely dangerous. Fact that I 
could get out of way so easily, was an effort, but fairly easy, I was out of 
reach, so safe. No way going to get me. Element of danger, yet safe. 
Danger never quite catches me. Elude it, yet don’t feel in danger. Carefree 
attitude. 

DREAMS - DANGER - impending dangerDREAMS - ESCAPING - danger; fromDREAMS - THREATENED; of being

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/20/2017 20:50:02 4 Dreams New Symptom I'm in a big expanse, like a rodeo stadium, but not sure. There's a long-
horned cow or bull, coming after two of us. I don't know who the other 
person is. The bull is coming after me, and I run like crazy toward some tall 
(6-foot) cabinet that has an additional indented foot of cabinet above that. I 
hurry frantically and climb up the cabinet just in time to avoid the bull's 
horns. I think I climbed into a cabinet with the horns coming close behind, 
but I feel safe. The bull would go to another cabinet, then come back at me. 
I had to be quick and ready to move. It was scary when the bull came 
running toward me, but I always escaped. I had to be on guard as the 
animal was perceived to be dangerous, but felt safe each time the bull didn't 
get me. I woke up to go to the bathroom at about 4:40 am I had no trouble 
getting back to sleep after the dream. 

DREAMS - 
DANGER - 
sense of danger 
lacking

DREAMS - 
ANIMALS

1408 3/23/2017 9:10:00 4 Dreams Dreams We were two girls, swimming around in an open building, like in a flooded 
world. We found a marker of some sort. To see if it was true, we looked in a 
hole and found a black oval rock.  Suddenly, a plane flew overhead, the sun 
came out, and we swam to a place to see the sun under a series of bridges. 
I could see in the distance something in the sky.  We started looking and 
getting excited, space ships? Seemed magical. Then realized it was 
hundreds of birds, white gulls.  We were excited, elated. They were flying to 
us and seemed like they would land in the water. Felt Magical, elated, 
excited, wonderment.

DREAMS - 
SWIMMING

DREAMS - 
BIRDS - water 
birds

DREAMS - 
MAGIC

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/20/2017 20:52:31 4 Mind Old Symptom Asked my daughter if she has seen any change in me since I took the 
remedy. She says that from the very beginning, I have been "flip," easy 
going, no cares.

MIND - CARES, 
full of

1408 3/23/2017 9:13:10 4 Mind New Symptom Notice I am having periods of annoyance towards something followed by 
gratitude. Something coming up seems it will be stressful or a hassle, then it 
happens and it is easy or something great comes out of it. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
alternating with 
- cheerfulness

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
alternating with 
- cheerfulness

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/20/2017 21:07:47 4 Mind New Symptom I'm not getting much done. I did a lot today, need to get housework done 
and not getting done. Getting other more less important things done. I didn't 
get much accomplished. Talked to brother for an hour, didn't want to be. 
Breakfast for three hours, didn’t want to be that long. Did important thing for 
brother by listening but wasted hour. On phone with friend. One thing after 
another not productive in some ways (rocking). Wish accomplished more. 
They were all important but on a different level.  Need to vacuum, need to 
do basic things not getting done.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1409 4 Abdomen New Symptom Lower abdominal pain, kind of crampy, achy, and dull. ABDOMEN - 
PAIN - 
cramping

ABDOMEN - 
PAIN - dull pain

1409 3/14/2017 20:47:00 4 Mind New Symptom Must smooth the pages of the book. They feel so smooth. GENERALS - TOUCH - amel-
1409 3/14/2017 20:18:53 4 Mouth Old Symptom Sore on tip of tongue. MOUTH - 

ULCERS - 
Tongue - Tip

1410 3/14/2017 8:15:20 4 Dreams Altered Symptom In my dream I am reconciling with my ex-girlfriend and getting back together 
with her. She tells me she has been sexually active with another man, and 
that she has to continue that behavior for one more night at a big New 
Year's Eve party, or something of the sort. I don't remember agreeing in the 
dream but that we are in agreement. I am walking around with a friend and 
we are ascending through a multilevel facility when I realize we are going to 
walk by the place where she is having sex with her fling. I hurry my friend on 
by before he can interrupt, I feel extremely uneasy, and very hurt. We get 
upstairs and he is incredulous, asking me why I didn't attack the guy. I tell 
my friend that my ex and I have an agreement, this is just one more night. 
My friend insists that I should have just beat the other guy up, how could I 
not feel mad? I admit that I do, and I begin to feel it. Boiling rage. It feels 
very good to feel. I am clenching my fists, pacing the room, really actually 
wanting to go downstairs and lay into this guy. I practically scream in mania, 
I am so outraged with the situation. I check my phone and see that my ex's 
friends, her sister, and my friends are all group texting me sweet messages, 
and the subtext is they know what's going on, and not that my ex and I have 
made up, and they're trying to lovingly direct my attention to positive 
connection between them. My friend in the room with me then asks why I 
don't beat my ex's fling up right now, and I tell him, "I can't! I can't be 
violent!" and he responds "Why not?! Some people get made and are 
violent!" I look down at my knuckles and notice they are a little bloody. I tell 
my friend that, yes, I realize now that I get angry and bloody sometimes. 
That the anger energy that channels through me causes me to bump things 
and run into things and I am sometimes crashing around, getting bloodied. I 
begin to wonder if, underneath all the cultural conditioning not to express 
my anger (violence), I am unhealthily restraining my anger. I begin to feel a 
little panicked, wondering why I didn't beat this fling up, I keep hearing my 
girlfriend moaning from their sex in my head and it intensifies the boiling 
anger in my heart. I imagine how she would love to see me just throw this 
guy off of her and lay into him. Scare the shit out of him and make him run 
off. I am also ashamed that everyone knows what happened, but not that I 
agreed to it, and that I agreed to it, this "sure, you can have him for one 
more night." In the room upstairs with my friend I feel truly desperate, 
panicked, outraged, ready to pummel this fling of hers, and it feels wildly 
great to feel so angry, if not also excruciating that I can't release it through 
what begins to feel like a healthy expression of violence, but what can be 
reduced to physical release in general. I am at a boiling point, desperate for 
resolution but not I feel unable to go back in time (it feels like after I had my 
chance to beat the fling up now). I check the group text message again, see 
the last text she sent to the group, and want to delete it, can't believe I am in 
the situation I am in, and wake up from the dream. I remain softly seething 
with anger (there is a softness, and allowing softness, to the feelings in my 
heart this whole time). As I realize that none of this is real life, I also feel 
great relief. My heart has a soft, happy backdrop, almost this whole time, 
that only becomes appreciable as the anger fades.

I actually did get back together with my ex. Before we ever got together, she 
been intimate with another man while we were courting. She and I've known 
that I haven't fully forgiven her, or that it hasn't fully healed. Now I realize 
that perhaps it would help to seek resolution through talking with her about it 
once again.

DREAMS - 
DISAPPOINTM
ENTS

DREAMS - 
ANGER

1410 3/15/2017 9:38:44 4 Dreams New Symptom In my dream I had a bowel movement and when I wiped there was greasy 
blood. The bowel movement was three creatures; one was a sardine fish, 6" 
long and was swimming around in the toilet. The second creature was some 
kind of swimming creature that had an under belly that was whitish in color 
and ridged, almost like armor. The last creature was a grayish brown bug 
like thing, kind of crawling and swimming around. My feeling in the dream 
was horror and shock at seeing these creatures that had come out of my 
body. I had a sense of shame and did not want to record the dream but 
thought better of it and knew I needed to get passed that feeling. 

DREAMS - 
STOOL - urging 
to pass

DREAMS - 
PARASITES

DREAMS - 
FISH

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/14/2017 13:42:45 4 Generals New Symptom I am experiencing surprising moments of clumsiness. For three days I have 
been dropping or flinging items at work, sometimes just barely catching 
something before it flies off, and twice now I've had a clumsy domino effect 
where I drop or knock over multiple things trying to recover from the initial 
moment of carelessness. It is remarkable in its extent, and how difficult it is 
for me to recover from a moment! 

EXTREMITIES 
- 
AWKWARDNE
SS

1410 3/14/2017 8:25:41 4 Sleep Recent Symptom I needed more clothes to feel warm during sleep than I normally do. I wore a 
sweatshirt, pants, and wool socks through the night. While I didn't feel 
particularly cold last night, I rather experienced it as a subtle and pervading 
coolness that felt draining and distracting from comfortable, restful sleep. 
This symptom wasn't noticeable during the first night, but it has now 
persisted for the last two. GENERALS - HEAT - lack of vital heatCHILL - NIGHT - bed - in bed - agg-

1410 3/14/2017 8:43:57 4 Mind Cured Symptom Before taking the substance I responded to incoming stimuli in a more 
reactive way; this has slowed and softened. 

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/14/2017 8:45:28 4 Mind Cured Symptom I am honoring when I'm tired. I have a deeper sense of self-love and care 
for myself. 

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/14/2017 15:15:45 4 Back Recent Symptom Burning ache in low back after eating, last night these symptoms were 
immediately after eating. 

BACK - PAIN - 
burning

BACK - PAIN - 
eating - after - 
agg-

1411 3/14/2017 15:54:20 4 Dreams New Symptom During 20 min nap
Young girl in rubber boots, water puddles on the ground, jostled in a crowd 
of adults, right arm flew out to my side pushing back "hey". Felt like I was 
going to be knocked down trampled 

DREAMS - 
PEOPLE - 
crowds of

MIND - FEAR - 
injury - being 
injured; of

1411 3/15/2017 1:03:27 4 Mind Old Symptom Feeling of let down, feeling small, disappointment. MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
disappointment

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/14/2017 10:43:31 4 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Extremities
, Generals, 
Throat

Recent Symptom Just drove 74 miles. Noticed the wrinkled upper eyelid sensation right away. 
A few minutes in had the tingling thighs and lump in throat sense of a block 
lodged there and desire to wander. Just like in class on Sunday. Situation 
didn't allow get up and wander. Sensation remained entire time and kept 
catching my eyes wandering; noticing this and that alongside the road. Had 
to work hard to focus on staying in my lane and not wander around the road 
following my eyes. Interesting that I drove behind someone for a while that 
was swerving all over and going slower than the speed limit. I had the 
desire to just ease my bumper behind him and push him out in front of me 
out of the way.  While sitting Experienced random sensation of sharp glass 
shard jabs followed by line of hot just like last night laying down. Get in right 
hip, left seat, right shin, left lower abdomen, etc.   

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
obstacles - in 
his way

Throat- lump 
sensation of a, 
Extremities - 
tingling-thigh

1411 3/14/2017 9:20:03 4 Mind, 
Generals

New Symptom Moving slowly physically. Feeling sad dejected, "What's the point?" 
Dispirited lifelessness just going through the motions. My eyes look small. 

MIND - 
DESPAIR

MIND - 
SADNESS

1411 3/15/2017 1:05:55 4 Mind New Symptom Thoughts about bugs (flies, caterpillar, and praying mantis). MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/15/2017 0:49:34 4 Mind New Symptom While I am working and occupied I feel better. MIND - 
OCCUPATION 
- amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/15/2017 0:51:43 4 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Desire to wander, while working wants to move around observe surrounding 
curiously, worse while sitting

MIND - 
WANDERING - 
desire to 
wander

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1412 3/14/2017 22:48:32 4 Extremities Recent Symptom Took a second dose of the proving substance while on the phone tonight 
with my supervisor. Right arm pain again, both in the back of the tricep and 
in the upper outside of my forearm close to the elbow. Aches, dull. Feels 
like the kind of soreness you get after a tetanus shot, for example. In that 
spot too.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Upper 
arms - sore

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - sharp

1412 3/14/2017 18:58:51 4 Face Recent Symptom Both eyes continue to have burning lacrimation that's worse looking at 
bright areas, especially outside and while driving.

EYE - 
LACHRYMATIO
N

1412 3/14/2017 19:37:52 4 Stomach Old Symptom Appetite diminished. Not feeling hungry or even thinking of food. Feels ok to 
just not eat much, one meal today was just fine.

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
diminished

1414 3/19/2017 18:01:31 4 Mind Recent Symptom Entering this because my prover was talking about nudity after he took the 
substance.
While teaching a class, I had a technical malfunction and needed to restart 
my powerpoint. When it re-opened, my computer randomly decided to open 
my file of fine art nude photographs that I had posed for in the last three 
months. My naked body, projected on the wall for all the class to see. 
My response was surprising; I did not feel shame, which might have been a 
typical response for me. Shame has been pervasive in my history but has 
decreased in recent months (hence, posing for nude photography). I was 
able to laugh (inwardly) at myself and the absurdity of the situation, and just 
carry on with my lecture while calmly closing the window containing my 
photographs. 

MIND - 
SHAMEFUL - 
sexuality; about

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 3/15/2017 12:45:00 4 Eye Old symptom Very tired and sore, not gritty. Eye more droopy than it has been. Observing 
eyes  today which seems more closed than yesterday. However it seemed 
more uncomfortable to my supervisor than me as the prover as I have 
experienced this for several years.

EYE - TIRED 
SENSATION

EYE - PAIN - 
sore

1415 3/15/2017 12:45:00 4 Face New Symptom Whole face seems droopy, felt like I have aged. Cannot feel it but see it. 
Everything seems to be hanging down.

FACE - 
DROPPING - 
Lips - Lower - 
sensation of

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
old - feels old

1415 3/16/2017 16:43:27 4 Face New Symptom Four pimples on temples. Put lavender oil and went away except for one. FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Chin

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/15/17 12:45:00 4 Female New Symptom Increased leucorrhea, no itching, no discomfort. FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
LEUKORRHEA

1415 3/15/2017 12:45:00 4 Generalitie
s

New Symptom Food, last night the only things that looked good was smoked salmon. I am 
not a meat eater and sometimes fish. Today I had to get this roasted 
chicken at the store. Ate legs and wings as fast as I could as I know you, 
supervisor, were calling. Very unusual was ravenous.This morning I ate 
some yogurt which came back up, usually can eat a lot. Last night was 
disgusted by chocolate and ice cream which I usually love as well as 
cottage cheese.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
salmon - desire

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
chicken - desire

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
chicken - desire

1415 3/15/2017 12:45:00 4 Head New symptom Woke up at 6.30 am with a headache across whole forehead, pressing out, 
from inside out. It stayed and went back to sleep for a few hours. Then 
headache extended to ears like on an airplane, pressure from inside out. 
Better walking open air, did not notice in but then came back  again over 
forehead. At some point felt  like a sphere, round ball more on right side.  
From Inside pressing out from center of the ball. Just like ball of pain, all 
around it. Ball is size of baseball.  Drove and went to grocery store and did 
not have  headache in grocery store, so walking around helped and going 
outside. Now pressing down to eyes, now an eye ache right eye. Had eye 
part before not headache and sinus pain. Heachache all the way to occiput, 
pressure helps, pushing hard. All more on right side. Angry about 
headache, and irritable. 

HEAD - PAIN - 
Forehead

1415 3/15/17 12:45:00 4 Dreams New Symptom Because of headache could not go over dreams, but one dream stood out: 
Talking to another mother about messages she was giving her daughter, 
judging her parenting. Told the mother that she should consider what's she 
is saying. Would never do this normally MIND - REPROACHING others

1415 3/15/2017 12:45:00 4 Sleep New Symptom My husband came in to bed at 2:30 am. I said loudly, "I am so tired, so 
tired." I remember this in my sleep, but do not talk in sleep normally.

MIND - TALKING - sleep, in - loud

Prover revealed 
she sometimes 
yells in sleep 
but was aware 
the thought may 
have come out 
of her mouth. 
But iffy if it is a 
new symptom, 
we'll have to 
see if it 
happens again?



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1415 3/15/17 12:45:00 4 Generalitie
s

Old Symptom Outside is especially good today. Movement and outside always better but 
exaggerated today

Prover seemed 
unusually tired 
today, 
everything 
seems heavy bit 
she was still in 
an ok mood. 
Irritab;ity was 
felt by her but 
did not really 
experience it 
from her. 30 
minutes was 
about all she 
could do

1416 3/16/2017 12:00:38 4 Extremities New Symptom My right psoas muscle, right knee, and right calf, and the arch of my right 
foot are cramping. There is a tension in my hip and psoas muscle. I want to 
step into a lunge to release the tension. 

EXTREMITIES 
- TENSION - 
Hips  

1416 3/16/2017 6:50:54 4 Vision, Eye New Symptom Today my right eye vision is blurry; the burst blood vessel seems a little 
worse and blood is covering the whole right quadrant of the eye (like a half 
moon). I can still see clearly when I close the right eye. The sensation of 
sand in the eye has increased.

VISION - 
BLURRED

EYE - PAIN - sand; as from
1416 3/16/2017 6:54:04 4 Hearing Voices continue to seem like they are far away. I'm okay with this to some 

extent. I feel like I am in my own world.
1402 3/29/2017 20:37:50 5 Urine Old Symptom This morning I experienced an old symptom. When I wake up in the 

morning, it is as if I have been sleeping so hard, and my bladder got so full, 
but it doesn't signal to wake me up during the night. So I wake up with it so 
full, very uncomfortable. Then when I start to go, it's as if the bladder is too 
stretched out, or too full, that it can't contract. The urine just dribbles, then 
stops, dribbles, then stops, for a minute or two. Then it stops altogether. 
Then I wait about 20 minutes, and by that time I can empty the rest like 
normal. This had quieted very much recently with homeopathic care, but 
had returned very strongly this morning.  BLADDER - FULLNESS, sensation of

1402 3/29/2017 20:31:51 5 Dreams New Symptom In my dream, I was experiencing a fear and simultaneously a knowingness 
that I was going to be stabbed in the back, literally and figuratively. I knew 
that imminently someone was going to stab me in the back with a knife, and 
they were also going to metaphorically stab me in the back in some terrible 
way. I felt as if I needed to be acutely vigilant, survey my surroundings, be 
hyper aware of any movements, on guard and on my toes. I would bolt, run, 
if I needed to, run away so fast to avoid this. Toward the person who was 
going to do this to me, I felt resentful, hateful, angry, betrayed, revengeful, 
and that I would hold a grudge for a long time, and would want to get even. DREAMS - BETRAYED, having beenDREAMS - STABBED, being - fear of being stabbedDREAMS - REVENGE

1402 3/29/2017 20:25:42 5 Dreams New Symptom All I remember about this dream was the color orange - lots of it, 
everywhere, orange, orange, orange.

DREAMS - 
COLORED - 
orange

1403 5/19/2017 16:54:54 5 Mind, 
Generals

New Symptom Every night at 10 pm or 11 pm, I get a surge of energy, all vital energy of the 
psyche, leave the universe, erotic, powerful. Last night I was going to write 
a book about family, powerful, couldn't go to sleep, it's like on the plane.

MIND - 
AMOROUS

MIND - 
AMUSEMENT - 
desire for - night

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:59:25 5 Mind New Symptom Said "I love life" out loud, speaking in Spanish about why and what I love 
about life, for some reason said in Spanish, haven't ever done that before. 
Said out loud, my heart is one world, repeated three times, then went to 
sleep... MIND - SPEECH - foreign tongue, in aMIND - UNIFICATION - sensation of unification

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1403 5/19/2017 16:50:21 5 Mind, 
Stomach

New Symptom Hunger, ate five sweet potatoes, salmon, four eggs, piece of fried toast with 
extra oil, kimchee, now stewing pot roast. Thick starchy sweet potatoes with 
kimchee, awesome, sweet starch, heavy fibrous, weaving together of fibers 
make potatoes awesome. 

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
increased

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
potatoes - 
desire

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 5/17/2017 12:10:15 5 Mind New Symptom Letting people down.  Now being there for them.  I am so swamped with 
everything I don’t think I need to be taking care of everyone else or need to 
be attentive to all of that.  Felt a little bad because I know my girlfriend goes 
out of the way to attend things.  Need to make my needs heard but also feel 
guilty.  Asserting myself is atypical for me.  Feeling guilty is typical.  

1405 3/18/2017 22:24:43 5 Back Intensified Old 
Symptom

Pain, lower back, worse right side. Feels tight; like I want to stretch it out. 
BACK - PAIN - Lumbar region - right

1405 3/18/2017 7:10:12 5 Dreams New Symptom More of roller skates and roller skating. In one snippet, at a scooter shop. DREAMS - ROLLER SKATING
1405 3/18/2017 22:25:47 5 Mind Cured Symptom Hosting my book group at my home tonight; usually I am stressed and 

insecure about my home. Today I felt relaxed, and less conscious of what 
others might think of my home. 

MIND - FEAR - 
opinion of 
others, of

1405 3/18/2017 7:19:09 5 Dreams New Symptom In a house with lots of people, including my husband. There is a black 
woman there- who I  know to be someone in my real life- and we admit our 
attraction to each other. We are waiting for everyone to leave so we can be 
alone. I am contemplating cheating on my husband. Then the scene 
switches to more of a camp, or someplace where there are children in a 
group setting. She and I are waiting for them to leave. 

When we get to being alone, there is also a family there, kind of stragglers. 
For some reason they have to come along with me. I am meeting the 
woman at a restaurant or cafe. They are annoyed because it is expensive 
and 'hoity toity' and there's nothing they can afford to eat, though it's more 
like a European lunch house or something. I have to tell the woman that I 
can't be with her. 

I think the feeling of the dream was- how did i get in this situation? There 
was confusion about what was happening and what I was about to do, 
especially contemplating cheating on my husband. 

Compromised. 

In another snippet of the dream, my daughter and her boyfriend were 
together and I was kind of supervising them. They wanted to figure out how 
to have a sleepover or go do something and I was again put in an awkward 
position of having to make a decision. 

1405 3/18/2017 12:59:55 5 Extremities Altered Symptom Same discomfort or slight pain on right foot, 2nd big toe joint. This time 
while driving, which is unusual. 

1406 3/23/2017 7:44:14 5 Dreams New Symptom Another car dream, I was driving fast I don't know why, I drove the car over 
a hill and it went up into the air. When it landed a little spring came out and 
the car wouldn't work anymore, I remember thinking that it was frustrating 
that the little spring could stop a whole car from working.

DREAMS - 
CAR - driving a 
car

1407 3/15/2017 8:47:03 5 Skin Recent Symptom Skin still feels soft. SKIN - SOFT - feels
1407 3/15/2017 8:43:32 5 Face Recent Symptom woke slightly stuffed in facial  sinuses
1407 3/15/2017 8:49:34 5 Female Old Symptom starting to have hot flushes and some hot flashes, they started as almost 

unnoticeable... face heat flushed with redness... and  I woke today with a full 
on hot flash, full body sweating especially legs

1407 3/15/2017 8:50:33 5 Extremities Old Symptom tingling up and down legs and low back in the night 
1408 3/23/2017 9:17:11 5 Dreams New Symptom Amorous dream, supposed to meet mom and sister, but running late. 

Suddenly with a guy having sex. Fun, enjoyable, then the guy turns into my 
boyfriend. I don’t care anymore, worried about time, annoyed I'm late. Freak 
out I'm two hours late, but also think mom may not care. 

DREAMS - 
AMOROUS

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1409 3/16/2017 16:00:00 5 Abdomen New Symptom Lower abdominal pain, kind of crampy.  Achy, dull ABDOMEN - PAIN - cramping
1409 3/16/2017 16:00:00 5 Mind Still more calm than usual. Much more relaxed and easy going. MIND - TRANQUILLITY
1410 3/15/2017 13:21:41 5 Sleep Recent Symptom For the third night running I needed to wear extra layers to stay warm 

enough to sleep. Last night was different only in that I spent the first part in 
just my tee and briefs, and a few hours in needed to don my leggings 
sweatshirt and wool socks.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - lack of 
vital heat - night

1410 3/19/2017 10:50:02 5 Mind Cured Symptom Able to deal with incoming stresses and concerns with more ease and a 
calm response. I am less irritated by everyday annoyances. 

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 3/15/2017 8:43:44 5 Face New Symptom Second day in row woke with dried out gritty feel in eyes as get up and get 
moving eyes water a little. There is a gritty, dry feeling, which goes away. 
What discharges from eyes creates a burning, abrasive type of feeling on 
skin below the eyelids. I looked in mirror, skin below eye is not red.

EYE - CRUSTY 
margins of lids

EYE - 
DISCHARGES - 
burning

Along with slight 
lacrimation, 
white crystal 
like discharge in 
morning.

1411 3/15/2017 9:36:01 5 Face New Symptom Every time my eyes water a little there is a burning stinging sensation on the 
skin below the eyes full lid width not just in the corner

EYE - CRUSTY 
margins of lids

EYE - 
DISCHARGES - 
burning

1411 3/15/2017 10:03:11 5 Mind New Symptom Woke up this morning thinking about my situation. I journaled in bed a little 
as I was waking up  some excerpts: feeling held back, pushed down feeling 
like I should be able to figure this out  what's wrong with me I can't get 
through this? I should be able to get to class today don't let this get in my 
way I should be able to overcome this obstacle  get a backbone, push back, 
don't let this run me over I shouldn't let it hold me down if I had any spine at 
all I'd push back, get this out of me, out of my way  reading my journal I 
started wondering about some of the physical sensations I experienced the 
first night after taking the proving substance - those sensations of a 
rectangular solid block inside a part of my body pushing against the 
boundary of my skull at the sagittal suture, and at the roof of my mouth at 
the maxillary suture and at the side of my skull at the occipitomastoid suture 
coming one at a time and passing with a feeling that the skull had opened 
spread apart at the suture line feeling bigger more open the only place 
these block sensations keep recurring are in my throat (horizontal like a 
block lodged in there) or right side back of neck (like a vertical block lodged 
in there). I've been experiencing myself to be more forceful, like my voice 
seems louder and I'm more forthright less apologetic like if I thought of 
myself as a mineral on the table it's as if I've moved more to the right side 
having more of an inner sense of capacity  all this pushing back or desire to 
push the vehicle in front of me or my right arm flinging out to the side during 
my nap etc these are all new for me I want people to know me.  This is 
feeling foreign to me like not me  I don't feel any frustration or helplessness 
about it  those feelings aren't here and I'm surprised by that Instead I feel 
like I can push back. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
pressed down 
by a great force

Constant 
sensation of a 
block inside 
different parts of 
body especially 
head and a 
feeling as if it is 
coming out 
tearing the 
bones apart, 
same is the 
feeling on the 
emotional level 
as if she held 
back and wants 
to get out of the 
situation. With 
curious 
regarding 
surroundings 
and constant 
desire to 
wander.

1411 3/15/2017 22:17:48 5 Mind, 
Expectorati
on, 
Generals, 
Mouth, 
Stomach

New Symptom Internal trembling in body and wild feeling in head all day (like Monday) it 
eased up (but never left) while I was outside for a couple hours trimming, 
doing chores, fixing trailer vent the feeling ramped up again back inside the 
house and grew while eating dinner with my husband  after dinner got in the 
bathtub as soon as I got in my eyes were drawn to the shiney drain cover in 
the bottom I was crouched on all fours rocking back and forth tapping my 
heels rhythmically against the back of the tub while looking intently at the 
drain cover If I stopped this motion the wild shaky feeling came back Turned 
myself over and allowed the experience to unfold.  It lasted close to an hour. 
This is what I remember: Continuing to rock but making a low sort of 
humming or moaning noise with eyes closed alternating with quiet while 
looking at the drain cover I played with my toes I had my arms wrapped 
through my legs holding my toes rocking side to side on my seat bones 
usually staring at the drain cover At some point a small sob escaped and I 
found myself on all fours with the top center of my head pressed hard 
against the faucet I pulled my toes I pressed the side of my head into the 
edge of the tub At times I sobbed out a few words:  “let me out”, “I want to 
get out”, “get it out of me” I let out a low sort of scream I did some rolling 
around in the tub curled up sort of fetal position, turning, weeping, trying to 
find a place I was ok, pressing my head hard against the edge I pulled my 
hair with both hands in the back out to the sides I bit my right leg near the 
knee I clawed at my right leg I coughed and heaved up clear fluid (my 
dinner stayed inside)  I couldn’t take anymore and started looking inside for 
comfort and help I sobbed quietly “I need help” I thought about who I could 
call and didn't want to be a burden My inner resources came up and helped 
me quiet and calm (I was baby bear checking out my paws and claws on 
the dirt laying in the green grass under the warm sun with a butterfly on my 
nose and Spirit Father watching over us keeping me safe) I was then able to 
get up out of the tub go out into the hall and call for my husband I needed 
someone to sit in the bathroom with me that didn’t hate me Eventually I was 
able to touch his arm, explain a little of what was going on and wash up My 
shaking trembling is on the outside now – I can see my hands shaking not 
just feeling it inside  I had some lines of hot fire run down the inside of my 
legs starting up near the pelvis and ending at the baby toe  It was new for 
me to ask my husband for help instead of just keeping to myself while I was 
feeling raw and vulnerable although I’m realizing as I write this that I pulled 
myself together a bunch before asking for help but still it’s a change a step  
As I’m writing this up the experience seems similar to that first hour after I 
took the remedy when I had all the blocks opening the suture lines in my 
head and the wandering around the office looking at the paintings then 
getting a trembling feeling in my legs needing to sit down but getting 
agitated when I did and started rocking in the chair tapping my heels on the 
floor with every rock that calmed me  I felt very young during the 
experience.  Very simple.  I can remember laughing a little in the beginning 
when I figured out that I could stop staring at the drain if I made the 
humming noise.  Sometimes I felt like I was inside of a tight space (like a 
baby in the womb during a contraction or spasm).    My tongue and the 
inside of my mouth are burning – whatever came up is irritating like the eye 
watering. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
trembling - he 
was trembling - 
without 
trembling; but

MIND - 
SHRIEKING - 
help; for

Mind-Rocking-
amel, Mind-
motion-amel, 
Mind- Carried 
desire to be 
carried, Mind-
Weeping-
sobbing-
weeping with, 
General -Burn, 
Mouth-pain-
Tongue-burnt,
as if, 
Extremities-
Trembling-
Hands, 
Extremities- 
Pain-Hips- 
burning- 
pricking with, 
Extremities-
Pain-Hips-
Extending to- 
Toes-tearing 
pain

1412 3/15/2017 19:45:20 5 Mind New Symptom I just stopped at a red light at a busy intersection and then drove right on 
through it. I was mid intersection when I realized what was happening, and 
time slowed down as I looked both ways kind of in slow motion. No cars 
were coming but I was yelling, "Oh fuck!" I pulled over afterwards because I 
was so rattled. I have no idea why I did that.

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D - driving; 
while

1412 3/15/2017 19:49:03 5 Neck New Symptom Right sided pain at upper cervical spine, ameliorated by pressure. NECK - TENSION
1412 3/15/2017 19:47:56 5 Head Recent Symptom Since 2pm I've had moderate headache with a crushing sensation, at both 

temples and over my eyebrows.
1412 3/15/2017 19:55:08 5 Face Recent Symptom Note from 7a this morning: I woke up with moderate bilateral pain in the jaw 

muscles where the upper and lower jaws meet. It resolved once I got up.
1412 3/15/2017 22:47:01 5 Extremities Recent Symptom Right arm pain is back again tonight, but in a slightly different spot above 

the elbow. Same quality as before, a bruised feeling.
1413 3/29/2017 21:50:00 5 Mind New Symptom Feeling of impatience with others, yet do not have impatience with self. 

There is anger, if they do not hurry I feel that I will get violent. 
MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
violent

1413 3/29/2017 21:51:39 5 Neck New Symptom Pain in left side of neck when driving. Tightness running along the outer 
neck pulling the head to the left side. Runs down the neck and to the left 
deltoid. A tight constricted and pulling sensation with the neck tension. NECK - TENSION

1413 3/29/2017 12:43:27 5 Rectum New Symptom Urge for stool, when sitting urge dissipates. I sat for 7-10 minutes on the 
toliet and did not have a bowel movement. When standing again bowel 
movement urge came back. RECTUM - URGING - stool - beforeRECTUM - URGING - sitting amel.RECTUM - URGING - standing agg-

1413 3/29/2017 12:41:43 5 Stomach New Symptom Deep and loud churning of the stomach. Very audible, this came on at 9 am 
and lasted for an hour.

STOMACH - 
GURGLING - 
morning

1414 4/29/2017 17:42:37 5 Mind Old Symptom I'm intrigued by fooling around movies. This one called "Townhead", about 
teenage sexuality. Intrigued me. How growing up, you experience sexuality. 
What's okay vs. not okay. Consentual vs. not consensual. What society 
permits you to experience. Our society turns away and doesn't 
acknowledge it's happening. DREAMS - SEXUAL

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 17:36:43 5 Dreams New Symptom Dreams are in chronological order again. Pick up where they left off after I 
wake and fall back asleep. 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/16/2017 16:38:35 5 Head New Symptom Head pain gone when I went to bed but had it till going to sleep unless 
walking around. Headache was much worse with noise.

HEAD - PAIN - 
sleep - amel-

HEAD - PAIN - 
noise - agg-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1415 3/16/2017 16:11:18 5 Mind New Symptom New behavior. Kids were in class. In my interactions I was different. Much 
fiesta and opinionated. Usually quiet and compassionate and quite. Would 
get mad about things and expression things. I would it makes me mad 
because this and this and this (making a face) Have to be on an incredible 
comfortable situation to do this. I felt like I was being annoying. Started to 
tell the people I really like that I was doing a proving. During meeting would 
get absent minded, would be able to stay on task then a conversation would 
happened and I could not stay track of details like write the wrong word 
twice. Very unusual. I was intrigued by clarity and absentmindedness. I was 
confused by that because they don't go together. Getting mad and fiery? 
People might not notice it but I am spewing out. I was intrigued and slightly 
embarrassed. Prefer to be accompanied. 

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
conversation, 
during

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/16/2017 16:36:48 5 Mind New Symptom Kept leaving my phone leaving places and normally don't do that. Kept 
saying where is my phone, where is my purse but not like this. 

MIND - 
MEMORY - 
weakness of 
memory - 
objects; for 
where he has 
put

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/16/2017 16:32:35 5 Mind New Symptom MIND - 
OBSTINATE

1415 3/16/2017 16:55:17 5 Mind Altered Symptom Boundaries are very clear. Normally feel other people's feeling and try to 
accommodate them, or accommodate what I perceive they need. Now they 
are not bothering me, I am not taking care of them anymore. More objective. 
Been doing a lot of limit setting, more black and white. Don't get foggy and 
mixed up. Just super clear what my boundary is without being offensive, In 
the past would feel I am doing something wrong. 

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

MIND - 
PLEASING - 
desire to please 
others

1415 3/16/2017 16:52:11 5 Generals New Symptom Yesterday I ate all that chicken. Still very hungry, had some vegetarian 
sushi and looked chicken, felt I could eat it but didn't want to. Ate a big 
spoon peanut butter. Since remedy have had a giant spoon of peanut 
butter. Had lots of eggs, craving protein. Made eight eggs and gave some to 
kids for their breakfast and ate the rest. Every day I am starving, more 
hungrier than normal. Even last night had pasta and asparagus and felt I 
was shutting it in my mouth. But don't have same hunger in between. 

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
ravenous

1415 3/16/2017 16:59:25 5 Teeth New Symptom Clenching teeth at night. Not sure if I did it as a teen. This may be keeping 
me from my sound sleep. Last two nights. Very tense, muscles are all 
contracted. Energy draining. When waking up tired. It goes with this little bit 
of anxiety. Being more nervous anxiety. This more of a solid anxiety, 
clenching your teeth versus picking my nails.It all is very solid and clear, I 
was much more floaty. 

TEETH - 
CLENCHING 
teeth together - 
sleep; during

1415 3/16/2017 16:41:13 5 Female New Symptom Leucorrhea is the same but more than normal. Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 3/17/2017 6:45:09 5 Back New Symptom When I woke up today, at 6:35 am, I felt this electrical sensation going up 
and down my spine. It felt tingly and dynamic. There was a sense of a kind 
of aliveness.

BACK - 
SHOCKS - 
electric-like - 
Spine; along  

1416 3/17/2017 15:58:28 5 Stomach Old Symptom My hunger is increased today. I want to eat eggs, fish, and proteins. GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - eggs 
- desire  

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - fish - 
desire  

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - meat 
- desire  

1416 3/17/2017 15:56:30 5 Dreams Old Symptom My partner noted that today; the fifth day of the proving, that I seemed to be 
in an altered or dream-like state much of the day. I felt like everything was 
easy and flowing. The spiritual teacher Atisha taught to regard all life as a 
dream. In a way today, I am living that teaching.

MIND - 
DREAM; as if in 
a  

1416 3/17/2017 6:38:48 5 Mind Cured Symptom I am really aware of how easy it is for me to be around so many people in 
Paris. I usually withdraw into myself or avoid these kinds of situations. 
However, I am feeling distinct; they are there and I am here; separate and 
independent and yet relaxed. 

MIND - FEAR - 
crowd, in a  

1416 3/17/2017 16:10:30 5 Mind New Symptom I am feeling calm and expansive. I haven't felt this way in a very long time. I 
have felt chronically irritable for so many years.

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY  

1416 3/17/2017 15:50:21 5 Mind New Symptom Thinking of all of these strong demigoddesses and how I wanted so 
desperately to be protected in my childhood. I somehow feel more like a 
grown-up and no longer needing to be protected.

MIND - 
PROTECTED 
feeling

1416 3/17/2017 6:41:39 5 Mind Cured Symptom I feel trusting of the world and at ease. I am not scanning the crowd for the 
enemy as I might normally do to protect myself. In fact, there is a feeling 
that there is nothing to protect.

MIND - 
SUSPICIOUS - 
enemy; 
considering 
everybody his  

1416 3/17/2017 15:52:55 5 Teeth New Symptom I also felt shocks or electrical sensations in my teeth; especially, my upper 
right teeth and my tongue felt thick again today upon awakening.

TEETH - 
SHOCKS, 
electric  

MOUTH - 
THICK; 
sensation as if - 
Tongue was  

1416 3/17/2017 6:45:09 5 Eye The broken blood vessel in my eye is starting to recede. It is diminishing on 
the outer portion of my eye and it is moving in toward the iris.

1402 4/1/2017 8:11:46 6 Dreams Old Symptom I was at an outdoor barbecue party with people who were all way cooler and 
sophisticated than me. I wished I could be as cool as them, but knew I could 
not be. A few weeks prior, a local singer asked me to open for her at one of 
her shows. I impulsively said, "Yes!" and then immediately regretted it, 
knowing that I could not pull that off. But I did not say anything about not 
wanting to do it. I knew I couldn't sing or play guitar, "How was I even going 
to do it?" So at this barbecue party, it was a bright, beautiful, sunny day, 
and it was the day of the performance. The singer I was going to open for 
was there, and she was informally singing for everyone and playing the 
guitar. Her voice was so crystal clear and crisp, the tone so pure, like a 
perfect bell.  Her singing was effortless and just flowed out of her. She was 
bright and joyous, brilliant and glorious. In contrast, I was dressed in dirty 
gardening clothes, no socks, my hair was a mess and greasy, and I was 
smelly. I felt frumpy, like a total putz. I was admiring how the singer was 
absolutely living and breathing her artistry, her talents. I thought, "That is 
what we all are striving for, but who among us actually lives a life like that? I 
don't know if I will ever be able to do that." The time was getting closer to 
the performance that evening, and I was terrified. It was too late to back out 
now. I was just going to grit my teeth and do it, and make a complete and 
total fool out of myself, and suffer terrible embarrassment. They were all 
going to think that I'm a dumbass, and I was going to feel completely 
childish, humiliated, and ashamed. I was feeling utterly stupid for not just 
speaking up and saying I couldn't do it. What were they going to think of 
me?  And they all certainly had these expectations of me now, and I was 
going to be a complete failure to myself and them. I felt desperate for a way 
out and wanted to bolt out of there, to run so fast away. But I had put myself 
in that position, so I just needed to do it and suffer the consequences of my 
choices. MIND - REVERENCE for those around himMIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence

1404 3/16/2017 9:01:51 6 Abdomen New Symptom Umbilicus has been itching the last few days. More pronounced in shower 
today so that I remembered to bring it to my awareness. Almost raw feeling. 
Almost as if something coming out that's biting. ABDOMEN - ITCHING - Umbilicus

1404 5/17/2017 12:10:59 6 Abdomen Old Symptom This morning, itching in my umbilicus.  Haven't had that in a long time.  We 
should call it returning old symptoms.  It’s been itching a little bit.  Really 
noticed it in the hot shower.  ABDOMEN - ITCHING - Umbilicus

1404 3/16/2017 8:59:51 6 Dreams New Symptom In an unknown apartment complex, I was in an apartment that was mine. 
Someone talked me into buying a $177 couch that had a kitschy Hawaiian 
design on it, it was more like a divan. For some reason I then had two 
apartments, all had small rooms. I said I had company coming, my father 
(with whom I broke off contact four years ago) and a colleague of my ex-
husband's. I was trying to figure out how to provide adequate sleeping 
opportunities as the one bed I had was awful with an uneven surface and 
sure to provide awful sleep.
In the second part there was a performance and "sprites" (that's what I 
noted on waking) told me who was dancing which role. There was a very 
large toe shoe that one of them was wearing. I remember being surprised at 
the size of the foot, a little bigger than my size 9, for a sprite much smaller. 
The toes were very pronounced, fleshy somehow. The cough was somehow 
from Walmart.  That awful feeling I get from Walmart. Everything being 
cheap. No good quality. I'm in the apartments and everything was 
cardboard and cheap. Feeling of displaced. Surprised in a sad way. Not 
fitting. Just not fitting. Same with the sprites. They weren't what I wanted 
them to be. The two men who were staying over didn't feel right either. Why 
am I responsible? To have to provide a sleeping area for my father. Four 
years ago I broke off contact with him.  DREAMS - FAMILY, ownDREAMS - FATHERMIND - ESTRANGED - family; from his

1404 5/17/2017 12:15:00 6 Mind New Symptom As I start incorporating this new modality, I’m doing it more with a certainty 
of confidence. More so than when I’ve added things in the past. I have the 
feeling that there is a confidence that is coming.  

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

1404 5/17/2017 12:12:56 6 Mind Recent Symptom Prover is in the midst of hosting a huge event through one of her jobs.  Lots 
of deadlines, work left to be done, marketing, communications. Crunch time.  
Lead up to a big event.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1405 3/19/2017 12:07:26 6 Urethra Intensified Old 
Symptom

Increased urination at night, and during the day. This has been for the last 
couple nights, but I wasn't sure that it was probably the remedy until last 
night. But I'm peeing at least three times a night (usually once). Have had 
this before, but it resolved a couple months before the proving began. BLADDER - URINATION - urging to urinate - night

1405 3/19/2017 20:03:17 6 Extremities New Symptom Discomfort, pain on the instep of left foot, toward the second big toe joint. 
Consistent, but will 'flare' a bit. Similar to the pain on my right foot, but more 
toward the inner foot rather than right at the joint. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Toes - 
Second - Joints

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Feet - 
left - burning

1405 3/19/2017 8:58:31 6 Generals Intensified Old 
Symptom

Have been fairly thirstless for water throughout the proving this far. STOMACH - 
THIRSTLESS

1405 3/19/2017 13:16:12 6 Mind New Symptom Today over breakfast my sister told me that she has decided to have 
surgery. It was like she was 'stating her case to me' - she asked me what I 
thought. I said- sounds like you know what you want. Good for you! 
While it is a very different approach to how I tackle my own problems, my 
underlying feeling was- who cares? Not in a lack of empathy way, but more 
in an understanding that there is no right or wrong. The way we tackle our 
problems is just that- it's just a way. This issue is much bigger for her and 
really is none of my business. I think she would be fine even if she didn't do 
this... it's' like we amplify the problems in our lives to be so big, so 
important. They are only important to us, and only because we choose to 
make them so. It feels similar to a thought I had the first morning when I 
was working in the woods. I had this thought- the kids are going to be fine. 
Meaning, my own kids. All of the ways I worry about them.. it's just fear 
made big into problems. They will be fine. It's like watching a movie and 
getting all wrapped up in it- but you aren't in the movie. And neither are the 
other people. We're all just watching the movie together and getting all 
worked up about it. But really, we're sitting in the seats, perfectly safe, and 
we're fine. I guess that's the soul, or spirit of ourselves sitting there. If we 
can touch back and forth between the movie and our spectator selves, we 
can manage a balance that can be good. But if we forget, and assume we 
are only in the movie, then - wow, so much stress and fear. 

1406 3/23/2017 7:46:24 6 Extremities New Symptom Right foot, the toe next to the big toe. At the base of my toe it feels swollen 
and is tender to walk on. Pain level it a 2. No emotions about it.

1407 3/16/2017 8:45:40 6 Vision New Symptom Woke with right eyelid swollen and red on lid, itchy and now entire eye is 
feeling swollen and itchy... Is visibly red and inflamed.

EYE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red

EYE - ITCHING EYE - 
SWELLING - 
right

1407 3/18/2017 7:19:50 6 Head Recent Symptom Neck pain started at about 7 pm again... Then became a headache again, 
same pattern on the right, from occiput to right eye. HEAD - PAIN - Occiput - extending to - Eye - right eyeHEAD - PAIN - accompanied by - Neck - pain in

1407 3/16/2017 8:37:28 6 Mind Cured Symptom Still feel like my mood is positive, where it was darker and heavier before. MIND - POSITIVENESS
1407 3/16/2017 8:40:38 6 Extremities Altered Symptom Right arm, which previous to proving was very sore and achy, then became 

much improved with this substance and as of yesterday about 12:30pm 
became very sharply painful. Very precisely localized to the extensor 
muscle group of the forearm tendon attachment to the radius. It feels very 
sharp like a scalpel. this occurred while walking, not using the arm in any 
way

1407 3/16/2017 8:44:26 6 Head, 
Neck

Recent Symptom Neck pain started yesterday at 2:30, very tight at top of neck ( seemed like 
my atlas was trying to move out of alignment) very very painful , gripping 
and intense...building into jaw pain and a head ache on the right side into 
the eye for the rest of the day

woke today with a shadow of the same tension, not painful, in the path or 
pattern

1408 3/22/2017 20:43:49 6 Urine Altered Symptom Urination at night, only once instead of two to three times per night. Part is 
because I'm sleeping better maybe? 

BLADDER - 
URINATION - 
urging to urinate 
- night

SLEEP - 
WAKING - 
urinate; with 
desire to

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/22/2017 20:43:13 6 Dreams New Symptom There are about ten women sitting around two or three round tables that are 
6' in diameter, in a room working on iPhones or computers. I'm working on 
my iPhone answering simple questions. Later, I'm standing. I'm more like a 
bystander involved, but more watching. The women were very casual and 
social. No one knew each other, but they were very easy in their 
conversation and getting along well. One woman said she didn't know 
several women, so went up to them and introduced herself. I marveled at 
her ease in doing that. In real life I'm pretty reserved, so in the dream I felt 
similarly, a bit out of the group, but yet included. Not shunned, but not totally 
involved either. I felt part of the group, but at a distance, my own distance. It 
was a character study of myself. I was noting my response to these women, 
which was more as a spectator, not involved, but totally accepted. The lack 
of cohesion was on my part. I have the dis ease. Woke up at 6 am.

DREAMS - 
OBSERVING - 
alternating with

MIND - 
RESERVED

1408 3/22/2017 11:16:16 6 Mind New Symptom I do not like mice, but we have ten per year in our basement. At night my 
husband and I usually watch television in our basement. Since the remedy 
I've had a heightened sensitivity to mice. Fear that they will they scare me in 
our television room. Will there be one in the trap? If I kick my shoes off, will 
one be in my shoe? There's an anxiety that a mouse will suddenly dart by 
me. It's not overwhelming, but the thought makes me more attentive, kind of 
on guard. 

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation

MIND - FEAR - 
mice

1408 3/23/2017 8:46:53 6 Mind Altered Symptom Usually mice are hidden and I don’t notice there is one there until I find it in 
trap, but now I feel like they are there, going to show themselves to me, 
which they don’t normally do. I don’t want one of these things running at me 
or around me or scare me and I feel they will do that. I have a sixth sense 
that one will pop out at me. They won’t behave and stay hidden, they will 
come out at me. Speed, be on top of me.  

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation

MIND - FEAR - 
mice

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/24/2017 14:27:58 6 Mind New Symptom Supervisor: Irritable, you are not paying attention! We had a plan, it was 
very inconvenient for you to change it because I went out of my way to help. 
My irritability is lingering. The more I think about it, the more angry I get, 
hard-hearted. Wanna let him know what he did and that I won’t tolerate it 
(and once I did tell him, the feeling went away).

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/22/2017 20:11:56 6 Mind New Symptom I move around some appointments to get another client in, and they last-
minute changed the plan a bit, and I got super irritated with the person. How 
dare you change the plan after went to the work to accommodate you? 
Tense, hard-hearted feel to it. Like I put up a barrier between me and him. 
Even though I had the capacity to do what the new plan was. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
people; with

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1409 3/17/2017 20:15:00 6 General Old Symptom Chronic aches and pains have been gone. Stiffness I usually have has been 
gone for about a week. The stiffness is returning.  

GENERALS - 
STIFFNESS

1409 3/17/2017 20:15:00 6 Mind Old Symptom Tense, rigidity, and irritability that I usually have has been gone but is 
returning. MIND - TENSION, mentalMIND - OBSTINATEMIND - IRRITABILITY

1409 3/17/2017 20:15:00 6 General Cured Symptom Usually muscle pain has been gone but is now returning
1409 3/17/2017 20:15:00 6 Head Cured Symptom No headaches but they are returning
1410 3/19/2017 10:47:47 6 Female Altered Symptom Increased sexual energy.

FEMALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - increased

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 3/19/2017 10:46:38 6 Mind Cured Symptom I feel empowered. I feel buoyant. I feel creative. MIND - 
ACTIVITY - 
desires activity - 
creative activity

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover
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Mind/Body 
System
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Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1411 3/16/2017 16:00:42 6 Dreams New Symptom A beautiful blond woman that looked like Michelle Pfeiffer in a short 
flowered gown and soft blue open robe went into a bathroom everyday and 
was hit with a bright shiny frying pan or fists by a dark haired person (a 
man?) whose features I couldn’t distinguish. Every time she wound up 
slumped against the white bathtub or on the white tile (small squares) floor 
unconscious. She didn't fight back except to try once with a two handed 
shove at the very beginning. After that she would just take it until she was 
knocked out. I was looking up from below (I felt very small or young, like a 
child). I am watching this through the open door hiding behind a green 
couch. It happened every day over and over. It felt cartoonish, difficult to 
believe. I could hear the sound of the television playing, blaring noise, like 
nothing was happening. Then the woman in the robe came through the door 
and walked slowly weaving her way toward me. Her face was scraped and 
bruised but what drew my attention was her right knee and foot. I was 
mesmerized staring at them. Both were grotesquely swollen, bruised, and 
bloody. Each of her toes was ballooned up and she wiggled them at me a 
little as she said, “This is as good as it gets, it doesn’t ever get better.”.  I’m 
out on a worksite and there’s a big building with no roof on it just bare 
rafters. It’s cloudy out and there are men leaving to go get different 
equipment or tools. I’m supposed to have everything picked up and cleaned 
up and be ready to go back to work before the men return. I’m trudging 
through big hills of sand with holes and divots all over them. I’m picking up 
manure with a fork and I start eating the shit because I’m running out of time 
and running out of room. Then suddenly I stop and  spew a mouthful of shit 
all over spitting it out. I’m riding on a train full of soldiers returning from far 
away but not all of them have uniforms. Three men are sitting alone with 
their backs to the window in a sideways seat eating food from their hands 
and they seem lonely. I feel sorry for them. Others have come to meet their 
loved ones on the train and be reunited. I’m shoveling coal into the fire and 
getting agitated and anxious. I’m expecting someone to arrive and the 
longer I wait, the more anxious I become. Then a fancy car pulls up 
alongside the train, the door opens and a beautiful dark haired woman is 
sitting there. She looks like she’s from the USO in the 1940’s with her hair 
up in a bun and a skirt uniform on. I look like I do right now and am combing 
my hair while tilting to the right. It’s the end of the day at the office and 
everyone is leaving. I’m on my way to meet stepsister so we can figure out 
the insurance scheduling. The CEO walks in. He looks very handsome and 
smiles very nicely but inside I feel suspicious, wary, and watchful. He hands 
me a very small thick square red leather-bound book filled with tiny print. On 
the cover is an obscure formula with symbols written in yellow chalk. It looks 
like indecipherable gobbledygook. He says, “I need you to figure this out!”, 
then turns and starts to walk away. I sit down looking at the book and know 
right away it’s referring to a certain delivery record in an invoice hidden 
inside the book. I open it and sure enough it is. So I call to him to show him 
and he hands me a cookbook. I’m looking through the baking treats section 
planning what to make for him and there are cookies of all shapes. I need to 
make something special for him every day or he'll be angry. All I can find is 
recipes for lemon and he doesn't even like lemon. It feels like trouble is 
coming. I feel anxious and wake up. It is 5 am. 

DREAMS - 
ATTACKED, of 
being

DREAMS - 
NOISE

1411 3/16/2017 16:02:04 6 Mind New Symptom When I woke the second time this morning it was with the feeling I had a 
bug’s face with big round protruding eyes with a different almost iridescent 
sort of eyeball and a hard shell like nose and mouth. I was bright green.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
head - insect’s 
head; shaped 
like a

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
bugs; sees

1411 3/16/2017 16:03:43 6 Mind New Symptom Feeling of bubbling up creative energy like it wanted to burst out this 
morning.  I had to be occupied.  Very cheerful. Wanting to work on my 
website, put some time in on unpacking or organizing etc. in the house, 
wanting to go to the garden nearby 

MIND - 
TEMERITY

1411 3/16/2017 16:06:41 6 Stomach New Symptom burning ache in low back and lower abdomen beginning early afternoon  
bloated abdomen, skin on face and head feel tight, and a swirly slightly off 
balance feeling in head began at same time 

STOMACH - 
COMPLAINTS 
of the stomach - 
accompanied 
by - Back - pain

1411 3/16/2017 16:09:44 6 Urethra New Symptom I've had a feeling like mild tingling in urethra and surrounding tissue 
concomitant with the urge to urinate when I don't actually need to go a few 
times today.  It's intermittent not constant.

URETHRA - 
TINGLING

1412 3/16/2017 8:00:23 6 Abdomen New Symptom Moderate cramping in lower left abdomen, relieved by passing stool. ABDOMEN - PAIN - cramping
1412 3/18/2017 12:25:42 6 Face New Symptom I forgot to enter this, I think. I had sudden moderate itching on my chin right 

under my lip, felt like an allergic reaction. I wanted to scratch at it a lot. 
About an hour later I had the same thing on the right side of my face at the 
jaw in front of my ear. There wasn't anything visible, but it felt hot and like a 
rash was going to pop up.

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
itching - Chin

1412 3/16/2017 8:02:09 6 Stool New Symptom Bowel movement loose and scant. Brown but more towards yellow than 
normal.

STOOL - SOFT STOOL - 
COLORS; 
several

1412 3/16/2017 8:11:12 6 Urine Old Symptom Urine was acrid. Burning of perineum while urine passed. No sensation 
afterwards while wiping. URINE - ACRID

1412 3/16/2017 7:58:26 6 Dreams New Symptom I was outside my house coming in from the car and a next door neighbor 
we've had a lot of difficulty with was there. I waved to her and she waved 
back and launched immediately into complaints about all the shit and toys 
strewn all over the other neighbors’ yard (which was actually her yard), and 
about how upset she was that the color of our house is close to the color of 
her house, even though we had painted ours first! She behaved as if we 
had violated her with our paint choice. There were these giant 4-5’ plants 
coming up out of the lawns, and I mentioned that they looked like amaranth, 
but they actually looked like enormous spindly cabbage that had bolted. We 
were pulling them up. I got out a bucket of paint and starting painting the 
side door that faced her house the same color as our siding. I felt a little 
spiteful I think.

Inside my house there was a new dishwasher going in, just completed. But 
it had been done wrong and I could see that the dishwasher was new but 
the brackets and housing behind it was old and disgusting and there was a 
nearly dishwasher-sized hole in the floor underneath the whole thing that 
was open all the way down to the basement. I was frustrated and worn out. I 
thought, “How does this keep happening to us? How is this my life?” I felt 
disgusted and worn down.

1412 3/16/2017 7:59:08 6 Dreams New Symptom I was in an exhibition space connected to a museum. There was some sort 
of expo going on, people hawking their wares. The audience moved on this 
multi seat automated people mover, this tram like some theme park ride. A 
woman was trying to sell a mass produced halter dress that had an open 
back and a beautiful full green skirt with pockets. She got about a sentence 
into her pitch and a man came up and interrupted her to ask her out. I was 
annoyed for her. She tried to be gracious and roll it into the pitch in a funny 
way and keep going, but there was something very sad showing on her face 
even as she succeeded. I got off the ride and was trying this dress on 
because my mom wanted to buy me some clothes. I thought, “I’ve been 
looking for a green dress for a long time and here it is!” (A college love of 
mine dreamt of me in a green dress years ago.) I was also buying some 
other clothes and I was working out the price when the exhibition space 
morphed into the home of my childhood best friend, which is across the 
street from the house I grew up in. My mom is still in that house and her 
parents are still in theirs.

Inside her parent's’ house there was a wedding rehearsal going on. One of 
her sisters was getting married. There were dollies like you use to move 
heavy things, and there was some kind of choreography during the 
ceremony that involved dancing with these dollies, which were loaded with 
plywood placards. It took place in the past - my friend’s dad was totally fine 
and they way I remember him at his best.

At the end I was coming out of my friend’s parents house with my daughter, 
who was maybe 4 in the dream, and my mom and sister. I was parked out 
front. I was driving some 1980s Oldsmobile-looking sedan. We were getting 
into the car and suddenly down in front of my mom’s house I saw 4 wolves. 
I looked up and my daughter, who seemed to be about 4 in the dream, had 
crossed the street and was going down towards the wolves. I started 
screaming to her “Get in the car, get in the car!” But she didn't listen and I 
thought that it was just like her to do what she wanted anyway instead of 
what I told her. I was screaming, “Oh shit! Oh shit!” and I ran towards the 
wolves. I took my keys out of my pocket in case I had to hit them in the 
eyes, like I hit a friend’s dog that attacked me years back. I was terrified but 
I knew I had to try to save my daughter. I was doubtful things were going to 
work out okay and I had to do it anyway. When I got across the street 
nearer to her, the wolf closest to her turned into a golden lab. I am scared of 
dogs somewhat and I wasn’t totally relieved but I knew it was a better 
scenario than fighting  a wolf. The dog did not attack us and we got across 
the street and into the car safely.

I woke up with my heart totally pounding but felt very relieved I had dreamt. 
There was also a feeling of “Why am I dreaming about wolves again?” 
There was definitely a sense of, “Oh, this again,” even though I’m not sure I’
ve dreamt of wolves before.

1413 3/30/2017 12:21:31 6 Stomach Old Symptom Loud rumbling in stomach again from 9 am-10 pm. STOMACH - RUMBLING
1415 3/17/2017 17:08:00 6 Mind Recent Symptom The prover was really giddy and laughing a lot today like she was on the 

first and second day of the proving. 
MIND - 
CHEERFUL - 
foolish, and

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/17/2017 15:56:21 6 Mind Recent Symptom Scattered, walking out the library and forgetting a book. Forgetting to check 
it out. Have done at least four things like that, so frustrating not to have it 
right there. In the bigger picture there is clarity but details get forgotten. 
Normally pretty much on top. Scattered? Frustrating and embarrassing. 
Little annoyed like to be on top of things. Distracting and frustrating. I roll my 
eyes to myself, "Oh," again! Not taken it personally. Probably the 
substance. 
Little bothersome, very convenient to be on top of things, easier in life. 
Had to bring car in today early still darkish. Kept thinking there is someone 
back there. Frightened someone was there and pop out and surprise. Later 
in the day did not have it. Afraid they were surprise attack, They? No just 
one, one entity. It was more self control, there is nothing back there until the 
next time I got into the car and happened again. Stop bothering me, I don't 
want to live in a state of fear. I could almost see someone grabbing me and 
incapacitating me. I thought I could push my hazard button and going to the 
ditch instead of crashing into something. "Do you really have wreck the car 
to save yourself?" All thoughts are instant. 

MIND - FEAR - 
behind him; 
someone is

1415 3/17/2017 16:34:49 6 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Excited, Picked fingernails today, used to pick them, Feel out of sorts, absent minded, making me anxious.MIND - 
GESTURES, 
makes - fingers

MIND - 
ANXIETY - 
absent 
mindedness; 
with

1415 3/17/2017 15:58:31 6 Mind Recent Symptom Back to lo loquacious self. Getting more giddy again just like Monday and 
scattered. Kind of a adrenaline like. 

MIND - 
LOQUACITY

MIND - 
CHEERFUL - 
foolish, and

1415 3/17/2017 16:34:49 6 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Feeling more anxious, more the adrenaline. A caffeine rush but am tired. 
Will I remember everything, Excited, nerves going in. This is my tendency 
but not this degree. Energizing and exhaustion. In past have been worried 
about what people think, now not like that, has nothing to do with you and 
the other person. Just me. Weird anxiety that I am carrying around. Just 
here. Feels like heart is palpitation, Ready for a spring at the start of a race 
ready to take off. Exciting, nervous! but no race.
Did you hear a bird? Get distracted so easily. 

MIND - 
PLEASING - 
desire to please 
others

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
studying

1415 3/17/2017 5:35:28 6 Chest, 
Neck

New Symptom I woke up at 2 am and 4 am with my neck and upper chest soaked with 
sweat, no where else. I have had night sweats before but usually they 
extend to my face and farther down my chest. This was only my throat and 
upper chest, completely soaked. PERSPIRATION - SLEEP - during - agg-NECK - PERSPIRATIONCHEST - PERSPIRATION - night - sleep

1415 3/17/2017 16:24:30 6 Chest, 
Neck

New Symptom Perspiring at neck, during sleep. Happened twice last night. Odd because 
never this are. Nowhere else on body PERSPIRATION - SLEEP - during - agg-NECK - PERSPIRATION

1415 3/17/2017 16:37:00 6 Sleep Recent Symptom Not getting as rested as I should because teeth are clenched. TEETH - 
CLENCHING 
teeth together - 
sleep; during

1415 3/17/2017 13:57:23 6 Eye Old Symptom My eyes, kept blinking and trying to close today while I was driving. My left 
eye wanted to close more than my right. This is a symptom I have had 1 
and 2 years ago.

1415 3/17/2017 16:12:18 6 Dreams Recent Symptom Pre dream. Going to a party tonight, host is lovely but her husband crosses 
boundaries constantly!! He used to do it to me and now to the daughter. We 
always strategies before party. 

Dream - had to walk to a field and there were all these rugby players and 
we were grabbed and groping and got out ok but mad. The went into a party 
all teachers with name tags. All teachers were cold and rude and impolite 
How long do I have to stay there to be polite. There was a staircase and 
going down was terrifying but did. These match my old dreams being ok at 
end.Experience? Mad and frustrated and wonder how long I have to do this 
and be polite. At party in dream a man came to talk to me and was really 
bothered and finally able to avoid him. 
It is frustrating, the person thinks they have a prerogative that they don't 
have. feel I cannot get ad at the person, there is no clear rudeness but 
overstepping my boundaries. Just like the rugby players. 
Another dream rolled into another dream, daughter and I were going to 
country and husband came in with groceries and left them at the door and 
said the cathode has a mouse in it. Then there was a 4 year old eating the 
cat food. Trying to guide him away, trying to distract me, and imitate me, he 
is pulling out plants, like I was. The got him to go back home with him mom. 
People watching from the sidewalk, oh well I did not do anything wrong. 
Feeling, annoyed I was left with the groceries, then content to be with the 
kids. I do this in real life.

1415 3/17/2017 16:13:23 6 Dreams Old Symptom (Dream of prover was very relevant to her going to the party) Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/17/2017 16:18:03 6 Generals Recent Symptom Today took the chicken and cleaned the carcass. Ravenous hunger. 
Followed with a spoonful of peanut butter. Never do that. 
Thirst still intense. Have been eating bread every day since proving, 
normally don't eat bread. Not having the veggies. Also drinking raw milk 
every day, normally do not. 

Prover just gulped this bottle down. 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/17/2017 16:20:41 6 Eye Intensified Old 
Symptom

When eyes were first having problems, dropping like a few years ago. 
Before with movement they would start to shut and that is what is 
happening now. Left one was more than 1or2 shut. It came back. Eyes are 
itchy and tired but not grainy, 

1415 3/17/2017 16:27:01 6 Female Recent Symptom Leucorrhea still there, keeps coming, Unusual, not wearing a pad. Clear 
white liquidly. 

1415 3/17/2017 17:06:17 6 Eye New Symptom This morning my eye kept twitching,  it actually was the area just below my  
lower lid which I never experienced. It stayed for a few hours and now once 
in awhile there is a twitch

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1416 3/18/2017 8:03:15 6 Extremities New Symptom My left thumb pad and along side the inner thumb it is exquisitely sensitive 
(just as my knee has been) to the lightest touch or sheet touching it. Also, 
my right middle finger continues to throbbing and painful. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
Thumbs

1416 3/18/2017 8:06:45 6 Hearing Voices continue to be distant. HEARING - 
DISTANT - 
voices seem

1416 3/18/2017 8:00:28 6 Teeth Cured Symptom The electrical sensations in my teeth continued through the night. I had the 
thought that if I had braces maybe I could hear radio waves through my 
teeth. That made me laugh. I noticed that I have been laughing more often 
the last six days. I am overall more lighthearted! My heaviness is 
dissipating.

MIND - 
LAUGHING 

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of  
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1402 4/1/2017 9:49:15 7 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I am at school. I am here to take an exam. All of my classmates are there as 
well. Instead of receiving paper exams, we are all given small electronic 
tablets on which to take our exam. I think, "Okay, I don't like this, but alright. 
I won't be as fast as I normally am, but whatever..."  My tablet wouldn't 
stand up on it's own so I could type on it, and I felt frustrated by this.  Then 
suddenly, another class bursts into the room with a bunch of their friends. 
They were all carrying big bakery boxes full of rainbow-colored cupcakes. 
They were rowdy, loud, and making a ruckus. They were putting cupcakes 
everywhere, on the floor, the tables, the windowsills, they were eating them 
too, being totally obnoxious. Then two people sat one on either side of me, 
so close that I couldn't use my arms to type. They were hemming me in and 
I wanted to bolt, to run away. I could have asked them to move, but I didn't 
say a word. They were talking to me, interrupting me, and inside I thought, 
"Can't you see I'm taking a test and I need quiet and space!? Why can't you 
see that!?" I felt offended, indignant and was starting to feel angry. I kept 
trying to focus on my exam but I couldn't concentrate. I looked around the 
room, and all of my classmates were completely content, at peace, and 
comfortable, happily taking their exams, as if they did not notice the rowdy 
people at all. I was completely at my wit's end about this and thought, "Why 
am I the only one having a hard time with this?" I decided to go outside for 
some fresh air. I walked through a door into another large room, and was 
shocked to see that there were fifty new moms, with their fifty new babies, 
along with a pediatrician in there. They were attending a new baby class. All 
fifty babies were crying so loudly, so shrill, it was piercing my ears it hurt so 
badly. I went to the door that normally leads outside, and when I opened it, I 
had to stop at the threshold because there had been heavy rains the night 
before and a raging flood had appeared, going right by the building. The 
water was destructive and roaring, and had cars, trees, and whole houses 
being carried by it. I stepped back inside the building, feeling bewildered by 
the flood, the babies, and the ruckus with the cupcakes, and went back to 
my seat in the classroom.  All of my classmates were still peaceful and 
content, not noticing that the rowdiness was still going on. I still could not 
focus on the exam questions, and was feeling anxious, panicked and 
desperate. I thought, "What if I can't take this test!? What if I can't do it? 
What will happen to me? What will my classmates, teachers and family 
think of me?" I will have failed them and me. "I have to do what I committed 
to do, I have to." (Emphatically!!) Then, in my mind's eye, I was standing on 
the tippy-top of a mountain and emphatically declaring, "I am the one who 
excels!! I am the one who achieves!! I am the one who does everything 
better than everyone!! I am!!  I am!!" I was practically pounding my chest as 
I was doing this. I felt completely thwarted, my efforts to achieve were being 
completely blocked. Despite feeling all of this inside, I still did not say 
anything to anyone about it. I was beginning to feel hysterical, on the verge 
of a meltdown. It was building and building, reaching a fevered pitch, when 
suddenly there was a pause in all of the feelings... And then I thought, 
"Well, I'll just ask the school administrator if I can take the exam next week." 
I went to ask her and she said, "Of course." And immediately everything just 
dissolved away, just melted, vanished. All of the feelings, thoughts, babies, 
rowdy classmates and their cupcakes, and the flood had suddenly just 
vanished. All was calm, peaceful, easy, and simple. I thought, "Geez, the 
solution was so simple!!  Why on Earth did I go through all that when it was 
so easy to solve?!" Then I woke up, my heart was beating fast, I was teary, 
and had a sensation of inner trembling for about 30 minutes.

DREAMS - 
OBSTACLES - 
path; in his

DREAMS - 
EXAMINATION
S

MIND - 
HYSTERIA

1404 5/17/2017 12:17:32 7 Female New Symptom Dryness during coition FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - DRYNESS - 
Vagina

1404 5/17/2017 12:15:40 7 Hearing New Symptom I am noticing acuity of senses. Yesterday when I was at the climbing gym, 
first time I every heard noise in other room. Like ghosts, a weird scenario, in 
which I was almost scared. Today I had a rushing of the ears. Acutely 
aware of what’s happening in my ears on the inside.  

HEARING - 
ACUTE

EAR - NOISES 
in

MIND - FEAR - 
ghosts, of

1404 5/17/2017 12:16:47 7 Mind New Symptom I hope my proving report won’t be a mess because I’m not “there”. MIND - 
SPACED-OUT 
feeling

1405 3/20/2017 11:29:22 7 Mind New Symptom Annoyed by woman in my Tai Chi class who seems to want to chit chat and 
ask random questions that seem to dilute the class. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
talk of others; 
from

1405 3/20/2017 11:28:37 7 Extremities Old Symptom knees creaky, a little painful. just off and on. 
1407 3/18/2017 7:15:43 7 Extremities New Symptom At first I did not think much of one finger nail splitting, that was two days 

ago. I had another nail spilt last night, and this morning all my fingernails 
feel weak and are bending oddly. I typically have very hard fingernails, they 
rarely break, and almost never split.

EXTREMITIES 
- NAILS; 
complaints of - 
split nails

1407 3/18/2017 7:17:23 7 Mind Cured Symptom Still feel calmer or more buoyant in my mind MIND - TRANQUILLITY
1407 3/18/2017 7:12:35 7 Vision New Symptom Since midday for four days; I have had increased eye issues in my right 

eye. It began to have pressure (started at 11:30 am) I happened to start 
reading and could not focus with my right eye. Then also this happened on 
day 6, the pressure built by 10 on Friday and then I could not focus the right 
eye... This morning I just woke with the same pressure and it is hard to 
focus to read... It is 7 am.

VISION - 
BLURRED

1407 3/16/2017 8:41:55 7 Female Recent Symptom Last night I noticed some minor uterine cramping, and then upon getting 
ready for bed had some menstrual blood appear. My menses were over last 
week, so this is mid cycle spotting

1408 3/23/2017 20:52:59 7 Extremities New Symptom A rash like eczema on my left elbow the last three or four months. I didn't 
ever have eczema in my past. Today, it seems better. If the itchiness was a 
10, it's now a 4; if the elevation of the rash was a 10 it's now a 2. It seems to 
cover a larger area, but is less intense. If the area was a 4, it's now a 6. 

EXTREMITIES 
- ERUPTIONS - 
Elbows - 
eczema

EXTREMITIES 
- ERUPTIONS - 
eczema

1408 3/23/2017 21:08:03 7 Mind Recent Symptom I was a little testy or short with my husband tonight. We were watching our 
granddaughter. I wanted to go to my aerobic swim class tonight, and he 
wanted to go to his karate class I asked if her could take our granddaughter 
swimming while I was swimming, and then I would take her afterward so he 
could go to his class. He dragging his foot, which I looked at as control. He 
also started asking for a lock for the locker, and he asked if he needed a 
towel, and on and on. I was getting so annoyed with him. I also felt like he 
was trying to control me. My response was that if he was going to control 
me, he should at least cooperate. That's a crazy polarity. If you're going to 
put barriers, limits, controls on me, at least cooperate with me, by allowing 
me to be on time, etc. I've had so much polarity with this remedy.

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
domination

1408 3/23/2017 20:59:41 7 Mind New Symptom Went to a funeral visitation alone today. It was for the husband of a 
neighbor I haven't seen in years. Her son and mine went to grade and high 
school together. Usually there might be some anxiety, and nervousness of 
going to an unknown church to see people who might not remember me. In 
this case I had no anxiety and approached the wife, and later the son with 
confidence. 

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - anxiety

MIND - 
ANXIETY - new 
things; when 
seeing

1408 3/24/2017 14:37:20 7 Mind New Symptom I noticed when I went to my work meeting late today that no one let me into 
the circle. Usually if someone arrives late, the group moves around so the 
late person can get into the circle and be a part of it. Instead, I stood behind 
them and ate my lunch and just observed. I was okay being there.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
excluded

MIND - 
FORSAKEN 
feeling - friends 
or group; by

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/24/2017 14:35:55 7 Mind New Symptom I am super angry and rigid. I told my boyfriend exactly what I thought. No 
tact or concern about his feelings. When he was hurt I was a bit annoyed. It 
got worse and worse throughout the day. I told everyone exactly what I 
thought in a straightforward and factual manner. No emotion behind it. 
Restless energy. Almost forceful, as if I want them to feel my strength in my 
position. Feel as if my aura has turned into a wall and I'm standing behind it, 
ready to fight, but calm and patient.

MIND - 
INDIFFERENC
E

MIND - 
HARDHEARTE
D

MIND - 
UNFEELING

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/24/2017 18:47:45 7 Mind New Symptom Went to the gas station, where I've been only a few times. Had trouble 
getting the pump to work. It felt like I had broken the gas handle. I felt stupid 
and annoyed. The attendant asked if I wanted someone to come out and 
help. I said yes. She came out and got the pump to work on the second try. 
She said it was a new pump and some people have trouble with it. I was 
really annoyed that I, who am capable, couldn't work the handle. I felt like I 
was wasting time. However, I still was reasonable and respectful. The 
worse thing I did was tell the attendant that I wouldn't come back, but would 
make my husband do it for me! 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY

1408 3/24/2017 14:39:18 7 Mind New Symptom After being so direct and forceful all day, I started calming down. An 
associate texted and asked me to call him. I was a bit fearful he was going 
to reject me and say we shouldn't work together anymore.

MIND - 
REPROACHIN
G oneself

MIND - FEAR - 
rejection; of

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/24/2017 18:52:48 7 Mind New Symptom Fatigued most of the day. Didn't sleep well. Was busy most of the day; no 
nap, just felt tired.

MIND - 
SLEEPINESS 
agg-

1408 3/24/2017 18:51:14 7 Sleep Old Symptom Last night I went to bed at 10:40 pm, a usual time, but I couldn't get 
comfortable. My big toes were pulsating, and I couldn't find a comfortable 
position for the toes, my legs, my body. I was still awake after midnight. The 
difference between this and my usual sleep problems was that I wasn't 
thinking about anything, no worries or cares. I just couldn't get comfortable.

SLEEP - 
POSITION - 
hard; every 
position seems

SLEEP - 
FALLING 
ASLEEP - 
difficult

1409 3/18/2017 7 General Cured Symptom Woke with horrible headache and muscluloskeletal pain in neck, shoulders, 
hips which had been better up until now...

GENERALS - 
PAIN - Muscles

1410 3/17/2017 20:35:03 7 Sleep Recent Symptom I continue to sleep with extra garments every night to remain warm enough 
to sleep soundly.

GENERALS - 
WARM - desire 
for warmth

1410 3/19/2017 10:51:55 7 Mind Cured Symptom Ease with integrating my creative energy. MIND - 
ACTIVITY - 
desires activity - 
creative activity

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/17/2017 20:37:55 7 Mind Recent Symptom Since Day 1 (for seven days now) I have had a harder time focusing in 
group discussion and personal conversation, especially in a passive 
listening role. I feel a bit fuzzy and as though my brain is packed with yellow 
cotton. The passageways feel slower to transmit and process and thus I 
can't easily follow longer statements, stories, and opinions. MIND - CONCENTRATION - difficult - talking, while

1410 3/19/2017 10:55:13 7 Mind Cured Symptom Recognizing I have choices in my responses and the way I relate in my 
relationships in any given situation. I want to integrate that awareness going 
forward in material ways. MIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 11:11:28 7 Mind Cured Symptom More comfortable with my body and emotions in the world.

MIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 11:04:53 7 Mind New Symptom I am recognizing the substance's spirit within me as a white, almost bird-
like, angelic, a poised bird with it's wings spread. A Christ-like figure. It's 
pleasing my sense of wonder; discovering it's spirit within me. Allowing the 
discovery of it's spirit within me pleases my sense of wonder. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has

DREAMS - 
ANGEL

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 10:58:59 7 Mind Cured Symptom I am beginning to relinquish a sense of security in not being noticed and not 
drawing attention to myself. I am beginning to feel comfortable with my body 
and emotions in the world.

MIND - FEAR - 
embodiment, of;

MIND - FEAR - 
emotional 
expression, of;

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 11:10:07 7 Abdomen New Symptom Positive, pleasant sensations and an awareness of the abdominal area.

MIND - POSITIVENESS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/17/2017 7:05:20 7 Dreams New Symptom Dream: Feels like I don’t remember all of it  I’m in a dark room with a really 
tall white toilet and a round drain with a cover on it in the floor next to the 
toilet. Water is dripping on my right side from above while I sit on the toilet, 
drip, drip, drip, steady one drop at a time  My son is a young child (maybe 
one year old). I come home from work and his dad is sitting in the living 
room watching television with his feet up on an ottoman. But he looks like 
my dad (except I can’t really see his face). I ask where the baby is and he 
says, "The kid’s still in bed". I’m feeling afraid inside. The baby looks like a 
little wax doll lying there in bed asleep with a pale face and red lips. The 
baby has been in bed for 24 hours. Then my son comes wandering out into 
the living room naked climbs up onto a chair, sits and stares at the 
television. There are cups of tea on a counter. There are big chunks of 
carrots in the bottom of the cups. My sister is an adult and she’s on the 
opposite side of the counter from me. She’s got a little silver ladle and she’s 
dipping it into some oil and pouring oil into her teacup. She pours some in, 
stops, shrugs and dumps the rest of the ladle of oil into my cup. I’m angry. 
She looks at me like, "What’s the big deal?". I yell at her, "You fucked up my 
tea!".

DREAMS - 
CHILDREN; 
about - danger; 
in

Head -pain-
Temples-right- 
pinching pain, 
Head-pain- 
burrowing

1411 3/17/2017 10:45:01 7 Extremities New Symptom

There's burning pain in my right knee has passed but it's cracking or popping when I move.

EXTREMITIES 
- CRACKING in 
joints - motion 
agg-

1411 3/17/2017 7:07:57 7 Eye Old Symptom symptoms return didn't have this yesterday but today the feeling of grit was 
back in my eyes on waking and when they water the skin below my eyelids 
feels stinging, burning, abraded again

EYE - CRUSTY 
margins of lids

EYE - 
DISCHARGES - 
burning

1411 3/17/2017 10:45:01 7 Head New Symptom The pain in my right temple has changed into a sort of dull ache the burning 
pain in my right knee has passed but it's cracking or popping when I move 
it.

HEAD - PAIN - 
Temples - dull 
pain

Mind escape 
attempts to - 
family and 
children from 
her

Throat- lump -
plug sensation -
hard lump , 
Throat -lump -
plug sensation -
speech 
preventing

1411 3/17/2017 13:45:27 7 Mind, 
Extremities
, Head

New Symptom Outside I feel vulnerable and exposed wary that I'll be spotted noticed It's 
nearly impossible to look up to look anywhere but down at the ground. I’m 
having the sensation of a veil or hood pulled down from above my forehead 
over my eyes. As I walk around it becomes stronger pulling down toward 
the earth, a sense of a heavy weight pushing down on the top of my head, 
pushing me toward the ground. My legs are weak and trembling. While 
walking around my inhalation seems squeezed in only a limited amount of 
air can come in like my chest is tightened in toward the center of my body 
and I can't expand to let the air in. As I’m writing this it is reminding me of 
how I felt in the office for awhile the night I took the proving substance. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
injury - about to 
receive injury; is

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
weight - 
pressing down 
from above

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
veil - mind and 
reality; between

1411 3/17/2017 7:05:20 7 Mind New Symptom

I wake up with a piercing pain in my right temple and I have a hot burning pain in my right knee. As I’m writing this I feel irritable and impatient. Sort of agitated and the pain in my right temple feels like it’s sort of burrowing deeper into my head. I have that wild feeling like sometimes comes in my head but right now it's in my abdomen like something wants to just claw its way out like it's flying around in there wild.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
living things

1411 3/17/2017 10:41:07 7 Mind, 
Throat

New Symptom I feel like my voice is trapped beneath the block in my throat like it can’t get 
out and I don’t know how to get it out. In qigong practice while I was in the 
posture I hold toward the end when I focus on my heart, my chest or arms 
spread very wide again just like yesterday but today I started to feel afraid 
and pulled them back in; I need love I can’t just give it all away; then I was 
the baby bear nursing or nuzzling mama bear and my little girl self was in 
the sunny field twirling and laughing; then my arms reopened; I need to give 
love; I was no longer afraid and my right hand spread very wide for a while  
My hips feel spread wider today like my stance has widened and pelvis has 
spread laterally (like yesterdays change in my chest but this time in my 
pelvis) I’m realizing that even the thought of being angry at my father is 
terrifying; so much so that I don’t even feel afraid I just feel confused.   

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
trapped; he is

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
dumb, he is

1411 3/17/2017 10:45:01 7 Throat New Symptom

I'm very aware of the vertical block in my neck right side as well as the horizontal block in my throat every time I sit down they're very obvious as well as the thigh tingling and the desire to wander around although today there's a feeling with it of wanting to escape run away get away.

THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a

1412 3/17/2017 17:03:16 7 Female Old Symptom Heavy, dragging down feeling in both ovaries. FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
HEAVINESS - 
Ovaries

1412 3/17/2017 16:58:53 7 Generals New Symptom Many body parts feel dry today. I have something very near to cotton 
mouth, very dry lips, as well as dry skin on my hands and right wrist 
especially. The skin feels rough and it's red. Concomitant symptom of being 
totally thirstless.

1414 4/29/2017 17:49:48 7 Dreams New Symptom Dream that I am a guest at someone's home. I have diarrhea, worried about 
the toilet overflowing or plugging, it stinks and I am embarrassed. Voice in 
dream telling me everyone stinks sometimes.  DREAMS - DIARRHEADREAMS - EMBARRASSMENT

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms
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1415 3/18/2017 8:21:11 7 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was engaged to a man I didn't know well but we were having fun 
together. Then I was talking with our friends and found out he had killed 
someone. I knew we had to go to the authorities. I convinced one friend to 
tell me what happened because she had been there and the man I was 
going to marry had gotten very angry and out of anger hit the woman over 
and over with a hard metal tool and she died. I realized maybe I don’t know 
him well because I didn't know he had anger issues. I felt disappointed and 
a little fearful and guarded. There were two woman friends of mine who 
were present when he had done it. They were not confessing to authorities. 
After my friend told me, he came into the room and I said we have to tell 
what happened. I told him the punishment wouldn't be that bad and we can 
do this. He acted sheepishly but I think we were decided to go to the 
authorities. I didn't think I would stay with him. I was a little afraid that his 
anger could be like that. I awoke feeling ashamed but relieved I had insisted 
we needed to report it.

DREAMS - 
MURDERER

DREAMS - 
POLICE - tell; 
she must

MIND - TRUTH 
- telling the 
plain truth

1415 3/18/2017 14:48:01 7 Mind New Symptom What is different is that thoughts are keeping me from what I am doing or 
saying. Normally without the ADD feeling, no focus, chaotic feeling.
Can have flights thoughts normally but stay focused.

MIND - 
CHAOTIC - 
orderly manner; 
cannot perform 
anything in

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:46:07 7 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

At party I felt I was getting more distracted, I am sharing something, have so 
many ideas getting in the way, thoughts are interrupted by want I am 
saying. Mix between ADD and sanguine. Normally can stay more focused in 
conversation. 
Experience?
Getting a little panicky because I see them waiting trying to finish what I 
want to say. People are getting impatient to what they were listening to. 

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
studying

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:22:31 7 Mind New Symptom Daughter is experiencing remedy. Normally worries like mom, what do 
others think. Last night at party,, really weird it is different this time. I don't 
remember, I am watching a movie, like it was happening in another world. I 
don't even remember what I did. Today absent minded, not connected to 
reality. Today had a memory of something she said "oh that was really 
smart" Describing it very separate, she is very disconnected. She has cat 
allergies and was padding cat last night and had no allergies. 
She clearly explained there was something different.

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
seeing - herself

1415 3/18/2017 15:06:45 7 Mind New Symptom Provers feels all over the place, jumping from one subject to another and 
couldn't concentrate very well. We were all over the place. Decided to skip a 
few days before talking again. 

MIND - 
SPEECH - 
confused

MIND - 
SPEECH - 
hasty

MIND - 
SPEECH - 
inarticulate - 
tumbling over 
each other; 
words roll out

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:58:39 7 Generals Recent Symptom Cannot find food I even like. Unsatisfied with my choices. Today not so 
hungry. Just ate porridge and yoghurt, some indigestion. Have figured out 
what to eat or drink with this proving

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
wanting

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:12:32 7 Eye Old Symptom Old symptoms come back was trying to read the paper, my eyes were 
shutting, tongue gets thick in the back and drops backs. Trying to lift.All very 
old symptoms. If tilting  head backwards is better than looking down.
After looking down need to blink more. When all that is going on I start 
tripping over words. Same time frame but  not same moment

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:36:32 7 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

Not sure dream was reported by prover

Engaged to be married to someone to someone I don't know in real life. We 
have fun together. A friend told me he had killed someone and I said we 
need to report that. Encouraged friend to tell me. He got super angry and hit 
woman with heavy silver took and she died. I told her we need to report it, 
the other 2 women agreed. Oh did not think he had anger issues. We have 
to report it. Won't be that long, you have to do this. 
Then he finally agreed.
Woke up and felt ashamed but felt relieved.
Wanting to report him? Felt very clear it is super important doing this right 
thing no matter what. I'll worry about marriage part later. 

Right now, I think I do this kind of things : Sometimes you have to leap not 
knowing where you land and have done that. Now I have reigned it in, look 
now before leap.
In dream I thought I am thinking I am glad I knew he had anger issues 
before getting into it. Glad I knew about anger, getting reported first and 
think about rest later. He  was black

He was black, don't like it in my waking  moment, racists. In a way it is old 
stuff. 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/18/2017 14:52:08 7 Extremities New Symptom Today the dropping in the thighs, feel they dropping down. The middle part 
is there, the outside is unfolding, dropping. Started with face. Not just 
sagging, dropping. Like a peeling away. Like excess is going down. The leg 
is still there. Never had this before. 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 3/19/2017 6:51:58 7 Mind New Symptom My dream this morning was so vivid and intense. Coming out of the metallic 
darkness into the natural setting was an amazing experience. While touring 
Paris, I am struck by the fact there are still so many buildings, walls, and 
doors from centuries ago. Then I dream about being in Woodstock and 
there is the freedom. Somehow the United States reminds me of freedom; 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness for all (theoretically). It is interesting 
to note that I felt the crowd was being surveilled and yet I felt this inner 
freedom like I didn't really care. 

DREAMS - 
VIVID  

DREAMS - 
FREEDOM  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
watched, she is 
being  

1416 3/19/2017 6:50:58 7 Dreams New Symptom I am leaving a very dark metal room or a cave and I come through a large 
metal door. Then there is another door made entirely of wood. It is rough 
hewn and seemingly ancient. I step across the threshold and I am in a 
beautiful, sunny forest. I can hear music playing. So I walk in the direction of 
the music. I come to the edge of the forest. I have a feeling that I am being 
watched. Then I step out and before me, much to my surprise is 
Woodstock. I see all of the beautiful butterfly banners, butterfly kites on long 
poles, and all of these signs reading: peace, love, groovy, and three days of 
peace and music. The colors are phenomenal. Multicolored signs and very 
colorful people. I am wearing all white. Many of the people are too even 
though there is a lot of mud all around. I can hear music playing and see 
400k people. It is groovy man. Then I feel this energy pass through us (it is 
as though we are being checked out). I get that sense of being watched 
once more and then I think, "To hell with it!" and I strip off my clothes and 
run naked into the crowd. I felt absolute freedom.

DREAMS - 
WATCHED; 
being

DREAMS - 
MUSIC  

DREAMS - 
PEOPLE - 
crowds of  

DREAMS - VIVID
1416 3/19/2017 7:04:45 7 Mind New Symptom Earlier in Parisian history, Sainte Genevieve was also watching over Paris, 

she prayed fervently to avert Paris from being sacked by Attila the Hun. On 
the deaths of her parents, she went to live with her godmother Lutetia in 
Paris ("Lutetia" was the former name of the city of Paris, which meant near 
the marsh or swamp). Then she became a nun, having frequent visions and 
prophecies of heavenly saints and angels. She publicly reported her visions 
until her religious foes conspired to drown her in a lake of fire. In 451 CE, 
shortly before the attack of the Huns under Attila on Paris, Genevieve 
persuaded the panic-stricken people of Paris to stand their ground, not to 
leave their homes and to pray fervently. It is claimed that these actions on 
Genevieve's prayers persuaded Attila's army to go to Orléans instead of 
coming into Paris.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has  

1416 3/19/2017 7:10:48 7 Mind New Symptom Jeanne d'Arc rose up during the Hundred Years War, interestingly enough 
she was known as the Maid of Orléans.  She too had many visions of the 
Archangel Michael, Saint Margaret, and Saint Catherine of Alexandria, and 
angels instructing her to support King Charles VII and liberate France from 
English domination late in the Hundred Years' War. Her actions lifted 
French morale and paved the way for the final French victory over the 
English. She was burned at the stake, which added more fuel the inner fire 
of the French to push for liberation and independence from domination.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has  

1416 3/19/2017 6:54:17 7 Mind New Symptom Now I am thinking about Wonder Woman and how she watches over us as 
a demigoddess, and she protects us, or defends our freedoms. Especially, 
from those who watch over us for nefarious purposes or to gain power over 
us (e.g. World War I or the Nazis or the Russians during World War II).

MIND - 
PROTECTED 
feeling

1416 3/19/2017 7:22:52 7 Mind New Symptom Maria Sklodowska also became a liberator (of women and men) after her 
mother died and her father no longer had the ability to financially support 
her she became a governess. During this time she was liberated through 
self-education, reading vociferously, studying continuously, and in her own 
time learned to pursue knowledge to understand the inner workings of 
science. She never lost this passion. She is remembered for her discovery 
of radium and polonium and her contribution to the fight against cancer. She 
is also one of the only people to have been awarded two Nobel Prizes. In 
1903 Marie and Pierre were awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics jointly with 
Henri Becquerel for their combined, though separate, work on radioactivity 
and, again in 1911 she was awarded another Nobel Prize. This time in 
chemistry for establishing a means of measuring radioactivity. Not long 
after, the Sorbonne created the first radium institute with two laboratories; 
one for study of radioactivity under Madam Marie Curie's direction and the 
other for biological research into the treatment of cancer both revolutionary 
actions for the Sorbonne!

MIND - 
REVOLUTIONI
ST  

1417 3/17/2017 13:55:14 7 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Yesterday I got home from work after an intense day, it was busy, lots of 
patients, work, errands, etc. When I arrived home, everywhere I looked was 
a complete mess. Everything was out of place and there was stuff 
everywhere. I couldn't clean it immediately because I had to clean up the 
kitchen and then make dinner. I was so angry and irritable with my children 
that I could hardly stand it. There was such a strong feeling inside of 
unsettledness. I ended up taking a shot of liquor and then having a glass 
later to calm down. I couldn't handle that intensity of unrest.  
It remains today, but it is better because I've been cleaning.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
alcoholic drinks 
- desire

1417 3/17/2017 13:58:41 7 Generals Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have a strong desire for coffee. Morning and afternoon cappuccinos. I will 
stop at a coffee shop if I'm out and about and can't get home to make it. 
This is unusual. Normally I hate wasting money like this.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
coffee - desire

1417 3/17/2017 13:57:20 7 Mind New Symptom I have an intense need to clean things out of my house. I've gone through 
all of my closet and have taken bags to the thrift store.  I've tossed out a 
couple of plants that I've been nursing all winter that just aren't going to 
make it.  I am going to clean out my cupboards and get rid of things. This is 
part of my sense of needing to have clean spaces but this runs deeper. I 
need all of the space around me to feel lighter.

MIND - 
CHANGE - 
desire for - life; 
in

1417 3/17/2017 14:02:07 7 Mind Recent Symptom I've mentioned a feeling of emerging. Right now I'm on a calorie restrictive 
diet and am actively losing two pounds a week. I feel like the true me is 
being revealed. Like I was there all the time but no one could see me.  Now 
I'm emerging and awakening. The freedom I feel in my body and the joy I 
have in getting dressed are incredible. I've even been buying and loving 
high heeled shoes! This is quite unusual!! I haven't worn or liked high 
heeled shoes since I was in my early twenties and back then they hurt my 
feet; now they don't!

MIND - 
CHANGE - 
desire for - life; 
in

1417 3/17/2017 13:52:15 7 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have a need for everything to be in place before I sit down to relax or tend 
to online work.  The counters need to be clean, the carpets need to be 
clean. I have to have a sense that all is well before I can sit down and rest.  
Otherwise I have an internal unrest feeling that will abate over time if I 
continue to sit.

MIND - 
FASTIDIOUS

1417 3/17/2017 13:48:59 7 Mind New Symptom Twice this week I've had drivers mistakenly come into my lane of driving or 
turn into me and almost hit me. My response has been interesting in that I 
hold my ground, wanting them to acknowledge their mistake. But, I am not 
getting angry. I am able to stay calm, as long as I know they realized they 
were in the wrong.

MIND - FEAR - 
accidents, of - 
car

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - mental 
shock; from

1417 3/17/2017 13:47:19 7 Mind New Symptom I have this feeling like something is emerging. I have been doing studying 
around a topic for some classes that I'd like to teach but just haven't been 
able to sit down and start writing the class material.  I feel that this piece is 
needing to come to the surface and I keep pushing it back.  The pushing 
back part is getting uncomfortable. I have this need to go out shopping - for 
clothes, home decor, etc. It's a way to avoid time I should be spending in 
my office working on this project but it also feels like a desire for alone, 
independence. The trouble is that when I get to the shop, I feel increasingly 
anxious that I'm not working on my projects or client cases that I can't even 
enjoy myself or focus on anything there so I leave - having wasted all kinds 
of time.  

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1404 3/18/2017 15:05:30 8 Teeth Recent Symptom Tenderness roots of upper left teeth, incisor to front molar brushing teeth. 
That area has exposed roots. I have been using alternative sensitive 
toothpaste that seemed okay but this morning was first time I've noticed it 
feeling sensitive again. TEETH - SENSITIVE, tender - Hollow teeth

1404 3/19/2017 11:03:52 8 Teeth Altered Symptom Sensitivity of exposed tooth root moved from left side top to right side 
bottom. TEETH - SENSITIVE, tender - Hollow teeth

1404 3/18/2017 15:03:52 8 Dreams New Symptom Organizing concerts. Wrong people from work involved. Displaced feeling, 
as if things are not matching up. Dank, cold, wintery feeling in the various 
venues. Could not remember many details.

1405 3/21/2017 6:15:59 8 Dreams New Symptom On a trip like a school field trip, but we are in Italy, given purple 
mimeographed maps...

DREAMS - 
JOURNEYS

DREAMS - 
MAPS

1405 3/21/2017 13:24:34 8 Extremities New Symptom Fleeting new sharp pain in the bottom of my left foot, right at the instep, 
while my feet are up, reclined on a table. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - 
neuralgic

1405 3/21/2017 21:27:17 8 Mind New Symptom A dear friend called today to chat and I really wasn't in the mood. It was kind 
of a sharp reaction; I just didn't feel up to really talking, or listening. I wasn't 
annoyed. Maybe it was more of that ambivalence I have been experiencing.

MIND - 
CONVERSATI
ON - aversion 
to

1406 3/25/2017 16:27:28 8 Mind New Symptom I feel again like I'm having "moments of clarity". Identifying where having 
things is just a distraction. From what, I'm not sure. I'm realizing what I think 
is driving the minimalist movement. I feel like I'm seeing through this 
societal veil of noise, Facebook, the need for more money, things, bigger 
houses, it's hard because I feel like I'm seeing it and feeling it but am unable 
to live it and so there's this disconnect which is frustrating. I'd like to just 
snap my fingers and have that lifestyle already. I don't want to put in the 
work, I just want it done already.

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult

MIND - 
LAZINESS

1406 3/25/2017 13:18:30 8 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Earlier today around 11 am or 12 pm I experienced feelings of "What's the 
point?", "Why do I do anything?" , "What is the point of all of this?", all this 
physical stuff, it just weighs us down, is a burden, "Why do we bother with it 
at all?"  "Why do I have things?" I have too many things, books, things to 
do, it's all too much.  

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

1406 3/25/2017 12:35:42 8 Mind Altered Symptom I have some old emotions coming up. I have this thing about wasting time, 
where I am unhappy with myself over it, but I still do it. I will have all these 
physical tasks to get done, but am completely unmotivated to do them. 
Today, I had a realization about this, that I could ask someone to help me 
and if necessary pay them, why am I "forcing" myself to do something that I 
clearly hate to do?  Mostly this is related to things like housework and 
decluttering or organizing.  
Upon reflecting on this, I had lots of intense feelings come up around my 
avoidance of these tasks, fear of doing something wrong, anger wanting to 
lash out physically; not really wanting to hit someone, but to make sharp, 
intense physical movements. Physical sensation of these emotions was in 
the solar plexus area, specifically in my mid back; a feeling of energetic 
tension with companion "butterflies in my stomach" feeling in the front.

MIND - 
POSTPONING 
everything to 
next day

MIND - FEAR - 
mistakes; of 
making

1406 3/25/2017 13:07:47 8 Mind Old Symptom This is a return of an old symptom.  I have a lot to do around the house, I 
feel like my mental to do list is endless and is never going to get done.  The 
house is never going to be perfect and (is so far from perfect right now  - 
ugh it's awful) I'm never going to get all this done.  I don't know where to 
start and I'm feeling like I just want to run away.  just walk away and not 
look back. I have a physical sensation that is accompanying this in my neck, 
the back of my neck feels like something is pressing on it, almost like it is 
pushing me to move forward.  The sensation wraps around the back of my 
neck to each of my ears.

1406 3/25/2017 17:29:32 8 Ear, 
Hearing

New Symptom Ringing in my left ear, it started about 5 to 10 minutes ago. And has now 
stopped.



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1406 3/25/2017 18:56:57 8 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have a lot of anger coming up. I'm feeling resentful of the dog, the cat just 
walked on me like I'm furniture, I'm sure there's a metaphor there.  I don't 
want to be bothered by anything or anyone.

1406 3/26/2017 9:03:19 8 Dreams New Symptom I'm at a store trying to find the entrance.  I went to where I thought the 
entrance was but am being redirected to another entrance.  I'm annoyed by 
this, why weren't there signs?  Why did I have to go all the way to the new 
entrance to find out it's blocked and I have to go somewhere else?  So, I 
walk to the new entrance, feeling frustrated about all this.  I walk around, 
trying to find the pet food.  I see my ex (in real life he passed about a month 
ago), I'm confused by this, he's dead, why is he there?  How can he be 
there?  I spend a lot of time thinking about this but I don't go ask anyone or 
even try to talk to him.  I kind of hide and spy on him.  I keep trying to see 
him to reconcile if I'm really seeing him or if it's someone that just looks like 
him?  It's very confusing and a little bit scary.  I start to wonder if he really 
died?  Was it all made up like he faked his death?

In this dream, I'm confused, and scared and annoyed.  After waking, I'm  
still feeling a bit confused about seeing him.

1407 3/19/2017 21:56:14 8 Chest, 
Neck

New Symptom Pain in right neck and into the clavicle area and it spread down right arm 
and into shoulder area... Very painful, heavy and felt like a weight pulling 
down very hard in my clavicle. This happened today while walking outside in 
the chill and wind at about 11:30 am. It reminded me that this same feeling 
happened two days ago around 11:30 am and both times lasted for  about 
two hours, both times were in the cold wind. BACK - PAIN - extending to - Shoulder - rightGENERALS - HEAVINESSGENERALS - WEIGHT; as of a heavyGENERALS - WIND - cold - agg-

1407 3/19/2017 22:11:29 8 Stomach New Symptom Been craving juice and juicey things (I noticed my partner just bought three 
big jars of juice; he has also taken the substance we are doing the proving 
together). I have been craving juice for 2.5 days.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - juicy 
things - desire

1407 3/19/2017 21:49:04 8 Head, 
Neck

Recent Symptom At 2:30pm the neck pain started and then also added the headache. Now it 
is on both the right and left now, and still begins at the top of the cervicals. It 
feels like the atlas and axis. I could not think with the headache, very 
challenging and I feel asleep from 2pm to 3 pm, and the headache 
worsened, then the headache lessened in intensity around 8 pm, it is now 9:
45 pm and it is still there, like a shadow of pain.

HEAD - PAIN - 
Sides - right - 
then left

HEAD - PAIN - 
sleep - after - 
agg-

1407 3/19/2017 22:14:41 8 Nose Intensified Old 
Symptom

My partner, who has chronic nasal congestion, which had cleared up upon 
taking the substance for a few days, now yesterday and today had severe 
explosive, and repetitive sneezing, so loud we cannot share a bedroom and 
it made me very afraid it was so loud... He said it was a tickle that would not 
stop. He looked pale and eyes were also watering; it is better this evening. NOSE - CONGESTIONNOSE - SNEEZINGFACE - DISCOLORATION - pale

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1407 3/19/2017 21:57:57 8 Vision Recent Symptom Vision is still consistently blurry now, especially from the right eye. reading 
is difficult, I need glasses now for all reading. VISION - BLURRED - letters

1408 3/25/2017 9:13:49 8 Mind New Symptom Up early, couldn't sleep. Decided to go through old folders and scan the 
material so I could get rid of the papers. This is a new behavior for me. I've 
got 40 years of stored papers and other stuff, but have trouble organizing it 
and or or getting rid of things. I actually spent over an hour scanning old 
papers and threw them out. The papers today we're soil analysis of our 
home soil from 2004 and 2007. They don't have a tremendous value, but I 
couldn't part with them. Some are of virgin soil, which is what the majority of 
our soil is like. I feel much better having the info, but not cluttering my area. 
Woohoo. I have lack of motivation, and this was one time when I did 
something without being forced to in one way or another. :)

MIND - 
CLEANNESS - 
desire for 
cleaning

1408 3/24/2017 18:42:47 8 Mind New Symptom I didn't sleep well last night so skipped my aerobic swim class this morning. 
Though it was a Friday, I did lots of stuff that I don't do on a Friday. I also 
don't schedule a client on Friday, but did today. Well, I forgot our 
appointment, which is at her house. I was scheduled for 3 pm, and my 
daughter reminded me at 4 pm, "Don't you have a client today?" I totally 
forgot about it. Called my client and went to see her. I felt a bit fuzzy in the 
head; brain fog. Embarrassed that I forgot. 

MIND - 
FORGETFUL - 
afternoon

MIND - 
FORGETFUL

1408 3/24/2017 18:19:20 8 Nose New Symptom Slight bloody nose this morning (8 am). Got up and felt my nose congested. 
Blew it and saw a thumbnail of fresh, red blood. This was unusual. I used a 
kleenex and found a little more bleeding which was quickly stopped with the 
tissue. 

NOSE - 
EPISTAXIS - 
morning

NOSE - 
EPISTAXIS - 
morning - 8 h

1408 3/25/2017 8:56:25 8 Smell Old Symptom Up by myself at 6 am so worked in basement scanning papers. After a while 
smelled a strong odor of coffee and thought my husband must be up. He 
wasn't and no one made any coffee.

NOSE - 
ODORS; 
imaginary and 
real - coffee; of

1408 3/25/2017 8:54:04 8 Sleep Recent Symptom Slept well from 10:45 pm, but woke up at 5 am and couldn't get back to 
sleep. Got up at 6 am.

SLEEP - 
DISTURBED - 
anxiety, from

1409 3/19/2017 13:00:00 8 Dreams New Symptom Huge, gooey, coffee-ground discharge from my ear. Wetter and more 
gelatinous. Left ear.

EAR - 
DISCHARGES - 
brownish

EAR - 
DISCHARGES - 
earwax - left

EAR - 
DISCHARGES - 
watery

1409 3/19/2017 8 Mind Cured Symptom Still have a sense of calm and well being. MIND - TRANQUILLITY
1409 3/19/2017 13:00:00 8 Mind Cured Symptom Calm in the middle of chaos, returning MIND - 

TRANQUILLITY 
- conflict; during

1410 3/19/2017 11:13:45 8 Male New Symptom Increased sexual energy.

MALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - increased

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/19/2017 11:18:07 8 Mind Cured Symptom Self confidence. I am realizing I am the best container of my experiences. 

MIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/18/2017 10:01:39 8 Dreams Recent Symptom In my dream I am walking with some friends along a small town above a 
desert ravine in a land far from my own. We are discussing how larger cities 
absorb and capitalize smaller towns with slowly and surely. We eventually 
reach a small food vendor who is selling an obnoxiously-branded authentic 
food item about which I become ecstatic and giddily bounce to the line to 
order just that. I decided I want it the moment I read it, and my friends 
follow. When I woke from the dream I feel pleasantly neutral. As ever I feel 
the heart-space ache when I come to consciousness, though I also feel a 
soft expansiveness in my energy field. As if a subtle breeze is passing 
through.

1411 3/19/2017 3:36:56 8 Generals Intensified Old 
Symptom

Sharp glass shard stabs in various places while staying sitting to get 
something done in ankle, hip, side, etc.

GENERALS - 
PAIN - cutting 
pain

GENERALS - 
PAIN - 
wandering pain

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/19/2017 3:32:32 8 Generals Intensified Old 
Symptom

Tingling inside body, not visible externally, comes like a wave, it seems 
nerve pain.

GENERALS - 
PAIN - tingling 
pain

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/18/2017 13:06:41 8 Mind, 
Generals

New Symptom Woke feeling confused and agitated  difficult to sit  trying to do too many 
things at one time this morning and sort of bouncing between them for a 
while earlier agitation building and building heart rate up even though I was 
moving around, starting to dread that daughter and kids might be coming 
later, etc. then said out loud to my husband that I feel like everything is 
resting on my shoulders, it's all up to me, feel like I'm on the verge of a 
nervous breakdown (these feelings are not a new experience for me), don't 
know where to focus (this is new to me) the feelings have been less intense 
since this  having the horizontal block and tingling thighs while sitting today 
but also: full body tingling, feeling of vertical block in body in the chest 
getting random sharp glass shard stabs in various places while staying 
sitting to get something done in ankle, hip, side, etc. the longer I'm sitting 
here the more anxious and agitated I'm feeling

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - waking, 
on

MIND - LOVE - 
family; for

Mind-Fear-
approaching of-
others;of , Mind-
Prostration of 
mind- working 
too hard, 

1411 3/19/2017 8:30:46 8 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Skin

New Symptom Crabby irritable last night before bed when lay down abdomen was very 
itchy scratched and scratched made myself stop so I wouldn't tear skin 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
itching, from

1411 3/19/2017 3:40:01 8 Throat Intensified Old 
Symptom

Block sensation in throat, with difficult swallowing THROAT - 
LUMP; 
sensation of a - 
swallowing - 
agg-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1412 3/19/2017 10:50:21 8 Female Old Symptom Heaviness in right ovary. FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
HEAVINESS - 
Ovaries - right

FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
HEAVINESS - 
Ovaries

1412 3/18/2017 12:22:48 8 Mind New Symptom I mostly avoid the news because it's just horrible. This morning I managed 
to see three awful stories.

A horse ate a balloon that had been released for a memorial. The horse 
started choking on the string and ran panicked through two gates with the 
mylar covering its eyes. It broke two legs and its neck and died. The owner 
was talking about how selfish it is to release balloons - they don't go to 
heaven, God's not collecting our airborne trash, they go nowhere. They hurt 
animals. Why isn't prayer good enough?

A girl was in a car crash on the Williamsburg bridge. Both the car and her 
body were cut in half by the impact. It was her 21st birthday.

A Newsweek writer with epilepsy was attacked with a tweet designed to 
cause seizures. It was deliberate and calculated, and the victim did have a 
seizure from it. The sender is facing federal charges. But the worst part is 
that after the case against the sender went public, 40 more people sent the 
writer similar images. FORTY more people. The darkness in people is too 
much to look at sometimes. People are so disconnected.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
news - agitated 
by unpleasant 
news

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - bad 
news

1412 3/19/2017 19:22:13 8 Mouth New Symptom There wasn't anything visible, but it felt like I had several blisters under the 
skin of the inside of my lower lip. When I pressed on them with my tongue, 
there was burning nerve pain there. MOUTH - ERUPTIONS - vesicles - Lips - Lower lip - Inside

1412 3/18/2017 12:04:21 8 Face Recent Symptom The area behind my eyes is very achy again today. They're burning, 
watering, photophobic. My cold hands pressed over my eyes feels good.

1413 4/2/2017 19:27:45 8 Stomach New Symptom Craving nostalgic foods from childhood. I prepared and ate an entire 
container of macaroni and cheese. I do not like this dish one bit, yet felt that 
I needed to eat it. Bought two extra boxes at grocery store in case cravings 
came up again. Macaroni was the only purchase and it needed to happen 
immediately. 

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
farinaceous - 
desire

1413 4/2/2017 19:29:40 8 Mind New Symptom Feeling of dark depression. Avoiding people to an extreme. Feel that 
contact with people is exhausting and completely unnecessary. Would 
much rather be alone. 

MIND - 
SADNESS - 
company - 
aversion to 
company, 
desire for 
solitude

1413 4/2/2017 19:21:41 8 Stomach New Symptom I've had a very small appetite. Foods don't look appealing. It is as if I am 
eating out of duty or obligation. Eating has started to become an annoyance 
to me the last two days. STOMACH - APPETITE - diminished

1413 4/2/2017 19:24:37 8 Stool New Symptom Stool has become very loose. Gas passes like wet bubbles. Stool collects 
like thin yellow and orange squash-like consistency around outside of 
rectum. Feeling of caution when passing flatulence as stool is very loose. STOOL - SOFT RECTUM - FLATUS - involuntary - almost

1414 4/30/2017 0:19:09 8 Dreams New Symptom A transgender person putting on makeup in a mirror, I'm watching them do 
this, "Normal is overrated," they tell me. 

DREAMS - 
TRANSGENDE
R person

DREAMS - 
MAKE UP

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 17:46:48 8 Dreams New Symptom Dream of a sink about to overflow; it's filling with water, soapy bubbles, it's 
nearing the edge and about to overflow. I rush toward it and turn it off just in 
time. Feeling was very anxious, worried, too much going on, can't handle it. DREAMS - WATERDREAMS - CHAOSDREAMS - HELPLESS feeling

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 3/21/2017 12:09:41 8 Generals New Symptom Perspiration at night, wake up and notice my chest is wet, also under my 
breasts.

PERSPIRATIO
N - profuse - 
night

CHEST - 
Perspiration - 
night 

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 3/19/2017 10:39:45 8 Dreams New Symptom 6:30 am My son and I are heading somewhere. I have a plaid shirt over my 
regular shirt, like a jacket. We are driving then walking along by the water. 
Someone asks us some questions, we talk a bit and then leave. We are at a 
restaurant waiting for a table, it is crowded and people keep cutting in line 
ahead of us. I feel annoyed. I decide we can sit at the counter where there 
is no wait. Then I am in a classroom with my daughter learning about 
mollusks. My plaid shirt is gone. A man tells me that the couple that talked 
to me took it, along with a bunch of my stuff and I hadn't noticed they 
scammed me. I feel deceived and annoyed because this is a hassle and I 
really liked the shirt.  I am bothered but I think, oh, well, I can do nothing 
about it now, I can’t even remember what they looked like. I am listening 
closely about mollusk and watching a video in the class but we have to 
leave early. A friend takes our spot and we get ready to head off. The 
teacher says she’s not sure what we should look up on You Tube to learn 
about mollusks but I am ok just getting a general overview online about 
mollusks and catching up later. Her video showed little clam like oysters that 
turned into cartoons and how they interact in all aspects of their life. My 
daughter and I spend a bit of time gathering all our stuff and then the 
teacher and I walk around the corner, my daughter has ran ahead. She is 
on the car with a tabby kitten and one of my kids tells the teacher that is our 
new cat. He’s very much like the one that died last year. I am happy to have 
him. We put him in the car and head out. I feel happy to have our cat again 
and relieved we are finally on our way. I am curious to look up more 
information about mollusks.

DREAMS - 
ROBBERS

DREAMS - 
CATS

1415 3/19/2017 22:08:54 8 Mind New Symptom I felt very drained and scattered mentally today. It was harder to get things 
done. I felt like I was dragging my body around, it was heavy and laborious 
to do so. I felt very sluggish.

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of

1415 3/19/2017 21:23:40 8 Eye Intensified Old 
Symptom

While watching a movie, my eyes would take longer blinks, meaning when I 
blink it takes longer to open them back up, lying the signals misfire and they 
don't open right way. This happened about 2 years ago on a regular basis 
and then gradually got better. 

1416 3/20/2017 14:03:17 8 Back New Symptom As I walked the labyrinth this morning, I realized that the electrical sensation 
down my spine were diminishing!

BACK - 
SHOCKS - 
electric-like - 
Spine; along

1416 3/20/2017 13:57:11 8 Mind New Symptom There is a labyrinth on the floor of Chartres Cathedral, as I am walking the 
labyrinth, I begin to see sisters dancing in an elaborate spiral dance within 
the labyrinth. This is a very powerful labyrinth, a gateway between worlds, 
seeing into and through to other dimensions. I "hear" these words within my 
heart, "My people are destroyed by a lack of knowledge." The labyrinth is a 
focusing tool to help you understand the cycle of life from conception to 
death into rebirth.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
visions, has

1416 3/20/2017 7:40:00 8 Mind New Symptom I continue to be fascinated by YouTube videos featuring binaural beats! 
Especially with regard to focus and creativity. I am also watching YouTube 
video after video on remote viewing and training the mind for deeper 
spiritual purposes. Today I visited the Cathedral of Our Lady of Chartres. 
There is a way that I feel that I am traversing different dimensions or parallel 
worlds. My heart chakra is really open and I feel an openness that is 
unusual for me. I did one hundred prostrations before the statue of Our 
Lady and as I was finishing I noticed that a French Catholic school group 
was standing there as I was finishing my prostrations. The teacher said to 
the fourth graders, "Let this man be a representative of humility and 
repentance to you children."

MIND - 
HUMILITY  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
world - different 
world; being in 
a

1416 3/20/2017 13:59:57 8 Mind New Symptom As I am walking the labyrinth, I am thinking of Wonder Woman's Lasso of 
Truth, anyone caught in the lasso found it impossible to lie. Walking the 
labyrinth unwinds your self-deception and helps you to look within your 
heart at a deeper and deeper level. The other image that came to me while 
walking the labyrinth was that of a white lion. There are definitely certain 
people that I wish we could lasso and witness their inner revelations of 
truthfulness. 

MIND - TRUTH 
- desire for 
truthfulness  

MIND - TRUTH 
- sensitive to 
people's 
truthfulness  
(Lac leoninum 
is the only 
remedy in this 
rubric!?)

MIND - TRUTH 
- telling the 
plain truth  
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Supervisor 
Input

1402 4/3/2017 19:26:45 9 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I am home with my family. It's a holiday and my extended family is there. 
They are all in the kitchen being very rowdy, drinking wine, all jolly and 
merry and having a grand old time, singing songs and telling stories. I am 
by myself in a bedroom down the hall, and there is a cat in there with me. 
The cat seems very sleepy and keeps trying to curl up for a nap, but I keep 
picking it up and putting it down in different places in the room. It feels like I 
am picking up the cat as if it were a human infant and I am trying to put it 
down for a nap. Then I get an idea to try to make a little cat bed on top of 
the bed in the room. I make it out of homeopathy books and rolled up towels 
- not a very comfortable bed!  I pick up the cat and lay her in it, and she is 
not pleased, and jumps right out. I want the cat to love what I made for her 
and to curl up and sleep in it. I want to say, "But look what I made for you!! 
Look what I did! Isn't it great?! Don't you appreciate it!?" But the cat will 
have nothing to do with it. I decide it's not worth trying anymore and it's best 
to leave her alone, so I head into the kitchen where my family is. They are 
gathering themselves because we are all going to head out somewhere. 
They will not tell me where we are going, what we are going to do, or what I 
should wear for this outing. I am frustrated by this, and feel they are all so 
absorbed by their jolly time that they are oblivious to me, my question, and 
my needs.  I  am afraid I won't be dressed warmly enough or prepared for 
what we are going to be doing. I abruptly turn around in angst and return to 
the bedroom. I change my clothes and put on the brightest, most vibrantly 
patterned clothes that I have, in as many layers as I can. I feel great. "Now 
they will see me and pay attention to me and listen to me," I thought.  

DREAMS - 
FAMILY, own

DREAMS - 
CATS

DREAMS - 
VIVID

1402 4/3/2017 19:24:07 9 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I recently had had an extensive rash covering both of my knees. They had 
been red, raised, warm, itchy pustules a few days ago, and are now 
currently healing up. I am standing with someone, I don't know who, and I 
pulled up my pant legs to show her my rash. They are healed to the point 
where most of the redness is gone, and each pustule has a black scab on 
top, the size of a black sesame seed. I am surprised to see this, as they had 
not looked like this just a few hours prior. The person I am standing with 
sees the scabs and is immediately totally grossed out; I see her reaction 
and feel immediately deeply self-conscious and very embarrassed. I try to 
explain, "Oh, no, but look, they are healing and they come right off, see?!"  I 
then proceed to pick off some of the black scabs; they come off very easily 
and fall to the floor. The person then walks away in complete disgust. I feel 
very hurt and quite misunderstood, as if I don't have the chance to explain 
myself better because she walks away from me so fast.  I think, "If I would 
have done a better job explaining myself, she would not have thought about 
me that way."   want to plead and beg after her to "Just give me a chance to 
explain!!  It's not what you think!  I'm really not gross, you'll see if you will 
just listen to me, please!"

DREAMS - 
RASH; body 
covered with

DREAMS - 
WOUNDS

DREAMS - 
JUSTIFYING 
himself

1404 3/19/2017 11:02:51 9 Skin New Symptom Noticed left upper trapezius or shoulder is covered with colored spots, not 
raised, light brown. Whole chest seems to be getting more spots. SKIN - MOLES

1404 3/20/2017 8:34:34 9 Skin Altered Symptom Raised mole between scapulae that was noted as having grown and gotten 
edges days prior to proving, now is less raised and does not seem irregular. SKIN - MOLES

1404 3/19/2017 11:06:40 9 Dreams New Symptom Organizing a symposium. Dealing with mix-ups, scheduling issues, website 
launch (new website was just launched and there are actually aggravating 
things about it). Out of the blue, I was in a different venue, very narrow, a 
few floors up, so unusual for my area, in a board room. Someone said 
money had to be raised for a ballet company. I was making name tags for a 
fundraiser. I did not understand why I had anything to do with dance again 
since I was involved with music. Sense of displacement again. Wrong 
people in the wrong place.

1405 3/22/2017 17:14:21 9 Chest New Symptom A mild sense of tightness, like at the bottom of my ribs, maybe the 
diaphragm area... it didn't inhibit my breathing or cause pain, but it felt 
uncomfortable and strange. 

CHEST - 
CONSTRICTIO
N - Diaphragm

1406 3/26/2017 8:58:23 9 Dreams New Symptom I was driving on the freeway in an ice snow storm. I drive over a bridge and 
realize I have my cruise control on, not very smart. Just as I'm getting over 
the bridge, everyone in front of me are stopping so I do too. The cars are 
really backed up; I get out of my car, it's so slippery, three of us are talking, 
suddenly one of the guys I'm talking to starts yelling to get back in our cars, 
I look over at him and behind him I can see that all the other cars way in the 
front are coming toward us like an ice storm and car tsunami. The cars are 
tumbling end over end toward us, we try to get to our cars so we aren't 
crushed by all these cars and ice coming our way, the two others just get in 
any car, I see a car, but there is a growling snarling dog in the back seat, I 
open the door and there's no room for me. I don't quite make it to my car, 
but the car tsunami has stopped before it hits me. I'm looking at papers and 
suddenly I'm naked and getting back in my car. We start driving, but there is 
a huge blockage of cars ahead and I think it's going to take forever to get 
through it and wonder if we even can. 
In the dream, I was scared, I didn't want to get smashed, I was so glad that 
one person warned us. When I was naked, I wasn't embarrassed, I just 
walked to my car and got in.
I had another dream right after this one, so no particular feelings on waking, 
but I do have this almost preoccupied feeling, like part of me is still stuck in 
these dreams. DREAMS - DRIVING - car; a - long snowy street; down aDREAMS - DANGERDREAMS - NAKEDNESS

1406 3/26/2017 23:58:11 9 Mind Old Symptom Historically, if I've given myself a break where I just don't do anything, and I 
allow myself to ignore my superficial responsibilities like dusting, cleaning, 
etc. I will then feel like I'm waking up. And I start to panic about not taking 
care of those responsibilities. Like I'm going to get in trouble for not being 
responsible like I should have been. I feel that way now.

MIND - 
RESPONSIBILI
TY - taking 
responsibility 
too seriously

MIND - 
RESPONSIBILI
TY - aversion to

1406 3/26/2017 9:08:11 9 Dreams New Symptom I'm at an elementary school. I experience the same thing, there is 
construction at the entrance and a bunch of us have to walk around it and 
find an entrance which is easier said than done. We have a conversation 
about how to get into the school. We finally sneak in through a back 
entrance and for some reason we think we will get in trouble if we are 
caught. We are walking down corridors. There are big moving blankets 
covering the doors, and each hallway we see has a bunch of construction 
stuff in it and is basically blocked. I realize we are trying to get to the 
kindergarten classroom.  We think we are caught by teachers (we are adult 
parents, not kids) but then realize the teachers aren't mad, they're just 
walking toward us. There's a sense of urgency to what we're doing. 
Feelings:  frustrated, sneaking around, afraid. 

1406 3/26/2017 10:02:07 9 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I'm in a building with some other people. We're stuck. There's a shadow 
monster trying to get us. We have to stay in the light. It's picking us off one 
by one. We're trying to get out. We know it just got one of us in another 
room, right before he could finish our escape plan. I start opening the 
curtains to let in the sunlight but It's cloudy out and doesn't help. 
My alarm wakes me up. I was scared in this dream. I really didn't want to 
get caught by that monster, but the fear wasn't enough to wake me up. After 
I woke up, I was wondering why this? I was thinking a lot about my shadow 
yesterday.

1406 3/26/2017 16:55:01 9 Mind New Symptom I'm having some realizations about how concerned I am normally about 
what other people think of things I do or say.  Example, what I eat or how 
often I eat something. I'll worry about what others think, then have this 
freeing  thought of,"so?". And it's not defiant, it's more like independent, 
realizing it doesn't matter.

1406 3/26/2017 23:55:04 9 Female New Symptom I'm having physical sensations that have me wondering if I have a prolapse 
uterus. It feels almost like my uterus is going to fall out. The emotion with it 
is a panicked feeling. My mind is racing. Do I need to go to the allopathic 
doctor to find out? Is this real or am I imagining it? If it's real how can that 
be fixed? Is it my fault because I am out of shape physically? 

1406 3/27/2017 0:00:40 9 Mind New Symptom I'm enjoying noting many of these symptoms in the journal. I feel as if 
someone is hearing me. I journal for myself a lot, this is different. It is a relief 
to share these symptoms knowing someone else is going to read them.

MIND - HELD - 
desire to be 
held

1406 3/27/2017 0:04:51 9 Mind New Symptom I'm questioning if I'm on the right path in becoming a homeopath. I was very 
certain before a sustantial event occurred. And right after that I had a hard 
time studying. But now, in the last week or so, I've lost my motivation. We 
have a test coming up, I'm behind on studying and assignments. I don't 
know if these feelings are from being behind in my studies and feeling like 
I'm never going to catch up.

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence - 
self-
depreciation

1407 3/21/2017 6:49:29 9 Female Old Symptom Still hot flashing, mostly at night, but also in the day... enough to sweat.
It is getting more disruptive.  Then I will suddenly be freezing and cannot get 
warm..... if I take a bath before bed, it warms me up, but then I hot flash 
worse at night

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - alternating 
with - chills

1407 3/21/2017 6:47:36 9 Head Recent Symptom Woke with headache in the forehead and a tight jaw, feels like I have been 
clenching my jaw at night, which is not something I usually do.

HEAD - PAIN - 
Forehead

FACE - 
CLENCHED 
jaw

1407 3/21/2017 6:51:31 9 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Started to become irritable yesterday, especially about my business and 
thoughts and worries I have about it. those were gone from the first day of 
the substance... Now are worse than ever. the soft feeling is much less now 
in my mind. MIND - IRRITABILITY - working, when

1407 3/21/2017 6:53:57 9 Vision Recent Symptom Blurred vision continues, needing glasses, especially on the right and now 
woke with right eye glued together, sticky and it is visually a bit larger than 
the other now the whole eye (not just the iris) the structure of the eye is 
larger now and the pressure is still there, maybe more intense even.

VISION - 
BLURRED

EYE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Lids - crusts - 
Margins of lids

1407 3/21/2017 9 mind old symptom This proving supervisor made a number of mistakes at work in billing. I was 
extremely embarrassed and felt like crying. I felt bad that the supervisor at 
work had to recheck my work and fix it. I felt like I wanted to hide from my 
mistakes and quit. This is a response I have had in the past to 
embarrassment. This proving supervisor made a number of mistakes at work in billing. I was extremely embarrassed and felt like crying. I felt bad that the supervisor at work had to recheck my work and fix it. I felt like I wanted to hide from my mistakes and quit. This is a response I have had in the past to embarrassment.

1408 3/27/2017 20:14:10 9 Stomach New Symptom Several times I've made hot tea for myself. I've started to drink it and found 
that I desired just a little higher temperature of the tea. We're talking about 
two or three degrees. Weird, but the tea is just right at the right temperature. 
This is not usual for me.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - tea - 
desire - hot

1408 3/27/2017 20:49:32 9 Mind New Symptom Though tired today, I had real motivation to scrub floor, wash the throw 
rugs, wash several kitchen windows, and wipe down the chairs. I had a nice 
chunk of time to myself. No visitor was expected, I just felt like doing it. This 
is new for me as I hate housework and need the motivation of an impending 
visit! Felt rewarding to get all that done; kind of pat myself on the back; job 
well done; an accomplishment.

MIND - 
CLEANNESS - 
desire for 
cleaning

1408 3/26/2017 9:44:01 9 Mind New Symptom Yesterday was pleasant as can be. Congenial, didn't have a bad word about 
anything. I usually get impatient. Don’t push along as much. Take it as it 
came. Relaxed. I don’t have a need at all to be critical. Went with the flow.  

MIND - 
COMPLAINING

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/27/2017 20:09:20 9 Mouth New Symptom I've noticed that I've bitten the inside of my mouth probably three times 
since the proving began! Twice in the front below my lower teeth, and once 
on my right interior cheek. Each time I was eating popcorn and had a goodly 
amount of popcorn in my mouth. Hurt! No bleeding. 

MOUTH - 
BITING - 
Cheeks - talking 
or chewing; 
when

1408 3/27/2017 20:19:25 9 Sleep Old Symptom Once again I had a bad night. Went to bed at 10:45 pm, but couldn't sleep. 
No reason for wakefulness. Still awake at 12:30 am. Finally got to sleep, but 
seemed to be waking up every so often; sometimes too hot, once to go to 
the bathroom. Husband said I was really snoring around 3 am, which is 
normal when I don't sleep earlier. Woke up around 6 am and got up at 6:30 
am. I was tired, but went to water aerobics class at 7 am and felt fine. Made 
it through the day without napping.

SLEEP - 
SLEEPLESSNE
SS - night - 
midnight - after

1408 3/25/2017 9:12:33 9 Mind New Symptom Feel a little more down or depressed.  Usually bouncy in morning, lack of 
sleep and lot less cheerful.  Oh, so I have to move or do anything?  
Pessimistic.  Too busy to think about it.  

SLEEP - 
SLEEPLESSNE
SS - sadness - 
from

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/25/2017 9:11:11 9 Mind New Symptom Started looking at old papers, started scanning them.  Spent 1 ½-2 hours 
scanning, throwing away papers.  Big to be motivated and actually do 
something definitive.  Felt good.  Usually need a reason to do unless total 
fun.  Something I know I should do.  Didn’t want to throw them out, yet was 
foolish to keep, so scan is next best option.  Start to say: OK, got to get rid 
of things, to have on computer is a lot less burdensome than having it in our 
way.  

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/20/2017 20:26:50 9 Mind Cured Symptom I am being invited to step forward. I'm finding a space in me to step forward. 
I'm finding room for it now. A greater sense of freedom. It's a softening of 
things. A greater sense of awareness and play. A greater sense of 
wholeness. 

MIND - FEAR - 
embodiment, of;

MIND - 
UNIFICATION - 
sensation of 
unification

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/20/2017 8:52:18 9 Mind Cured Symptom I am noticing I am more able to stay with the bounds of energy I have 
available and required. Before when I would have a big week, I would get so 
worked up and then crash. I am finding it easier to move into a quiet space. 
I am able to support my grounding and my rest; to do things that are good 
for me. I feel more ease around creative outlets. I am stepping into my 
creative power more freely and with confidence. I am finding truer ways to 
operate in the moment and in uncertainty. Allowing myself to relax more. 
Letting myself be confident in the moment. I have more freedom.

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/19/2017 8:44:18 9 Dreams New Symptom Dream that I am unable to find or contact my son, Navy has sent him 
somewhere and it’s secret and they won’t tell me. Seems like a mind control 
experiment. He looks robotic (expressionless, emotionless). I see him 
strapped to a seat wearing a white uniform and the seat is turning like the 
ride called the scrambler at the fair – it’s turning in circles and then going 
back and forth as well. Someone is strapped into the seat beside him but I 
can’t see who it is.

DREAMS - 
LOOKING - 
someone; for

Imp: feels better 
after writing 
down the 
complaint --
Mind- Talking- 
Amelia. the 
complaint 

1411 3/19/2017 8:52:49 9 Mind, 
Hearing

New Symptom Not sure there is anything for the proving in this but it came now so here it 
is. I just had an "Ah-ha moment" about the feeling of irritation that I 
experience whenever the television is on. It triggers the feeling of needing to 
hide in my own home. I’m seeing this dream image of my father staring at 
the television, my mommy is really afraid, the baby has been in bed 24 
hours. I’m the baby who can't come out in plain site; I have to hide inside of 
myself like a little dead-eyed zombie to keep all hell from breaking loose. I 
do this to survive. I do not cause any trouble in order to stay alive. I want to 
keep my daddy happy. I want to be a good girl to get my daddy to love me 
and so my mommy doesn't hate me. I’m also hearing the television on (in 
the background of the dream); I hide behind a green couch watching my 
mom get beaten to unconsciousness over and over in the bathroom. The 
television is playing on and on like nothing is wrong. I feel very sad and 
alone in this situation. It's like I should be able to do something about it but I 
can’t I just watch. Then I go to see if mommy is dead after my daddy leaves. 
I think she might be dead, she's just laying there facing the wall, and then I 
go outside and sit in the dirt with the neighbor's dog. The dog is warm and 
furry and soft and my arms are wrapped around him and the sun is shining. 
I’m okay, we're okay, me and the dog, we're sitting in the dirt, feeling the 
breeze, and the sun, and  it’s okay. I've always rationalized the irritation 
feeling as, "Of course it's irritating who wants that noise in the background?" 
annd judged whoever was staring at it, as escaping reality, as weak, and as 
avoiding life and wasting time throwing their life away watching television.

MIND - 
ANXIETY - 
noise, from

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
body - out of the 
body

MIND - HIDING 
- himself

1411 3/19/2017 8:44:18 9 Mind New Symptom Journaled this in bed waking up: I woke feeling scattered like can’t grasp 
anything like can’t get a handle don’t even know can’t tell my symptoms 
when check everything is a jumble of unfinished ½ finished thoughts turning 
and bouncing around and nothing coming to completion just all these ideas 
going at once a little here a little there around and around nothing getting 
out it's hard to write anything down.

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - waking, 
on

1411 3/19/2017 9:07:51 9 Mind, Eye New Symptom Continued musings or ah-ha's
Now I understand why I can't look at the person watching the tv.  My gaze is 
always down or averted - I can't look at them.  

Rationalized as being polite not openly expressing my judgements felt a 
little crazy inside because it was like if I tried to look up at them I couldn't do 
it I would just leave the area feeling like I wanted to hide like there was 
nowhere safe to hide in my own home.  I'm hearing the song lyric "nowhere 
to run to, nowhere to hide" repeat in my head.

MIND - HIDING 
- himself

MIND - FEAR - 
happen, 
something will

1411 3/19/2017 8:44:18 9 Mind New Symptom Mind calmed a bit and became aware of horizontal block in my head at the 
level of temples pressing at the sides of my head like the need to spread 
apart the sides of my head.

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
head, horizontal 
block in my 
head at the 
level of temples
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1412 3/19/2017 11:13:17 9 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was having an affair with a married man and we were at his 
house when his wife came home. I was in a basement bedroom with lots of 
windows, full of light. I was alone, feeling kind of frozen there, and she came 
into the room. I was surprised to see that she looked so much like me. Her 
reaction of the discovery was just fatigue, like life was just making her tired. 
She didn't really even respond, talk, get upset. I knew I needed to leave and 
I felt some panic in that moment, some fear that I'd never see this man 
again. I wanted him to walk me out or say goodbye or something, anything. 
But it felt like I was just supposed to go. I had to climb out a window and 
down a trellis, Romeo and Juliet style. This doesn't make sense because I 
was in a basement, but it was like the basement had been elevated to a 2nd 
story somehow. I was leaving and I felt so alone, like an critical connection 
was being severed with no fanfare at all.
When I woke up I was both relieved that I dreamt and residually sad about 
not even getting a goodbye. I felt cast off.

DREAMS - 
AFFAIR, having 
an;

DREAMS - 
CAUGHT; of 
being

1412 3/19/2017 23:55:22 9 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Years back my partner showed me this video of frogs that hatch babies out 
of their back and I got really mad at him for showing me. I felt super 
nauseous from the sight of it. I didn't realize I had this reaction to holes until 
a few years ago. Mostly it doesn't come up in my life, and I don't think about 
it.

Last night I had a video in my Facebook feed that was a surgical video of a 
procedure to drain some kind of infection in a person's cheek. Normally 
surgical videos are interesting to me. I've seen a lot of them in the last year. 
But this hole incision was made and this giant fucking plug of pus and I 
don't know what came out and I just about threw up.

Today I was at a toy store and my son grabbed this squeezy goo or gel ball 
that was encased in mesh. When you squeeze it the goo bulges out of the 
mesh holes. He kept squeezing it in my face after I told him to stop and I 
started feeling queasy. The cashier and I had a conversation about 
trypophobia and I pulled up reference images to show her, trying to get out 
of my stomach reaction and back into my rational, conversational head. I 
thought it would help, some desensitization therapy. Totally didn't help.

Tonight this is all stuck in my head and I am nauseous and begging for 
distraction. I found a paper wasp hive piece a while back and brought it into 
the house. The sight of it tonight was making me gag. I had to hide it. [7]

MIND - FEAR - 
holes; of 
(trypophobia)

MIND - FEAR - 
nausea; after

1412 3/19/2017 19:23:47 9 Mouth Recent Symptom Yesterday's spots inside my mouth cracked open and bled a little today. It 
was mild and stopped within a few minutes.

MOUTH - 
ULCERS - 
canker sore

1412 3/19/2017 19:20:34 9 Skin Recent Symptom The skin on my right wrist is getting worse. Drier, cracking. Very rough. SKIN - DRY SKIN - CRACKS
1412 3/19/2017 11:02:24 9 Dreams Old Symptom I have recurring dreams like this one. It's not the same dream over and over 

but the theme is the same.

I dreamt I was in a space that was my supposed to be my high school 
auditorium. It was a reunion of some kind, but also a graduation. Old friends 
and classmates were catching up. I didn't feel like I had a place there with 
anyone.

I was contemporary me and junior year of high school me at the same time, 
and I was heading into my senior year with an entire math course from a 
previous year uncompleted. I had slipped through the cracks and no one 
was going to come find me and tell me I wouldn't graduate the next spring if 
I didn't take a lower level math course on top of all my senior year work. I 
knew it though. I wanted to pretend I didn't. I was going to have to speak up 
and admit that I'd skipped something critical.  No one was coming to keep 
track of me or offer help, and there'd be something really humiliating later if I 
didn't own up to my error now. A feeling of something that I'd tried to avoid 
even while knowing it wasn't avoidable. And feeling so ashamed.

I had another dream after this so I don't have a feeling about it on waking. It 
wasn't my last dream of the night.

1412 3/19/2017 19:34:29 9 Mind New Symptom I was asked out twice this week by young men at my job. I'm about 15 years 
older than both of them. It was fairly confusing and very out of the ordinary. 
The setting was definitely inappropriate for that kind of thing, and I had not 
put any special effort into my appearance either day. If it wouldn't have 
happened twice in one week I wouldn't have thought to mention it.

1413 4/3/2017 19:09:43 9 Mind New Symptom Having a hard time remember important things. Could not log-into online 
banking account as I forgot what my username and password was. I always 
have a very sharp memory with passwords. 

MIND - 
FORGETFUL

1414 3/21/2017 8:56:35 9 Dreams Recent Symptom Dream of a large pot about to bubble over on the stove; I run to it and turn 
off the flame just in time. Feeling was like, "Oh no! This must not happen! I 
need to stop it from overflowing." Needing to control chaos. DREAMS - WATERDREAMS - CHAOSDREAMS - HELPLESS feeling

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 3/20/2017 13:20:32 9 Nose Old Symptom Sneezing fit over yesterday evening and throughout the night.....meaning 
four to six sneezes at a time... On three different occasions last night... I 
have had these sneezing symptoms before, this spring time of year.... NOSE - SNEEZING

1415 3/19/2017 21:19:59 9 Extremities Intensified Old 
Symptom

I used to get restless leg syndrome really strong at night after 9:00 or so. 
Tonight while I was sitting still it was very bad in my right leg. If i kept the 
muscles tight or put pressure on it, it was slightly relieved but it would come 
back when I relaxed. It is slightly painful and I feel my leg has to move. I 
have it also on the left but not nearly as bad. It is worse sitting, worse on the 
right and worse lying down. It is better if I am walking about.

1415 3/20/2017 9:19:48 9 Eye Intensified Old 
Symptom

While walking the dogs, my eyes would close while moving forward, 
especially if I ran, It felt like they were barely open or closed most of the 
time. If I tried to look far ahead, sometimes I would have to stop to focus 
and keep from blinking. This is an old symptom I had about 2 years ago, 
very similar to what happens while driving.

1415 3/20/2017 11:49:19 9 Eye Intensified Old 
Symptom

Returning old symptom from about 2 years ago - I had a sudden sharp pain 
in my right eye. It felt like a piece of glass shot into it from the back. It was 
sudden and painful and only lasted a couple of seconds. Then my eye 
watered a lot and blinked and was better, just a little achy now. 

1415 3/20/2017 13:16:00 9 Extremities
, Head

New Symptom I tripped up walking over a gate and flew a few gate landing on my knee and 
elbow. They seem fine but my brain felt shaken and loose in my head. It 
took me awhile to get up. Now the right side of my head aches very bad, my 
lower back is achy and I feel shaken up, rattled, sensitive and nervous. 
When I got up I forgot about the proving and took the first arnica I could find 
which happened to be a 10m - I am so sorry!! Usually I can stay on top of 
things like that and choose otherwise, knowing I am in a proving, sort of par 
for the course with his one. Let  me know if anything changes because of 
that. 

1416 3/21/2017 7:20:45 9 Dreams New Symptom It is the early 1900s. I'm in Paris, I live in a boarding house with six other 
men and a very nosey House Mother. We are all students at the University 
of Paris. I have just come from the library where I have been studying.One 
of my housemates smokes all the time. I tell him that I believe that smoking 
contributes to lung cancer. He argues with me. I tell him, "Science will win 
out!" to which he replies, "You and your hypotheses!?"The House Mother 
informs me that a letter has arrived for me. As I open the letter I can feel her 
peering over my shoulder; so I shift in an attempt to have some privacy. I 
have received an offer for me to work as a laboratory assistant at the newly 
opening laboratory for Madame Marie Curie, the Institute of Radium! I can 
barely contain myself!! This is the opportunity of a lifetime! I cannot wait to 
write a letter of acceptance for this position. She has won a Nobel Prize and 
I may be directly assisting her and her efforts.

DREAMS - 
SCIENTIFIC  

1416 3/21/2017 7:03:44 9 Mind New Symptom Marie Curie wrote, "Life is not easy for any of us. But what of that? We must 
have perseverance and above all confidence in ourselves. We must believe 
that we are gifted for something, and that this thing, at whatever cost, must 
be attained." I am contemplating the madness of having to defend 
homeopathy; homeopathy can defend itself. We are a medicine of infinite 
worlds and cannot be fully understood from a limited allopathic perspective. 
I am thinking a lot about Marie Curie after the dream that I had this morning.

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

MIND - DETERMINATION
1416 3/21/2017 7:25:44 9 Mouth New Symptom My tongue no longer feels thick. MOUTH - 

THICK; 
sensation as if - 
Tongue was

1416 3/21/2017 7:27:24 9 Sleep New Symptom I realized that I am waking up at 3 am every morning since the proving 
started.

SLEEP - 
WAKING - 
early; too

1402 4/4/2017 19:26:49 10 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I am in a dormitory on a college campus. I have to pee so bad. My bladder 
is so full, it's consuming my every awareness and I am searching for a 
bathroom. I find one and walk into it; it is large with many stalls, and all but 
one are currently occupied. The one that is open is the handicapped 
accessible stall; the door is wide open so I go in. It is a huge stall, about 
three times the normal size. The toilet is filled with a mountain of toliet paper 
soaked in urine; it is towering several feet above the seat. Also, surrounding 
the toilet on the floor, are many large heaps of toliet paper soaked in urine, 
as if when people couldn't pee in the toilet anymore, they just went on the 
floor around it. I look a bit closer, and there on the floor in front of the toilet 
is a female college student lying, covered in the heaps of toliet paper and 
urine. She looks dead. I am horrified to see this, as well as realizing that 
students have been passing by all day and no one has noticed her or 
helped her.  I still have to pee so bad, and I feel the strong need to pee on 
the tippy-top of the mountain of toliet paper in the toilet. The only way to do 
that is to stand on her hand and leg, so I do. Suddenly she jerks awake and 
I am very startled. I am relieved she is alive, and also mortified at my cold-
hearted behavior. I think, "Who just steps on people like that!?" I was so 
consumed by my urgent need to pee I did not even consider checking to 
see if she was okay.  

DREAMS - 
URINATING - 
desire for

DREAMS - 
DEAD BODIES

DREAMS - 
COLLEGE - 
campus

1404 3/20/2017 9:01:13 10 Dreams New Symptom Only could recall fleeting moments; seemed like a baby smuggling 
operation. There was an injured convict involved in helping. I was trying to 
find out what was going on and had to weather going through a snowstorm 
but did not know whether I was going to die. Bleak atmosphere. I didn't care 
about dying. At some point during the dream someone wanted to have sex 
with me and I was masturbating in order to be able to orgasm but then 
stopped because I did not really care. DREAMS - CHILDREN; about - kidnapped; beingDREAMS - DRIVING - car; a - long snowy street; down aDREAMS - SEXUAL - indifferent

1404 5/17/2017 12:19:35 10 Mind Recent Symptom At some point, boyfriend observed I’ve been more cuddly, extroverted, 
showing affection. I don’t feel it’s more than usual. I wasn’t showing quite as 
much the last weeks before the proving, maybe it’s coming back.

MIND - 
AFFECTATION 
- gestures and 
acts; in

1404 5/17/2017 12:20:34 10 Skin Cured Symptom My shoulder has all these little brown spots on it. Right shoulder. A 
complete line across my back. I have a mole between my scapulas. It was 
getting raised, rough edges. Now it’s decreasing, smoother.  SKIN - MOLES

1404 5/17/2017 12:21:27 10 Mind, Neck New Symptom I’ve had problems on the left side of my neck.  Occipital to scapula - got 
aggravated from treatment I got.  Makes me cranky.  

1405 3/23/2017 6:29:03 10 Dreams New Symptom Snippet of dream where I am going to a show in a big outdoor 
amphitheater....I'm expecting something like Cirque du Soleil, but it ends up 
being a fairly cheap imitation and more burlesque and sexual. I'm up in the 
back and down the row is a young man and his girlfriend. There's an 
exchange between him and one of the performers who finds out that he has 
never had oral sex with his girlfriend, and so she shows him. I leave the 
show frustrated and annoyed that it was so cheap when I had been 
expecting something better. On the way out, I run into my husband's cousin 
who has just had a baby, and I ask her how she managed to get there so 
fast. Out in the parking lot, I'm waiting for a ride. Suddenly my in-laws are 
there. My mother-in-law has brought a picnic. She if offering me all kinds of 
food I am not eating- like eclairs and other treats. 

DREAMS - 
SEXUAL

DREAMS - 
FAMILY

1405 3/23/2017 11:51:24 10 Extremities New Symptom I'm marking this as new, although I have had knee issues in my life and 
have already mentioned it on the proving, the last day or so I have really 
noticed that in standing up, the outside of my right knee feels weak and 
tender in rising to stand. No issues when walking. 

1406 3/27/2017 12:09:03 10 Mind New Symptom After the dancing to the intense strong music, I've been walking around and 
feeling like my body is compact and strong. It's not. But inside I feel like 
there is a strong physical core. Also, I am feeling more capable of taking 
things on. And, not doubting my decision to do homeopathy like I was 
previously (a benefit of the proving?).

GENERALS - 
DANCING - 
amel-

MIND - 
DANCING - 
amel-

MIND - CONFIDENCE - want of self-confidence
1406 4/24/2017 12:49:35 10 Mind New Symptom Exhibiting a lot of frustration with studying for  upcoming school exam, 

purposely did not attend study session with classmates because feeling 
rebellious, "not fit for human consumption".  Not healing  for them to be 
around me.  I don't want them to see me being negative.  Not sure I want to 
deal with homeopathy and all these feelings.  Me not going was protecting 
them and myself.  I don't want to follow blindly but also feel like a heretic if I 
speak out.
Don’t trust people, people are not trustworthy not with my emotions.
I'm careful, but not closed off.

Didn’t want to lashed out and hurt someone,  not about them but something 
they have an opinion about don’t want to throw your nasty pointy energy at 
people at least I try not to.

Lash out?  Something that is pointed and well not a gentle but a strong 
opinion.  I wouldn't ever get personal like 'oh you're so stupid'  no no not 
really.  I might say something can you believe how unorganized those notes 
were given,  I would say that was stupid not she was stupid.  

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1406 3/27/2017 10:57:12 10 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have moments where I feel like I can't deal with even one more thing. It's 
too much, I'm tired, I feel like I don't have any reserves, there's nothing 
more for me to draw on to handle just everyday life things. I have a desire 
with this feeling to go lay down and take a nap, but I know that these issues 
will still be there.

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

1406 3/27/2017 11:35:42 10 Mind Altered Symptom I decided to listen to music; intense, emotive music to help move through 
some of these intense emotions. I've been listening to Rag 'n Bone Man in 
particular their songs "Human" and "Arrow".  Also Florence and the 
Machine's "How Big, How Blue, How Beautiful" album, especially the title 
song, and "Delilah". 
Dancing to those intense songs helped move some of that energy out. (It 
also kind of freaked the dog). I was moving some serious energy to the 
point that I felt light headed as some of it moved out. I'm hoping it lasts and 
that intense, dark energy is gone for a while.

MIND - MUSIC 
- desire for

MIND - 
DANCING

1406 3/27/2017 8:25:15 10 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

I feel so tired mentally that after doing a taking out the trash a moment ago I 
just want to lay down.

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind - 
working too 
hard

1406 3/27/2017 21:57:02 10 Mouth Old Symptom I'm getting a cold sore on my lower lip, just left of center. It is starting as a 
mildly painful bump just barely hidden on the inside of my lip. I have gotten 
this before. MOUTH - ERUPTIONS - herpes

1406 4/24/2017 12:36:53 10 Respiration Old Symptom Prover sighing after each sentence, when asked she said this is a norm for 
her. But note this is the first this was observed since the start of the proving.

RESPIRATION 
- SIGHING

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1406 3/27/2017 8:28:23 10 Mind New Symptom I have a client I'm managing who had an acute. I don't know if it's the way 
classroom clients are handled or what, but I'm feeling like I don't care about 
her issue. I am REALLY annoyed at being the middleman in the process I 
think a conference call would be better. But this feeling of not caring had me 
wondering if I've chosen the right path or questioning my choice of career.

1408 3/28/2017 19:28:23 10 Dreams New Symptom Something about a man getting taken away in handcuffs or his house raided 
and searched by investigators because of something between us. I felt 
scared, concerned about my job, but knew that I did no wrong but I’d have 
to prove it.

DREAMS - 
ARRESTED; 
being

DREAMS - 
CRIME

DREAMS - 
AUTHORITY

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/28/2017 19:25:45 10 Dreams New Symptom Woke up at 6 am and felt all kinds of thoughts going through my mind. I 
think they were snippets of dreams from the night. It doesn't make sense. 
One was of several of us filling huge, hollow elephants with something. We 
were a special threesome. The people around us said "They can do it!" The 
next snippet is of preparing for something and swimming in a lake. Again, 
we were cheered on. Next snippet has the three of us walking around with 
notebooks in hand. We were testing something or checking something. In 
all three snippets I get the feeling that we are considered very special, 
highly praised, capable, sought after, and revered. 

DREAMS - 
IMPORTANT 
PERSON, she 
is an

DREAMS - 
ELEPHANTS



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1408 3/28/2017 11:59:58 10 Mind New Symptom I am really irritable. Blew up at my mom just because she started telling me 
a credit card number before I was ready to write it down. Interpreting my 
sister’s texts as impatient (although she probably is). Feel I'm holding the 
anger from the text still a couple hours later.

MIND - ANGER 
- family; toward 
one's

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
family, to her

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/28/2017 13:14:08 10 Mind New Symptom I’m swearing quite a bit.  Really with no extra emphasis or real energy 
behind it.  They have just come up as a bigger part of my vocabulary the 
last few days. 

MIND - 
CURSING

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 3/28/2017 20:14:04 10 Mind New Symptom Today, I got an email announcing that a large group I belong to was having 
a lecture by a local, world-renowned architect. I really like her and wanted to 
see her. They said that tickets are limited. So instead of wondering who 
would go with me, if I'd be comfortable, etc. I just called and signed up! 
That's new for me. I usually delay and wait, and sometimes miss the event. 
This again was decisive! I felt good, confident, and excited.

MIND - 
DECISIVE

1408 3/27/2017 20:51:17 10 Mind New Symptom Little part of me thinks I'm a little flat-go along and get along.  Go with flow.  
Feel flatter today-because of tiredness? No deep excitement, kind of go 
along, but not much stimulation.  Just there, happy to see daughter, 
Granddaughter, Husband, etc.  Good emotions, fine.

MIND - 
INDIFFERENC
E

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 3/28/2017 12:28:50 10 Mind Old Symptom Last night my husband came home at 9:45 pm, and he obviously was 
dropping his stuff, probably sliding off of the bench he put it on several 
times. He was mad!! I'm several rooms away working on the computer. I 
hear him swear, and he really was upset. He swore for a minute. I hate 
swearing, and he knows it. And, I know his swearing is, in some ways, 
trying to get attention. Well, I usually get mad and tell him to stop it; I tell him 
that I'll take care of his problem, which makes him feel incapable of 
correcting the problem himself, etc. which leaves both of us angry. Well, last 
night I did nothing!! I didn't check on him, and I didn't get mad or offer help. 
And, later I just went to bed. This is very unusual for me, but goes along 
with my not criticizing while on this remedy, and letting things roll off of me; 
being flip about stuff, etc.

MIND - 
REPROACHIN
G others

1408 3/28/2017 20:08:13 10 Mind Old Symptom We have four acres that are not worked, but wild. Each spring the area gets 
mowed. This task falls on me. It's a tedious job with lots of dust and 
occasionally the filter on the tractor needs cleaning, so the job may take me 
4-5 hours. There are a number of trees that I have planted and then there 
are lots of black walnut trees that the squirrels have planted. In the past, I 
have had to cut the grass around each and every black walnut tree even 
though they have not been planted with care. Today, I said forget the trees 
that are not where I want them - mow them down. It was so freeing. I felt 
this was the remedy speaking, be flip, carefree, freeing.

MIND - 
TEMERITY

MIND - 
DECISIVE [8]

1408 3/28/2017 13:13:32 10 Rectum New Symptom Constipation for a few days after changing my diet RECTUM - 
CONSTIPATIO
N

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 10 Feet Old symptom Foot cramps EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Feet - 
cramping

yes

1410 4/7/2017 20:27:56 10 Generals New Symptom Achiness GENERALS - 
PAIN - aching

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 3/20/2017 9:38:20 10 Sleep Recent Symptom I continue to require extra garments during sleep to remain sufficiently 
warm. This symptom has been consistent since Day 2, which makes that 
eight nights and counting. 

GENERALS - 
WARM - wraps 
- amel-

GENERALS - 
WARM - desire 
for warmth

1410 4/7/2017 20:26:12 10 Mind Altered Symptom A sense that the presence of the substance has diminished. In the backdrop 
of my awareness. I still have an awareness of it but with much less strength. 
I feel a shift in my self awareness.  

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/20/2017 10:23:26 10 Dreams New Symptom Dream: In my parent’s house It’s full of people I’m running around bringing 
people food – there are kids and adults they are all boys or men Can see 
the horses outside the window There’s been a snowstorm and everything is 
covered in deep snow, they’re milling around searching for their hay but it’s 
covered in deep snow I see stepdad’s face he’s telling me I have to do my 
job I can’t go out there till I’m done I’m racing around and sticky running egg 
yolk is getting all over and I’m trying to clean it up and trying to get food to 
everyone I see out the window the horses are out of the fence – they're 
milling around in the yard searching for food  I see my little black tomcat 
(the one I just left behind in real life at the farm we sold who tends to 
wander off for weeks at a time in the spring but always comes home and is 
very affectionate quick and sleek) rubbing on my pony’s leg (the pony in my 
herd that gets things moving, stirs everyone up, behaves recklessly) I’m 
feeling desperate to get out there desperate to get out of the house I miss 
my cat I’ve been longing to see him and there he is If I don’t get out I'll miss 
my chance he'll be gone I need to get out of the house but I can’t and I’m 
starting to feel frantic When I finally get outside it’s just a world of white 
snow – the herd and the cat are nowhere to be seen – I’m calling for them – 
there is no answer – I can’t find them anywhere  I’m walking on county road 
toward home (parent’s house ) about to cross the river bridge.  I keep losing 
my balance and pitching forward stumbling almost falling  My neighbor (a 
boy my age) comes up behind me and puts his thumbs on my sphenoid 
bone and lifts it very forcefully up up up toward my eyes lifting higher and 
higher and higher It was a lot and I thought he was hurting me but then 
everything became clearer – my vision, my balance I knew he was helping 
me  Then I was ice cold and he wrapped his arms around me like a bear 
hug pulling me against his body He was very very warm I felt safe  I was on 
the floor of school and sister in law was trying to get me to show her how I 
can bend and how far I could go in both directions twisting my torso one 
way and my legs the opposite  I felt like I had to do it A distant neighbor 
(another boy my age) said I didn't have to do that I felt relieved and lucky (I 
randomly think about this guy sometimes feeling like we would be 
compatible – I don’t know why)  I was sitting on a bus alone Feeling lonely 
and afraid A boy my age (someone that had a ‘crush’ on me at the end of 
elementary school and used to steal my hair brush or books and teased me 
and scared the life out of me by holding me under water at the swimming 
pool when I was already afraid) sat down in the seat next to me on my left 
between me and the window I thought he would tease me make fun of me  
But instead he very gently reached over on the seat with his fingers and 
held the last couple fingers of my left hand with his and we both looked 
forward and sat calmly on the bus seat while it went down the road I didn't 
feel lonely anymore I felt understood I’m crying and feeling grateful as I 
write this 

DREAMS - 
EVENTS - past; 
long

DREAMS - 
FAMILY, own

DREAMS - 
HELPLESS 
feeling

1414 4/29/2017 18:00:42 10 Chest New Symptom Night sweats on chest, between breasts. CHEST - 
PERSPIRATIO
N - night

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 17:56:49 10 Dreams New Symptom Dreams pick up where they left off again. This keeps happening. After I 
wake up, the dream continues. 

DREAMS - 
CONTINUATIO
N - dreams, of - 
sleep; former 
dream is 
continued on 
going to

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 3/21/2017 8:50:18 10 Dreams Recent Symptom Dream of ex-husband and our two children having dinner together. The 
feeling was astonishment and gratitude that he and I have healed our 
relationship and can share a dinner out with the kids in a loving way. I felt 
like this is so good for the kids, to see us interacting in a loving, 
compassionate way toward each other. I was crying in the dream, a bit sad 
for all the hurt in the past, but grateful for the healing that has occurred. I 
hope this dream is predictive. DREAMS - FORGIVENESS, of;DREAMS - FAMILY, ownDREAMS - LOSS - sensation of loss; with

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 18:03:18 10 Dreams New Symptom Dream of a pot about to boil over, water is roiling, bubbling violently. I run to 
turn the flame off. Just in time. Relief. Feeling of things being out of control, 
I must fix it, manage the situation. Desperate feeling. Anxiety. DREAMS - WATERDREAMS - CHAOSDREAMS - HELPLESS feeling

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 17:58:55 10 Mind New Symptom My dear friend, his wife keeps him on a tight leash. It's impossible to secure 
a date to go out to eat, very frustrating. She orders him around. 

MIND - 
Domination by 
others agg.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 17:54:59 10 Mind New Symptom Decided I'll fly out to see my mom for her birthday. Surprise her. Fun. I like 
having something to look forward to.

MIND - 
Excitement - 
desires

MIND - Travel, 
desire to 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 17:53:25 10 Nose New Symptom Sneezing fits Saturday and Sunday. Four to eight times in a row, sneezing 
fits. Throughout the day, but worse in the evening 

NOSE - 
Sneezing - 
paroxysmal

NOSE - 
Sneezing - 
paroxysmal - 
evening

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/21/2017 17:05:26 10 Dreams Recent Symptom Two nights ago, day 8, dreams of a mollusk. Just really weird because I 
never dream about it (she did on the first day) Is in the classroom with 
daughter learning about mollusk. Watching a video. 
Dream written by prover on journal entry, Upon waking watch youtube on 
mollusk and was very satisfying. 
The feeling was practical, curious, content, funny. 
Felt deceived and annoyed couple took my shirt. Felt betrayed, trusted I had 
a plain conversation. A feeling I used to have, betrayed. 
Betrayed, trusting someone and then being betrayed. In dream was 
deceived and annoyed because of the hassle and cannot get shirt back. 
Oh well.

Feeling very scattered, tripped over gate yesterday and today went into your 
daughter's car. I always see thing around me. Feeling scattered, have to be 
careful, my state is to plow through. 

Scattered?
Don't like it, lie on the outside looking in. Like watching a movie, I can 
observe what I am doing. Racing to and fro in a hurried kind of way. Hectic, 
buzzy. 

Outside looking in?
Distracted, feel I miss stuff because I am not always in, I knock things down, 
like the jar on the first day. I walk by and boom things fall off the shelf. I 
cannot see behind me. Hurry and sped up inside, fluttery butterflies inside 
my chest.

Outside in ?
Almost feels surreal, intrigues me and confuses me. Not bothered more 
intrigued. Sometimes bothers because gets in my way.

By end of day yesterday I was exhausted

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/21/2017 17:08:51 10 Generals New Symptom Prover had a hard fall, possibly due to all her being scattered.
Flew across a gate and ended up on elbows and knees and then had to lay 
down. Couldn't move for a while.
Had a bad pain on R side and felt brain had been shuffled. 
Prover took first Arnica she could find which was a 10M.
Kept doing things Outside started feeling better.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 3/21/2017 7:31:21 10 Dreams New Symptom I am high in the air surrounded by a lightning storm. I feel the winds flowing 
around me and through me I feel empowered. I am high above the earth in 
this swirl of clouds and storm. I can see the earth far, far below. I feel 
empowered and so very alive.

DREAMS - 
LIGHTNING  

1416 3/21/2017 7:35:20 10 Mind New Symptom I just learned that the new Wonder Woman movie will take place around 
World War I not World War II. Fascinating. I am still thinking a lot about 
World Wars and uses of power. This version of Wonder Woman will take 
place around 1918 when the Great White Plague: the Flu Epidemic of 1918-
19 occurred and when women were given the right to vote in the United 
Kingdom; women weren't given the right to vote in the United States until 
1920.

MIND - POWER 
- excited by 
power

1416 3/21/2017 18:15:14 10 Mind New Symptom Uses of power and powerful women. Homeopathy is full of powerful women 
healers (interestingly enough mostly men dominate the conference and 
seminar scene). Goddess, demigoddess, heroines, and leaders, 
suffragettes, teachers, scientist, and mother. I am struck by the 
awesomeness of the inspiration of all of the women and saints who have 
appeared in mind's eye during this proving experience.

MIND - POWER 
- sensation of

1416 3/21/2017 18:18:20 10 Mind New Symptom Power is a dynamic and an elusive concept because it has so many 
manifestations. Everyone is a potential source of power, and can tap into a 
variety of power resources; however most often people are unaware of this 
ability. Throughout my life I have relied on knowledge as power, Or as Sir 
Francis bacon writes in 1597, "Ipsa scientia potestas est." Wonder Woman 
serves as an example of power accompanied by integrity, honesty, and 
altruism.

MIND - POWER 
- sensation of

1416 3/21/2017 18:21:19 10 Mind New Symptom Visiting the tomb of Marie Curie at the Panthéon was a very moving 
experience. The sanctuary of the the sanctuary was decorated with 
paintings illustrating the life of Saint Geneviève and the epic story of the 
beginnings of both Christianity and the monarchy in France. In a way each 
of the stories of the saints demonstrates uses of power with the overlay of 
Christian mysticism. Originally in the early Christian Church the believers 
considered themselves "saints," which meant holy and belonging to God. 
However, it wasn't long before "saints," in the Roman tradition, transformed 
into a special class of martyrs or performers of heroic virtue. Walking 
through the Panthéon and throughout Paris there are effigies to saints 
everywhere. It is a fascinating experience. MIND - POWER - sensation of

1416 3/21/2017 7:34:47 10 Mind New Symptom I am thinking about my dream and Wonder Woman and her bracelets; there 
is a scene in the trailer to the upcoming Wonder Woman movie where  
Diana is training and her teacher comes at her again and again and again 
and then suddenly Diana crosses her arms and her teacher's sword strikes 
her bracelets causing a nuclear reaction knocking her teacher and 
classmates away from her in radiating concentric circles of power and 
might. In my dream, I am up in the lightning storm. There is an enormous 
sensation of power coursing through my body and a kind of fearlessness.

MIND - POWER 
- sensation of  

1416 3/21/2017 18:23:46 10 Mind New Symptom I ought to clarify; it is an admixture of saints and ancient Greco-Roman 
gods! Since the beginning of this proving I have been completely obsessing 
about these extraordinary beings.

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
persistent  

1416 3/21/2017 7:35:20 10 Eye My broken blood vessel is almost completely healed (or the blood is almost 
completely gone in the eyeball).

1416 3/21/2017 12:15:15 10 Extremities New Symptom The cramping in my calves is diminishing. My left thumb pad pain continues.
1417 4/29/2017 23:59:19 10 Stomach New Symptom Craving fresh greens. Want to cook, meal planning. GENERALS - 

FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
vegetables - 
desire - fresh

DREAMS - 
FOOD

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:05:56 10 Mind New Symptom I'm very busy working out for an event in 19 days. I'm not engaged with the 
results. I lost weight and feel fantastic but it's a crazy world. It's like a study 
of human nature. I'm in it, but not. I watch these people, I like the analysis of 
it. To figure out what to heal. I think, what would I do? How would I handle 
it? 

MIND - 
INQUISITIVE

MIND - 
OBSERVER - 
being an

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/29/2017 23:56:45 10 Mind New Symptom Busy, so busy today. Completely exhausted. Something every moment. 
Something fills every moment. A moment to myself, it gets filled up. I'm 
having trouble saying no.

MIND - 
RESPONSIBILI
TY - taking 
responsibility 
too seriously

MIND - 
RESPONSIBILI
TY - taking 
responsibility 
too seriously

MIND - 
PLEASING - 
desire to please 
others

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:01:34 10 Mind New Symptom I just want to sit and do nothing. Tired. MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY 
- tiredness; with

MIND - QUIET; 
wants to be - 
repose and 
tranquillity; 
desires - amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:07:29 10 Sleep New Symptom Terrible night sweats. Mostly upper back and neck. PERSPIRATIO
N - SLEEP - 
during - agg-

BACK - 
PERSPIRATIO
N - sleep agg.; 
during

NECK - 
PERSPIRATIO
N

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 3/22/2017 8:34:28 11 Stomach Old Symptom Desire for farinaceous foods. Prior to proving I was at a comfortable weight 
again and felt good in my body, now I feel doughy but cannot stop eating 
carbohydrate heavy comfort foods.

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
farinaceous - 
desire

1405 3/24/2017 6:55:32 11 Face Old Symptom I do believe I have had this eruption on my face before; I woke with a small 
irritation on the outside corner of my right eye. Slightly red, itchy, skin flaky. 

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Eyes - About - 
inflamed

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
rash



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1406 3/28/2017 7:47:28 11 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt that I walked into my kitchen and can't turn on the lights in the 
kitchen. Other lights work. My son is in the kitchen and I realize he's sleep 
walking. He's trying to microwave something. I'm glad the electricity in the 
kitchen seems to be off.  I keep trying to say his name; but I'm saying it 
wrong, I'm saying a combination of his name and my sister's name I keep 
trying to get his attention but keep saying the name wrong. I can't figure out 
what I'm doing wrong. I feel like I'm talking and moving through some kind 
of thick air. Finally I pause and try again and say it right. He grins at me and 
goes back to bed.
I felt confused in the dream and couldn't figure out what I was doing wrong I 
just knew it was not right.

DREAMS - 
CONFUSED

1406 3/28/2017 8:17:53 11 Dreams New Symptom I'm in a building with some other people. We're stuck. There's a shadow 
monster trying to get us.  We have to stay in the light. It's picking us off one 
by one. We're trying to get out. We know it just got one of us in another 
room, right before he could finish our escape plan. 

I start opening the curtains to let in the sunlight but It's cloudy out and 
doesn't help. 

My alarm wakes me up.  I was scared in this dream. I really didn't want to 
get caught by that monster, but the fear wasn't enough to wake me up.  

After I woke up, I was wondering why this? I was thinking a lot about my 
psychological shadow yesterday.

1406 3/28/2017 22:28:21 11 Head New Symptom Muscle tension over my left eyebrow. I can feel the tension in the muscles 
when I rub the area.  The pain is an ache.

1407 3/22/2017 20:54:35 11 Vision Recent Symptom Eye ball on right still feel swollen with blurred vision. EYE - 
SWELLING

VISION - 
BLURRED

1407 3/22/2017 20:51:58 11 Female Old Symptom Still having hot flashes, they are at night sweats, and disrupt my sleep 
now... I have lighter hot flushes in the day time, but at night the sweats are 
going so much I throw the covers off and then get chilled and have to find 
them again.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - alternating 
with - chills

1407 3/22/2017 20:53:18 11 Neck Recent Symptom Neck pain started again yesterday in the afternoon and continued through to 
evening; no headache yesterday; no neck pain today. HEAD - PAIN - accompanied by - Neck - pain in

1410 3/22/2017 7:10:11 11 Mind, 
Generals

Recent Symptom This symptom began the night of the proving, which makes this its 11th day. 
By now I can confidently say that it feels like the most appreciable shift  
since taking the substance. Simply put, I've stopped feeling strung out and 
stressed during busy times. I feel much more able to approach each day 
and task from a grounded place, using the energy I need but not more. I am 
accustomed to generating a high level of anticipatory anxiety and crashing 
out when my schedule becomes busy. The last two weeks have been very 
busy, and yet I've remained calm and focused. I take one thing at a time, 
plan my days out with intention, and feel flexible when things don't go 
according to plan. This is all new for me. MIND - ANXIETYMIND - TRANQUILLITY

1411 3/21/2017 15:05:28 11 Extremities New Symptom Big toe on right foot feels stiff and wooden like a block stuck onto my foot 
like an afterthought  Want to pull it off

EXTREMITIES 
- WOODEN 
sensation

EXTREMITIES 
- WOODEN 
sensation - Feet

No swelling or 
pain

1411 3/21/2017 22:22:27 11 Mind Recent Symptom I'm having such a hard time with swerving around driving
I have to really work at keeping my eyes on the road or staying in my lane
Even at night my eyes want to wander 

EYE - 
UNSTEADY 
look

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
driving; while

1411 3/21/2017 15:09:58 11 Mind New Symptom Felt unconfident this morning for a while; who am I to be claiming.  Maybe I 
should just go to massage school?  What am I thinking pushing it like this? 
Maybe I don't know what I'm doing? Why should anyone believe me? What 
makes me think I'm so special?

MIND - 
ANXIETY - 
future, about

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence - 
school; in

1411 3/21/2017 15:11:32 11 Mind, Eye Recent Symptom Long drive this morning trouble with wandering eyes again - difficult to stay 
in my lane and not swerve around eyes wandering off drawn to things 
alongside the road

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
driving; while

1411 3/21/2017 15:02:53 11 Sleep New Symptom Slept poorly  Tossed around Woke a half dozen times in seven hours. SLEEP - WAKING - frequent
1411 3/21/2017 15:04:02 11 Ear New Symptom Right lobe swollen and red Feels like painful pimple if touch it
1412 3/22/2017 7:33:01 11 Throat New Symptom External throat became very itchy and red right between my thyroid area 

and the suprasternal fossa. Scratching aggravated. It lasted about 30 
minutes.

EXTERNAL 
THROAT - 
ITCHING

EXTERNAL 
THROAT - 
INFLAMMATIO
N

EXTERNAL 
THROAT - 
ITCHING - 
scratching - 
agg-

1412 3/22/2017 7:30:56 11 Rectum New Symptom I had a few minutes of rectal pain, like a sharp pin was being stuck into me 
from outside. I couldn't sit still; it made me move around in my chair trying to 
get comfortable. It was painful and it also itched. RECTUM - PAIN - stitching painRECTUM - PAIN - sitting - agg. - stitching pain

1413 4/8/2017 11:52:48 11 Mind Cured Symptom Have been terribly afraid of taxidermy animals ever since I was a child. Now 
I find them cute and interesting. The intensity and fear is gone. 

MIND - FEAR - 
animals, of; 
taxidermy

1413 4/7/2017 23:46:04 11 Mind New Symptom Extremely intense suicidal thoughts of hanging myself. MIND - 
SUICIDAL 
disposition - 
hanging, by

1414 4/29/2017 22:31:16 11 Mind New Symptom Stagnant
Not a lot of growth
Lack of growth
So settled 
So comfortable

MIND - CHANGE - aversion toMIND - FEAR - new enterprise; of undertaking a

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:33:09 11 Mind New Symptom There’s always a show in the suburbs. One-up-manship. Keeping up with 
Joneses. Competition

MIND - 
Competitive

MIND - Envy Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:28:56 11 Mind New Symptom With proving team's approval, prover took substance again, one dose. Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/22/2017 8:38:59 11 Eye Old Symptom Eyes still has been a source of discomfort. I can get through it like the last 
time. Now left eye is droopy worse when moving fast forward like driving or 
running. Prover seems quite uncomfortable, an effort to keep open and 
vision is blurry. Symptoms are the same as two years ago, this is gradually 
getting worse. It is not consistent but intermittent. Changing, turning and 
traffic doing unpredictable things it is worse. Better with movement but 
things moving outside aggravates. 

EYE - 
IRRITATION

EYE - 
PARALYSIS - 
Lids, of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/22/2017 8:49:10 11 Mind Recent Symptom I feel I am running from one thing to another and have no pause, too hectic. 
Spring is usually a relaxing time, happy, energized. The hecticness is more 
task focused but calmer about things normally stress me out like taxes. This 
year was fine, normally details make me anxious and very stressed about 
money and don't have it at all. I hope this stays next year all so clear. I am 
still consistent what I need to say to people. If I had something I needed to 
sat I didn't know how to say it. Now it comes clean and nice.
Relieving because I do not have this personal angst. Lighter, sort of feel 
eyes are having problems but somehow feel better. But more accident 
prone. That is what I am doing plowing through. Husband also bumped his 
toe and may be broken. Son said the other day "Something is off.".
A lot of mental stuff. I am okay with all these things which we need to do but 
not feeling overwhelmed. 

MIND - HURRY Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/22/2017 8:41:17 11 Eye Old Symptom Right eyes sticks. Stress makes eyes worse, getting anxious, talking to 
someone new. Should have been added to day 10

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/22/2017 8:50:41 11 Female Recent Symptom Leucorrhea still the same, sort of comes out in bubbles, like a pop three 
times a day. Bubble sensation. It comes out like a bubble. Not getting less.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 3/22/2017 7:53:15 11 Chest New Symptom Today, I have chest tightness in my sternum. I almost feel as though I am 
developing a cold.

CHEST - 
CONSTRICTIO
N

1416 3/22/2017 7:52:25 11 Extremities New Symptom The cramping and joint pain on the right side of my body is almost 
completely gone. It has been diminishing the last two or three days. 

1416 3/22/2017 7:55:20 11 Hearing Voices continue to seem far away.
1402 4/6/2017 20:09:21 12 Dreams Intensified Old 

Symptom
I am driving to work. It is a bright sunny day. I feel like something is not 
quite right, like I forgot something at home, but I can't put my finger on it. I 
arrive at my workplace; I am a new at a clinic and I am very early in my 
employment there; still in the early phases of training and not yet feeling 
confident at all in my abilities and work duties. I open the door to the main 
workroom, and it is the biggest Planned Parenthood clinic I have ever seen. 
There are at least ten nurse practitioners and thirty nurses milling about, 
very busy, like a big beehive. I take my first step into the room and 
immediately feel the cold tile floor under my foot. I look down and am 
shocked to see I have forgotten to wear shoes and socks! I am barefoot! I 
then immediately feel completely mortified and embarrassed, and I think, 
"What is everyone going to think of me!? I just started this job, they don't 
know me very well, I am still in training and need a lot of help, I can't show 
them yet what I can do well so that they don't think I'm a total flakey weirdo."  
I am wondering what to do at this point, "Do I go back home and get shoes 
and socks? I probably should because I can't work without them, but if I do I 
will start my shift late and get in trouble and that is the absolute last thing I 
want." Then, all of a sudden, someone notices my dilemma and gives me a 
pair of slippers to wear. I feel hugely grateful and relieved, and struck by this 
person's kindness toward me, that they noticed I needed help and then 
offered assistance, even though they don't know me that well. The feeling 
here is almost like, "I have to thoroughly prove myself to people first in order 
to receive help and caring."  

DREAMS - 
WORK

1404 3/22/2017 8:37:56 12 Dreams New Symptom I was attending a funeral, I cannot remember whose funeral, and someone 
tried to find out what the dead person's hobbies were. I walked around 
groups of people sharing stories. My daughter knew the deceased as well. I 
cannot remember the details. Driving away from the venue there was a 
steep hill I had to  get up with my manual, the first try I skidded back and 
then had to try again. On the second attempt it was fine. The apartment in 
which we were staying was owned by someone who was covered with long 
blond hair. He wanted to have sex with me. I was attracted and repulsed. I 
don't remember what actually happened. DREAMS - FUNERALSDREAMS - DRIVING - car; a - hill with daughter; driving up aDREAMS - SEXUAL

1404 3/23/2017 19:37:56 12 Stomach New Symptom Sulphurous eructations after eating bad curried lentil soup. STOMACH - ERUCTATIONS
1405 3/25/2017 6:57:03 12 Dreams New Symptom Going through a neighborhood with a woman who is riding a creature, some 

cross between a deer and a sheep. It's fluffy. She doesn't take it out much; 
it moves slow. We get to a house and go inside; it feels like being teenagers 
up past curfew. There are some elements of my dad there, an expectation, 
and not wanting to get caught, or avoid trouble. In another dream segment, 
I'm in a different location and several old friends join and there are more 
recent friends as well. I notice that no one mingles; the groups stay 
seperate from one another. 

DREAMS - 
FANTASTIC

DREAMS - 
AUTHORITY

DREAMS - 
CAUGHT; of 
being

1405 3/25/2017 6:58:27 12 Face Old Symptom My eye was itching all day- also slightly watering. The right eye was the 
worst, but the left felt slightly irritated itchy and watery as well.

1405 3/25/2017 6:59:08 12 Face Old Symptom Waking up; right eye still itchy and watery in the corner. 
1405 3/25/2017 7:06:44 12 Face Intensified Old 

Symptom
Just looked in the mirror after waking- right eye very puffy- swollen lid. Itchy. 
Left eye fine. 

1406 3/29/2017 9:47:39 12 Dreams New Symptom I'm at a farm, there's a house and a bunch of other farm buildings including 
a big barn. It's a family home. The whole family is hanging out and there are 
quite a few of us. A storm starts, it's raining and then it starts to hail, the 
hailstones aren't too big. There are all these glass windows in the house, 
and some of the guys are outside. I have a worried thought about my car 
being outside in the hail, then I worry a bit about the roof of the house. Then 
I look out at the horizon and see there are tornadoes forming, they are 
black, there are seven or eight small thin tornados but the ones in the 
middle are coming together into one big, black tornado. It's like a wall 
coming toward us. I'm thinking, easy decision, I'm going to the basement! 
Others are arguing about if they should go down there.  
Now I'm down in the basement, there are candles, we are all just hanging 
out. The storm passes, the house is still standing, but the other buildings 
are damaged. The family had been building a spaceship, like the one in 
Lost in Space, it is round. I am supposed to go with some of them to space. 
Because the ship has been exposed, the timetable is moved up, everyone 
is scrambling to get ready.  
I start to have second thoughts, do I really want to go? I'd be leaving so 
much, friends, family, missing birthdays, socializing, other life events! I 
started asking asking the ones that were staying if they thought I should 
stay. They looked at me like they didn't understand and that I would be 
letting the family that was going down. How could I abandon them? I would 
be jeopardizing those that were going if I stayed behind.
I felt like I was part of something in this dream. I was hurt that the family that 
was here was basically telling me I didn't have a choice; I had to go. I was 
also hurt that they wouldn't really even talk with me about it.
On waking, the feelings of not wanting to go, to stay with the family that was 
hanging back on earth, reminded me of my feelings about moving to 
California years ago. I left a large group of friends behind and have not 
found anything similar since.  DREAMS - THUNDERSTORMDREAMS - TORNADOESDREAMS - SPACESHIP

1406 3/29/2017 9:50:38 12 Mind Old Symptom I feel like I've rediscovered music. I'm having experiences with it where it is 
lifting me out of "moods", I also feel like I want to wrap some of the songs 
around me like a blanket that completely covers me.

MIND - MUSIC 
- desire for

1406 3/29/2017 9:32:01 12 Dreams New Symptom I'm standing on a street with my dad.  We're standing by a car, across the 
street is a guy leaning against his car.  My dad says this guy wants to talk to 
me about dating me.  But he wants to talk to me privately.  I'm not sure why 
but we can't find private time or space to talk.  Then, I'm with some friends 
and we're outside a car again, this guy shows up and asks to talk with me, I 
think we are going to sit in the car and talk, but he climbs into the trunk of 
the car.  I think that's really weird, but my friends are there so it's probably 
safe to do the same.  But I can't fit into the trunk, I can't physically get in 
there.  The dream ends.

My feelings in the dream were that I was confused, and flattered that this 
guy wanted to date me.  I was not thin I looked like I do now and I liked that 
he didn't care about that.  I was nervous too, I wasn't sure what was really 
happening and I didn't trust that it was what it appeared, why all the 
sneaking around?  Why the trunk?  I thought that was weird while I was in 
the dream.

1407 3/23/2017 16:57:50 12 Generals Recent Symptom craving juice and juicy things and sugar.... not usual for me, but can happen 
if I am depleted.... feel pretty rested 

GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - juicy 
things - desire

1407 3/23/2017 17:03:05 12 Female Recent Symptom Hot flushes in the day again today then freezing, even though in the day I 
am not sweating at all just heat moving from kidney area up into face, but 
feel the heat all over. At night have been having night sweating and it 
intensified last night, would sweat for about 15 minutes, it would wake me 
up, then I could toss off the covers, then after stop sweating become 
freezing and then put all covers back on, it would take awhile to warm back 
up, this started about 1am and continued on and off till 8:30 am.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - alternating 
with - chills

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - perspiration 
- with

1407 3/23/2017 16:59:21 12 Mind New Symptom I am feeling impatient and irritable with others, seems to escalate is if I feel 
they are thinking or processing slower than myself.

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
company

MIND - 
HAUGHTY

1407 3/23/2017 17:00:01 12 Urethra Recent Symptom Feel urinary tract infection symptoms, but it is not manifesting yet. URETHRA - 
IRRITATION

1411 3/23/2017 4:25:49 12 Back New Symptom Since afternoon having stiffness of middle back at the level of ribs left side. 
With sensation of ribs pulling outward. Worse with motion. Sensation as if a 
horizontal band in my back.

BACK - 
STIFFNESS - 
motion - agg-

BACK - 
CONSTRICTIO
N or band

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover
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1411 3/22/2017 10:52:35 12 Dreams New Symptom Last night got home late, went up to bed and noticed the strong bad 
“something died” smell in my room right away the worst it’s been so far fell 
asleep right away but woke two hours later at 12:30 am from dreams 
Dream: It was me as I looked in that moment down to the pajamas I was 
wearing and everything around me was black there were hands around my 
throat my eyes were bugging out I looked like I was being strangled a voice 
said “I know it’s hard to get up but you have to. Get going, do it anyway”  I 
woke up and felt disoriented, foggy head, eyes feeling dry and puffy, body 
kind of feeling far away from me. I got out of bed and walked or weave or 
stumbled toward the bathroom feeling dizzy. As I sat there my head cleared 
a little. I went back to my bedroom, noticed the bad smell again and lay 
back down. All of the sudden I realized it’s sewer gas I’ve been smelling. 
Looked it up on google on my phone and realized I better get out of my 
room. Took the dog, his bed, my pillows, etc. down to the main floor and 
spent the rest of the night there. Before falling asleep I was experiencing 
some full body tingling sensations and something that felt like little thrills of 
fear running along the sides of my leg; thinking it was my liver or gallbladder 
meridians I did some CST with myself, CSR in my liver picked back up and I 
fell right to sleep Dream: Dreamed of my pony tied in the kitchen of the 
house. He doesn't want to be there but I love him and I’m murmuring to him 
that I’m keeping him safe and his neck is curled around me like he does 
sometimes for a pony kiss on his nose. I didn't like sleeping on the living 
room floor and my husband gets up at 4 am right now for work so he was 
going to turn the lights on and wake me up but being there on the floor was 
keeping me safe (Note:  The tone and content of these dreams sound a lot 
like me before the proving but I have not had a clairvoyant dream like that 
that I can remember nor do I usually have dreams in which I’m being loving 
of myself; that was awesome!) Woke this morning feeling refreshed, calm 
and centered; eyes a bit puffy and dry Keeping a window cracked on the 
main level and the heat cranked up Can’t believe I didn't realize it was 
sewer gas!  For pete sake, I smelled it before in the old farm house we 
moved from Even told my husband a couple days ago that I wasn’t hearing 
the skittering around in the attic anymore but was starting to occasionally 
pick up an aroma that smelled like something died; so I wasn't going to ask 
him again about going up there assuming whatever rodent had found its 
way into the attic had gotten trapped there and died; (I’m too sensitive to the 
fiberglass insulation to go up there so it’s either him or we hire someone 
and he’s always a no on hiring someone)   But the rodent must’be either 
plugged or cracked the roof vent pipe and sewer gas is collecting in the 
attic; the access panel to the attic is behind my bedroom closet. Including all 
of this because it’s odd or doesn't happen every day but I guess it has 
happened to me twice in the last twelve months. That’s interesting (to me 
anyway) and I'm realizing that at the farm house I just lived with it; I 
managed the problem by making sure I ran the washer every day or 
something like that because I'd notice the smell intensely even down on the 
first floor of the house when we hadn't been using much water but as long 
as we were using enough water that the pump would run to empty the first 
tank the smell wasn't there huh I didn't push to hire someone I just lived with 
it and managed it I'll be pushing now if he can't figure it out - both because 
this house has a drain field instead of a mound so there is no pump no way 
to manage the problem and because I'm realizing that's part of my 
unhealthy patterning to be just managing the problems and keeping 
everything seemingly fine on the surface taking responsibility for the whole 
deal like it's all on me and so I'm doing what I can without making waves 
and getting the daddy or husband figure in the picture angry; man this shit 
literally leaks out all over in the most bizarre ways. GENERALS - GASSES - agg-

1411 3/23/2017 4:26:47 12 Mind Recent Symptom Laughing after almost every sentence. MIND - 
LAUGHING - 
involuntarily

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/23/2017 4:28:13 12 Mind Recent Symptom Observation, confusion of mind in every thought, asking herself questions 
regarding her existence 

MIND - 
THEORIZING

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1412 3/22/2017 7:28:36 12 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was in a shoe shop on Lake Street. Suddenly sirens went off; the 
sky was very dark, very green. I had to leave and go out and get in my car 
and drive to my mom's a few miles away when all I wanted to was to stay in 
that shop and hunker down. There was incredible wind and rain. I normally 
enjoy storms but in this dream I was terrified. I made it to her house and no 
one was there. I was expecting my whole family to be there, but I was 
alone. I was worried about where everyone was and if they were safe.
The dream was in the middle of the night. I woke up with my heart 
pounding, feeling the end of the anxiety from the dream, but also relief at 
dreaming, and like I was too tired to get up in the middle of the night and 
make notes about it. I fell back asleep.

DREAMS - 
STORMS

DREAMS - 
THUNDERSTO
RM

DREAMS - 
TORNADOES

1412 3/22/2017 7:40:47 12 Dreams New Symptom I lost most of this dream already, but I was inside a shopping mall with a 
group of people and a man pushing some children around in a stroller was 
flirting with me. But here's the thing: I was also in a stroller. I was being 
pushed. I was trying to be gracious and beg off and get to where we needed 
to go. There was confusion about where an elevator was and how to get to 
the car.

Later I was in my own bedroom and The Current was being broadcast from 
there. I was supposed to go on the air at the end of a song and I got my 
headphones on, but I was scared. I didn't know what I was going to say. I 
felt unprepared, but I started to speak anyway. I didn't have enough material 
and there was dead air afterwards. I was embarrassed.

There wasn't a feeling after this dream. It was in the middle of the night.
1414 4/29/2017 18:08:56 12 Mind New Symptom I've recently become interested in watching YouTube videos by Jeffree Star, 

a transgender make up artist. I believe he goes by the pronoun "he", so 
that's what I'll use here. He is gorgeous, funny, and very open about his 
sexuality. I can't take my eyes away. Also this idea of transforming yourself 
with makeup. I've never worn much makeup, but I like feeling attractive in 
my own way. I imagine what it would be like to wear as much makeup as 
Jeffree Star and completely vamp it up. What would that feel like?

MIND - 
CURIOUS

MIND - 
CHANGE - 
desire for

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 3/23/2017 15:13:26 12 Dreams New Symptom Last night I dreamt I was on vacation with my family. I was frustrated with 
my husband that we stayed so busy taking care of things that we were not 
enjoying vacation or spending time at the sea. I decided to visit the sea. It 
was a big cliff drop off down to the sea and I was frightened to climb down 
so I went to find another way. I found a slide going down and got on. My 
youngest son climbed on behind me, I was surprised to find him there but 
happy about it. We slid down and walked in the sand by the sea. When we 
returned back I asked my husband why we weren't swimming and spending 
time in boats. He said the sharks have gotten really bad and we can no 
longer swim there unless we are very close to shore, it is too dangerous. He 
showed me the sharks teeth and how dangerous it is. I was disappointed, 
frustrated and sad that we could no longer swim but I was glad we knew so 
we were safe. I was still happy to be by the sea. Then we headed back to 
the sea.

1415 3/24/2017 1:30:00 12 Eye, Head Recent Symptom I have a headache after driving, although my eyes worked better then they 
have in a long time with the drive. Lately my eyes are shutting while driving 
and I just did a 5 hour drive in the dark with poor weather and they did not 
cause me any trouble, it was great! But the last twenty minutes of the drive I 
began getting a headache on the right side of my head. It is a pressing pain, 
pressing out from an internal sphere of pain. 

1416 3/23/2017 7:49:42 12 Mind New Symptom Today is my last day in Paris; it is a gorgeous here. I feel so markedly free. 
The proving substance has provided me with an ability to be in a city filled 
with two million people with ease. I usually avoids crowds; however, I am 
not and this is remarkable. I usually take a lot of time to recover after 
walking through big cities.

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to - 
alone amel.; 
when  

1416 3/23/2017 7:59:05 12 Mind New Symptom I feel like I have been traveling back and forth through time while visiting 
Paris. All of these strong women teachers are conveying something to me. I 
don't fully grasp the message yet. There is a sensation of timelessness in 
this time time travel. Timelessness and youthfulness. I feel invigorated.

MIND - TIME - 
timelessness; 
sensation of  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
young, she is 
again  

1417 4/30/2017 0:35:35 12 Stomach New Symptom I want a glass of white wine, or whiskey. Had a sip while cooking recently. GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
alcoholic drinks 
- desire

MIND - 
EXCITEMENT - 
desire for

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:31:58 12 Stomach New Symptom Craving carbs, farinaceous foods. GENERALS - 
FOOD and 
DRINKS - 
farinaceous - 
desire

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:29:39 12 Mind New Symptom My mom told me my dad's been cheating on her. This was a month ago that 
she told me. I'm the only one who knows. This felt like a missing piece, my 
mom telling me what's going on. She'd cry randomly and I didn't know what 
was up. 

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
deceived; from 
being

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:37:35 12 Mind New Symptom So busy with work, training. Everything is coming at me, trying to regain 
balance. 

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

MIND - 
HANDLE 
THINGS 
ANYMORE, 
cannot

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:39:29 12 Mind New Symptom It's about heavy, cluttered, anxious, everything closing in, no openness 
versus lightness, openness, breezy, green, airy, fresh.

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1417 4/30/2017 0:34:22 12 Mind New Symptom A lot about food for me. I started baking bread. I'd rather have my girls eat 
homemade bread than store bought bread. I'm making tons of food. It's fun 
to taste it. But, I don't eat it. I like trying new things. 

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
thoughtful

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 3/23/2017 19:40:21 13 Abdomen Recent Symptom Itching around umbilicus. ABDOMEN - ITCHING - Umbilicus
1404 3/23/2017 19:39:08 13 Dreams New Symptom My children and I were in the ocean and my son and daughter were 

swallowed by a giant shark but then were spit out again at some point 
unharmed. DREAMS - OCEANDREAMS - SHARKS

1405 3/26/2017 6:02:35 13 Dreams New Symptom In one section of the dream, I am interviewing Jerry Seinfeld about his life. 
My daughter is there with me, but as my sister. She starts out being helpful, 
but then begins to act rude and silly, disrupting the interview and I ask her to 
leave. When we're done and Jerry gets up to leave I follow him to 
apologize. I am walking through the hotel we're in and a big group of 
teenage girls arrive, dressed like they're going to a prom. I step outside and 
run into a good friend who is there with several of her other close friends, 
including a couple of old friends of mine I didn't even know that she knew. 
We're in a city- like NYC. I mention that I've been around the city and there 
are puppies everywhere- like in cafes and you can go visit. This is part of 
the dream- earlier or later or visiting puppies. 

1406 3/30/2017 9:26:46 13 Dreams New Symptom I'm in an office building and I need to go to the 13th floor. I had been talking 
to a woman bu they'd left.  I got on the elevator, push the button and it starts 
moving.  But it's going sideways, tilting, and at one point it turns upside 
down.  None of these moves are a surprise, it has a voice announcement 
before each one.  I was hanging onto a rail on the sides of the elevator, and 
was a bit concerned that it wasn't that easy to hang on to when it seemed 
kind of important to have some stability when an elevator moves that way.  
Also, after a bit I started laughing, it was pretty fun and weird to be in an 
elevator that moved like something from a movie or the Ministry of Magic 
from Harry Potter.  

I got out my cell phone to take pictures so I could show people, but the only 
thing that look different were stickers up at the ceiling that said "top" like 
people would need to be reminded of that.

The elevator came to a stop and I got off and commented on it to a woman, 
she didn't really respond.

In the dream, at first I was surprised, then wishing for more security, than 
having fun with it, it was kind of a delighted feeling.

1406 3/30/2017 9:29:18 13 Dreams New Symptom I'm at an indoor amusement park.  There's this guy I know, he's super 
excited to ride this one ride that starts out really high up.  He gets in and 
tries to jump into his seat and falls out!  He's falling, then three people that 
work there, somehow drop down from the ride, catch him and save him.  It 
looked like one guy got bigger to do that, but I couldn't really tell.  But I did 
start wondering if people that worked there had some kind of "special" 
abilities.

Feelings in the dream:  scared, then curious about his rescuers once he 
was saved.

1406 3/30/2017 9:36:02 13 Dreams New Symptom In the week leading up to the proving I was fascinated with this woman's 
polyphonic singing. A couple of examples of her for now... meditation 
forthcoming.

https://www.youtube.comorwatch?v=vC9Qh709gas

https://rwww.youtube.comorwatch?v=d6cyHGOht58
1406 3/30/2017 9:36:59 13 Dreams New Symptom I'm realizing that all of these dreams I'm having are happening right before I 

wake up.  This is around 5:30 to 6 am.
1407 3/24/2017 15:26:54 13 Generals Recent Symptom Communication issues, my cell phone has died every day into night and 

when plugged in, (I have tried three different charging cords) will start 
charging, but then when I go to use it, is not charged and dies. I can get it to 
charge late morning into early afternoon, then it mysteriously does not work. 
This started the day after my proving journal submissions (which were 
interrupted by the program somehow and someone else's comments were 
on my proving form) after that was corrected, my cell phone kept dying and I 
have been working with three different chargers. then it will charge 
mysteriously, mid day. thus I am communicating via email and this proving 
journal.

DREAMS - 
DIFFICULTIES 
- 
communication; 
on

1407 3/24/2017 15:19:04 13 Female Recent Symptom Less sweating or hot flash last night... Almost none. still hot legs and had to 
pull off covers, but very little sweat

1407 3/24/2017 15:20:07 13 Female Recent Symptom tingling down backs of legs last night and especially in the morning on 
waking .... was at 6:30am

1408 3/31/2017 14:35:01 13 Extremities New Symptom I was riding a lawn mower for one or two hours. I noticed a sharp pain in my 
left buttock; just one point. I thought it might be sciatica, but the pain didn't 
travel anywhere, just in that one point. It was worse bending and getting up 
from a sitting position; better sitting or not moving much. The next day I 
went bowling with my aerobic swim group. On the second frame I could feel 
the nerve become aggravated, but continued to play the two games. That 
night and the next few days the pain was stronger when I had to pick 
something up or climb steps. The pain was still was only in one spot. How 
strange is that! I don't remember ever getting a pain like that. I did have 
sciatic that went down the leg (side not remembered) with all four 
pregnancies, over 35 years ago, but rarely since. I did not take any meds, or 
remedies, nor used ice or heat. It's much better today. 

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Lower 
limbs - Sciatic 
nerve

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Lower 
limbs - left

1408 3/31/2017 14:25:55 13 Mind Recent Symptom Sorry, got my days labelled wrong. Asked husband if he noticed anything 
new about me that would be helpful? After thinking a day he came up with 
this list about me. I stay more on topic; more focused; willing to talk more 
personally and don't have a wall up as much. More non-invasive, more 
honest; am not avoiding emotions as much. I've allowed him to be probing 
with questions and was open to that; my protective shell was let down. 
Prover: I agree with some of that. It fits in with my being more "flip", 
carefree; more spontaneous. I did not interrupt him while he said the above 
even though I could have gotten defensive or attacked him. I'm not as 
sensitive to other's words about me. 

MIND - 
COMMUNICATI
VE

MIND - 
CAREFREE

1408 3/31/2017 14:47:14 13 Mind Recent Symptom My proving supervisor asked me to reflect on my energy in my aerobic swim 
classes. I used to feel more like a bystander who is included in activities, but 
not really a part of. Now, there seems to be more openness with the group; 
I'm talking more with people I never had talked to much. I'm feeling more a 
part of the group, more comfortable. 

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to

1408 3/31/2017 14:42:00 13 Mind Recent Symptom I don't do much with other people, mostly with my family. A swimming friend 
invited me to the symphony tomorrow night. After checking with my 
husband that he'd be okay having the night to himself, I said yes. We'll have 
dinner first, then go to the symphony. I don't do this often. Why did she ask 
me? There are lots of other gals she could have gone with. I very much like 
one on one events, so this should be enjoyable.

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence
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1408 3/31/2017 14:37:22 13 Mind Recent Symptom Tonight there's a lecture followed by a short play on a time in the life of artist 
Mark Rothko. My husband can't go and I'm seriously considering going 
alone. I have done stuff like this in the past, but not often. It's freeing. I'm 
more spontaneous.

1410 3/25/2017 14:02:45 13 Generals Recent Symptom I felt called to hold the substance vial in meditation for a few minutes. Very 
quickly the awareness of its presence was clarified in me, and I felt very 
physically exhausted. There was adrenal calming and a general sense of 
energy quieting in the body, which exposed the real physical exhaustion 
hidden underneath. I felt especially sore in my legs (likely from work and 
dance), and returned to a state of only being able to use the energy I had, 
rather than using anxious adrenal energy which often obscures how tired I 
truly am. 

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind

1411 3/24/2017 1:56:14 13 Urethra, 
Urine

Intensified Old 
Symptom

Ineffectual urge of urination with tingling over urethra, when holds the urine 
gets sensation of burning better after urination

BLADDER - URINATION - urging to urinate - ineffectual

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/23/2017 17:25:18 13 Dreams New Symptom I am wearing pajamas, it's early morning. Looking at myself in the bathroom 
mirror, tweezing long hairs off of my face. I’m at the window, there are 
noises in the woods, saws and big trucks. Horizontal to the house is a 
convoy of trucks that look like army vehicles moving through the woods  A 
herd of horses inside of a fence on the opposite side of the convoy is 
looking at them go by – they're milling around anxiously Then the horses 
are running in front of the convoy One of them, a big chestnut drafty looking 
horse is looking over his shoulder back toward the convoy a couple times, 
his expression is apprehensive Then I see my horses on the house side of 
the convoy watching whats going on and feeling anxious Suddenly a man 
with a bald head and a benign handsome everyday looking sort of face 
wearing a red t-shirt is looking back at me through the window and the 
window is open He wants to come in the house He’s talking very nice and 
being persuasive trying to seem harmless and convince me to go open the 
door so he can come in I’m feeling very threatened, alone, exposed, in 
danger I’m trying to seem casual unafraid calm sort of deflecting him not 
saying no just sort of making polite excuses and trying to seem normal like 
everything is ok I’m telling him I’m not ready yet but if he’ll just wait and 
come back in a little while I'll fix him some breakfast Somehow he winds up 
inside the house, I’m still in the bathroom but I can hear him in the house 
moving around and I’m terrified He’s trying to get rid of the dog and I’m out 
of the bathroom putting the dog behind me hiding him behind my legs still 
talking calmly to this man trying to seem friendly and normal saying how 
harmless the dog is trying to just keep reasoning with this man I’m hoping 
inside that help will arrive if I can just delay long enough just keep him 
happy keep things calm  I woke up feeling terrified, cold, shivery, hiding 
under the covers up over my head I didn't want to come out until it got light 
out I rationalized that I was cold and that’s why  But I really felt afraid Little 
thrills of fear were running down my body like chills I had a mild sore throat 
(stinging burning) I felt vulnerable and exposed defenseless needing to hide 
under the blankets all curled up small My mind was trying to convince me 
that someone was in the house right now They were going to come up 
behind me and chop the top of my head off with an ax I kept hitting snooze 
on the alarm when it started going off and got up ½ hour late [Note:  I 
almost never hit snooze on my alarm.  I’m sleeping on the living room floor 
because of the sewer gas so I’m not in a bedroom with a closed door and 
there is no wall behind my head it’s more open than I’m used to.  I used to 
have these sorts of fears but haven’t in at least a decade probably longer] 
Once I was up I was a little jumpy at first but then fine 

DREAMS - 
HORSES

DREAMS - 
MEN - 
threatening - 
alternating with 
friendliness

MIND - FEAR - 
waking, on - 
dream, from a

Sleep- waking- 
chills with ; 
Mind- fear- 
waking on - 
dream- from a 
(cross 
reference- 
mind- terrified 
after dreams). ; 
Mind- 
insecurity- 
mental, Mind- 
hiding - himself; 
Min- curl up 
desire to

1411 3/23/2017 19:38:29 13 Mind, Eye, 
Face, 
Head

New Symptom I'm not noticing any physical symptoms or discomforts out walking It is 
raining today, drizzling on the dog and I as we walked, feelings wandering in 
woods or out walking about are same rain or sun Now I am back in the 
house and I'm feeling that sense of a veil or hood pulling down from above 
my forehead over my eyes that pressure on the top of my head pushing me 
toward the ground it's a bit difficult to inhale there is a sense of a horizontal 
block at the level of my eyes pushing out laterally the sides of my head.

GENERALS - 
AIR; IN OPEN - 
amel-

1411 3/24/2017 1:58:38 13 Eye New Symptom Dryness underneath upper eyelids, nose, mouth, lips, and fingers since 
morning 

GENERALS - 
DRY sensation 
- Body; whole

MOUTH - 
DRYNESS

NOSE - 
DRYNESS - 
Inside

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/23/2017 17:26:18 13 Generals New Symptom Today I had a rolfing session and one of the big twists in my body remaining 
from my scoliosis presented itself for work  (this is the first bodywork I’ve 
received from an outside source since taking the substance) My big toe is 
feeling more normal since the rolfing (still a little stiff but it feels more like a 
part of my body instead of a weird add on afterthought block of wood) I have 
had the patches of stinging, burning, and abrasion sensations moving 
around all day. Especially after I ate breakfast; before breakfast it was just 
my throat; after breakfast it started moving around, inside of nose, inside of 
ears, roof of mouth, throat, urethra, inside of upper eye lids, etc. In the 
pattern where it’s somewhere a little while and then it’s somewhere else, 
always somewhere.

GENERALS - 
PAIN - 
wandering pain

GENERALS - 
PAIN - burning

?General- heat 
sensation of 
internally

1411 3/23/2017 17:28:15 13 Mind New Symptom In a short meditation this afternoon the phrase “stuff is leaking out all over – 
we can’t hardly keep it in anymore” came into my mind Also saw Jungian 
dream analyst earlier today (1st time since the substance) – we went over 
the dream from the 20th because I’m confused by it, didn’t have any 
lightbulbs journaling that one Came home and while sitting it finally clicked 
with me that I did give away my power – that phrase gave away my power 
or my soul always goes over my head, I don’t get it – all of the sudden today 
it was like ah-ha I did give away my power I gave it away it wasn’t taken 
from me there’s no one to get it back from but me – I gave it away I believed 
what they said I believed this was my job I everything If I gave it away it 
seems that maybe I can get it back.

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of

1411 3/23/2017 19:32:15 13 Mind Recent Symptom I just paid attention to how I felt just now out walking with the dog. My head 
is turning and my eyes are moving around soft open focus taking things in 
on all sides as we go down the road too In the woods we really wander, 
here and there ducking under branches climbing on logs just meandering 
about I feel free like no burden no worry no fear light smiling often and once 
in awhile something makes me laugh so I must be feeling happy feeling soft 
and open taking it in floating along with the current moving easily. 

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

1412 3/23/2017 6:20:15 13 Dreams New Symptom I don't remember it well. I know at one point I was in a very small plane that 
sat maybe ten people and we took off from an airport here in the Twin 
Cities. It was so light, it just popped off the ground, nearly defying gravity 
and up we went. We circled around, tipping 90º sideways. I could see the 
gold horses and the dome of the state capital under me.

Later I was at the cabin, on someone's front lawn next to the lake. A man 
that won't talk to my dad anymore, a friend he lost, was there. I was 
observing birds. I yelled out when I saw an owl finch, because I was so 
surprised to see one there. I also saw two pairs of loons, which looked 
enormous. They were all swimming together, the four of them. They went by 
twice. Then farther away, I saw some trumpeter swans.

Later it was time to pack up our things and go back to get on the plane. 
There was some Radiohead song that I was talking to my dad about. I'd 
played it for him sometime, apparently. He said he liked it so much that he'd 
played it for his mother-in-law, who had since passed away. I remembered 
thinking it was a tough song to imagine playing for an old woman, kind of 
avant garde, noisy.

I got everything packed and was vacuuming up crumbs, trying to erase the 
mess of having been there. It had a feeling like the one I get when 
Christmas is over, when something you were looking forward to is now in 
the past and it's time to just keep going on with life. When I woke up I just 
felt blank.

DREAMS - 
FLYING - 
airplane

DREAMS - 
SWIMMING

DREAMS - 
BIRDS

1414 4/30/2017 0:17:36 13 Dreams New Symptom I was abroad in Europe. Happy, excited, adventure. DREAMS - 
JOURNEYS

MIND - 
Excitement - 
desires 

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1402 4/10/2017 12:11:07 14 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I am in a really large house, pretty fancy and huge. I am pet-sitting for 
someone while they are on vacation, and there is a cat and a dog there. I 
am standing in the dining room talking to my uncle. Other family members 
are there, too, talking amongst themselves. My uncle is a dentist and he 
offers to give me a dental cleaning and a check-up free of charge.  am 
immediately embarrassed to tell him I haven't been to the dentist in a really 
long time, seven years.  I am feeling really self-conscious because if he did 
my exam, he would see I have plaque on my bottom front teeth. I am afraid 
he would find other bad things wrong with my teeth and he would think I am 
neglectful of my health and very irresponsible.  I am also wondering, "Why 
is he offering to do this for free?!" I do not understand his kindness in 
offering this to me, and question whether I actually deserve it, especially if it 
is my fault that my teeth are bad because of my own neglect. I ask him, 
"Why are you so nice to me?! Why would you offer that? Don't you want 
money?!" The feeling is that I just cannot accept that someone would want 
to help me just for the sake of helping me, and for the sake of kindness. I 
strongly feel I don't deserve it. I really feel terrible about myself, like trash, 
like garbage, unworthy of receiving kindness.  

DREAMS - 
HOUSE - big

MIND - FEAR - 
dentist; of going 
to

DREAMS - 
HELPED; being

1405 3/27/2017 6:14:25 14 Dreams New Symptom Walking in on my daughter and her boyfriend curled up together in bed, 
breaking them up because I'm afraid they might be having sex. 

DREAMS - 
SEXUAL

1405 3/27/2017 7:34:09 14 Mind Cured Symptom At a supervision group that I run, only one showed up. She went through 
her case so slowly, and overall I felt like I normally would have been 
squirming with impatience and annoyance, just wanting to get on with it. I 
was aware of the urge to do so, but in this slightly removed way. I just 
stayed quiet and patient while she went through her case, and didn't push 
or rush through it. 

MIND - 
IMPATIENCE

1405 3/27/2017 22:08:26 14 Mind New Symptom Back at tai chi again this morning, same woman who was there last week, 
annoying the crap out of me. taking her time, talking about minutia, the 
instructor indulging her. I just want to do tai chi. quit the chit chat!! 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
talk of others; 
from - loud

1405 3/27/2017 22:07:29 14 Mind New Symptom Was musing today that overall, I have felt very insular. I haven't thought 
about my friends much at all. have had no desire to reach out, or thought 
about being social. Overall, I have a pretty quiet social life, but it's like they 
are out of sight, out of mind. 

1406 3/31/2017 13:56:16 14 Dreams New Symptom I was driving in a car with a guy. I see the northern lights in the sky on his 
side of the car. They were green. He has an awesome camera and starts to 
take pictures. I'm so happy to have seen them. They're never this far south. 
I tell everyone I see that I saw them and it was something that had been on 
my bucket list. The feeling was that I was happy and excited. I didn't have 
any lingering feelings after waking. DREAMS - AURORA BOREALISDREAMS - EXCITING

1406 4/1/2017 13:39:12 14 Sleep New Symptom I have been sleepy before going to bed, then when in bed, my thoughts start 
racing and I can't sleep. I wind up laying there for around an hour before 
being able to fall asleep. SLEEP - SLEEPLESSNESS - thoughts - activity of thoughts; from

1406 4/1/2017 13:38:08 14 Mind, 
Stomach

New Symptom After going to bed, lying on left side, my stomach got upset or felt "sour" 
with burping.  I also had feelings of being angry at myself for having pizza 
for dinner, I was lecturing myself about it and it had a strange, almost 
"altered state" feeling to it all. I had lots of self doubts of should I get 
peppermint tea? Should I prop myself up? Is this acid reflux? Timing - it 
started around 11:30 pm.

STOMACH - 
ACIDITY

1406 3/31/2017 13:18:37 14 Mind New Symptom My son won't get out of bed when he says he will. Today it made me very 
angry. Like, super angry. I wanted to grab him and shake him to snap him 
or of his routine. I feel like he's ignoring me when I ask or tell him what time 
to go to bed and what time he should be getting up. I'm not setting 
unreasonable times, he agrees then does something different.  Which sets 
of this anger.

1406 3/31/2017 13:53:11 14 Mind New Symptom I'm feeling hatred for many parts of my life. I'm seeing that I've been making 
it be ok for years and I'm done. But I don't know how to move forward now.

1407 3/25/2017 11:16:07 14 Mind Recent Symptom Woke still irritable and feel a little dark and overwhelmed.... MIND - IRRITABILITY - waking, on
1407 3/25/2017 15:27:48 14 Stool New Symptom Diarrhea today at 3:15 pm, no pain, but was surprising and explosive. STOOL - 

FORCIBLE, 
sudden, 
gushing - 
explosion; like 
an

1407 3/25/2017 11:15:35 14 Extremities Recent Symptom the tingling continues to go up and down my low back and legs in the back 
in the mornings, this morning it was around 6 to 650 am... I looked it up and 
it is directly on the bladder meridian (TCM) 

1407 3/25/2017 15:29:44 14 Extremities New Symptom Legs feel weak and shaky after diarrhea this afternoon
1408 3/30/2017 22:37:14 14 Mind Recent Symptom Have been more "chatty" than normal, which means I talk more to husband, 

people at swim exercise class, etc. I don't think so much about what I'm 
going to say. This fits in with the "care-free" attitude I've been feeling. 

MIND - 
LOQUACITY

MIND - 
TEMERITY

1408 3/30/2017 22:40:32 14 Neck New Symptom Forgot to write this up, but noticed two elevated, reddened, and slightly itchy 
patches on my right side of the neck. I think they are bug bites, which I must 
have gotten while sleeping. Haven't had bug bites while sleeping in years.

SKIN - STINGS 
of insects

1410 4/7/2017 20:35:37 14 Extremities New Symptom Hip pain on left side. Throbbing pain. Between dull and sharp. EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Hips - 
left

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/24/2017 11:50:46 14 Ear, 
Generals, 
Head, 
Mouth

New Symptom This morning the roof of my mouth and top of my tongue feel scalded as 
though I drank something boiling hot and it burned me
It is mildly painful to eat
Also, there is a hard nodule the size of a pea on the roof of my mouth left 
side corner 
It is no more painful than the rest of the roof of my mouth
It feel solid like the nodule on my right earlobe
Right earlobe is still swollen and the rice grain sized nodule is still hard and 
sore to touch

MOUTH - PAIN 
- Tongue - 
burning

MOUTH - PAIN 
- eating - agg-

1412 3/26/2017 12:58:04 14 Extremities New Symptom During occupational hand therapy on this day, tiny blood vessels burst in my 
fingernail while it was being manipulated. I have three red lines there still, 
two days later. It hurts like a bruise, worse any touch. I've been in 
aggressive therapy for many months now and this has never happened. 
The therapist suggested I submit this symptom!

EXTREMITIES 
- NAILS; 
complaints of

1412 3/24/2017 19:16:36 14 Dreams Old Symptom I was adopting a kitten who was trying to talk to me. I didn't intend to adopt 
him, but holy shit, he was talking! He laid on his back in my hands and 
moved his mouth and tiny teeth, trying to get them around words. I named 
him Gelfling. I was not allergic to him and the dream felt cute and friendly.

(I've had recurring talking animal dreams over the years. This one is a 
departure in the sense that the animal was trying to learn to talk instead, 
and they've all previously been very ominous feeling. I don't like animals 
and I'm really massively allergic to cats.)

1412 3/24/2017 19:20:53 14 Dreams New Symptom I lived in an apartment that was many stories up, like maybe 10 floors above 
the street. It looked kind of like a room in my mom's house. I didn't like an 
exterior wall's built in shelf, so I hired someone to remove it - the entire 
exterior wall. They cut it out in one piece and let it tip and fall heedlessly 
down to the street below. So then there was a fresh space for a new wall, 
and one went in that I liked much better. The dream felt very dry and 
mundane.

1413 4/11/2017 20:14:17 14 Stomach New Symptom Ravenous hunger followed by immediate urge for stool, which comes out 
loose. STOMACH - APPETITE - increased - stool - after - agg-

1415 3/26/2017 7:00:31 14 Extremities Old Symptom Last night around 10:00 pm and at about the same time of day 14 I had 
restless leg in my left leg very strong. It was slightly relieved by pressure or 
tensing my muscles in that leg or foot or by moving my leg with tensed 
muscles. It felt like crawling or nervous movement inside my leg and I feel 
like I need to get up and run. This is an old symptom that hasn't happened 
to this degree for a few months, except since the proving started. Since the 
start of the proving, it has happened while watching movies in the evening 
as well. I am very annoyed by it and wish it to stop.



Prover Number Timestamp Proving 
Day (# 
format)

Mind/Body 
System

Symptom 
Classification

Concise Symptom Note Suggested 
Rubric #1

Suggested 
Rubric #2

Suggested 
Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1402 4/10/2017 12:08:55 15 Dreams Intensified Old 
Symptom

I am walking down the street, a bright sunny summer day. I am passing 
friends, saying hello. I am going somewhere. Then, all of a sudden, my 
partner appears, and she is walking beside me on my right side. She turns 
to me, facing me, and is just on the very edge of my peripheral vision. It is 
extremely unnerving, creepy and unsettling. I continue to look straight 
ahead; I do not want to look directly at her, and keep walking. I am feeling I 
want to end the relationship very soon, as I am not in love and do not like 
the person she is. She begins to say random, stupid things really loudly into 
my ear, like, "The sky is blue!", and "Double mocha!", and "Llamas are 
furry!"  She has completely glommed onto me and is doing this as I continue 
to walk down the street. I am exceedingly annoyed and irritated, but do not 
say anything to her. I just hope she will go away at some point. I go into a 
hockey arena because there is a bulletin board in there I want to read , but it 
is all the way on the other side of the rink and the only way to get to it is to 
walk across the ice. I am wearing normal shoes, and slowly shuffle my way 
across the ice. She is still there, glommed on to me, saying stupid things 
loudly, randomly, into my ear. There is also a hockey team in full gear 
practicing on the ice as I walk across it; they are zooming around and 
around me, so fast, like a perfectly orchestrated swarm. They never come 
too close to me, and I watch them in fascination of their skating abilities. I 
like feeling the whoosh of cold air as they zoom by me. I get to the bulletin 
board and start reading the postings, but cannot concentrate at all because 
of what she is saying into my ear. At this point I am beginning to feel 
tormented by it. I still do not say anything, but am becoming very angry.  
She just will not go away. I find a door and go outside.  I turn a corner and 
see two old friends whom I love dearly. One of them is dressed in a brightly 
colored bird costume, with iridescent feathers, and she is actually flying, 
flapping her wings and flying, above the parking lot! She lands safely and I 
am marveling at her costume and her ability to fly; I am extremely envious 
because I have always wanted to fly like that. I try to chat with them but my 
partner is still completely glommed onto me, saying loud, stupid things 
randomly into my ear, still in the very periphery of my vision, and I cannot 
focus on the conversation at all.  My friends then say they have to leave 
because they are late for an event, so we part ways. I then walk into an 
adjacent building because I have an appointment to meet with a colleague.  
We meet and begin to chat, and I am absolutely unable in any way to 
concentrate on our conversation because of the loud things being blurted 
into my ear. Now I am feeling very, very angry. I feel tormented, tormented, 
tormented by this. I take my gaze to the right just a tiny bit, and the 
expression on her face is sickening - she is enjoying tormenting me this 
way, she is relishing in being cruel to me, smacking her greasy lips as if she 
has just eaten the most delicious meal. It is sick, so sick. And it feels like 
she is taking revenge out on me by doing this. I am horrified at the sickness 
of it - it is slimy, dark, malicious and intentionally cruel.  She is sabotaging 
everything in my life, especially my relationships. I turn to face her and yell, 
"It's over!!!!  We are done!!!  You are sick!!!" When I say this, the look on her 
face is even more sick - she likes that I am angry, likes that I am yelling, 
likes that I am tormented and writhing.  I get up to and go outside, and she 
is still there glommed onto me, and I am feeling insanity creeping into my 
mind. The mental torment is so severe and unrelenting, I am powerless to 
quiet it, I cannot think, I feel tortured and completely trapped, no way out. I 
must kill her; this is the only way out for me. I turn to her to strangle her and 
punch her in the face, and right as I am about to do it, I wake up.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
trapped; he is

DREAMS - 
TRAP - being 
trapped

DREAMS - 
KILLING

1405 3/28/2017 6:05:15 15 Dreams New Symptom More dreams of sex and teenagers. This time I was in a house; I think I was 
my current age, and two boys from my high school years came through 
wanting to have sex with me. Both were great guys, sweet, ones who I 
knew from my time in theater. I didn't have a sexual relationship with either 
of them in real life. One of them passed away about a year ago, under very 
sudden circumstances. When I saw him in the dream, it was such a sweet 
surprise. The sex part was that I understood that he was there for sex, but 
there was no action; nothing ever happened. In fact, it was like his presence 
appeared and then left.
The other boy was one who was almost like a brother. He was thin and 
gangly; so not my type! In the dream, there was some sexual action, but his 
penis was so thin and small it wasn't really working and he didn't really 
know what to do with it. "Have you done this before?" I asked. He said, 
"No." I tried to guide him, but it really didn't work. It was awkward... Like 
teenage sex. 
In another part of the dream I was at the top of a  mountain, I think with my 
daughter and some of her friends who were all teenagers. We were trying to 
figure out how to get down and decided to slide. there were these long, slick 
sections and I remember flying down, belly first and the sections we slid 
over were almost like a polished section of jade, or bright green moss on 
smooth black stone, but all shiny and smooth. We went flying down, it was 
so fun. 

Another small snippet of dream, a friend in the community was hanging up 
laundry around her home. We chat for a minute. She says her son just 
wants to watch a movie. I ask why she doesn't watch with him- she says oh, 
i don't watch those kind of movies. He only wants to watch this one over 
and over. I left thinking about how much she is missing out on. DREAMS - SEXUALDREAMS - INDIFFERENCE

1405 3/28/2017 19:17:40 15 Mind New Symptom Had a long phone conversation with a casual friend today. I know her as 
someone who is very long winded and, bordering on loquacious. Normally, I 
get irritated and impatient with people who go on and on. But like my 
experience in the supervision session, I felt much more patient. I was 
noticed her long-windedness, but just let it go. I allowed her to talk and I 
went along, doing what I needed to do while listening. 

MIND - 
IMPATIENCE - 
others; with

1406 4/1/2017 17:01:04 15 Mind New Symptom I feel exposed. The image that comes to mind is one of being laid on my 
stomach and being sliced from head to pelvis, my skin laid open and all my 
emotional issues or stumbling blocks are just sitting there for anyone to see. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
body - cut 
through; he is

1406 4/1/2017 16:57:59 15 Mind, 
Back, Neck

Intensified Old 
Symptom

I was at a study group with my classmates and at the end I over shared and 
feel like I was too intense in what I was saying. I left after and the whole 
drive home, about 30 minutes I felt embarrassed. I had thoughts like, I was 
too intense, why did I do that? They probably think I'm crazy. At the same 
time I had all these feelings on my upper back and the back of my neck. 
Like a nervous twinge. It feels similar to the type of pain I've had with my 
cold sore. Sharp, raw, a bit like an exposed nerve. I want to shoulder to get 
away from it. MIND - RESERVEDMIND - REPROACHING oneself

1406 4/1/2017 17:06:37 15 Face Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have a muscular pain above my eyebrow.. It's right in the middle of the 
eyebrow just above the hairline. It hurts to press on it. It feels tight and 
tense. I have a desire to keep messing with out by pressing on it over and 
over, testing its boundaries, has it changed? Is it bigger, is it going away?. 
It's about the size of a fingertip.

The right side hurts a little bit, but is more of a dull pain when pressed on.
1406 4/1/2017 22:56:20 15 Mind Old Symptom I'm getting ready to go to bed and now I'm feeling anxiety over my "over 

sharing" episode today. I know from past experience that no one probably 
noticed. But I did and I have this fear now. I'm feeling it in my back right 
about the heart chakra area. In the front too and the front of my throat. They 
feel tight. I'm mentally kicking myself for saying too much, to emphatically. 

1407 3/27/2017 8:25:31 15 Urine New Symptom Waking at night 3:30 am to urinate each night for last few nights... BLADDER - 
URINATION - 
urging to urinate 
- night

1407 3/27/2017 8:24:45 15 Female Recent Symptom Hot all night, with sweat on occasion, more sweat was around 5 am - 7 am. GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - perspiration 
- with

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - morning

1407 3/26/2017 18:58:25 15 Mind Recent Symptom Noticing since the taking the proving substance, but had no clarity until 
recently, that I have less thoughts and pressure from thoughts in the 
background of my mind, this is not something I was conscious of being 
troublesome, but now that it is significantly less, I am noticing my mind is 
more calm and relaxed. 
I also feel emotionally clear about boundaries with a difficult colleague, that I 
have known for some time, intellectually,  were being violated regularly even 
after re-setting them. 
I knew I needed to stop this relationship as her behavior is consistently cruel 
via email and text. I knew this intellectually, but had to finish a project with 
her and kept getting emotionally sucked into her nastiness or blind sided by 
it.
I had an interaction with her via text today and I was so clear, for the first 
time emotionally!, that I did not care anymore about her responses and our 
connection. I am done, no emotional connection any longer. So after our 
last item in april that needs to be completed, I am ready to tell her we are 
now finished. I have a date, and feel so clear and calm about it. For the first 
time in three years calm and clear and done. yay! MIND - TRANQUILLITYMIND - THOUGHTS - rapid

1407 3/27/2017 8:27:14 15 Skin Recent Symptom Last night before bed noticed my skin is sooooo very soft and my cats fur is 
softer than I have ever noticed, I just want to keep petting her. SKIN - SOFT - feelsMIND - MAGNETIZED - desire to be

1407 3/27/2017 8:28:11 15 Vision Recent Symptom Right eye continues to be noticeably larger or swollen and vision from right 
eye is blurred while reading.

VISION - 
BLURRED

1407 3/26/2017 11:15:00 15 mind New Symptom Proving supervisor is feeling adverse to putting information in the proving 
journal. I have been cautious about putting any information in the proving 
journal because I thought that the prover could see it and I did not want to 
offend her with my observations. This has been an ongoing issue and I am 
finally entering thoughts.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1407 3/26/2017 11:15:00 15 mind New Symptom Proving supervisor and prover have had many missed connections. Prover 
has left two messages about her phone running out of batteries and dying 
and not being able to call the supervisor. Prover wrote message over email 
to this supervisor and I did not respond due to restriction of time. This 
supervisor called and left messages with prover a number of times without 
prover answering the phone.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1407 3/26/2017 18:47:26 15 Extremities Recent Symptom Noticing that my finger joints are fatigued and sore low grade and mostly 
achy.

1408 3/31/2017 16:38:02 15 Mind Old Symptom I am soon messed up with my recording dates. It looks like today is really 
the 15th day. Could you change my dates to follow one day after another, 
please??  I guess my mental confusion is still with me!! 

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - time; as 
to

1409 3/28/2017 10:41:00 15 Generals New Symptom Extremely tired. Feels like it should be Friday instead of a Tuesday.  GENERALS - 
WEAKNESS

1409 3/28/2017 10:41:00 15 Generals New Symptom Feels like I've had bug bites for several days. Something is biting me. 
Mosquitoes. Itchy

GENERALS - 
WOUNDS - 
bites

1409 3/28/2017 10:41:00 15 Female New Symptom Menstrual cramps feel different.  Usually tight and cramping but now they 
are burning.

1409 3/28/2017 10:41:00 15 Female New Symptom Right before period came I got so, so mad.  I was so flustered I couldn't 
explain why my pizza order was wrong.  Was I confused?  

1409 3/28/2017 10:41:00 15 Generals Old Symptom Old symptoms are starting to return.  Less patient, irritable, tired.
1411 3/25/2017 5:45:54 15 Mouth Recent Symptom The lump I was feeling on roof of mouth yesterday got softer and more 

spread out by last night; it must've been a fluid filled vesicle?  Now no lump, 
just a spot that feels like it had been a blister.  Roof and tongue still painful 
feel scalded. This morning have some tingling stinging burning sensations 
lips and edges of lips .

MOUTH - PAIN 
- burning

1414 4/30/2017 0:16:27 15 Dreams New Symptom Dream that I had taken out my eyes and just had empty sockets. Black, 
empty sockets. I had done this to myself. No fear or panic, just a surreal 
acceptance. 

DREAMS - 
Eyes - missing

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 3/26/2017 16:08:10 15 Dreams Recent Symptom Still having continuous dreams....no noticing much else
1415 3/26/2017 6:53:13 15 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was sitting at a picnic table with others and noticed these small 

½” white worms falling down from the tree above onto me. I didn't like it and 
went over the the ants we were taking care of (there were five of them in a 
contained area) and started shaking the worms off of me and watching the 
ants eat them. Then I found very large 2” worms on me with sharp incisor 
teeth that would bite me and even bit one of the tiny ants but the ant was 
able to eat it in the end. One of these larger worms was attached to the end 
of my pinky finger or something that protruded like that. It had implanted it’s 
back end into that part of me so I had to pull it out and shake it out and it left 
a slight wound and I fed it  to the ants. I felt disgusted by the worms falling 
on my but went back to the table twice to join the others then I finally had 
enough and stood apart of the others, shaking the worms off my head and 
asking a friend if they saw any more. I was relieved to get them off.

DREAMS - 
WORMS

1416 3/26/2017 9:15:59 15 Mind Altered Symptom I am preparing to give a talk today and I am completely at ease. I have no 
anticipatory anxiety around the larger gathering. I like this new experience! 
All I have to do is show up.

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation  

1416 3/26/2017 9:28:39 15 Mind Altered Symptom I'm thinking of all of the situations I avoided as a child because I was so 
sensitive to the energies of the people around me. Choir practice, music 
lessons,  sports... Oh, how I wish I could've had homeopathy as a child. 
There is a sense of loss and of lost time. However, I don't really believe that 
there is any time to lose now.

MIND - LOSS; 
sense of  

1405 3/29/2017 15:24:52 16 Female Altered Symptom First day of period. Cramps, foul mood. Seems to have started quicker than 
in the past; usually there is several days of spotting; only had warning it was 
coming yesterday. 

FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - PAIN - 
cramping

MIND - ANGER 
- menses - 
before

1407 3/28/2017 7:18:08 16 Female Altered Symptom Woke with the hot flashes full on, nonstop sweating. Still perspiring and 
have been for about a half hour.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - perspiration 
- with

1407 3/28/2017 11:50:37 16 Head Altered Symptom Headache has been increasing through the day and has a fever with it... 
Headache is all on the right, jaw is still on the right and the right eye is also 
feeling swollen and achy.

HEAD - PAIN - 
accompanied 
by - fever

EYE - 
SWELLING - 
right

1407 3/28/2017 7:19:29 16 Head Recent Symptom Neck pain has returned, woke with full force neck pain and jaw tension with 
headache into from occiput into right eye. HEAD - PAIN - Occiput - extending to - Eye - right eye

1407 3/28/2017 11:41:18 16 Generals New Symptom Very hot, feel rather as if I have a fever, like when I have had dengue, or a 
lyme herx....am hot to the touch in face, neck and feel a bit shaky

1410 4/7/2017 20:42:22 16 Mind New Symptom I feel an absence of recognition by this process. I feel isolated, even angry 
that we are not able to be in contact with the other provers to support one 
another. I feel unsupported. 

MIND - 
FORSAKEN 
feeling - 
isolation; 
sensation of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 4/7/2017 20:33:02 16 Mind New Symptom I felt a calling to hold the vial of the substance, an intuitive sense to hold the 
vial of the substance. I had a lot of restless energy as I held the bottle. I 
became aware of how exhausted I was. Aware of how physically tired I was. 
I did this on Friday night. It would have been Day 24. 

MIND - 
MAGNETIZED - 
desire to be

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/27/2017 3:36:12 16 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Wants to go out, feels good when out. GENERALS - 
AIR; IN OPEN - 
amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/26/2017 14:18:20 16 Mind New Symptom I can look at my husband now and talk to him
It’s hard and I’m aware of old behavior patterns trying to come in
Still feeling very cold, chilled and trembling inside especially if I move 
around

GENERALS - 
TREMBLING - 
Internally

1411 3/27/2017 3:41:30 16 Head, 
Neck

Recent Symptom Achy in base of brain and neck, occipital region, constantly pushing it back, 
better pressure. 

HEAD - PAIN - 
Occiput - 
pressure - 
amel-

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/26/2017 13:43:36 16 Mind New Symptom I make myself start to eat I get very cold and feel very shaky trembling 
inside I realize that I do hide in plain sight often in life using being too busy 
As I start to cry my body is rocking I'm rocking myself on the dining room 
chair tapping my heels against the floor

MIND - 
LOOKED AT; to 
be - evading the 
look of other 
persons

MIND - 
ROCKING - 
desire for being 
rocked

MIND - 
ROCKING - 
amel-

1411 3/27/2017 3:37:04 16 Mind, 
Vision

New Symptom Not able to make eye contact while talking MIND - 
LOOKED AT; to 
be - evading the 
look of other 
persons

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover
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Rubric #3

Supervisor 
Input

1411 3/27/2017 3:34:48 16 Mind Old Symptom Starting various tasks one after another and not completing any. MIND - 
POSTPONING 
everything to 
next day

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 3/27/2017 3:41:34 16 Mind, 
stomach 

Recent symptom Last night after talking with my proving supervisor, I wandered in the woods 
behind house with dog and felt better after coming back, then tried to fix 
myself something to eat, couldn’t do it all the symptoms started to return 
with the wildness in my head etc I asked my husband to please bake the 
salmon (I’ve never asked him to do anything like that in my life) and set a 
piece of salmon on the dining room table for me I was able to eat that and 
drink some carbonated water .

MIND - 
TALKING - 
amel- the 
complaints

GENERALS - 
AIR; IN OPEN - 
amel-

1411 3/26/2017 13:27:06 16 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Chest, 
Face, 
Generals, 
Head

New Symptom Woke this morning turning in circles “I don’t know what to do!?” “I don’t 
know what I’m doing!” Wild feeling inside of head, something flying around 
trying to get out When I come downstairs the television is on and it makes it 
worse I’m aware that I can’t look up, can’t look at my husband Keeping eyes 
down gaze averted If I try to speak I can’t get the words to come out; I can’t 
find my voice it’s trapped inside me somewhere way down and I can’t find it 
to get it out I have the sensation of a hood or veil pulled down from above 
my forehead over my eyes and strong pressure on top of head pushing me 
toward the ground I can’t fly free There is a horizontal block inside the back 
of my head pushing out to the sides My abdomen is puffed up bloated I’m 
experiencing myself as very closed; my chest keeps wanting to pull in 
toward the center of my body; I’m trying to hold it open and it’s not working; 
it’s like I’m fighting against myself I wind up practicing qigong in my room 
naked with the window open and do some crying (I cried feeling 
heartbroken because I feel I had to disappear become very small hide be 
invisible and make nice with daddy be a good girl and try to keep everything 
okay don't make him mad keep him happy whatever he wants just be 
invisible and do it I can't be me until he leaves I have to hide to stay alive I 
have to hide in the wide open mommy says it's my job to make daddy 
happy I believe her); being naked and having a window open when it’s cold 
out are not normal for me) I’m feeling quite a bit better after but when I go 
downstairs it all returns I go outside with the dog I can’t go into the woods 
The trees are too big and intimidating Instead we walk on the road and go to 
the big open field by the school I began to feel better, I’m looking up my 
head turning this way and that, eyes softly looking around, smiling 
occasionally at the dog or something I see, I feel more free able to just float 
along I decide to experiment  with a tree, touching it to feel the energy like I 
usually love to do and the tree energy feels too big like it doesn't fit inside of 
me I can’t hold it, it needs to burst out the sides of my body, I’m too small I 
thought ok, guess I’m not all the way through this experience yet and 
continue walking A new neighbor is wheeling his trash container to the curb 
and I stop to introduce myself, we chat a while, I feel very comfortable, he’s 
very nice, I’m looking him in the eyes and we're smiling and talking I 
continue walking toward home and as I enter the driveway I began to notice 
the hood sensation and pressure from above returning, the block in the 
back of my head is painful  Even though it’s already noon now and I haven’t 
eaten anything yet today, I don’t feel hungry and I divert to feeding the 
horses and giving the dog a bath before I go in It’s intense when I finally go 
in the house I’m experiencing myself as very closed I fix myself something 
to eat It takes me a long time, I seem to be turning in circles in the kitchen I’
m looking at my food but I can’t eat it I need to get this out of me My 
husband is ignoring me; he’s an avoider when things are difficult; at least 
he’s not yelling at me. I don’t dare look up I feel the urge to bash the top of 
my head hard against something to break it open and get this out to bash it 
and bash until it splits open I need to get out I need to get this out of me...  MIND - WILD feeling in headMIND - LOOKED AT; to be - evading the look of other personsMIND - HIDING - himselfHEAD - STRIKING - wall; strikes head against the

1412 3/27/2017 6:03:07 16 Vision Cured Symptom On day 16 I realized I may have a cured symptom. I'm keeping tabs on it 
now. I hadn't realized something was gone.

For several years I've had ongoing, gradual vitreous detachments in both 
eyes. It's lasted way longer than I expected the separation to take. The 
specialists I saw really couldn't give me an estimate; in fact they said for 
some people it will happen all at once over the course of a few days. But 
I've had it going on for several years now. They told me I was at an 
increased risk of retinal detachment until it was complete. Prior to this 
vitreous detachment I had a retinal detachment, so the idea of potentially 
facing another one was initially very scary. But as I lived with it longer, I just 
got used to the risk and stopped thinking about it.

The vitreous detachments cause me to have waves of light in my vision, 
particularly when I'm changing my overall orientation in space, like on lying 
down or rising, sometimes on stooping, that sort of thing. And only when my 
eyes are closed. The waves ascend up from the bottom of my field of view. 
They look electrical, like those science demonstrations where an electrical 
arc rises up and travels between two metal rods over and over and makes 
that interesting zapping noise.

I can't remember the last time it happened, those flashes. It's been very 
regular for four years. It seems to be over.

EYE - DETACHMENT of retina
1412 3/26/2017 12:49:36 16 Dreams Old Symptom I was in a parking garage, talking to someone on a cordless landline. I was 

thinking I was getting too far from the handset base, that I was going to lose 
the call. A man appeared in front of me then. He was very strongly backlit 
by the sunlight outside the parking ramp, and his face was in shadow, but it 
seemed like he was the father of my daughter's friend. I have felt persistent 
uneasiness about this child's family. I saw them yesterday. Anyway, in the 
dream he was coming towards me and it was clear he was going to hurt me, 
rape me, maybe kill me. I could feel my face freezing into a grimace of terror 
so unmoveable that I could not move my mouth to make words. Couldn't 
scream, say no, nothing. He kept coming and I just shrunk backwards into 
the corner. Couldn't even sidestep him. And all the while there's someone 
on the phone with me that I can't speak to because my face is too frozen in 
fear. I woke myself up before he reached me. I didn't want to be dreaming 
any more.

I had a premonitory dream about a home invasion 14 years ago next month 
where I couldn't use the phone in my hands to help myself. The home 
invasion was 2 weeks later. This dream this morning feels like a chapter 
from that era of my life. So helpless inside these dreams. Powerless. I woke 
up and thought, "Huh, that again." I wasn't scared. I felt calm on waking.

1412 3/26/2017 14:09:56 16 Face Recent Symptom Left eye continues to have episodes that feel like an allergic reaction. 
Sudden onset, no known trigger. Want to rub it really hard.

1415 3/28/2017 9:43:48 16 Mind Altered Symptom Having dreams but desire to record them. Weird because normally very 
disciplined  Don't really care, I care that I didn't care. Kind of foggy, looking 
out over a foggy pond.

MIND - 
DISCIPLINE - 
want of DREAMS - WATER - pools of water; ofDREAMS - FOG

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/28/2017 9:54:20 16 Mind Recent Symptom During class this weekend I was trying to watch how I would be in a new 
group of people. I usually feel their energy and this time I was fine. Could be 
that I was calmer because daughter was there. Now there is tension in me 
because of restless legs. But overall okay, normal pressure, anxiety that is 
living in there. But am calm, not so reactive.  

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

1415 3/28/2017 9:55:29 16 Mind Recent Symptom Definitely more calm, doesn't care but anxiety behind it. But have no 
connection to it. Kind of going on snail pace, turtle, keep moving forward.

MIND - 
SLOWNESS - 
thought and 
action; delay 
between

1415 3/28/2017 9:39:02 16 Vision, Eye Old Symptom I drove five hours in the dark which normally is very hard for me vision and 
my eyes had no issues it was even bad weather. No blinking or closing lids. 
It was stressful. Driving home was more difficult in the dark. Today eyes are 
again worse. Left is closing again and have stickiness worse with stress and 
busyness. 

VISION - LOSS 
OF VISION - 
night

EYE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Lids - crusts - 
Margins of lids

1415 3/28/2017 9:49:32 16 Extremities Old Symptom Restless legs. Has gotten worse since taking the remedy. Prover never 
reported this before. Overstimulating the nervous system. up and down in 
legs. Almost vibrational, to calm down either tense hard or rub hard. Legs 
are worse if I stay up late. worse sitting, watching a show or movie. Used to 
be worse in bed and now worse sitting. Mental aspect is yearning to get 
moving, thinking I need to get up and go. Normally would be I want to go 
home and to bed

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 3/28/2017 9:56:48 16 Female Recent Symptom Not so consistent, a few time of days have leukorrhea
1404 4/10/2017 11:45:03 17 Female Altered Symptom Two-day period after one missed month.
1406 4/3/2017 8:52:00 17 Extremities New Symptom My left hand, the thumb where it connects to my hand is very painful when I 

try to grip things.  It hurts up into my index finger as well.  It is not swollen, it 
is also painful when pressure is applied. I do not remember doing anything 
that would have caused it to be injured.

I became aware of this when I woke up this morning.
1407 3/29/2017 8:04:29 17 Urine Recent Symptom The urinary tract infection feeling is back, as if I have one or am going to get 

one... Pain, sore in urethra BLADDER - FULLNESS, sensation ofURETHRA - PAIN - sore
1407 3/29/2017 19:23:22 17 Urine Recent Symptom Definitely feel like I have a urinary tract infection, frequent small urination, 

urgency and burning also starting to feel some minor vaginal itching
BLADDER - 
FULLNESS, 
sensation of

BLADDER - 
URINATION - 
dysuria - painful

1407 3/29/2017 19:18:42 17 Face New Symptom Acne behind or below left ear EAR - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Behind the ears

1407 3/29/2017 8:00:28 17 Face New Symptom Acne on right jawline FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Jaws - Lower

1407 3/29/2017 8:03:10 17 Female Recent Symptom Hot flash sweats all night now, alternating with chill, especially long 
sweating in the am 6:30 am to 7:30 am, full hour.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - morning

1407 3/29/2017 8:02:09 17 Generals Recent Symptom tingling up and down back of legs and low back has no extended to full back 
, legs and arms at night, off and on all night, but especially in the morning 
before fully awake

1407 3/29/2017 8:05:27 17 Generals New Symptom Very thirsty the last few days, especially yesterday, the more water I drink, 
the thirstier I seem to be...

1407 3/29/2017 19:21:00 17 Female Recent Symptom Still alternating between hot flushing and freezing.
1408 4/12/2017 21:10:43 17 Mind Altered Symptom Don’t lump me into the group. I’m an individual. You don’t even know what I 

do! Indignation. Get out of my face. Felt we were snapping at each other. 
Had to clear the air, wanted to be more human. Kinder, gentler, more 
honest, not horrible person or someone who snaps. Caring person, so when 
apologize is a caring thing. Human to be civil. For her to accuse me of 
something that wasn’t true made me angry. Claim I'm x and y. You don’t 
know me. Without fact. She doesn't care to know the fact. I’m an honest 
person, even if I'm evasive. Unusual to write to her to apologize.

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
indignation

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
reproaches

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/12/2017 21:06:21 17 Mind Altered Symptom More and more thoughts in my head that I have to do. Urgency, especially 
at 4 am or 5 am. If I can’t sleep, omg! gotta get up and clean up, take care 
of my children. Panic almost. I have to get this done. If I go back to sleep, 
wake and panic is gone. Antsiness of I have to attack this.  

MIND - 
INDUSTRIOUS

MIND - 
INDUSTRIOUS 
- household 
affairs; in

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/3/2017 10:13:45 17 Mind Recent Symptom Yesterday my rock and mineral club had an all-day open house. I don't 
really like one of the members. Her personality is loud, aggressive, 
judgmental, and without respect for others' privacy. She and I had a several 
minute heated discussion of politics, and of course, we are on opposite 
sides. I finally said to her that this wasn't the place for this. It bothered me 
all day. Today, I decided to email her an apology for doing this at our open 
house, but also told her to not stereotype me. This was strange behavior for 
me. I usually would be very upset and hold onto that anger. Once again my 
actions, of apologizing, even though we were equally at fault, was freeing. I 
felt slightly vulnerable, but also felt that this was the thing to do; to defuse 
any hard feelings; to take blame is to be the bigger of the two; it takes the 
high road. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
talk of others; 
from - loud

MIND - 
QUARRELSOM
E

MIND - 
REMORSE

1408 4/12/2017 21:09:37 17 Mind New Symptom I went to a friend’s house who is neat, clean, organized. I felt a little inferior. 
She’s nice lady, I made myself inferior. Like “Why can’t I get rid of stuff and 
have some organization?” Feelings of inferiority and unworthiness.

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Back Returning Symptom Lower back spasming, tight and crinkly BACK - SPASMS
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Back New Symptom Lower back spasms makes it feel like my back is crying. BACK - SPASMS
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Back New Symptom Upper back tight, cramped, spasming. Mid-back was spasming.  BACK - SPASMSBACK - TIGHT feeling
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Feet Old symptom Foot cramps EXTREMITIES 

- PAIN - Feet - 
cramping

1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Mind Cured Symptom Less anxious than usual and not rushed MIND - ANXIETY yes
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Mind Cured Symptom Still less anxious. Not feeling rushed. MIND - ANXIETY
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Extremities Exaggerated 

Symptom
More intense pain in hands than usual.  In joints and fingers.  Deep pains.  
Seems arthritic.  Deep ache.

1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Generals New Symptom Icy cold.  Whole body was icy cold.  yes
1409 3/30/2017 18:00:00 17 Generals New Symptom Icy cold.  Whole body was icy cold.  Especially hands and feet.
1411 3/27/2017 17:43:15 17 Dreams New Symptom I’m a young adult at a store picking up school supplies and they don’t have 

what I need The man behind the register is losing patience with me so I just 
buy something to make him happy Now I’m worried because I don’t have 
enough money left to get what I need  I’m in a different store with a list of 
school supplies I’m sitting on a bench behind a counter in between a dark 
haired guy from the store on my left and ‘Y’ on my right (he’s a young adult 
as well) ‘Y’ is looking off to the right a little and his expression is a little like 
‘c'mon already figure this out’ I’m afraid of losing ‘Y’, he’s been shopping 
with me but he'll be leaving soon  I’ve already paid for the supplies on my 
list because the man at the store said he had everything I needed Now I’m 
just collecting the items into a bag I reach up and pull an item off the shelf  
It’s obviously been the store display or something because it’s half used up 
it’s half empty I turn to the man on my left and ask if he has another one in 
the store Instead of answering he leans his face close to mine and he 
kisses me on the lips I see an image of my face as a very young child with 
big dark eyes and red cheeks and lots of soft dark hair I pull back He leans 
farther and kisses me 2 more times on the lips I’m surprised and sort of 
frozen, immobilized then I hear myself saying something nice and soothing 
like I’m flattered but I just came here to get my school supplies I feel very 
confused ‘Y’ gets up and leaves I follow after him I want to ask him if I did 
something to encourage that man to kiss me?  Did I say something to 
encourage him?   Was I doing something that made him do that?  What did 
I do?  Did I ask him to do that?  Did I invite that somehow?  ‘Y’ is in a 
military academy and I’m trying to get to see him He’s in a room with two 
other cadets and they don’t want me to come in They think I’m trouble and 
that I hurt ‘Y’ I want to ask him a question He’s in his room and the 3 of 
them are being inspected, it’s a humiliating process getting everything 
checked and ridiculed I ask ‘Y’ if this is what it’s always like here, is it 
always like this? He just raises his eyebrows at me and locks the deadbolt 
on the door behind the inspector as he leaves   I’m in a dark auditorium 
packed with people There are little lights on the floor in the aisles There’s an 
event going on and I’m looking for a place to sit and trying to find the baby 
that has the answers to everyone’s questions The baby is dressed in white 
and wrapped in white blankets Her mom is carrying her out in front of her 
body and she’s going around with the baby answering people’s questions 
The baby just wants to hide in her mommy’s arms She wants to be held and 
rest She doesn't want to be responsible for helping all these people And she 
doesn't like the show on stage I’m feeling very confused  I’m meeting with 
an adult classmate We're at an elementary school trying to find a place to 
sit The lunch ladies keep moving us around because the cafeteria is closing 
or it’s too late for the snack line, there’s always a reason we can’t stay and 
sit I’m looking for something to drink but I can’t find anything suitable 
Everything is wrong My classmate has a pen and notebook She looks very 
serious and concerned - she’s trying to help me But I know that she’s 
emotionally naïve and young herself so how can she be expected to have 
the answers to my questions?  How can she possibly help me? She’s trying 
so hard but she doesn't know the answers for the questions being asked  I’
m feeling somewhat relieved like my burden is lighter 

DREAMS - 
VIVID

DREAMS - CHILD; being a - he is a
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1411 3/27/2017 17:53:16 17 Stomach, 
Generals, 
Head, 
Nose

New Symptom Today my water intake is fine or back to normal – no problems drinking and 
swallowing I ate a small amount at a restaurant during a meeting at lunch 
today – mid way through and for an hour or so after I felt weak, chilled, 
trembling inside with a pressure inside my nose and head (the solid 
rectangular block is pushing against my nose and forehead from inside my 
head) along with some vertigo and a very bloated abdomen to point there is 
pressure on the diaphragm above and respiration is impeded I just fixed 
myself something to eat here at home and the same thing is happening 
now.

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
diminished - 
accompanied 
by - fullness in 
stomach; 
sensation of

GENERALS - 
TREMBLING - 
Internally - chill; 
during

GENERALS - 
TREMBLING - 
Internally - 
eating; after

 Vertigo- 
Accompanied 
by- Head - pain 
in head- 
forehead + 
Head- pain- 
pressing pain - 
band, as from a

1412 3/27/2017 5:48:01 17 Face Recent Symptom After most of the dreams I've had during this proving, I've woken up with 
allergic feeling eyes: watering, burning, wanting to rub them a lot, painful. 
Right now it's my left eye, but previously it's been both or alternated as well. 
I don't think I've realized or reported this yet, but it's been happening a lot.

EYE - PAIN - 
burning

1412 3/27/2017 5:44:00 17 Dreams New Symptom I had been living in an old two-story house that was in need of significant 
external repairs. I think there were structural issues on the outside, one of 
the front corners of the house next to the driveway was very unstable. It was 
a two-story archway of some kind that went over the driveway next to the 
house I think.

Without my prior knowledge a crew came in and started taking the whole 
damaged part out. If felt shocking. Suddenly, huge machines, dirt and mud 
where the grass had been. Really abrupt. I didn't ask for this. It felt like 
someone had reported me for neglectful homeownership, and the city was 
coming in whether I liked it or not.

But then almost as suddenly, it was done. And instead of a house with this 
wonky, derelict appendage hanging out by the driveway, my house was a 
perfect square and I was talking about siding materials and colors and how 
to complete the finishes and I was pleased. I was cleaning up and making 
plans.

In the dream I was pregnant, maybe 4 or 5 months, and could feel the baby 
moving and the shape of his little kicks and his butt. I said I knew it was a 
boy because of how he moved. I was trying to think if I'd like a name that 
would go with my other children's names, or if I might just give him his own 
name without trying to blend it in with the sounds of the kids names. I was 
very happy about the baby.

My mother was there. Before the sudden tearing down of part of the house 
everything had been decorated for Christmas outside. A lot of lights on the 
outside of the house, a big pine tree in the front yard wound with lights and 
shiny apple decorations, two giant stocking hanging on the front of the 
house. These things seemed like my mother's doing - the decorations. But 
after the house was fixed it was like Christmas was suddenly over. And my 
mom helped me take down the Christmas-y parts of the decorations 
outside, leaving only what worked as general winter decorations. It was 
happy work though. My house was fixed and I was having a baby. It was a 
really nice feeling dream.

I'll report it separately, but I woke up with an allergic feeling left eye: 
watering, burning, wanting to rub it a lot, painful. I'm realizing that's been 
after most of my dreams during this proving - waking up with allergic feeling 
eyes.

1414 3/28/2017 15:50:34 17 Dreams Old Symptom Not noticing any new or old symptoms on day 17....
1415 3/29/2017 17:17:51 17 Back Intensified Old 

Symptom
My lower back "went out" this morning around 10:00 am. I went to the 
chiropractor and he said it was in "flight or fight" mode. It was spasming and 
sending nerve pain down my legs. It felt like sciatica also. I have had all this 
before but the intensity was worse today and I felt weak and wanted to cry 
but I kept going and doing things. BACK - SPASMSBACK - PAIN - extending to - LegsMIND - WEEPING - pains - with theEXTREMITIES - PAIN - Lower limbs - Sciatic nerve

1415 3/29/2017 17:28:41 17 Mind, 
Back, 
Chest, 
Extremities

Intensified Old 
Symptom

My nervous system seems to be on fire. I feel overwhelmed but more just 
extremely anxious, very much in a flight or fight mode. It all seems to 
emulate from my chest area. I feel like my heart is racing but my heart beat 
is about 64 beats per minute. My shoulders and upper back are very tense. 
My son's orthodontist was showing me how to adjust something on his 
braces and I said, "I don't think I can do that." and almost started crying, I 
felt so overwhelmed by it. Normally I can do anything like that without issue. 
I feel like my nervous system is on high alert, like something big is going to 
happen. It feels crazy to me. I'm tired and even though I slept eight hours, I 
am exhausted. My hands are calm and steady but they feel like they are 
shaking and trembling with anxiety and fear. This is greatly intensified from 
anything I normally experience. 

Also my adult daughter started taking flower essence to help with 
boundaries because she felt she was acting like me on the proving. She 
keeps forgetting things, feels scattered and very anxious about what she 
does, is going to do or did and how it is going to be bad. She sometimes 
has that anxiety but it was very intensified and felt it mimicked what I have 
been complaining about with the remedy. She also felt it was not her.

MIND - 
ANXIETY - 
hurry, with

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

GENERALS - 
TENSION - 
Muscles; of

1415 3/29/2017 17:32:45 17 Mind Recent Symptom I'm trying to study for a test and I cannot focus to memorize. If someone is 
talking to me I can take it in but to sit and try to memorize feels impossible. I 
look at it and I can read it with interest but then when I try to memorize it I 
just don't care and I won't do it. It feels really weird. Usually I have very 
good focus with this. I am scattered feeling and absent-minded. I am getting 
very tired of this feeling.

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult - 
studying

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D - reading; 
while

1415 3/29/2017 22:02:10 17 Mind New Symptom I have wanted to go on spinning rides. Anything spinning at the park, or 
wishing to go on a ride at an amusement park that spins or a fast, twisting 
roller coaster. This symptom started one week ago today and has come up 
off and on since then. I spun on some playground rides at the park last 
Wednesday but my stomach wasn't very fond of it. However, I still have a 
yearning to do it. I am okay not acting on it. I did like rides like that a lot 
when I was much younger (as a child and into my twenties).

MIND - 
MOTION - spin, 
and twirl - 
desire

1405 3/31/2017 6:27:06 18 Dreams New Symptom In one part, sneaking into a movie theater, trying to hide the food we are 
brining from outside that they won't allow.

In another part, going to my doctor's office. The doctor is who we use in real 
life, the office is not. It's packed, they are not prepared for how many people 
are there. I need surgery, she is going to remove my ovary but there's 
homeopathy involved. I'm on a gurney and there's a sheet over me. I look 
up at the monitor and there's all these statistics and various homeopathic 
remedies- specifically  remember aurum coming up over and over- ... when 
I get up to leave, there's a chaos type of situation.I can't pay, the window is 
closed. When I'm leaving, it's like we're being ambushed by some 
hooligans. I keep asking them to leave me alone I've just had surgery and I 
don't want my sutures to break and start bleeding. 

1406 4/7/2017 6:50:12 18 Dreams New Symptom I was in the future, I had to have open heart surgery, it was all automated 
with this robot machine. But, the robot machine that was supposed to keep 
my heart going want charged. The doctor had to fix it. I don't remember any 
particular feelings in the dream or after it. DREAMS - FUTURE - told; beingDREAMS - SURGERY

1406 4/4/2017 16:59:32 18 Mind New Symptom I've been noticing over the last week's that the amount of sunshine is 
correlated to my mood, physical energy and my ability to get things done.  If 
it's sunny, better mood, more energy, more tasks accomplished.  If it's 
cloudy or rainy, blah mood, tired or even sleepy and I don't get much done, 
tasks are hard to accomplish.

1406 4/4/2017 17:01:28 18 Extremities Recent Symptom I still have the pain in my foot. It's the right foot the joint where the second 
toe joins the rest of my foot. It feels swollen like there's a ball there on the 
bottom of my foot. 

1406 4/4/2017 17:04:18 18 Extremities
, Face

Recent Symptom I realized that the pain I feel just above my eyebrows or in my eyebrows is 
very similar our the same type of pain I feel in my left heel.  Both are right 
where the muscle connects to the bone.  Both hurt worse with pressure. 
They are both a sharp pain.  Currently my left heel does not hurt, just the 
eyebrows but the pain is the same.

1407 3/30/2017 3:56:08 18 Sleep New Symptom Wide awake ... it is the middle of the night (4am) I have been awake since 
11:30 pm, I am excited and nervous about a business venture I am working 
on. My right eye is very big feeling and swollen (the eyeball)  and my vision 
is so blurry.... SLEEP - WAKING - early; tooEYE - SWELLING - sensation of - right eyeVISION - BLURRED

1411 3/28/2017 18:09:33 18 Mind New Symptom Odd partial memory recall issues for example usually good at remembering 
numbers, accounts, passwords etc this morning at the bank couldn't recall 
one digit of account number for deposit this afternoon could remember 
name of city started with p and ended with the word springs but could not 
remember pages springs MIND - MEMORY - weakness of memory - numbers

1411 3/28/2017 18:07:36 18 Mouth Old Symptom Woke this morning with a new fluid filled vesicle on roof of mouth left side  
farther back into the mouth this time but still on maxilla smaller than the first 
one the roof of mouth and top of tongue feel scalded or burned again but 
less intense than the previous blister. MOUTH - ERUPTIONS - vesicles - Palate - Hard palateMOUTH - PAIN - Tongue - burnt; as if

1411 3/28/2017 18:15:38 18 Dreams New Symptom usually good dream recall or just don't remember dreaming at all this 
morning could remember bits and pieces of the dream  Dream traveling in a 
van with horses in trailer searching for safe place to stay, water to drink, and 
somewhere to ride our horses 2 different classmates in the dream one very 
enthusiastic almost overly about every possibility that arises and then backs 
out or loses nerve at last minute the other needing only the 'right' answer 
uncomfortable with any change very steady sort of black and white thinking 
we were trying really hard to find somewhere I have a vision of a clear 
running stream with a flowing waterfall, the water feels so wonderful flowing 
across my arm there's a man everywhere we stop that says we can't stay 
here seemed like sometimes we were just lost driving through tunnels and 
along ridges and winding roads 

1412 3/29/2017 22:06:19 18 Vision Old Symptom I can't get back to my previous entry about stating I had a cured symptom in 
my eyes. It was definitely gone immediately after taking the proving 
substance, but then I had my old flashes of light on position changing last 
night in bed. Not a cured symptom then, but altered temporarily. It was 
certainly suspended by the substance, but it's back now. I am not able to 
perceive the proving substance anymore.

VISION - 
FLASHES

1415 3/30/2017 6:56:50 18 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt that three men in pajamas riding along in the back of a truck 
wanted to put on a musical as women. They did their show and it was 
funny, but pretty awful too. Then they were running through woods trying to 
get away from something. I was intrigued and entertained at this point. 
Somehow I was there but I cannot see my form and we came upon a field of 
cows, the men became male bulls and the cows all ran from them when 
they saw the bulls coming. The cows were saying amongst themselves, “Oh 
no, there are some bulls we have to get out of here!?” There was a bull in 
the field with the cows that wanted to protect the cows and I was a bull and 
it was coming after me. I kept circling the barn shed so when it ran into me, 
it couldn’t really get a full hit. The other three bulls (that had been the men 
actors) came up and the bull was distracted with them. Then I was human 
with two others, a boy and a wise woman. We were quickly stirring up 
pancake batter in a giant pot over a fire because once it was ready it would 
calm the cows. I felt it was urgent to finish making the giant vat of pancake 
batter. I also found it intriguing that it would help in any way but I trusted that 
it would. I felt calm and relieved to have a solution to calm the situation.

DREAMS - 
MEN - bulls, 
transforming 
into;

1416 3/29/2017 10:17:55 18 Dreams New Symptom I am out for my morning hike. There is an incredible sun rise before me. I 
am having wild and vivid dreams (however, I can't really remember them 
this week). Maybe the dreams are about losses? Or death? But, maybe, I 
am uncertain. Usually, I can remember dreams in vivid detail.

DREAMS - 
LOSS - 
sensation of 
loss; with  

DREAMS - 
DEATH  

1406 4/5/2017 17:29:51 19 Generals New Symptom That last few days, I've noticed that I get a chill around 5 pm.  It will last a 
couple of hours and is usually gone by 7.

1406 4/6/2017 18:12:12 19 Mind New Symptom I had a realizing today that the symptoms that I logged that first weekend 
after taking this substance were like being in an altered state. It reminded 
me of being in a lot of physical pain, but this was emotional. It was so 
intense that it just took over.

1406 4/6/2017 18:14:44 19 Face New Symptom The spots above my eyebrows were throbbing this afternoon around 4 pm.  
It felt like rhythmic muscle spasms. It was above both eyes.

1406 4/6/2017 18:17:46 19 Extremities Recent Symptom My right for with the pain on the bottom between my toes got worse today. It 
had become a sharp pain when I'm walking. When I feel the spot, I feel a 
small knot there and it is very painful when I massage it.

1406 4/6/2017 18:20:29 19 Back, 
Extremities

Old Symptom Today, I woke up feeling a stitching pain on the right side of my spine next 
to my right shoulder blade. I wanted to stretch away from it. The pain 
extended down my right arm to my hand along the outside of my elbow. It 
reminded me of sciatica pains I've had in the past.

1408 4/6/2017 22:20:16 19 Mind New Symptom I have a 90 year old friend who moved to California at the end of October. I 
called her at Christmastime, but not since. I've seen a few posts by her 
daughter on Facebook where she seems to have lost weight. Last night, I 
can't remember when, I thought about her and said that I must give her a 
call (premonition). This morning I see on Facebook that she died at 1:30 am 
this morning!

MIND - 
CLAIRVOYANC
E

MIND - 
CLAIRVOYANC
E - sleep, 
during
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1411 3/30/2017 22:21:54 19 Dreams New Symptom I’m in a classroom looking up at old art projects They are on rectangular 
wood boxes strung together on the ceiling  Some of them are blank, 
cleaned off. Others have writing on them still – they didn't peel off 
completely or maybe they used paint because the words are still visible on 
the wood. I’m supposed to be cleaning them off to get the room ready. I’m 
looking at two of them, paint outlines One belongs to ‘Y’ One belongs to ‘JK’ 
(a boy in my son’s high school class, a sports teammate that committed 
suicide in his junior year). I don’t want to wipe them off It seems important to 
leave the message there on the wood. The messages need to be seen. 
High School classmate ‘C’s’ mom is very big, tall and heavy (C is a young 
woman that became pregnant and left school early my junior year of high 
school to live with her older boyfriend). ‘Y’ is sitting on a bench looking off to 
the right at the dance floor ‘C’s’ mom is dancing with a man in a tuxedo all 
the while complaining about the wedding expenses and the food being no 
good I’m feeling guilty and trying to organize the reception that’s starting 
People are bringing food and I’m checking their contributions ‘JK’ and 2 
other young men are crammed into a booth across from me The booth is 
packed to the ceiling behind them with cardboard boxes I hand them a 
clipboard and a pen to write down what they're bringing ‘JK’ looks odd, his 
face is distorted, his eyes and mouth are  He’s trying to say to me “hand me 
the clipboard”  He can’t make his hands or mouth work He has 6 packages 
of big round red hamburger patties in front of him  Each package has 2 in it 
and they are peppered with big white chunks that look like fat I want him to 
be able to contribute but the other boys are laughing at him and teasing him 
with the pen ‘Comes in wearing her wedding dress and tells her mom she’s 
already eaten Her mom is keeping track of everything she eats in a book so 
she tells her what she had and her mom writes it down Her mom says I 
have to keep working on the reception anyway  ‘C’ is wearing a blond curly 
wig and stirring a pot She’s telling me she’s planning to go to Venezuela for 
a while undercover  Then she tells me she just found out she’s pregnant But 
that won’t matter she’s going anyway She looks dreamy eyed and keeps 
talking about her plans  ‘C’s’ new husband is there and she’s taking off her 
wig to show him how strong she is Underneath her wig she has a shaved 
close dark hair and a thick muscular body She gets down on the ground in a 
twisted position showing him she can still do 20 one arm pushups even like 
this I’m watching her incredulously as she’s trying to prove she can go to 
Venezuela He’s pushing her to do more – it doesn't matter that she’s 
pregnant  ‘C’ and I are walking toward a bridge We're wearing fancy clothes 
in bright colors and are both obviously pregnant ‘C’ is wearing 3 inch heels I 
say to her “wow you’re wearing Winklers – looking good”   Her dress is long, 
red, black and white striped sort of floaty with a long opening that shows her 
long legs in the high heels She turns sideways and I can see how big her 
belly is She walks off to the right across the bridge toward her undercover 
assignment  I’m in a maze of restaurants and sidewalk cafes lots of tables 
and chairs and people I’m carrying a thin rectangular shaped paper – a strip 
of code There’s a man trying to get it I’m being very casual walking around 
trying to pretend I’m not doing anything  Everywhere I try to hide it my boss 
says ‘no’ or the man following me sees it and comes toward me I’m feeling 
very afraid every time he starts coming toward me I’m trying so hard not to 
be seen, trying not to let him see the code I’m running out of places to hide 
it A man in a white shirt appears beside me, he seems sent to help and 
before I realize what’s happening with a sleight of hand he takes the code 
from me and hides it  I don’t know where he’s hidden it I expect to feel 
relieved but instead I feel very sad and lost I don’t know what to do  I’m 
wearing a light blue flowery soft dress it almost looks like a hospital gown I 
have curly dark hair and am obviously pregnant I’m feeling exhausted, very 
sweaty, and leaning over a big garbage can full of trash I’m back from my 
undercover mission I’m expecting to be disciplined, scolded  An agent 
holding a scanner is behind me  She’s scanning a rectangular coded tag 
stuck to the skin on my back between my shoulder blades She 
surreptitiously uses a tweezers to pull an id chip out from beneath the skin 
of my right shoulder and then peels the tag off my back She says “I like you.  
You’re done.” And quickly walks away. I look after her like ‘what?!?’  I feel 
like I must have heard her wrong or I’ve failed I don’t understand that she’s 
being kind to me trying to help me I feel like I should keep working I want to 
call out after her I don’t know what to do  I’m in a restaurant wearing a dark 
uniform with an apron looking like a waitress ‘A’ (the tall gray haired fast 
talking sales guy from a company I used to work for) is behind the bar 
wearing dark pants and shirt He seats this shifty eyed guy at a dirty table 
and assures him we will take care of him I walk up toward the bar and see 3 
donuts on the floor, the food station is pushed off to the side and ‘A’ is 
wiping down the drink station ‘A’ sends me back to take the shifty eyed man’
s order I ask him what we have available he doesn’t look at me, just 
continues to wipe down the drink station and says coffee  I walk back to the 
man’s table, he’s sitting at the end of one side The table is covered with 
crumbs I’m carrying a rag The man has placed a plate in front of him that 
says Dunkin Donuts on it I start to wipe the table and ask what would he like 
to drink He points what looks like a tiny pistol (or maybe it’s just his finger?) 
at me through his shirt and says “I want candy” I freeze Then I say I’m sorry 
all we have right now is coffee He sneers at me and says “you've got to be 
kidding me” He leans forward like he’s about to get up moving toward me 
and says “you've got to be kidding me, did you really just say that to me?!?” 
I wake up feeling very afraid feeling tingles and chills in my abdomen I can’t 
believe I said that to him either I’m surprised at myself 

1412 3/30/2017 22:28:32 19 Rectum New Symptom See previous concomitant stool symptoms; I bled externally when I passed 
stool today, even though it passed easily. RECTUM - HEMORRHAGE from anus - stool - after - agg-

1412 3/30/2017 22:14:48 19 Stomach New Symptom All afternoon I had eructations and a feeling of fullness. I had no appetite 
although I skipped lunch. See concomitant stool entry.

STOMACH - 
ERUCTATIONS

1412 3/30/2017 22:23:33 19 Stool New Symptom See concomitant stomach entry.

I had three separate bowel movements, not normal for me at all. The stool 
was normal and healthy, formed and easy to pass. But the amount of it was 
really shocking, especially because I had no sense of being bloated or 
backed up in any way. Two of the stools were very long, over 12". Maybe 
more like 16". The third seemed like a normal stool finally. They each 
passed several hours from the last one, and I didn't eat all day. I couldn't 
believe that much came out of me. It was startling.

(Confirming day 19 for symptoms; entering a day late.) STOOL - LONG, narrow
1414 4/30/2017 0:20:50 19 Dreams New Symptom This theme of snipers keeps coming up. People talking about snipers, my 

kid suddenly playing "sniper," news on radio about a sniper. Awful, awful 
notion of a person as a killing machine. Honing a skill so well, only to use it 
for murder. 

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 3/30/2017 22:53:00 19 Mind New Symptom My nervous system is feeling overloaded. I feel ready to break. I could cry 
very easily but I haven’t. I almost cried when a jar was too difficult for me to 
open. I felt very hopeless and overwhelmed. I feel at a breaking point in 
managing things I normally manage fine. I feel much more apathy about 
things and find myself thinking, “Fuck it, I don’t care!”. I usually care. I feel 
heavy and it feels like a collapse state is happening. I am weak and tired. It 
is always difficult for me to have my back “go out” but it all feels much 
heavier and intensified with a really weird feeling of I just don’t care about 
these things that are adding stress to my life. However I still have a clear 
priority of my children and my value for them is still very high and 
uncompromising, as well as my value for other people and their feelings. 
This is usually the case for me. I feel the apathy more toward tasks that I 
was willing to take responsibility for and now I don’t care, that is unusual for 
me. 

MIND - 
PROSTRATION 
of mind - 
working too 
hard

MIND - 
HELPLESSNES
S; feeling of - 
weakness, in 
mental exertion; 
from

1405 4/2/2017 7:29:28 20 Dreams New Symptom I was with my daughter in a large store. she was getting scrapbooking 
supplies for a school project. When we went to go pay, the total came to 
over $400. I told her she had to put back at least 1or2 of it. It was all 
expensive paper, we were going through it, talking about what she might 
use it for, and also guessing she had too much. She didn't want to put any 
of it back. The cashier got involved too. At some point, I said while she 
figured it out, I was going out to get something to eat. Then I was in an 
airport with the different food vendors, but it was a dark, narrow hallway and 
the vendors were all like Italian style delis. I stopped at one, I wanted an 
Italian sandwich. I couldn't find a menu but there were platters of meat out, 
all sliced. The girl behind the counter told me about one, that one one side it 
was plain but on the other side,- she lifted it up and the tray was crawling 
with worms. 

1405 4/2/2017 7:30:38 20 Head Intensified Old 
Symptom

I've had a headache with my period- a typical one, comes about 2-3 days 
after- on the left side. It had been more painful, more intense. I can feel it in 
my temple specifically, sometimes radiating out to my forehead. Has now 
been over 36 hours, I had to sleep last night at times pressing my hand to 
that side of my head. 

1406 4/8/2017 9:05:16 20 Dreams New Symptom Had a dream that I was at a hotel with my son. We left the hotel but I don't 
remember why, we left everything behind, even our dog. I was panicked 
that they would think we had abandoned the room. I didn't have a phone to 
call them. I borrowed someone's phone but didn't know the number. It 
wasn't a smart phone so I couldn't even google it. They said they had the 
number programmed in, but I couldn't figure out how to see the 
programmed numbers. It was very frustrating. In the dream, I felt like the 
hotel people would think badly of me for leaving my stuff. I felt guilty, like I'd 
done something wrong. But I had been running away, I couldn't remember 
why when I woke up.

DREAMS - 
FLEEING

MIND - FEAR - 
opinion of 
others, of

1406 4/8/2017 9:08:06 20 Sleep New Symptom I woke up at 2:30 am, could not get back to sleep until around 4 ish. Then 
overslept and felt like I'd been sleeping really "heavy". It took a while to feel 
really awake, I was a bit irritable on waking and my face was puffy. SLEEP - DEEP MIND - IRRITABILITY - waking, on

1406 4/7/2017 6:38:39 20 Dreams New Symptom There were tornado warnings, I'm not going into the basement. I'm doing all 
kinds of other stuff than going to the basement. 

I'm the dream I just wasn't that concerned about the storm. 
1406 4/7/2017 6:42:51 20 Extremities Recent Symptom My right foot, with the swollen, bruised feeling tour joint is still bothering me. 

It is swollen.  And it looks a little bruised, there is a bluish color to it on the 
bottom of my foot. I was running it last night before bed and it thronged for 
about 30 minutes.  I felt like a bell had been rung in my foot and it was 
reverberating through my foot and leg.  The pain from that last night was an 
8 or 9.

When I walk it's a 2 or 3, do not that bad if I don't directly touch it.
1408 4/5/2017 20:10:48 20 Mouth New Symptom Had a sore on my upper lip in the center; couldn't see it, but felt it. At first I 

thought it might be a cold sore, which I had every year just above the upper 
lip, until I started homeopathy seven or eight years ago. But this didn't feel 
like a cold sore as there was no tingling or burning. I didn't do anything with 
this sore and it was gone the next day (no discharge, not elevated, a little 
sore, nothing made it better, nothing made it worse).

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Lips - Upper

1408 4/23/2017 22:15:21 20 Sleep New Symptom I have been waking up every morning at 6:30 am for at least a week.  It 
doesn't seem to matter what time I go to bed.  

SLEEP - 
WAKING - 
early; too

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 4/5/2017 20:13:22 20 Extremities Old Symptom My supervisor asked me the other night how my buttocks pin-point pain 
was. I said it was all gone, but that was not true. The next day when I went 
to interval aerobic water exercises I felt it. Very mild pain, but it was there. 
This morning again I was in water exercises and it still was there, but again 
very mild. 

1410 4/7/2017 20:39:21 20 Mind New Symptom Forsaken in this process. The proving process. MIND - 
FORSAKEN 
feeling - 
isolation; 
sensation of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1410 4/7/2017 20:37:09 20 Generals New Symptom Physical tiredness Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1412 3/30/2017 22:27:08 20 Hearing New Symptom Throughout this entire proving I have found some are people hard to hear. I 
don't feel like my hearing ability is diminished at all, but I notice I keep 
saying, "Say that again?" "What?" "Speak up." I'm feeling frustrated. Why 
are these people talking so quietly?

1412 3/30/2017 22:33:41 20 Dreams New Symptom Two short dreams this morning.

In one, I was carrying a dog around who was very afraid and would only be 
held up very high, almost over shoulder height. If I tried to carry her lower 
she panicked. So I was walking around carrying a dog up by my face. In the 
dream it was just fine, but I'm allergic to dogs and I don't really like them. So 
it was strange and cumbersome feeling.

In the second, a neighbor boy had just gone missing. It was nighttime and 
the whole block was outside searching for him, though it felt like he was 
really gone and there would be no finding him. He is 6 or maybe 7 and a 
very sweet little boy. I was talking to another neighbor about him, his 
beautiful, deep brown eyes and his sweetness. Talking about him like he 
was long dead, very nostalgic. [9]

1415 4/1/2017 9:13:40 20 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was at a hotel in Hawaii with my family. I walked down to the 
beach and my husband and older daughter joined me. Then we got on a 
pontoon boat and went out into the sea, it was very pleasant. We came to a 
shoreline where there was a really nice campground and we talked about 
what a great place it would be to go camping. Then the owners of the boat 
climbed aboard and it became a three story boat with many people aboard. 
My husband kept telling them we couldn’t leave until we found our cat. I was 
grateful that he was helping to find the cat. We found him and headed back. 
I got off the boat at the beach but my husband stayed on and he and the 
male owner and some other men, tipped the giant boat over, it because 
huge and plastic and that is how they were cleaning it. I thought it was crazy 
and felt a bit shocked. The wife owner was sitting by me lounging on a 
chair, looking very wealthy and being waited on by others. She was snooty 
and telling me, “But, of course they will clean it that way.” I just thought, 
wow. I thought that is really weird. I was surprised by her snootiness but just 
thought, whatever, her behavior doesn't really affect me, just feels like 
wasted time. I just felt the whole thing was weird but I was happy to be 
sitting by the water and just watching.

DREAMS - 
JOURNEYS

DREAMS - 
BOAT

1416 3/31/2017 8:21:52 20 Hearing Recent Symptom I feel like I am straining to hear what people are saying. This is not a 
symptom that I enjoy and seems to have lingered during this proving.

HEARING - 
DISTANT - 
voices seem  

1416 3/31/2017 8:20:11 20 Mind I see on my calendar that the weekend coming up is a fulfillment of my initial 
dream where my schedule is completely overbooked. However, I don't feel 
overwhelmed at all! Again detachment! Industriousness is definitely an old 
symptom. MIND - BUSY MIND - INDUSTRIOUS

1416 3/31/2017 8:19:48 20 Mind New Symptom There is a sense of space between me and my life. I have a kind of 
Margaret Mead, the anthropologist's, approach to life since this proving 
began. Observe and compare in an unprejudiced way. Okay, so maybe it's 
Margaret Mead meets Samuel Hahnemann!? I have the sense that I am 
both an observer and a participant in the dance of life and I have a higher 
observational overview. Like I am on the outside looking into the whole 
world.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
seeing - herself  

MIND - 
DETACHED - 
observing; as if 
- outside; from  

1406 4/8/2017 22:00:08 21 Back Cured Symptom I'm not sure if this is a cured symptom. But my normal neck tension that 
would come up from sitting too long, etc. Has been gone since I took the 
proving substance.  BACK - PAIN - sitting - agg-

1406 4/8/2017 22:03:46 21 Extremities Old Symptom I am having pain in the outside of my thighs. This goes down the outside of 
my thighs, especially the right one. I want to stretch away from it. It feels 
tight and the pain is localised to the midpoint between my knee and my hip. 
Rubbing it provides a short term amelioration after a brief intensification of 
the discomfort.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Thighs

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - Thighs 
- pressure - 
amel-

1406 4/8/2017 17:58:04 21 Neck New Symptom I have a kink in the back of my neck on the left side. It feels like the muscle 
is stuck in a small place to my vertebrae. I only notice it when turning my 
head a certain way. NECK - PAIN - pinching pain

1406 4/8/2017 18:06:53 21 Mind New Symptom In class today. I have a reinvigorated sense of purpose with my studies. I 
am reassured that I'm on the right path and can and should be working at 
whatever job to make ends meet while in school.

1406 4/8/2017 21:58:03 21 Mind Altered Symptom I've realized that my grief over the death of my relative has been, for lack of 
a better word, blunted.  I can tell there is something still there but I cannot 
feel it other than a disbelief that he actually committed suicide Occasionally, 
it comes up but I'm not crying about it which I normally would be.
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1408 4/7/2017 9:37:03 21 Mind Old Symptom I'm vacuuming and the vacuum isn't picking up the dirt well. It's after 10 pm.
My husband starts taking the vacuum apart, and although this is nice of him, 
I'm irritable because I'm so tired and just wanted to get the job done, and 
he's going to make a big mess. He's annoyed with me, because he's trying 
to fix the vacuum for me. I think my irritability is coming back. I'm short with 
words. He gets irritable with me. This is normal!! I need another dose!

1411 4/1/2017 18:25:58 21 Mind, 
Generals, 
Head

Recent Symptom We're still struggling with the sewer gas issue at home. We discovered a 
pipe just vented into the attic space and the main sewer vent in the attic to 
have a hole in it Connected the two and this has made it possible for me to 
sleep back upstairs in my bedroom as long as both my windows are open 
all the time Still a lot of problem in main and lowers levels of the house 
central nervous system is so sensitive right now that within a short time 
(even with windows cracked) I am nonfunctional, dizzy confused unable to 
think Yesterday was particularly bad as I was home all day GENERALS - GASSES - agg-

1411 4/1/2017 18:12:44 21 Stomach Recent Symptom Continuing to encounter bloated abdomen after eating Able to eat twice a 
day at best Not much appetite  

STOMACH - 
DISTENSION

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
wanting

1411 4/1/2017 18:15:45 21 Stomach Recent Symptom Liver seems to really be struggling Usually I feel my best big spring and 
worst in autumn This is feeling a bit like autumn with the inability to eat 
much, bloating, hot flashes, greasy flat hair, strong smelling easy armpit 
sweat STOMACH - DISTENSION - eating - after - small quantityHEAD - HAIR - greasy

1411 4/1/2017 18:11:00 21 Extremities New Symptom Tight clenched muscles buttocks today Yesterday right only Today both 
Tapping, pounding with closed fist feels better for a bit

1411 4/1/2017 18:17:55 21 Generals, 
Skin

Recent Symptom The cut on my thumb from Tuesday 3 or 14 still healing  Am finally able to 
go with it uncovered while not working but still a spot that is totally raw - 
very slow healing - I'm usually pretty quick.

1411 4/1/2017 19:19:09 21 Dreams New Symptom I’m pregnant and in a hospital room waiting to give birth There are a group 
of women with me in the room Classmate ‘K’ is showing us all the clothes 
and rugs she just bought She keeps saying she'll be taking this back A little 
girl is laying on a table wearing a new outfit It’s all stretchy close fitting and 
mostly white with some black and red stripes on it The women are oohing 
and ahhing over her outfit ‘K’ said it was marked down to 1 or 3 and so 
adorable she just couldn’t resist buying it We were admiring how cute this 
girls was Classmate's’ put on her glasses and scooted her chair up closer to 
get a better look ‘K’ was saying ‘but still $800 it’s too much I should just take 
it back she’s going to get it dirty’ We all took one step back from the girl like 
oh, man you’ve got to return this while it still looks new, before it gets a 
mark on it The little girl lifted he left leg and I could see a big brown mark 
already on the calf of her pants  Several of the women left the room but 
classmate ‘V’ stayed  She was dedicated to helping with the birth She 
walked over to where the women just left and lifted a pair of pants they’d 
laid on a chair She had this wow excited look on her face and said “look at 
these sisterhood pants see” We were both looking at them, they were dark 
blue denim with brown stitching hand made with a special mark on them in 
the seat They were ‘sisterhood of the traveling pants’ blue jeans  ‘V’ 
stepped out for a moment and I was bending down next to the bed trying to 
pick up my phone so I could call my son He was young and I wanted to tell 
him we were still waiting for the new baby to be born and I still loved him, 
don’t worry  A doctor dressed all in white with a mask pulled down around 
his neck came in and a female nurse in a white dress and hospital shoes 
was holding a clipboard and holding the door open behind him He was my 
boss ‘B’ from the 2nd post-college professional job I had He asked how I 
was doing I said jokingly “I guess we’re waiting till late at night when it’s 
good and dark and everyone is tired to have this baby” He laughed and said 
he’d have his baby in the middle of the afternoon in broad daylight  I woke 
up feeling like hey, I’d like to have mine in the daylight too Out in the wide 
open When it  would be easy  I don’t want to do it when I’m exhausted  No 
more hiding in the dark 

1415 4/1/2017 9:18:05 21 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt I was taking my dogs out for a walk and came upon my husband 
purchasing a television upgrade. I asked what he was doing and he said he 
was just upgrading it because we needed it. I asked for more details and 
had to push for the price, it was $600, potentially every month, but I really 
couldn’t get clear information from him. I was very angry and threw pieces 
of paper from a box at him and stormed off while he continued to order it. I 
figured I’d deal with that later but I was really mad because we don’t have 
extra money for extra television features. I had to go catch up to our son 
who had run on ahead to a neighborhood that was not considered very 
safe. He was fine when I caught up. I can’t remember what we did from 
there.

DREAMS - 
ARGUMENTS

1415 4/1/2017 9:17:41 21 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt that I was in a class and we all had math problems to calculate and 
then build structures based on our results. I had trouble with the first 
problem of percents. Each yes was a 2 and each no was a 1 and somehow 
it added up to 5 and to figure out the percent I said I just do 5 or 1 = x or 
100 but I was corrected and told by a classmate that it was 5 or 100 = x. I 
didn't think that was right but I was willing to work with it and thought maybe 
they're the same. I tried walking away and not doing it but I saw the whole 
class was completing their structures and I knew if I did not complete it, I 
would stand out and feel embarrassed so I sat down to work on it. I felt 
frustrated to have to work on it because I had other things I wanted to do. A 
couple of people were just copying another person's structure and it wasn’t 
really working out for them. I was tempted to copy but just decided to do the 
work. I felt frustrated but resolved to complete it.

DREAMS - 
EXAMINATION
S

1415 4/1/2017 9:20:16 21 Extremities New Symptom I woke up with my Achilles tendon on my left leg extremely tight. I could 
barely bend my foot up without pain and feeling like it may tear. After I did 
some stretching and walking around it was much better.

1405 4/4/2017 20:38:31 22 Chest Recent Symptom Had some heartburn today, and yesterday. This is a recent symptom that I 
was treated for homeopathically in the fall and winter. It had subsided by 
several weeks when I started the proving. Same presentation: discomfort in 
the sternum, some burning, better burping. 

CHEST - PAIN - 
Sternum - 
burning

1405 4/4/2017 20:41:30 22 Mind Cured Symptom I'm not entirely sure how to classify this, but I realized today that I had not 
had thoughts of some disaster or trauma in some time. What I mean by that 
is that I frequently will have these little 'day-mares' (not daydreams, 
because they are not dreams) about my husband being killed in a car 
accident, or my own car going off the road, or something happening to my 
kids when they aren't with me... it's these weird little delusions of some 
trauma, almost like reminding myself of the fragility and randomness of life 
sometimes. Today I had one of these thoughts for the first time, in a very 
long time. Possibly since the proving started, maybe before. It's hard to say 
because I almost didn't notice they had gone until one floated back today. 

1405 4/4/2017 20:43:44 22 Mind Cured Symptom I have been thinking about how many things have been put in motion since 
starting this proving. I have been wanting to do Tai Chi for years... I started 
a class the day the proving started. I have been wanting to do the exercises 
in the book The Artist's Way for years... I ordered the book and began it 
during the proving. I bought myself a new swimsuit for Christmas to start 
swimming laps again... it has hung on the back of my door until last week, 
and now I've been swimming while my son plays dodgeball. It's like these 
blocks have been subtly lifted and I'm moving forward with things that felt so 
easy to resist before. 

1406 4/9/2017 11:00:18 22 Back New Symptom Pain, right lower back, feels as if it is shooting toward the front of my 
abdomen, desire to stretch away from it. BACK - PAIN - Lumbar region - rightBACK - PAIN - stretching - amel-

1406 4/9/2017 18:45:59 22 Mind Old Symptom Was at a gathering today. It was over everyone was going home. I saw 
others talking and was suddenly feeling left out and alone.  I felt sorry for 
myself as well as repurposing myself for not being better at fitting in our 
connecting with others.

1406 4/9/2017 21:53:58 22 Back, Ear, 
Face

New Symptom I have nerve sensitivity around my left ear, my left shoulder and the left side 
of my neck. It feels like the nerve is right. My ear hurts as well.

1406 4/9/2017 22:58:14 22 Face New Symptom The last few days I've had a sensation that is as if I have two additional 
eyes above my real eyes. The additional ones sit right over my eyebrows 
where they were sore before.

1407 4/2/2017 8:08:23 22 Mind New Symptom I think my day numbers have been a bit off.... my communication still is 
interesting, my cell phone is now much better and not dying, and the cords 
are charging well again. But now I am missing some people and others the 
communication is more clear even,
I had one incident where a colleague and I, ( who we are generally very in 
cinque) could not get jive our thoughts with each other... not an argument or 
anything, we just could not connect with each others thoughts even with a 
variety of words being used. this was on march 24, so about day 13. 

1408 4/12/2017 21:04:38 22 Dreams New Symptom Being questioned in front of authority figure. Fact she was authority figure is 
not a good thing in my book.  Why are you questioned? You must be guilty 
of something if they ask you questions.  Felt like she look at us, judging us, 
she wants to find us guilty.  Trying to catch us.  Nothing good would have 
come out of her finding us having done wrong.  Superiority she had.  We 
were peons, inferior, but cocky, we got away with something. Like we were 
smart, evaded her judgement.  We made it this time, can we escape the 
next time as well? Others being questioned too.  Husband and I going down 
together. 

DREAMS - 
AUTHORITY

DREAMS - 
CRIME - 
committing a 
crime - he had 
committed a 
crime

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/7/2017 9:21:49 22 Dreams New Symptom There is a car full of women. I'm driving. We're looking for seafood to make 
something, I think, for dinner. We're lost. I can't find where we're going. I'm 
trying to listen to my GPS, the women are talking too loud. I come to a "T" in 
the road and don't know which way to turn. I ask them to be quiet so I can 
hear the GPS, which now doesn't tell me which way to go. Somehow we get 
to a bar or restaurant. I am asking one of the busy staff how to find a certain 
location. I finally get someone's attention, but I now can't remember the 
name of where we're going. (My alarm wakes me up!) There was mild 
confusion in the dream; mild frustration; I didn't get angry; I felt dutiful to get 
to this place. This is similar to dreams I've had before. 

DREAMS - 
LOST; being - 
strange place; 
in a

1408 4/12/2017 21:02:32 22 Mind Altered Symptom Irritable time Friday night, vacuuming, wasn’t working well. So tired, 
husband got on my nerves because he wanted to help me fix it. Feel he will 
make a big mess, short with words. I thought I was decent, but he knew I 
was irritable. I hear in my head, “Stop, don’t even say anything, let it go!" 
Never heard that before. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY - 
husband; 
towards

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/23/2017 22:16:24 22 Mind New Symptom I have been getting under six hours of sleep a night many nights and still 
function pretty well. If I have a crash, it's around 3 pm.

SLEEP - NEED 
OF SLEEP - 
little

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 4/2/2017 10:32:00 22 Eye Altered Symptom REALLY noticing the wrinkles in my upper eyelids Seem puffy or swollen
1415 4/2/2017 19:36:02 22 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt my friend was busy so I started caring for her baby. He looked like 

my son who had died, he even had the pretty curls too, except that every 
time I looked at him he smiled and my son could not. I felt that was so 
endearing. For some reason she had him wrapped in plastic wrap up to his 
neck. I didn't know where she had gone and I was worried about the baby. I 
set him down to do something and when I returned he had gotten the plastic 
wrap up over his face and was all blue. I felt panicked and quickly removed 
it and then decided to remove it all together. I decided I could not care for 
him properly if I had to always be aware of this plastic wrap. I was mad that 
she had put him at risk in that manner and I was left to work with it. I 
removed the plastic wrap and helped him to breathe again and return his 
color. That was better for a while. Then he started shrinking depending on 
the container he was set in. pretty soon I found him in a very small container 
and he was tiny, like an inch tall. Then even smaller and I’m finding it very 
difficult to take care of him. Then I open a container and he is smaller than a 
pea and the container is filled with soil and worms that are packed in there 
and spill out as I open it. The baby falls out too and I cannot see him 
anywhere. I’m looking all over the ground. It is covered in wood chips and 
dirt and just a mess. I want to help and care for this baby but it is like 
looking for a needle in a haystack and feels impossible. Then my husband 
comes over and picks something bigger up off the ground and it becomes 
even more messed up and I don’t know how I am going to find the baby. I 
feel overwhelmed and hopeless. When I awoke I felt very overwhelmed and 
depressed and apathetic and angry. Those feelings are hard to shake. They 
last with me most of the day until I go to work with children, adults and baby 
farm animals and then I am fine again (in real waking hours).

DREAMS - 
CHILDREN; 
about

DREAMS - 
WORMS

DREAMS - 
LOSS - 
sensation of 
loss; with

1416 4/2/2017 9:49:45 22 Mind Cured Symptom I am about to lead a service and a healing workshop and I have no 
anxiousness whatsoever. I am totally prepared (over-prepared as per usual) 
and ready to go. I am totally in the flow and feeling a sense of oneness.

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation  

MIND - 
UNIFICATION - 
sensation of 
unification - 
everything; with  

1416 4/2/2017 11:04:23 22 Mind New Symptom My service went really well. I am very thankful and satisfied. More 
importantly the fellowship where I led the service is satisfied. Now, onto the 
healing workshop! MIND - POSITIVENESS

1416 4/2/2017 13:59:02 22 Mind New Symptom My healing workshop also went splendidly. I feel that I am really in the flow. 
I feel I can see things with more clarity and from all sides. MIND - POSITIVENESS

1407 4/2/2017 8:30:39 23 Face Recent Symptom Acne on the right jawline is still there, then last night I also noticed a half 
moon shaped line of bumps (flesh colored) raised areas from under my right 
lower lip out laterally and down to under my chin, like a rash, but no color to 
them. They were mildly itchy. I noticed them at about 11 pm.

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Jaws - Lower

1407 4/2/2017 8:26:23 23 Mind New Symptom So I have a business thing that has been happening since the substance 
proving, not sure it is related, but feel compelled to include it:
On the Monday after taking the substance (day 2) I had a thought as I was 
leaving my office (I have a small holistic therapies clinic) I had a strong 
feeling of "I should be looking for a new space...." I immediately countered 
with.. "Why would I think that? I am not in need of moving....? maybe it is 
just spring energy.." and I did not think more about it..... (I had downsized 
my clinic two and a half years ago to focus more on my teaching and it has 
gone well in the space I am in) I knew that my renters and I were going to 
outgrow the space we are in, oh probably next year... so while I knew 
change would come, it was not in my thoughts since I am in school right 
now also.
So the next day, I received a text from a former renter of my bigger previous 
space, who I share clients in common with. She texted: the space next door 
to me is available, do you want to be my neighbor? 
This building is a lovely one that I have always admired. So I said... Hmm, 
interesting coincidence given my thought last night. So, not thinking I would 
do much about it, I contacted the landlord asked the price and specifics and 
went to see the space. I was immediately drawn to it, it was laid out well and 
would take some build out to modify for our needs, but really a great space.
So I have proceeded to have contractors give estimates etc, and have 
negotiated and approved a lease.  I have been so excited and nervous 
about this, as I reported I did not sleep the night of the new moon, last wed. 
It is a big step for me to take financially (a year earlier than I expected) but 
the space feels right and the upgrade will help with the classes etc... 
Then, the day after the negotiation of the lease the night I did not sleep, the 
next day I received notice from my current landlord that they will be raising 
our rent 20% effective in early summer.... The same day I would move if I 
sign the lease on the new space...!!
That is a huge raise in rent! This seemed to validate the move and I then 
agreed Friday to the lease changes I had asked for and will be signing it 
next week.
I am very excited and not sure how the money wil come together, but I am 
not worried about it, which is a really big deal for me, I am usually very 
worried, and running thoughts or tapes or scenarios in my head. This time I 
just ran the numbers and said, well If I do this and this, it should work out.

MIND - CLAIRVOYANCEMIND - UNIFICATION - sensation of unification
1407 4/2/2017 8:28:47 23 Vision Recent Symptom Right eye vision continues to be blurry with pressure in or on or behind the 

eyeball, last night, while watching a friends play, my vision balanced to what 
I consider normal for about two hours (8 pm to 10 pm approx.) and it was 
such a relief! This morning it is back to being pressure and blurry, tho not as 
much. Eyelid is also itchy again, like in the first days.

VISION - 
BLURRED

1408 4/8/2017 22:43:37 23 Mind Recent Symptom With the lack of sleep I realized I wasn't very irritable. I dealt with every one 
quite pleasantly. This is unusual as I'm usually irritable when tired. Perhaps 
the substance is still working through me. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY
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1408 4/8/2017 22:40:39 23 Sleep New Symptom I had a horrible sleep last night. There was no reason for it; not food, drink, 
emotion, etc. My son, his wife, 5 month old, 3 year old, and my daughter's 3 
year old spent the night, however, that didn't bother me at all. We went to 
bed at 9:45 very tired. At 10:15, I got up to take the two 3 year old to go to 
the bathroom as one was crying and woke the other. They went back to 
sleep easily. I slept until 2 am, after that I laid there trying to figure out what 
might be caused the sleeplessness; but no answer. I'm sure I drifted in and 
out, but mostly saw the clock advancing in time. My head felt the pressure 
of tiredness, especially in my forehead and temples. That was the majority 
of symptoms. Finally at 5:15am I got up. Went to the kitchen and made split 
pea soup. At 5:45 one of the 3 year olds joined me. I was surprisingly 
awake. We read books. By noon I was dying. I could barely see and my 
head was feeling the pressure from outside the head. Got a nap, which 
helped me make it through the day.

SLEEP - 
SLEEPLESSNE
SS - night - 
midnight - after

1411 4/3/2017 11:57:16 23 Mind New Symptom I've learned this morning that my sons paranoia has become known on his 
military base. They have placed him on some sort of medication which he 
attempted to overdose with and is right now off base in a treatment facility. 
I've been unable to speak to him for several months because he's being 
punished with restriction for returning to base late from a leave. Before this 
restriction he'd been going along like any other seamen. Now his issues are 
out in the open. Seems like we're both coming out in a way. MIND - ANXIETY - children - about his

1411 4/3/2017 11:50:31 23 Mind Altered Symptom Went through much milder versions of the crude, unable to look up, difficult 
to inhale, unable to speak, etc., triggered again when came down from 
bedroom in morning and husband in living room  (on weekdays he leaves 
very early for work so house is empty when I come down) Able to stay 
present enough to work through it and feel the symptoms release over a 
period of 30-40 minutes.  Yesterday reached a point where my 
subconscious came in spontaneous and I heard inside my head the 
messages received in a CranioSacral Therapy session "It's not okay what 
they did. I choose not to believe what they said. I choose not to believe what 
they did. And, I deserve to be treated with love and respect."  Yesterday at 
study group a couple of people commented on my new behavior. That is 
being more open and forthcoming admitting difficulty with a question we 
were discussing (apparently the normal impression is that everything's easy 
for me and I've always got it all together!?). Also, an idea came to me to 
turn an individual project into a group project. This felt more fun and easier. 
Two things that never enter my conscious mind to seek. I'm normally nose 
to the grindstone given a task and trying to do the best job I can. Surprised 
myself.  Surprised myself again by showing or reviewing my work on a case 
with a classmate. This is work that I don't feel was done well. I was going in 
circles with it and submit it anyway. Both very unlike me.  

MIND - 
RESERVED

MIND - 
CONFIDENCE - 
want of self-
confidence

1411 4/3/2017 11:39:45 23 Back New Symptom Yesterday and today a lot of pressure like something is pushing my tailbone 
out away from my body. My neck is stiff.  

NECK - 
STIFFNESS

1411 4/3/2017 11:38:00 23 Mind New Symptom A song from an old television show I think keeps coming into my mind his 
morning  "Believe it or not I'm walking on air. I never thought I could feel so 
free. Flyin away on a wing and a prayer. Who could it beeee?  Believe it or 
not it's just meeee."

1415 4/4/2017 7:33:18 23 Mind New Symptom It is getting really tough. I have let go of things I enjoyed being responsible 
for and have passed them off to others. I am sad about that because I like 
being able to handle lots of things. I have felt that I am in some weird sort of 
decline for awhile now. My back hasn't improved much, my injured foot 
(from 2005) has throbbing pain (tonight 8:30 pm) that is unusual, I haven’t 
been able to maintain yoga, walking or running. And now I just feel so tired. 
I just want calm, peaceful surroundings. I feel like I am in a fog. I was better 
at work yesterday or out today but at home I am unproductive except for 
regular household tasks I can manage I just need to rest afterwards.

I just feel like I’m going downhill and I don’t care. But I do care way inside 
but this fog is so much greater than my caring. I feel mellow and depressed 
and I want all around me to be mellow as well. I fear I am going downhill 
and I want the proving to stop. But part of me doesn't care if it stops or not. I 
feel I don’t have a choice, this is just how it is. I feel tired, sluggish, 
unmotivated. It feels like I have anger brewing but it is covered up by the 
fog, almost like I’ve been drugged. I’d like to come out of it and have my 
clear mind back but at the same time this is fine. It reminds me of marijuana 
or another narcotic like morphine where I am aware of the pain or feelings 
inside but I just don’t care. On the surface I can give them no attention, I’m 
just floating through life and cannot handle all these responsibilities. I’m 
letting them go one by one. I feel so tired.

MIND - 
INACTIVITY

MIND - OLD, 
sensation of 
being

1408 4/9/2017 11:39:29 24 Dreams New Symptom My husband and I had to appear before this lady who would question us 
about having a relationship with a certain man. We were able to be evasive. 
But, we would have to go before her again. We had to act a certain way as 
to not be suspicious. There were others who were questioned by this lady, 
too. (Thoughts that came to my mind were secretive, wrong-doing, and be 
evasive. There was a cockiness to our avoiding implications. A sneaking 
around, possibly; being aware of what was going on, but hoping to avoid 
being accused or found guilt; suspicion of being accused of wrongdoing. I 
have no idea who the lady was, who the man was, what we were being 
questioned about, etc. My husband had watched Mission Impossible the 
night before my dream. I saw about 20 minutes of it.) This is a weird kind of 
dream for me.

DREAMS - 
AUTHORITY

DREAMS - 
DECEIT - 
deceitful; being

1408 4/9/2017 21:55:46 24 Mind Recent Symptom My husband and I were out driving this afternoon. I'm starting to tell him 
something that I think is interesting. He interrupts and says that he has to 
tell me something about the river we are passing. He finishes telling me and 
then doesn't ask me what I wanted to tell him. This is a common 
occurrence. Inside my mind, I'm asking myself if I want to tell him what I had 
wanted to tell him. I decide to forget it. Then, about ten minutes later I say 
that I'm angry. I tell him that he didn't have to interrupt about the river 
because I know all of that anyway. I tell him that he doesn't care what I think 
or want to say. It belittles me, and tells me that he's more important than I 
am. And, then, I'm done with this issue. 
My husband does this a lot, but this time I was rational, stated the facts as I 
see them, told him how I felt, and then was done. 
This is unusual. I had more control and was more logical and less 
emotional, and then was done with it. I asked my husband tonight if he 
thought my dealing with the situation was different than in the past. He said 
yes, that the intensity was less and that I was more matter of fact. 

MIND - 
INTERRUPTIO
N - agg-

MIND - 
INTERRUPTIO
N - agg-

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - 
interruption, 
from

1408 4/9/2017 22:18:43 24 Mind Altered Symptom I find that I'm almost looking at myself as another person when I think about 
saying something to family members. It's like I'm looking on and trying to 
decide if I should say whatever I was going to say. I think it's more logical 
and less emotional. I ask myself if whatever I was going to say is really 
important, and then I say it or don't. I think I have more control over myself. 
It's not suppression, but more of a conscious decision. If I don't say 
something, it's because I decided it wasn't important, and then I move on. 
This is different from the pass when I would just say something. I hope this 
makes sense!!

MIND - 
SPEECH - 
convincing

1411 4/4/2017 6:44:19 24 Dreams New Symptom Brief single bright vivid sharp two dimensional image with no story white 
rectangular label with precise red typed black words and symbols on it  
Seemed ominous hazardous Woke feeling confused and disconcerted Alert 
and wary DREAMS - DANGER

MIND - FEAR - 
happen, 
something will

1414 4/29/2017 22:37:40 24 Mind New Symptom Went to Colorado to visit my mother, out of town for a while as a surprise.

MIND - EXCITEMENT

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 4/4/2017 7:34:08 24 Back, 
Extremities

New Symptom I feel like my muscles in my back and legs are shrinking or contracting. 
They are much tighter and seem almost locked. My ability to move is so 
much more limited. I have had my back go out before but I recover more 
easily. I have not had the tightening, locking feeling in my legs. It is like my 
body is slowly tightening, just locking up. Almost like spasticity along the 
muscles on the back of my legs and up my back. I used to do cartwheels 
and right now that feels dangerous.

BACK - PAIN - 
drawing pain

BACK - 
TENSION

EXTREMITIES 
- TENSION - 
Legs

1408 4/12/2017 21:00:35 25 Mind Cured Symptom Not as accusing as I am normally.  Ten minutes to decide to say something 
instead of saying right away (when upset with husband.)  Little 
argumentative, but more respectful and less flying off the handle, less 
anger.  More “I’m angry with you, here is why, would you stop doing this, 
here is how you make me feel.” More logical and in control. 

MIND - 
IRRITABILITY

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/12/2017 20:59:11 25 Sleep Recent Symptom Getting less sleep than normal, feel good and high energy. Getting about 
two hours less or night. 

SLEEP - NEED 
OF SLEEP - 
little

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 4/4/2017 20:49:59 25 Eye Intensified Old 
Symptom

The wrinkle in upper eyelids is really obvious today feels swollen or puffed 
up somehow bigger more noticeable than it's been in a while  Also re 
experienced having white crystal dry matter under lower lids and in 
eyelashes when waking - haven't had that in quite a while

1414 4/29/2017 18:15:52 25 Mind New Symptom There's been a new focus this month on exploring new sexual territory with 
my lover and broadening our sexual repertoire. New things sound exciting. I 
want to experience new things.   

MIND - 
Excitement - 
desires

MIND - 
Nymphomania

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 4/5/2017 8:51:32 25 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt there were a bunch of people at a party and someone gave me a 
child that just kept sleeping. I was to adopt him. As I was carrying him to 
leave they also brought me a dog that appeared to be dopey or sleepy and I 
was carrying him. I thought easy enough to add him to our group of dogs. I 
stopped in a room and see my daughter doing yoga, the teacher had come 
to our house. I feel ashamed that I can’t do it because of my back but I try 
for a bit and then leave to change. I carry the dog up two floors of steps to 
bring him to my house. As I’m walking down the street I overhear men 
talking about what they should do to the couple who took the dog because 
the dog had witnessed some crime involving beer and they didn't want to 
get caught. I think they were deciding to just let the dog and couple (me and 
my husband) be. When I arrived home I was holding the child again who 
was just waking. He appeared to be disabled so I thought we better take 
him to a doctor and see what he needs. I felt heavy because I hadn't 
thought through taking on parenting a child with a disability for his lifetime 
but now I was committed. We were deciding what we needed to do to adopt 
him. The dog too seemed to have a disability but again I was committed to 
help him for life. I felt heavily burdened but joyful to have them in my life and 
resolved to do whatever it takes. I awoke more refreshed and peaceful.

DREAMS - 
PARTIES

DREAMS - 
CHILDREN; 
about

1415 4/5/2017 17:45:24 25 Eye Old Symptom Eyelid still sticking. Noticed twice today. It pops open, driving fine. EYE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Lids - crusts - 
Margins of lids

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 4/5/2017 17:44:17 25 Female Recent Symptom Have not noticed leucorrhea in two days.  FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - 
LEUKORRHEA

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 4/5/2017 8:57:28 25 Mind New Symptom I’m feeling much better. I feel like I’m just coming out of the mile 21 or 22 in 
a running marathon and the end is near. So even though my body feels a bit 
beat up and I feel tired and sore, I have hope. 

GENERALS - 
PAIN - sore

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
run - never 
before; she 
could run as

1415 4/5/2017 17:52:01 25 Back, 
Extremities
, Smell

Old Symptom Back was an old symptom which intensified. Much more in the last week. 
Because everything was peak stressed, my whole body in flight and fight 
mode. Remembering that prednisone made me crazy. Total nerve state. 
Still able to be present with children. Can rise above any shit when it comes 
to them. Achilles tendons so tight could not walk in the morning. 
But the difference was that it was completely down in the coccyx, that was 
new normally in lower back. 
Sleep has been bad except last night. Not restful, wake up exhausted, woke 
up many times.

GENERALS - 
STIFFNESS

SLEEP - 
WAKING - 
frequent

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 4/5/2017 17:27:33 25 Mind Recent Symptom It is about a week ago I spoke to prover. Last week on this remedy, I 
thought I had knocked it with taking the Arnica montana. But not so. I feel I 
am running in a marathon and over the bump. I am at mile 22. I keep 
apologizing to people because I am not myself. I write text that are sharp 
and kurd, normally I make an introduction. Feel bad it is uncomfortable to 
people that are relevant tome. Like taking prednisone. It has been freeing. 
Through coop I have to plan classes and too much pressure, could not do. 
Had other priorities. I solved it and put others in my place. Normally feel the 
pressure and get it done, do too much. This time I was able to say this is too 
much, did not have ability to get it done. Super nice that people stood up for 
me. Prover wrote on sheet about her nervous system. Felt I was in such 
decline last week. This week is better, the marathon idea, almost over. Is 
this who I am now, always on prednisone. It was a peak stress point last 
week, , physically I was not recovering, Back went out, kept being scattered.  
Physically I felt I was in decline. muscles all contracted.  Do not feel a sense 
of collapse since I woke up today., feel more normal, not this despair, more 
hopeful. 
I get more verbally angry, have been cursing more, I would never say 
anything like that before. Normally say things softly, let it fall out of my 
mouth, I don't care. Makes me more human like I don't have it all together. 

MIND - 
CURSING

MIND - TRUTH 
- telling the 
plain truth

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1415 4/5/2017 8:59:52 25 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Before the proving I felt my body was on a healing path and during the 
proving I have felt my body decline. So I have hope to return to a healing 
path and to just feel better again and have my connections with other 
people go more smoothly again. Being in fresh air with the sun shining 
yesterday helped me to feel much more hopeful as well. This has always 
helped me feel better.

MIND - 
DESPAIR - 
recovery, of

GENERALS - 
SUN - exposure 
to the sun - 
amel-

1415 4/5/2017 8:53:07 25 Extremities Intensified Old 
Symptom

I have bursitis symptoms in my elbows again. It started 3 days ago and is 
worse now. I have had them before but they hurt more now. The pain is on 
the inside of the elbow joint and mostly sore when I use my arms or bump 
them. More like an achy sore, almost bruised.

1405 4/8/2017 8:47:42 26 Dreams New Symptom The feeling was big or epic. There was a scene where I was swimming, 
moving from one place to another and there was a cliff or big columns 
looming up on one side, and the pieces were coming off, crumbling down in 
huge car-sized chunks, and we were swimming underneath with these huge 
chunks crashing around us. I think there were dogs in the water, or some 
other animals. I wasn't scared but just very aware of the scale and size; epic 
is the only word that comes to mind. In another scene, it was like being at 
an athletic event at a school; like a high school. Choosing jerseys or team 
shirts... DREAMS - SWIMMING

1405 4/8/2017 8:53:29 26 Mind Cured Symptom I have a very small women's group that meets about once a month... last 
night we met and while i did not talk about the proving specifically, I voiced 
my experience since the last time we met (which was just before the 
proving), and the space I'm in now feels... effortless. That was the word I 
kept coming back to. The resistance that I felt- or created- to things that 
even I wanted to do before.. is not there. As I reported before, things that i 
have been wanting to do for a long time have been set in motion over this 
time, and the experience of doing so is... effortless. 

Yesterday I even spontaneously started writing some notes and thoughts for 
a book I have been contemplating writing for years. The second guessing, 
doubt... wasn't even remotely present. I was reading something that 
triggered some thoughts that I wanted to put in this book. So I created a 
folder and opened a document and just started writing. There was no 
deliberation about doing it right or starting with some random angle it just...
happened. Effortless. 

1407 4/7/2017 8:21:07 26 Extremities New Symptom Yesterday I noticed another skin eruption, but this time it is on my right hand 
between my ring finger and small finger near the webbing. it is itchy and 
small and red or pink.

EXTREMITIES 
- ERUPTIONS - 
Fingers - 
eczema

1407 4/7/2017 8:15:53 26 Face New Symptom Woke with my eyes swollen and red, I have not had something like this 
since I was a child with some illness. 

EYE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red

EYE - 
SWELLING - 
right

1407 4/7/2017 9:14:26 26 Face Recent Symptom Heat flushes are now in the neck and head or face several times in the day, 
night sweats are less intense, though still there. Notice I feel as If I have a 
fever most afternoons (low grade located in the face neck also).

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of

FEVER - 
AFTERNOON

1407 4/7/2017 10:24:43 26 Neck Recent Symptom Warm packs are helping my neck tension and stiffness to feel better. NECK - TENSION
1407 4/7/2017 9:42:12 26 Skin Recent Symptom Skin is no longer soft ....the last few days my skin is getting progressively 

more dry and ruddy looking, even wrinkly. SKIN - DRY
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Supervisor 
Input

1407 4/7/2017 8:17:45 26 Vision Recent Symptom My right eye is still very blurred vision and each day seems to be worse in 
the morning upon waking then better around noon the last couple days, 
then worse again by evening as the sun goes down. The worse this is in the 
morning determines that I need glasses now to read till about noon. VISION - BLURRED - letters

1407 4/7/2017 8:19:33 26 Face New Symptom The last 2 days I have had the acne(?) not sure it is acne, but looks like it... 
has spread all over  the lower half of my face, and most concentrated on the 
jawline, bilaterally. they are itchy and red

1407 4/7/2017 8:32:39 26 Mind Altered Symptom In terms of the mentals, I have been noticing and reflecting on this feeling of  
distance from my emotions.... while I have had a couple of times with this 
proving where I am anxious or excited... I am noticing that I feel 
disconnected from my usual thoughts of worries and certainly (very 
noticeably) feel very disconnected from my anxiety of performance. At 
school we had a big test, and while I usually take tests well... I have not 
studied for this one due to my recent business changes.... so I typically 
would be feeling very concerned and nervous maybe anxious about it.. but I 
felt nothing about it.  I also should be anxious about this new business deal, 
at least some! I am taking a big financial leap, and will have to see extra 
clients to pay for it until I have enough renters..... but I do not feel anxious 
about it at all. just calm and like it will all be fine... which feels great, very 
different from my usual response to taking a risk. ( a well thought out risk, 
but still a risk)
Also I am reflecting and wondering about how this relates to being 
dissociated. I dissociated a lot as a coping mechanism over my life,
especially as I was growing up. this feels similar to that, but different too. 

1407 4/7/2017 10:24:06 26 Face Recent Symptom Warm packs are helping my face and eyes which feel swollen and 
uncomfortable, feel better...

1408 4/12/2017 20:50:49 26 Head New Symptom Tired, heavy head.  Really tired like could have gone to bed at 7 pm. Better 
after eating. Could barely move, can barely get up. Tense pressure just in 
the skullcap area. Foggy feel like I can’t think, can’t talk. So tired. 

HEAD - 
HEAVINESS

HEAD - PAIN - 
pressing pain - 
cap; as from a

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1408 4/23/2017 22:22:16 26 Mind New Symptom I've been anxious about a guy I just met.  I've been texting a ton (which I 
usually hate) and find myself checking my phone to see if he's responded. I 
want to be connected, and we went from texting about ten times or day for a 
few days to only once. It's crazy how anxious I am about it. How can I be in 
charge of the connection and not overshare, and yet make sure he wants to 
be connected to me. What will happen in the future? 

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation

MIND - 
ANXIETY - 
future, about

MIND - 
CHECKING - 
twice or more; 
must check

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 4/12/2017 20:48:36 26 Mind New Symptom I want to talk to my prover and see what’s happening, until I get her on the 
phone, then have no interest at all about what she has to say or finding out 
anything deeper. 

MIND - 
INDIFFERENC
E - others, 
toward

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 5/6/2017 12:03:24 26 Mind New Symptom The substance began to intensify for me on Day 12. It peaked on Day 16, 
and remained strongly active through Day 26. On Day 26 I was so worn 
down and wracked with traumatic fear that I took a few small doses of 
Xanax and effectively altered the trajectory of the proving. MIND - AILMENTS FROM - mental shock; from

1416 4/6/2017 14:39:54 26 Eye New Symptom My bloodshot right eye has completely cleared of the extra blood. However, 
the feeling of sand persists. It also feels dry and like it is tearing easily.

EYE - PAIN - 
sand; as from  

EYE - 
DRYNESS - 
sensation of - 
accompanied 
by

EYE - 
LACHRYMATIO
N  

1416 4/6/2017 18:02:52 26 Mind New Symptom I have become very interested in remote view videos on YouTube during 
this proving. "Psychic Ability, Remote Viewing and A Course in Miracles" 
with Russell Targ, Physicist. This is absolutely fascinating to me.

MIND - 
CLAIRVOYANC
E

1416 4/6/2017 17:31:10 26 Mind Altered Symptom I am at the airport preparing for an international flight to Brazil. There are 
over 300 Delta flights cancelled due to thunderstorms and weather. I am 
just taking it all in stride. No problem! I decide it is just what it needs to be. I 
am just going with the flow. I am not worried at all about this. There are long 
lines and many disgruntled passengers and I am not at all worried about 
this!

MIND - FEAR - 
change; of any 
sudden  

1416 4/6/2017 21:05:38 26 Mind New Symptom No go on my flight to South America. I am at peace. I will fly in two days. I 
now have a full day of freedom. I am so happy right now. Everything is in 
order.

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

1407 4/8/2017 10:18:45 27 Vision Recent Symptom Eyes were swollen red, itchy and painful all day yesterday, woke with dry 
swollen eye on right, now is better, 10:15 am and vision is much less blurry 
on right than has been since proving began; still blurry some on right but 
much better.

EYE - 
IRRITATION

VISION - 
BLURRED

1407 4/8/2017 13:52:03 27 Vision Recent Symptom Eyes have some itchiness again today from 11 am and still current, itchy on 
eyelid, edges and pink, not red today, swelling is minor.

EYE - 
IRRITATION

EYE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red - Lids - 
Margins of

1407 4/8/2017 10:06:18 27 Female New Symptom I forgot to mention, seven days ago I had uterine like cramps, mild, and 
thought I might get my period, this last for two days of and on, and was only 
on the right. no period has manifested so far.

FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - PAIN - 
cramping

1407 4/8/2017 9:59:27 27 Female Recent Symptom Hot flashes still minimal last few days, today at 10 am I am having hot flash 
starting from kidney area, noticeable.

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - morning

KIDNEYS - 
HEAT - Region 
of

1407 4/8/2017 9:56:46 27 Teeth New Symptom Yesterday from 1 pm through today so far, my back molars hurt as if I have 
cavities (I generally do not) or as if I am grinding back there. but I am not.

TEETH - 
GRINDING

1407 4/8/2017 15:32:08 27 Generals New Symptom realizing that I have been dropping almost everything I try to pick up for 
several days, I can carry things ok, but picking them up I am dropping them

1408 4/12/2017 15:05:33 27 Mind New Symptom I'm at deep water aerobics this morning and find that when we do some of 
the exercises I feel off balanced. I've noticed this at least five or six times 
since starting the proving. We were kicking back and I couldn't kick back 
straight, but went off to the left or right, which I do normally at times, but this 
was more excessive. The same thing happened when I did cross-country 
ski movement. There was a sense of being off balanced, as if my right side 
was much stronger than the left. Sometimes it feels as if there are waves in 
the pool hindering me. It's a strange sensation of not being steady; a little 
awkward.

EXTREMITIES 
- TOTTERING 
GAIT

1408 5/3/2017 19:44:17 27 Mind New Symptom Hosier's song 'someone new' has been stuck in my head for a week: 
"Would things be easier if there was a right way, honey there is no right 
way. So I fall in love just a little oh little bit every day with someone new..."

MIND - 
VERSES

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1411 4/6/2017 17:47:09 27 Mind, 
Sleep

Altered Symptom While waking briefly, hot flashes during, night had song running through my 
head several occasions “Believe it or not, I’m walking on air, I never thought 
I could feel so freeeeeee.  Flying away on a wing and a prayer.  Who could 
it beeeee?  Believe it or not it’s just me.” GENERALS - HEAT - flushes of - walking - air; in open - after - agg-

1411 4/6/2017 5:13:57 27 Mind, 
Generals, 
Sleep

Recent Symptom In the week leading up to the proving I was fascinated with this woman's 
polyphonic singing. A couple of examples of her for now... meditation 
forthcoming.

https://www.youtube.comorwatch?v=vC9Qh709gas

https://www.youtube.comorwatch?v=d6cyHGOht58 MIND - SINGING
1411 4/6/2017 17:58:02 27 Respiration Intensified Old 

Symptom
Difficult respiration, inhalation all day better outside better while moving very 
noticeable block sensation in throat (more pressure on left than on right).

RESPIRATION 
- DIFFICULT - 
inspiration THROAT - LUMP; sensation of a

1411 4/6/2017 17:55:21 27 Dreams New Symptom I'm intrigued by fooling around movies. This one called "townhead", about 
teenage sexuality. Intrigued me. How growing up, you experience sexuality. 
What's okay vs. not okay. Consensual versus not consensual. What society 
permits you to experience. Our society turns away and doesn't 
acknowledge it's happening. 

1415 4/11/2017 20:01:53 27 Extremities Old Symptom A small lump appeared on my right elbow. Three months ago I had several 
on my elbow and they went away. Now it looks like one has returned. There 
is no pain or feeling in it.

EXTREMITIES 
- NODULES - 
Elbows

1416 4/7/2017 9:23:10 27 Mind New Symptom Here is another remote viewing video I am enjoying watching: Banned TED 
Talk about Psychic Abilities | Russell Targ! This makes me think of psychic 
abilities and the desire to be magnetized!?

MIND - 
CLAIRVOYANC
E  

MIND - 
MAGNETIZED - 
desire to be  

1407 4/9/2017 11:50:45 28 Mind Recent Symptom Continue to feel or notice lots of anticipation about new office space, lots of 
energy and thoughts in the background of my mind are focused on the new 
space, and how to create the space, décor, energy, the buildout, drawing 
the floorplan, talking to the contractor. 
I catch myself thinking about it more than I need to. But I am just so excited 
about it. feel flutters in my abdomen about it. Have to work hard to calm my 
mind. Excitement seems to be increasing daily

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
anticipation

1407 4/9/2017 11:44:00 28 Mind Recent Symptom Still feel it is difficult to concentrate, still feel like separation of mind like it is 
floating off on or around to the right of my head. MIND - DELUSIONS - head - floating

1407 4/9/2017 11:37:19 28 Mind Altered Symptom No more emotional softness, more and more irritability with boyfriend and 
him toward me, I feel more sensitive to noise also, and he is clapping his 
hands at the outside birds so they will quit chirping, we have a lot of them in 
our yard... Aand he did not like their noise, but then clapped his hands 
loudly to stop them every minute or so ... then this loud clapping was 
irritating and difficult for me, I let him know, and he kept doing it ... and 
looked at me like "Ha ha!" as a result, our date night was a bust!?

MIND - IRRITABILITY - noise, fromMIND - IRRITABILITY - people; with
1407 4/9/2017 15:33:01 28 Generals New Symptom Falling asleep in class, trying to stay awake, I love school, I don't want to 

sleep through a minute! And, was really struggling not to dose. Eyes 
especially are tired and drooping.

SLEEP - 
FALLING 
ASLEEP - 
daytime

MIND - 
SLEEPLESSNE
SS agg-

1407 4/9/2017 11:45:46 28 Extremities Old Symptom noticing that my right arm is more sore and achy again, noticed in bed as 
was waking up

1408 5/3/2017 19:46:35 28 Back Altered Symptom My neck pain has been much worse than normal. Lots of clicking and 
stuckness in the upper cervicals. Hard to stretch well.  

BACK - PAIN - 
Cervical region

BACK - PAIN - 
stretching - agg.

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1410 4/7/2017 20:48:34 28 Mind Intensified Old 
Symptom

Felt unsupported by this process. MIND - 
FORSAKEN 
feeling - 
isolation; 
sensation of

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1411 4/7/2017 8:44:44 28 Cough New Symptom A bunch of dry coughing upper chest and some singing and tears Respiration is now improvedCOUGH - DRY MIND - SINGING
1411 4/7/2017 9:56:45 28 Generals New Symptom Hot flashes yesterday and today after eating GENERALS - 

HEAT - flushes 
of

GENERALS - 
HEAT - flushes 
of - eating - 
after - agg-

1411 4/7/2017 8:44:44 28 Mind, 
Chest, 
Respiration

New Symptom Mental agitation this morning Turning in circles  Repetitive thoughts - mostly 
focused on self pity (like how tired I am and how husband just assumes I'll 
take care of it, etc.) and self reproach (I'm not keeping up with...)  A bunch 
of dry coughing upper chest and some singing and tears  Respiration is now 
improved MIND - THOUGHTS - rapidMIND - ANGER - husband; towardsMIND - REPROACHING oneself

1411 4/7/2017 17:26:34 28 Dreams New Symptom I’m sitting at a table with a woman on my left and a dark haired man sitting 
across from me.  He looks confused and sort of belligerent.  There are 
several other people around the rectangular shaped table that seem to be 
speaking a foreign language – sounds Italian.  I can’t understand them and 
they don’t understand English.   There was only a little food, not enough for 
everyone. They offered a loaf of thick white crusty on the outside soft on the 
inside bread to the man across from me.  It was hollow inside like a boat.  
He took it greedily.  The man to my right offered him a plate of little fish and 
he dumped them into the bread.  Then he was offered a plate of meat and 
he scraped that into the bread too.   The man started shoving the filled loaf 
into his mouth eating greedily.  We all watched. I was thirsty and asked the 
woman on my left if she was too. She said yes and handed me her glass. 
The man across the table thrust his glass into my hand. I went to the kitchen 
with the 3 glasses.  There was a nice older woman in the kitchen that smiled 
in a friendly way at me.  I looked at the 3 glasses in my hands and realized 
mine was broken off.  It had a jagged sharp uneven edge. Oh well if I’m 
careful I can still sip carefully and get some water. I looked around the 
kitchen.  It was filled with big noisy complicated metal machinery.   The kind 
helpful woman turned a disc shaped switch and water began to run from a 
metal spout. I placed a glass beneath it and turned it off when the glass was 
full. I tried to turn it back on to fill the next glass but instead of water coming 
out one of the big machines rumbled to life and began to rattle and tremble. 
It scared me and I thought the woman would hit me or yell but she reached 
over and tried to show me the fine line of balance – how to stop the disc just 
at the point water would come out before the machine came on.  I carefully 
carried the 3 glasses back out into the dining room pinching them between 
my fingers. It was very noisy. I was very small and carefully balancing the 
sharp jagged edged broken glass with the other 2 as I was winding my way 
through the adults in the room. I was too late. The man was already done 
eating.  The woman was frowning at me and the food was gone – none for 
me. The man was over by the door talking loudly with the other people and 
gesturing wildly with his arms. They were arguing.  I was in a car with the 
man and woman.  We were driving through a foreign country with no place 
to stay.  I kept seeing bridges and peninsulas and water. I was nervous 
because the man was driving very fast but couldn’t say anything. The 
woman was in the passenger seat shooting me warning looks – don’t tell 
your daddy you’re afraid – just smile at your daddy. I felt afraid of going so 
fast.  I felt afraid of my daddy. And I felt that I could never earn my mommy’
s love.  When I woke up and started writing this down I was realizing the 
people at the table and in the car are my parents and the woman in the 
kitchen is my grandmother.  I’m feeling sad. 

1411 4/7/2017 17:28:13 28 Mind Altered Symptom Last couple days I’ve noticed no more wandering in my walks (I miss that a 
little). My walks are more focused and purposeful; almost too much like they 
feel sped up. My driving is back to normal not all the swerving around 
(thankful for that stopping!). Able to stay focused on the road to level I'm 
used to.

1415 4/8/2017 20:53:44 28 Mind Recent Symptom I have been dropping stuff every day, mostly from my right hand but 
sometimes both, sometimes the same item multiple times in a row. I feel 
frustrated in the second it happens then I don’t care.  This is not usual for 
me and it has been happening almost daily. I am just growing used to it. EXTREMITIES - AWKWARDNESS - Hands - drops things

1415 4/8/2017 20:57:47 28 Mind Recent Symptom I am still feeling scattered. I over-schedule myself or commit to things that I 
am unable to do due to schedule conflicts and I have to back out and I 
apologize. I find it difficult to keep track of all the details. I have no issue 
with backing out though. I’m bummed I messed up but I’m perfectly content 
owning it and apologizing. I just feel like that is the way it is and people will 
just have to deal with it and I’m sorry I made a mistake but not bothered by 
it.

MIND - 
PLEASING - 
desire to please 
others

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - difficult

1415 4/8/2017 20:54:28 28 Mind Recent Symptom I am not soaking up others energy like I usually do. I feel like I observe 
people around me but I’m not taking anything personally. I just enjoy them 
and I have no investment in what they do or say, I feel pretty indifferent, I’m 
not invested. Usually I feel like I’m supposed to do something to help them 
or somehow meet their expectations. Now I don’t even care, I’m just how I 
am and they are the way they are and I am fine with that. I am more resilient 
to their energy and behavior where I used to be extremely sensitive to what 
they would say or do. Now I feel I am more separate. It is a relief and a 
much happier place for me.

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

1416 4/8/2017 16:00:07 28 Mind New Symptom Why doesn't everyone watch these YouTube videos!? Scientific and 
Spiritual Implications of Psychic Abilities - Russell Targ

MIND - 
EXCITEMENT

1416 4/8/2017 16:37:03 28 Mind New Symptom I am at the airport preparing for my flight to South America. I am completely 
at ease about my travel. No fears, no anxiety, just in the flow of the traveling 
experience. I am watching these videos on psychical abilities and remote 
viewing. I am very interested in this guy Russell Targ; he is a physicist was 
instrumental in the development of the laser. He also cofounded the  
Stanford Research Institute's investigation into psychic abilities during the 
1970s and 1980s. This proving substance gives me this feeling of doing the 
impossible (maybe performing superhuman feats like Wonder Woman?). I 
have never watched videos like these before the proving. https:ororwww.
youtube.comorwatch?v=4Iws8HvKlQQ

MIND - 
EXCITEMENT  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
superhuman; is  

MIND - DEEDS 
- great deeds; 
sensation as if 
he could do  

1415 4/10/2017 17:35:17 29 Stomach Recent Symptom I have been vomiting in my mouth most days between 6 pm and 9 pm, 
almost daily. It happens once or twice. It doesn't seem to matter what I eat 
or do not eat and sometimes it is before dinner. It is followed by slight head 
pain in the front of my head behind my left eye. STOMACH - VOMITING - evening
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1415 4/10/2017 17:14:28 29 Extremities Intensified Old 
Symptom

My restless leg in my right leg is much worse. It feels almost like a buzzing, 
electrical feeling of the top of my thigh. I feel it too in the roof of my mouth. 
When I stand, it extends to my foot.  When I sit again, my left eyelid and my 
right thigh twitch and my foot feels almost as if it had fallen asleep. My thight 
also aches. It is relieved by walking around. I used to have restless leg only 
at night and I have recently had it during the day.

1402 4/24/2017 20:04:02 30 Mind New Symptom Impressions from sit today at noon: It was a flood of Animal, Plant, Nature, 
and Earth images, one after the other in succession, I couldn't write them 
down fast enough. Like the Earth was speaking, showing its absolute 
beauty. I felt deeply moved, to tears, by the beauty and the feeling of 
connectedness with the Earth. I felt in direct relationship with the Earth. The 
pattern in the images of the groups of creatures moving as One Being was 
breathtaking, and a reminder we are part of the Web of Life, we are not 
separate from it. It felt like a message from the Earth to human beings about 
our activities that result in harm to our home, and to ourselves. The colors 
were vivid, vivid, brilliant, unbelievably beautiful. The images spoke to the 
Ethers, the Matrix, the Cosmos, our relationship to all things. MIND - UNIFICATION - sensation of unification

1402 4/24/2017 19:47:02 30 Mind New Symptom What I saw today at 12pm, April 24th:  I saw so many images I didn't draw 
anything, just recorded what was coming:  Laughter, a pack of hyenas with 
spotted fur laughing, laughing, playing, squabbling  on the African 
Savannah. There were dust devils whirling all around, whooooosh, 
whooooosh, windy and dusty.  Scene change to the Rainforest, monkeys 
swinging on long vines from the tall tree canopy, whoosh, whoosh, 
exhilarating, flying through the air.  Scene change to the Arctic, a family of 
seal pups playing on the ice, squabbling, play fighting, having fun. Scene 
change to the Oak Savannah, a herd of pronghorns spread out on the 
grasslands, all standing silently, immobilized, frozen, completely alert, eyes 
darting around looking for danger. The wind is blowing, whoosh, whoosh. 
Suddenly the herd burst out running away together, perfectly synchronized 
in unison, moving as One Being.  Scene change to the Deep Blue Ocean, a 
huge school of shimmery fish, swimming together in synchronized 
movements, rhythmic, not a single stray movement, swimming as One 
organism.  Scene change to Manhattan, skyscrapers.  Thousands of hot air 
balloons, vividly colored, rising in unison into the air, quiet, still, silently 
rising as one big mass, shhhhhhhh like whispers, peaceful, majestic, 
brilliant.  Scene change to a duck family, lots of ducklings, all lined up in the 
grass, marching in unified steps, perfectly in line.  Scene change to an 
Aspen Grove, young, supple trees, bending in the wind, all together, moving 
the exact same way, perfectly timed with the wind, whoosh, whoosh, 
whoosh.  Scene change to a grocery store, hundreds of cans of tuna 
stacked on the floor in a mountain shape, assembled perfectly 
symmetrically, equally aligned, shining, organized, not a can out of place.  
Scene change to a family of bear cubs in the Forest, lush with berries, the 
cubs are feasting on the sweet berries, rolling around in ecstasy, so happy 
with full tummies.  Scene change to Afghanistan, fields and fields of bright 
red poppies, square miles of them, planted all in perfect rows, moving with 
the wind, whoosh, whoosh, all moving in the same pattern, same 
orchestrated motions, moving as one.  Scene change to a massive herd of 
bison on the vast, open Prairie, running together, their thundering hooves all 
moving in synchronicity, all moving as One Consciousness.  

1402 4/24/2017 19:48:34 30 Mind New Symptom What I saw today at 12 pm: I saw so many images I didn't draw anything, 
just recorded what was coming: Laughter, a pack of hyenas with spotted fur 
laughing, laughing, playing, squabbling  on the African Savannah. There 
were dust devils whirling all around, ooooosh, whooooosh, windy and dusty. 
Scene change to the Rainforest, monkeys swinging on long vines from the 
tall tree canopy, whoosh, whoosh, exhilarating, flying through the air. Scene 
change to the Arctic, a family of seal pups playing on the ice, squabbling, 
play fighting, having fun. Scene change to the Oak Savannah, a herd of 
pronghorns spread out on the grasslands, all standing silently, immobilized, 
frozen, completely alert, eyes darting around looking for danger. The wind is 
blowing, whoosh, whoosh. Suddenly the herd burst out running away 
together, perfectly synchronized in unison, moving as One Being. Scene 
change to the Deep Blue Ocean, a huge school of shimmery fish, swimming 
together in synchronized movements, rhythmic, not a single stray 
movement, swimming as One organism.  Scene change to Manhattan, 
skyscrapers. Thousands of hot air balloons, vividly colored, rising in unison 
into the air, quiet, still, silently rising as one big mass, shhhhhhhh like 
whispers, peaceful, majestic, brilliant.  Scene change to a duck family, lots 
of ducklings, all lined up in the grass, marching in unified steps, perfectly in 
line. Scene change to an Aspen Grove, young, supple trees, bending in the 
wind, all together, moving the exact same way, perfectly timed with the 
wind, whoosh, whoosh, whoosh. Scene change to a grocery store, 
hundreds of cans of tuna stacked on the floor in a mountain shape, 
assembled perfectly symmetrically, equally aligned, shining, organized, not 
a can out of place. Scene change to a family of bear cubs in the Forest, lush 
with berries, the cubs are feasting on the sweet berries, rolling around in 
ecstasy, so happy with full tummies. Scene change to Afghanistan, fields 
and fields of bright red poppies, square miles of them, planted all in perfect 
rows, moving with the wind, whoosh, whoosh, all moving in the same 
pattern, same orchestrated motions, moving as one.  Scene change to a 
massive herd of bison on the vast, open prairie, running together, their 
thundering hooves all moving in synchronicity, all moving as One 
Consciousness.  

1404 4/10/2017 11:43:01 30 Female New Symptom Able to come to orgasm during vaginal sex, which was not happening last 
month.

FEMALE 
GENITALIA/SE
X - ORGASM - 
wanting

1405 5/5/2017 7:18:39 30 Mind New Symptom This is a post-extraction reflection: 

- when the whole idea of 'remote viewing' came up, I did not make any 
connections to my own experience except this morning, when I 
remembered that first hour after taking the substance and I was in the 
woods, I wanted to take photos of everything i was doing and seeing (i can 
send those along). I remember thinking it was weird to be having this 
immersive experience in the woods, but I kept wanting to step back and 
take photos of it. I was compelled, I had to. But I also delighted in it. It was 
like I needed to take a step back and put something between me and what i 
was seeing or doing. 

-I was asked about movies and books and media we were drawn to. I told 
him in our call that there were definitely times when I could not pull myself 
away from my computer. there wasn't anything specific. But when my 30 
days ended, shortly after, I started watching this show 'Good Girls Revolt' 
on Amazon, based on the true story of how Nora Ephron and other women 
working at Newsweek sued because they were not allowed to be reporters. 
This show got me very worked up. I found myself touching this deep nerve 
of anger about how women have been sidelined throughout history. There's 
this well of outrage beneath me over this, that previously, I didn't pay 
attention to. 

-My supervisor mentioned Outlander. That is my favorite book series of all 
time. The first one is the best. 

-Urgency. I remember distinctly a few days in the middle when urinary 
urging was very intense. I had to get to a bathroom RIGHT THEN. It went 
from recognizing I needed to pee, to nearly peeing my pants within minutes. 
Much faster than I was used to. 

-Dreams. I also struggled with dreaming. The first couple nights i was very 
puzzled and bewildered not to be having the kind of dreams I am used to 
having in a proving. Then the dreams came for a bit of time, then they went 
away and I experienced that deep, dreamless sleep that several other 
provers mentioned. I didn't put it in my notes because it didn't strike me as 
proving related, but the quality of that sleep- being pulled under- was very 
much what others described. Very deep, very dark. 

- my experience in the last couple weeks has been like the polarity of what I 
felt in the proving. But it's also my life- however it helps to see the contrast. 
Attached, emotionally provoked by aspects of my life that I accepted with 
ease during the proving.... for example my husband works away from home 
4-5 days a week. When he was gone during the proving, I felt totally fine 
and mellow about it. In the last couple weeks I've been tearful and sad and 
wanting to move closer to where he works. It has stopped being easy to get 
to my tai chi class. I've barely kept up the writing that I started, though that 
has been easier than other things. 

-Someone mentioned flow of ideas- YES- my homeopathy journal and 
notebook was flooded with inspiration and ideas. One day I was vacuuming 
and had to constantly stop and go write things in my notebook that were just 
flowing in. 

1408 4/16/2017 9:43:14 30 Extremities New Symptom In bed last night, and very tired, I went to sleep and woke up an hour later. 
Had to stretch my left leg. While doing that got a charlie horse in the left leg 
thigh, posterior and lateral. This is weird, never have had that in the thigh; 
usually have charlie horses in the calf. It was a spasm of moderate intensity, 
flexed my foot which made it worse, so just let my leg alone. Lasted just 30 
seconds or so and that was it. 

EXTREMITIES 
- CRAMPS - 
Thighs - left

1408 4/16/2017 9:31:10 30 Mouth Recent Symptom Now I really have a cold sore! Last night I felt something on my lip, but this 
morning it has gotten bigger and is tingling like a cold sore. It's on my upper 
lip, just left of center, no discharge. Used to get a cold sore every year just 
above the upper lip margins; haven't had one in a number of years due to 
homeopathy. 

FACE - 
ERUPTIONS - 
Lips - Upper

1408 4/16/2017 9:36:52 30 Mind Recent Symptom I'm normally a flighty person, in that I start something and then, do 
something else, and come back and realize I haven't finished the first thing.  
I notice telling myself to finish this project, or stay on task, as I start to move 
on to something else. There's a bit of resistance to finishing the first task, 
but I do and, then move on to the next task. 

MIND - 
LAZINESS

MIND - 
POSTPONING 
everything to 
next day

1411 4/9/2017 19:32:02 30 Mind, 
Abdomen, 
Eye, 
Mouth, 
Stomach

Altered Symptom Have continued without much appetite; eating twice a day. Tonight tried to 
eat a third meal. Half way through felt full and slight nausea with urge to 
withdraw to my room and difficulty with eye contact. Now eyes feel very dry 
and a little gritty. Roof of mouth has a burning abrasion sensation on palate. 

STOMACH - 
APPETITE - 
diminished

MIND - 
LOOKED AT; to 
be - evading the 
look of other 
persons

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to

1413 4/29/2017 0:23:13 30 Mind New Symptom There is an intense attraction to something sexual that isn't good for me. 
Wanting something because I can't have it. I know that this thing will hurt 
me, yet I still go after it. There is a feeling of shame and embarrassment 
that follows it. Embarrassment that sits in the chest area. MALE GENITALIA/SEX - SEXUAL DESIRE - increasedMIND - CONFUSION of mind - identity, as to his - sexual identityCHEST - ANXIETY in

1413 4/29/2017 0:24:54 30 Mind New Symptom There is an extreme push and pull with not knowing what I want. Indecision 
mixed with an in ability to act. A feeling of spinning out and not being able to 
make decisions. It feels as though these decisions will have lifelong 
consequences. MIND - IRRESOLUTION

1415 4/11/2017 11:00:01 30 Dreams New Symptom I dreamt people were visiting and I had lots of animals for them to see that I 
took care of. I had some snapper turtles and a leatherback that were all 
quite large, I was surprised how big they were as they were crawling 
through a door into the water. I also had a room they could go into with 
insects where a mosquito was draining blood out of something that was 
about the size of a mouse but it was some kind of insect, like a giant 
cockroach or some other large bug but without the hard shell of a 
cockroach. As the mosquito drained the insect thing, it let ooze a strange 
blue liquid into the back of the creature and the insect was transparent with 
this blue liquid infusing within its back. I thought it looked awful and painful. 

Outside I also had sheep and other farm animals. I was giving some of my 
wool clothing to a this woman who was helping clean, a mother-in-law figure 
and she complained in front of my group of coworkers at a conference table 
that I had given them to her after they shrunk. I was surprised she said I had 
given them to her in the first place, as I really wanted to keep them. I was 
embarrassed in front of all my coworkers but kept quiet to tell her privately 
later that I am happy to keep them if she doesn't want them. She just 
became angry and said she may want them she hasn't even tried them on 
yet. I wanted to keep the shirts but I let it go. 

The son of my boss was there talking about the books he was reading and 
his friend who enjoyed reading too. I asked what books he would 
recommend to his friend and he said oh, they don’t really like the same 
things, his books are much more advanced but he had led the friend to think 
they were on the same level. I felt embarrassed for the friend and bad for 
the friend because this boy was being condescending behind his back. 

We all were to go out in a boat but it was the 4th of July so the lake would 
be really crowded. I wanted my husband to put the boat out early because 
of the traffic that will come later but he and his brother said it will not make a 
difference. I felt frustrated because I knew it would prevent everyone from 
having to wait in line. I felt I had dreamt about the boat loading area before 
in my dream, I just felt I had been there before on the lake, on a different 
adventure down the river. I was surprised to recognize it. The lake than 
became the sea with a long sandy beach

I was a little annoyed in the dream that the boat wouldn’t be put in ahead of 
time and that my mother-in-law figure (not a real-life one) was being rude 
about the shirts and about my bosses son being rude about his friend to 
others and deceitful with his friend. A part of me was able to just let it run off 
me like water on a duck’s back, I just wasn’t invested in their behavior and I 
didn't really care. I was content in myself to just continue with what I needed 
to do. I awoke feeling a little annoyed but mostly fine and ready for the day. 
I was extremely intrigued by the turtles and the differences in their shells. I 
wanted to spend more time looking at them and understanding them and 
really study their shells. I was also very intrigued about the room with the 
insects and I wanted to watch them closely and understand what better 
what was happening between the mosquito and the other very large insect.

My younger daughter also dreamt last night of the 4th of July with the same 
family and of swimming in the sea with dolphins while wearing her plaid 
shirt. She had also spewed up pearl eggs (that may be salamander eggs) 
that combined with crystals and jewels that covered the sea bed.

DREAMS - 
ANIMALS

DREAMS - 
SWIMMING - 
sea; in the
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1415 4/13/2017 21:36:23 30 Dreams, 
Back, 
Head

New Symptom I dreamt my son and I were walking by the sea. It was the same shoreline I 
dreamt about recently. I was trying to see if we could get all the way down 
along the shore. We ended up starting on the other end. It was very rocky 
with cliffs along the shore, I wasn’t sure we could walk the whole way but I 
wanted to try. As we were going down the rocks through the trees two  
animals came rushing out. I can’t remember exactly what they were but they 
seemed dangerous. Perhaps they were a gorilla and a wolf. One of them 
started gagging and throwing up like a cat throws up a fur-ball and out came 
a small brown living dog covered in mucous and stunned. I quickly grabbed 
it up and took it into the shower to clean it off. As I was spraying it down it 
turned into a man, about 5'9" with dark hair. I panicked because we were 
both naked and I didn’t know if he'd hurt me. He was kind though and just 
said shhh like he was hiding from someone. I was anxious though that my 
husband would come and be angry and jealous and not trust that this was 
what it was and not what it looked like. I wasn’t sure what to do.
Then my son, daughter and I were making our way above the shoreline on 
rocks through trees, it was kind of difficult but we were able to do it. I was 
hoping we could get down to the shoreline again. A gorilla and another 
animal followed us. We fed the gorilla some food and it didn't bother us. 
When we got back to the patio where we were eating, it was pleasant, all of 
us were there together, my husband had been traveling and now had 
rejoined us. We were having a pleasant meal looking out at the sea when 
the gorilla and wolf(?) came up. I quickly shut the doors and the garage 
doors between us and the sea but one didn't close all the way and the 
gorilla came in. I brought a pot of rice out and put some onto the ground and 
showed it to him so he would stay there and eat it and not be mad and 
attack us. I kept thinking that I shouldn't  keep  feeding it because it is 
following us but at least it wasn’t attacking us. I felt anxious about keeping 
my family safe and curious about the animals. I felt I had to be the one to 
keep everyone safe. I was concerned it was a bit bigger task than I may be 
able to handle. I awoke content and curious about the dream. I enjoyed the 
sea and the animals. I also awoke with a headache above my eyes, very 
sharp intense pain. With outward pressure like something is pushing out 
and a sharp pain in my left shoulder blade.

DREAMS - SEA DREAMS - 
ANIMALS

1415 4/11/2017 12:29:21 30 Mind Recent Symptom I continue to feel very scattered every day. It is difficult for me to mentally 
focus when there is a lot of noise around me. My mind jumps from one thing 
to do to the next and I have to work much harder than usual to get things 
done.

MIND - 
CONCENTRATI
ON - impossible

1415 4/12/2017 13:32:47 30 Mind, 
Chest

New Symptom I'm always feeling I'm in a hurry, darting here and there. Even driving, I have 
an urge to drive faster and dart in and out the traffic. Usually I'm more 
content with slower and the right lane. I often feel my heart seems to be 
racing, hurrying me up but my heart rate is actually still slow. My breathing 
is more shallow and hurried. It creates an anxious, hurried feeling within me. 

MIND - HURRY

1415 4/11/2017 12:30:42 30 Stomach, 
Chest

New Symptom I have heartburn a couple of times per week now and I normally do not have 
that. It lightly burns in my chest and then goes away with activity. STOMACH - HEARTBURNCHEST - PAIN - burning

1416 4/10/2017 9:47:56 30 Mind New Symptom Today is Samuel Hahnemann's birthday (he would've been 262 years old!). 
I think it is awesome to be involved in this proving on this day. I arrived at 
my retreat and my friends are all watching a series called Outlander. This is 
a British-American drama series based on the time travel Outlander series 
of novels by Diana Gabaldon. It is historical science fiction. It is quite violent 
(I have an aversion to violence).

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
time - space, 
and, lost or 
confused

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
time travel

1416 4/10/2017 9:49:37 30 Hearing New Symptom My hearing of the human voice has been restored. The human voice has 
been sounding far away to me since the beginning of the proving.

1406 4/18/2017 7:54:20 31 Mind Old Symptom I am having a feeling like something is "off".  It feels like something is going 
to go wrong or something bad is going to happen.  

MIND - FEAR - 
happen, 
something will - 
unpleasant; 
something

1406 4/18/2017 7:51:46 31 Mind Old Symptom The last two days it's been sunny here. Last night a storm system started to 
move in around 8 pm.  I noticed (before I'd seen the clouds) that my mood 
had become sort of hopeless and anxious around 8:30 pm seemingly out of 
the blue.  When I went to bed I had a mild anxiety attack and could not 
sleep.

1411 4/10/2017 21:11:26 31 Back New Symptom Tailbone has been aching all evening BACK - PAIN - Coccyx
1411 4/10/2017 7:51:25 31 Back, Neck Old Symptom Beginning in afternoon of day 30, still experiencing ongoing sharp pain just 

beside spine around T5 and T6 A round spot. It is like a dark empty hole 
beside the spine. Like the gaping open mouth of a snake with fangs!! Pain 
radiates toward right shoulder blade and up right side of neck. Feels pulled 
Like a rope from right occiput and right shoulder blade to spot around the 
neck of the snake  better hard pressure worse turning head. Had this pain 
earlier this year before proving Was slight and intermittent right before 
proving  Have not experienced it at all since proving began - totally absent 
Now is returned and intense!  

BACK - PAIN - 
cutting pain

1411 4/10/2017 21:11:26 31 Mind New Symptom Twice this evening felt trapped, pinned, caught in a room when my husband 
approached the door Verbally unfriendly and physically immediately got out 
of the room (he moved to let me by) MIND - DELUSIONS - trapped; he is

1411 4/10/2017 14:51:19 31 Dreams New Symptom Smoke was rising from the gas tank of my truck (Big Red) I was asking Red 
to please hang on a little bit longer My best friend from high school (C.) and 
I were running and dragging bags and boxes of clothes and blankets out of 
the truck into some pine trees beside Red Then we started dragging the 
boxes farther away out of the pine trees Then boom flames shot up in the 
air  S. (a former instructor that helped me a lot and was very good at putting 
me on the spot) understood what I needed to get ready and had brought my 
table upstairs. Others thinking they knew better tried to help by bringing it 
back downstairs So now it needed to be moved again and my client was 
waiting S. was busy reading to some kids and gave me raised eyebrows like 
“well what are you going to do?  Are you going to do this or what?” The 
family that had tried to help but actually made the job harder was in the 
other room eating  On my way up out of the basement to set up, I saw a row 
of bright yellow hens, recently butchered, headless and skewered to the 
wall on metal rods.  All lined up waiting to be plucked.  I knew it was my job 
and I’d have to do it later. The steps I went up looked like my parents 
basement stairs.  R (my brother in law) came back into my grandparents 
house.  He'd taken the Xmas tree outside and was stomping snow off his 
boots and taking of his coat.  K (my sister in law) was in the kitchen saying 
something critical about R.   I was outside looking for something in the 
horse trailer parked across the road from my grandparents house.   There 
were lots of cars driving on the road and snow on the ground.  I was naked 
and the sun was shining.  I was running fast to get across the road before 
people saw I was naked.  I dashed between the moving cars so I wouldn't 
be hit. K. was angry at me for being naked when I got in the house.  woke 
with no desire but to do nothing wanting to stay in bed be left alone why do I 
have to go out and do chores? Why do I have to get up at all ever? Why 
can’t I just lay here? I don’t want to journal my dream.  What’s the point?  
Why work so hard?  What a lot of crap just lay here.  Journaled 
(Handwriting very big and sprawling) I don’t want to leave my room.  I don’t 
want to see anyone I don’t want to go anywhere I’m too tired to deal with it I 
just want…???? Started to journal dream and stopped. I don’t want to do 
this either.  I don’t want to write down my dream.  I don’t want to understand 
myself better I don’t want to keep working at this I don’t want to do anything 
at alllllll!!!!!!!!! (by now handwriting is all over the page and I ripped a hole in 
it with my pen) Everything seems too hard.  I just want to pull the covers up 
and go back to sleep. 

1411 4/10/2017 14:54:42 31 Mind, 
Back, Neck

Altered Symptom Met with my Jungian analyst this morning and worked with the dream of a 
snake to basement and the another dream The dream is like a coach She 
feels the man eating the loaf in my dream is archetype eternal youth The 
other characters in my psyche gave him all the food and stayed small The 
emotions and involuntary thinking I’ve experienced last few days she 
predicted based on the dream and I confirmed (free exhilarated, wanting 
appreciation, praise, to be seen as special, anger desire for violence, don’t 
want to do anything no care for anyone) Being scared at the end of the 
dream, there is something to be scared of Dangerous, this character in 
psyche doesn't want to grow up, try to get me to be destructive of things 
and then sullen if doesn't get his way, gets people killed lots of desire to fly 
be free (drug overdose suicide, recklessness flying a plane, etc.) creativity, 
inventiveness -entitlement  trixter spiritually dangerous, getting his way, 
freedom, not getting his way equals misunderstood unfairly limited or 
restricted (easy rage, sullen) saying no to the man in white in dream felt like 
a breakthrough, I identified with it and felt a sense of empowerment and 
freedom saying no as little girl shaking head etc. equals temper tantrum 
though not really growth I got hooked identified etc. and eternal youth has 
been trying to run the show last few days  No pain beside spine after the 
appointment, pain is gone I’ve been active feel motivated. Neck is stiff  

1414 4/29/2017 19:43:56 31 Mind New Symptom I like doing anything, anytime. No plans. Spontaneous. Free. The opposite 
of this is locked down, confined. It's about moving, being free.

MIND - FREEDOM - desires

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1406 4/24/2017 12:51:31 32 Generals New Symptom Missed three appointments. MIND - 
FORGETFUL - 
work; in matters 
relating to

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D - work; when 
at

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1407 4/13/2017 11:02:49 32 Mind Recent Symptom I feel very distant from my partner, we also are having lots of disagreements 
and communication issues.
I am very disheartened and feel alone when things come up.
I feel separate from him and this has been ok to observe in some ways, 
other ways it is not. 
Right now I feel sad and scared and alone because I feel disconnected from 
him and our cat has just had a big bad diagnosis. I am very upset about it, 
and wonder if the proving is part of it... and I also am disappointed that no 
one responded to my request last weekend for feedback when I emailed the 
proving group admin.
more communication issues?
I am also feeling fed up with it all and just want to get some support from my 
homeopath and others for this shock and upset.

MIND - 
QUARRELLING 
- aversion to

MIND - 
AILMENTS 
FROM - 
disappointment

1407 4/13/2017 10:54:05 32 Vision Recent Symptom Eyes have gone between both so blurry I cannot read anything to less blurry 
and can read and almost even see like I normally can again.... but still back 
and forth the last few days.

VISION - 
BLURRED

1407 4/13/2017 10:50:59 32 Generals New Symptom My cat has had a steadily growing hard round belly since the last couple 
weeks, I took her in today and she has a massive abdominal mass.
We now have to go for more tests.
Since both my partner and I are taking the proving, I thought I would add 
this here
I am very upset and shocked, distant from myself... my cat is very important 
being to me and I am feeling completely flattened by this. she is only 5 .... I 
feel numb and upset all at once.

1407 4/13/2017 10:52:58 32 Dreams New Symptom Music I've been drawn to during the proving is kind of bluesy, with a second 
chakra type of breast or rhythm.

Examples: Rag n Bone Man's song Human
Kaleo's Way Down We Go
Ecuador's Bones of Man
Robert Koch's Dreams

Lots of Florence and the Machine (who I love but usually have to be in the 
mood for) How Big, How Blue, How Beautiful; Seven Devils, What the 
Water Gave Me, Delilah 

1407 4/13/2017 10:55:58 32 Generals Recent Symptom I have not heard from my supervisor, nor have I reached out to her... now 
that my phone is working like normal again, it does not seem necessary for 
me to contact her. I am not sure what I have to report that would be different 
than what I am reporting here

1407 4/13/2017 10:57:38 32 Generals New Symptom I have noticed I am being very clumsy the past 2 weeks, I kind of just 
realized that it is happening all the time, dropping things constantly is 
getting irritating and feels so repetitive and like a waste of time, to be 
repeatedly picking things up

1408 4/18/2017 18:19:12 32 Back New Symptom We were working out in a grassy field. I checked for ticks, but didn't see 
any. This morning, about 18 hours later, I scratched my right side, about 
mid back level, though on the side, and found a little tick with inflamed skin 
all around it about an inch in diameter. The skin is tender and raised as if 
someone injected fluid under the skin by the bite. Husband twisted the tick 
out and the one to two inch area where the tick was is purplish. Later in the 
day the bite area was still red, tender, and raised. I took Kali phosphoricum 
cell salt, dissolved it in water, and rubbed it over the area. The raised area 
is now a little less raised. 

GENERALS - 
WOUNDS - 
bites - ticks; of

1414 4/29/2017 18:18:54 32 Dreams New Symptom Vivid dreams about travel to Italy. Seems real. They still continue after I 
wake in the night, as they have been throughout the proving. 

DREAMS - 
VIVID

DREAMS - 
Travel

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 19:27:54 32 Mind New Symptom I don't think this proving could be run worse. The level of disorganization is 
staggering. Unorganized, mishandled.  

MIND - Order - 
desire for

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 17:27:36 34 Dreams New Symptom My lover and I are working on a project wherein we each have to create our 
own customized garden shed. Each garden shed had to be an authentic 
and unique expression of who we are. The idea was that we were going to 
help each other person build a personalized garden shed and see it to 
completion. DREAMS - PROJECTS - coming true in the dreams

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1406 4/24/2017 6:44:46 37 Mind New Symptom Music I've been drawn to during the proving is kind of bluesy, with a second 
chakra type of breastorrhythm.

Examples: Rag n Bone Man's song Human
Kaleo's Way Down We Go
Ecuador's Bones of Man
Robert Koch's Dreams

Lots of Florence and the Machine (who I love but usually have to be in the 
mood for) How Big, How Blue, How Beautiful; Seven Devils, What the 
Water Gave Me, Delilah 

1406 4/24/2017 12:30:50 37 Mind New Symptom Noon notes:  

What was "seen" Babies, young babies, and an old woman struggling to get 
up from a seat or chair.  the nervous system and its branches.  electricity 
firing, firing full and then an image of misfiring.  gold rimmed plates (old 
antiques), and very old tattered yellowed newspaper clippings and public 
posters that were well over 100 years old, seemed like 110 years old.......

The experience:  Goosebumps, chilled, It was not a place where I wanted to 
be, when picture of the  babies and old woman came up.   Speed and 
space, felt like things should move fast and space is created in that speed.   
An idea of severing ties.  and the idea of being open to receiving it and a 
feeling of antiquity.  The thought of antiquity makes me nauseous.  It's all 
about function.

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms
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1406 4/24/2017 14:54:40 37 Mind New Symptom Books, movies and music drawn to during this proving time.....

The TV series "Dexter" (which is hilarious because at the last proving, 
whitetail deer, I attempted to watch this but could bare the sight of blood 
and gore without wanting to literally vomit). So watching it this time I 
became enamored with the characters and drawn to their strengths. I 
somehow closely identified with the Dexter Character loved how he was 
efficient and lived on the fringe, and at the end of the series I mourned their 
losses for days, I had to watch the same last thirty minutes to revisit my 
grief and process it.

As for books, the Harry Potter series, at least books one and two (had never 
had a chance to read until now) and also "The Life Changing Magic of 
Tidying Up" by Marie Kondo.

As for music I found that I didn't really like listening to a lot of lyrics, I wanted 
more instrumental or music based songs.  was drawn more to indie rock or 
alternative style of music overall  couldn't stand mainstream pop music 
without wanting to roll my eyes with hearing it.  I also found I just couldn't 
listen to rhetoric, had no tolerance for it, no news watching at all, nor much 
talk radio which are typically standard listening for me.

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1404 5/17/2017 12:25:09 39 Mind New Symptom Seeing a surge in my practice. Making me have confidence to make plans 
to visit Germany, I have contacted massage schools to offer workshops 
there. Things are taking off and I’m feeling really good about that.  

MIND - 
CONFIDENT

1404 5/17/2017 12:28:13 39 Mind New Symptom I feel as if I’m in this brittle armor. There are fewer boundaries. You’re 
constantly in their head space. Brittle quality. I wonder sometimes who I 
really am. Not as much fluidity or being in the flow.  

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
body - brittle, is

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - identity, 
as to his - 
boundaries; and 
personal

1404 5/17/2017 12:23:54 39 Extremities New Symptom My body feels achier than I’ve known it to.  Especially in the joints.  I’ve 
been doing a little more yoga now in hopes of stretching more.  Seems to 
have stretched myself into an inflammation in my right hip.  Used to have to 
make me quit dancing.  I feel as if I’m feeling my age a lot more. Seems 
unfair that my joints are reacting this way. 

1404 5/17/2017 12:24:38 39 Female New Symptom I’m having libido changes.  Don’t know to what extent it has to do with my 
partner.  I want to get my business done.  All this stuff to do.  Almost a little 
anxious about having sex because I know it’s not going to be very 
satisfying.  A couple weeks ago, was fun for two nights then went back to 
the other part of it.  There’s always a trade off.  Sex isn’t as exciting.  

1404 5/17/2017 12:26:18 39 Mind New Symptom More confidence and expanse in practice.  She is looking for opportunities 
in new places, reaching further than is typical.  She's contacted a school in 
another country to expand her teaching there.  This is totally new.

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1404 5/17/2017 12:27:31 39 Mind New Symptom I’m really glad that I participated in the proving.  Sad that I dropped off the 
deep end.  A sense of guilt.  I carry out everything reliably and so I wasn’t 
reliable about it.  I was disappointed in myself.  Both with regard to what I’ve 
given to the community and I didn't follow through.

1408 4/24/2017 12:53:29 39 Dreams New Symptom Only remember a short part of a dream. I was at a counter with my three 
year old son. We had to get to the bathroom on the other side of the 
counter. There was a man in front of me talking to the people on the other 
side. He just went on and on, and I remained behind him. My son was able 
to get to the other side without me. I'm feeling blocked, stymied from what I 
want to do. I'm restless and want to push him out of the way. Finally, he 
leaves, and now I have to raise my leg high enough to get over the counter 
to go to the bathroom. I can't get my leg that high; frustrated feelings. I 
continue and finally get it over and see the doors to many individual stalls. I 
think this dream is showing me the frustration I felt this weekend with three 
grandchildren. I can't stand the extremely messy car and house. The 
inability to make order in the chaos that is their existence, but having to 
cope with it. 

DREAMS - 
OBSTACLES - 
path; in his

DREAMS - 
ORGANIZING

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

1408 4/24/2017 11:52:38 39 Mouth New Symptom Have noticed twice in this proving that my corners of my mouth or lips 
(upper lips, from the corner), are red and sore, burn if they get wet; worse 
on right side. I had this two weeks ago and put some oil on them and it went 
away. Came back this weekend. Was stressful this weekend watching three 
grandchildren, running them to activities and putting up with their 
disorganized house and car.

FACE - 
CRACKED - 
Mouth; corners 
of

1408 4/24/2017 12:38:43 39 Mind Recent Symptom Everyone is super friendly this morning in aerobic swim exercises. I'm 
having conversations with three people. This is different from most days. 
Usually I have short pleasantries with lots of swimmers. Today, I had three 
quality conversations; it was nice. 

MIND - 
CHEERFUL - 
company, in

1408 4/24/2017 19:20:20 39 Mind New Symptom While I am working and occupied it feels better.

MIND - OCCUPATION - amel-
1408 4/24/2017 13:12:37 39 Mind New Symptom What books, movies, television, YoutTube have I been drawn to during this 

proving? Nothing much has changed. However, my husband gets National 
Geographic magazine. I usually don't read it because I'd rather read 
homeopathy. However, one issue pulled me in. There was an article on the 
Vikings about their power in the 900s, how fierce and brutal they were. I 
was drawn to that article and read it, and then passed it onto my grandson. MIND - POWER - sensation of

1408 4/24/2017 13:03:22 39 Mind New Symptom Frustrating weekend with grandchildren and parents in and out. Our job was 
to help out by getting the children to activities. The frustration is with living 
with their messiness and chaos of things all over the place. I understand the 
disorganization of the adults, but it gets to me as I have to work around it. 
One child can't find a black pants he needs for the play he is in. We look 
and look, but can't find it. The car that we are driving is extremely messy 
with food, books, abandoned clothes, etc. I finally get so bothered that I 
have the 9 and 7 year old help me clean the car. I tell them for at least 20 
minutes that this is not acceptable; that they are old enough to keep this 
clean; that this isn't sanitary; that it reflects poorly on them, etc. My husband 
says I was more persistent than usual, also, that I was more obsessed with 
the lack of cleanliness of the car. 

MIND - REST - 
cannot rest 
when things are 
not in the 
proper place

MIND - 
REPROACHIN
G others

1408 4/24/2017 12:00:00 39 Nose New Symptom Right nostril has a sore inside on the medial side about 3/4" superior to the 
tip of the nose cartilage that bothers me when I blow the nose. It's not a 
pimple, more like an ulcer or open sore. I can't see it, just feel it. Have had 
this for two to three weeks, but forget about it. It is healing and getting 
smaller.

NOSE - 
ULCERS - 
Nostrils

1414 4/30/2017 0:26:22 39 Mind New Symptom Strong desire to get a tattoo: "Amor Fati." Love of one's fate. Loving every 
bit of my life, the bad and the good. Feeling everything but not wanting to 
change a single thing. Acceptance. To quote Wikipedia: "This acceptance 
does not necessarily preclude an attempt at change or improvement, but 
rather, it can be seen to be along the lines of what Nietzsche means by the 
concept of "eternal recurrence": a sense of contentment with one's life and 
an acceptance of it, such that one could live exactly the same life, in all its 
minute details, over and over for all eternity." Than last part of the Nietzsche 
quote gets me, wow. "Over and over for all eternity." Maybe that's what 
we're doing. MIND - CONTENT - life are ideal; circumstances of

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1408 4/25/2017 13:06:19 40 Mind New Symptom Over the weekend I took my granddaughter clothes shopping. We ended up 
at the GAP. I'm out of the loop and couldn't believe the cost of pants and 
blouses there. I bought a pair of jeans and two tees for her and when they 
asked me if I wanted to save 20% on the purchase by opening an account, I 
jumped at the offer. This is very unusual for me. I almost always say "no" 
and just pay the amount. I immediately felt that this was stupid, but the 
cashier had already started the credit card process. 

MIND - 
IMPULSIVE - 
shopping; 
impulsive to go

1410 5/3/2017 0:01:16 40 Mind, Male Altered Symptom The first ten days of the proving felt pretty innocuous. I’ve recorded most of 
those symptoms, so suffice it to say that I felt increased ease, increased 
awareness of my limits, and a lack of ability to focus in conversation, 
especially whenever I listened passively. 

At 4 am on Day 12, I woke and felt gripped by terror. The only thing that 
made it feel better was telling myself I am gay. That made everything more 
terrifying because at the time I had a girlfriend. The only thing that made me 
feel better was to say something that took my life away. That’s how it felt. 
The terror that gripped me was like a dark cloud wrenching my heart and 
core. I’ve felt this terror for years whenever I have feelings for someone. 
Mostly women I’ve dated, but also versions of it with female friends, and 
with one male friend I’ve had feelings for. In this way I didn't imagine it was 
the proving affecting me. Even more so because I spoke with a few people 
outside of the proving process who woke up at the very same time and 
experienced mini dark-nights, and they also said they knew others who'd 
gone through the same.

By 5 am on Day 12 I had let myself say that I’m gay without extrapolating 
the consequences and freaking out. I instead let the consequent relief and 
pleasure move inside me. It traced its own path and eventually amounted to 
a major burst of relief and pleasure. I began to laugh and feel a return to the 
incredible love I had for my girlfriend. It was like I took a leap of faith, 
jumping into the darkness, and was then opened to the truth of my feelings, 
and I had lost nothing after all. 

That morning was fucking dark, punctuated by my breakthrough. The 
pleasure and relief was short-lived. For the next few days I would be 
completely gripped by terror, constantly sure I would break up with my 
girlfriend, only for someone to ask me how we were doing, in which case I 
would smile helplessly with a love and affection I simply couldn’t call upon 
otherwise. I was barely hanging on to my reality while feeling overtaken and 
consumed by the world my terror insisted was real (that I didn't love my 
girlfriend, that I’m gay, and I don’t know, that life was over, or that I’d die, in 
some subconscious way). 

I was taking a country drive on Day 16. My prostate was revving with 
intense sexual charge. It was incredibly distracting, and its power was 
intense and scary. I was gripped with a low grade of the terror obscuring my 
heart this whole time. I decided to stop resisting and let everything just do 
its thing in me. I was tired of trying to hold on to reality. I imagined a man 
(not the man, just the act) penetrating me. It was not fantasy as I’ve known 
it during masturbation, but some other psychic act. Less visual, more blunt. 
No narrative, just a dick going in my ass. The revving charge in my prostate 
increased, and I felt a slow but obliterative orgasmic power building in me. I 
do not say this lightly, nor figuratively: If I had (been able to) brought myself 
to orgasm this way, it would have destroyed my mind. I felt a super electric 
charge running from my prostate up my spine into my brain, and I knew 
instantaneously that the resultant orgasm would destroy my mind, as in my 
ego. I visited my inner child and asked him what he was feeling. He 
clenched his fists, leaned forward, and screamed like a beserker. Well 
actually, more like a niffin from the show The Magicians, which is a 
magician who channels such impossible magical power that the go up in 
white flames screaming before transforming into a hollowed and depraved, 
wickedly powerful version of themselves. The point is that I was awestruck 
by the terrifying power of my inner child’s bellowing scream and I cannot 
find words to capture it. That day I was oscillating between ecstasy and 
terror. This was the peak of intensity during the proving. 

The next morning was bizarre. I have never felt so infantile in my penis, 
prostate, and lower chakras. I felt as though my genital area was so 
relaxed, soft, open, and vulnerable, that it felt like a baby. It was super 
pleased, but not directed sexually. This lasted for several hours. 

I couldn’t focus on the day-to-day tasks of my life for about two weeks (day 
12-26). I was regularly very triggered by particular gay men. I would feel 
blind-sided as they’d look in my eyes, and I would feel intense bouts of 
trauma and fear. They'd become the only person in the room. I would feel 
terrified about losing my girlfriend, and I would wonder why being gay meant 
feeling so afraid. MIND - CONFUSION of mind - identity, as to his - sexual identityMALE GENITALIA/SEX - MASTURBATION; disposition toMIND - FORSAKEN feeling - isolation; sensation of - terror; with

1416 4/23/2017 6:50:56 43 Mind New Symptom Much to my delight there is a film at the Minneapolis - Saint Paul Film 
Society today called Marie Curie! Marie Curie – The Courage of Knowledge. 
I am going to go to see if I can rush seat tickets with my partner. I have 
been thinking about Marie Curie throughout the proving. MIND - EXCITEMENT

1416 4/23/2017 17:45:41 43 Mind New Symptom The Marie Curie film was absolutely delightful. I am so content. There was a 
panel prior to the film for the Film Society’s Science on Screen program. 
The experts discussed the present gender gap in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics industries, and what initiatives are underway 
to promote greater equality. This film is totally tying together my whole 
thread of  Saint Geneviève, Jeanne d' Arc, Marie Curie, and Wonder 
Woman. This is so exciting to me. The film explored Marie Curie's 
fascinating and challenging life as a mother, pioneering scientist, and a 
lover. The film is stunning and very sensual. I am so inspired by these kinds 
of films, and these empowered women, saints, and demigoddesses. This 
proving substance must have something to do with the divine feminine. 
"Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to 
understand more, so that we may fear less." - Marie Curie. I am totally into 
altruism and scientific endeavors. I didn't know that Curie was awarded to 
Nobel prizes.

MIND - IDEAS - 
abundant

1412 4/25/2017 22:39:54 45 Mind Recent Symptom Notes on the song Brittle by Portico. I listened to this on repeat for most of a 
two week stretch during the proving. Achingly beautiful.

https:ororwww.youtube.comorwatch?v=StnO9JFDHo0

Two notes repeated over and over, three high and one low, like a 
transmission beamed out, moving outwards, downwards, away. Sonar.

The echo of the snare and some of the effects seem like sounds heard 
underwater. Like a metal cable being plucked or snapped.

The harmonies in the chorus step away from each other, ascending and 
moving away, but they feel tethered to some common spot. All throughout 
something is sinking and something is ascending, floating away. Some 
feeling of floating and drowning simultaneously. Such profound separation 
and loss.

 [10] MIND - SINGING
1412 4/23/2017 21:52:07 45 Mind New Symptom I listened to this song on repeat for about two weeks during the proving. It 

came to me at the same time as a news article and I was reading the article 
and listening to the song simultaneously. I'll send a meditation about these 
links separately

Portico featuring Joe Newman - Brittle

https:ororwww.youtube.comorwatch?v=StnO9JFDHo0

News article and a really fantastic image:
https:ororwww.si.comorvaultor2016or06or13orrapture-deep-carried-away-
love-risk-and-each-other-two-world's-best-freedivers-went-limits-their
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1412 4/25/2017 22:22:33 45 Mind Recent Symptom Notes from synchronized visualization, done about 12:15 CST on 
4or24or17.

Notes regarding my drawing:

I can't get back to you. There is something up, it is connected but 
inaccessible to something below. There is still the connection, it's not 
severed. But it doesn't matter: there is no traversing the space between 
even though the line is there in space connecting one to the other. The line 
is tight and unusable. Almost like it is holding these two things apart, like 
two forces being held away from each other, like polarized magnets. And 
yet there is some deep yearning coupled with absolute understanding that 
this arrangement is fixed. There will be no reunion.

The only way to stay in some kind of relationship is to hold these positions, 
hold this separation, because these objects' locations are at least oriented 
in their specific places still relative to each other. Even though they're apart. 
The positions are a substitute for a more intimate, impossible proximity.

So much grief at this. Why are you up there? Why are you so far away? 
Why am I down here? Why can't I be with you? I have to just stay here?

If I move and I don't even occupy the place that is called "separate from 
you" and I go somewhere else then am I really lost to you? Are you lost to 
me? Grief is a place marker for intimacy between you and me. Aren't we 
one person after all? Is it not me, up there AND down here? And aren't you 
both places too?

Notes regarding the process of this experiment:

I misunderstood and thought some message was coming at noon. So I felt 
like I was missing out or like something had gone wrong. I wrote in to the 
proving team, but as soon as I sent it I realized what I had misunderstood. 
Then I felt left behind, alone. I went into a dark room at work to do my 
visualizing. I could hear people in other rooms and I was worried that I 
couldn't do this exercise, either innately couldn't do it, or was out of sync 
and missed the boat. I'm not sure I could connect to anyone else this way. It 
was new to me. I mostly just felt alone and thought about the image that's 
been with me the whole time, to see if it had shifted. Once I started writing 
about the drawing I'd made, I started getting really upset and I was crying 
by the time I switched over to first person. It surprised me. It felt abrupt.

1414 4/29/2017 22:34:26 46 Mind New Symptom The cleanse we are on, Ketogenic diet cleanse. Something new we've done 
since being on the proving.

MIND - CURIOUS

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:36:41 46 Mind New Symptom Someone left a book on our fence, My Year in Provence. The chapters are 
months. I pick it up if i want to spend an evening outside and read a chapter

MIND - Dreams 
- travel

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/29/2017 22:51:20 46 Dreams New Symptom Meditative telepathic exercise: I feel like I am being submerged into deep 
deep water. I can feel the waterline at the level of my eyeballs. There's a 
sensation of bubbles. I can see the bubbles as I emerge to the surface of 
the water. I can hear the sound of the water swirling in my ears. I am 
bobbing on the surface of the water. My eyes are half in the water, half 
above the water. I am at peace. I am floating. I feel supported, held. The 
waves push my body up and down and I relax into them. The opposite of 
this would be if I were to thrash about, splashing, making a big cacophony. 
As it is, I am calm and still. I can hear the gentle sound of the waves lapping 
in and out of my ears. It seems very important to note that the water level is 
directly across the middle of my eyeballs; half my eyeball is in the water, 
half my eyeball is above the water. There is a feeling of ease and flow. I am 
being held by the water. I am bobbing in the water and it feels good. If I 
were to fight the water, or if I were afraid, I would drown and die. If I relax 
and float, I will thrive. I am supposed to be at the waterline. Half my eye in, 
half out. 

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 22:46:05 48 Dreams New Symptom Trying to converse, words wouldn't come out. Words are all garbled. In line 
at grocery store or at bank. Couldn’t talk. Mouth was moving though. As if 
mouth was filled with marbles, making unintelligible sounds but not words. 
Frustrated feeling. People were helpful and thoughtful, “Take your time,” 
and “You'll get through this, you'll get your words out!”

DREAMS - UNSUCCESSFUL EFFORTS - talk; toMIND - SPEECH - affectedMIND - SPEECH - incoherent

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1414 4/30/2017 0:28:57 48 Mind New Symptom Four separate people this week have told me I have a shiny aura or 
sparkling energy or glowing with health etc. This is unusual. They said I 
have a "certain something". Funny.

MIND - 
MAGNETIZING 
others - desire 
for

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1414 4/29/2017 22:39:18 48 Mind New Symptom Our cat. Her liver numbers are up. She had a cyst surgically removed 
recently. 

Supervisor 
Observation of 
Prover

1416 4/28/2017 11:00:11 48 Mind Cured Symptom I woke up with a sense of urgency about the world and politics and our 
climate. I went on an 11 mile hike early in the morning and came home. In 
the process of answering acute calls, one of my patients mentioned that she 
was in Washington, D.C. preparing for the People's Climate March. When I 
heard this, I heard a bell go off in my head. I thought to myself, "I need to 
participate in this experience." Earlier in the year there was a Women's 
March on Washington and I regretfully did not go. So, uncharacteristically, 
spontaneously, I booked a flight, found a hotel on the Washington, D.C. mall 
and I am heading to march. I am really looking forward to this experience. 
"We resist!" "We build!" "We rise!" Homeopathy needs a march! We need to 
be unified. The weather report looks like it is going to be sweltering. What 
am I doing? This is so atypical for my character (I do not like crowds or 
large gatherings of people). I feel compelled and ready to participate. This is 
remarkable. I am so motivated! I am rarely so ready to go into these kinds of 
experiences...

MIND - 
INJUSTICE, 
cannot support  

MIND - 
COMPANY - 
aversion to  

1416 4/29/2017 9:45:09 49 Mind New Symptom I am about to start marching in the People's Climate March in Washington. 
This is the most awesome new experience of my recent life. In a way all of 
my inner fight with injustice is externalized in this outward expression of 
people gathering from all over the United States to march. There were eight 
groups that each marcher can join: Protectors of Justice, Creators of 
Sanctuary, Builders of Democracy, Guardians of the Future, Defenders of 
Truth, Keepers of Faith, Reshapers of Power, and Many Struggles, One 
Home.

MIND - 
EXCITEMENT  

1416 4/29/2017 17:25:03 49 Mind New Symptom I find it so invigorating listening to the thousands of marchers chanting, 
"This is what democracy looks like!" The call and response is enlivening and 
awakens something on my innermost level. I also felt this way hearing the 
Indivisible protesters at the town hall forums shouting, "Do your job! Do your 
job! Do your job!" The signs were so awesome, "We, the People, call for 
Compassion and Intelligence to Rise," and "Congress be Brave, Stop the 
Denial Wave!!" and "I speak for the trees!" and "Clean Energy is People 
Power!" It is so thrilling to me. I wish homeopathy had a march like this!

MIND - 
EXCITEMENT  

1416 4/29/2017 17:15:44 49 Mind New Symptom I loved this experience of fighting injustice and raising awareness!! There 
were 400,000 people here in Washington, D.C. for this People's Climate 
March. I felt total unification at one point during the protest. The entire group 
of marchers sat down (I was with people from the National Institute of 
Health who said they totally supported homeopathy!?) in front of the White 
House! Everyone sat down in complete silence, all you could hear in the 
area where the birds and distant traffic sounds and one news helicopter and 
drones. Then this American Indian drum began to pulse like a heartbeat. 
We were instructed to beat our hearts in rhythm with the drum. It was a pure 
sense of interconnection.

MIND - 
INJUSTICE, 
cannot support  

MIND - 
UNIFICATION - 
sensation of 
unification  

1409 4/29/2017 13:38:17 50 Ear Old Symptom Sharp, piercing pain deep in right ear at 11pm while lying in bed.
1410 5/3/2017 23:49:26 50 Mind, Male Altered Symptom Oh, I don't know what I've been exercising. I don't know what world I've 

been living in. Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, and Mercury retrograde do not help in 
the matter of discernment. I am nauseated tonight. I am so confused about 
my sexuality. I am confused about what the substance touched and opened. 
Whatever it was, it clouded my ability to know myself. That said, it did so in 
the name of activating and releasing that which keeps me from knowing and 
being myself anyway. I oscillated between two experiences. I've grown up 
hetero-identified. Sex has never been easy for me, but I come from a family 
with generational sexual abuse. While I didn't sustain sexual abuse as a 
child, I absorbed what I can only imagine was a considerable amount of 
unmetabolized trauma from my parents, especially my father. Whether 
imagining that truth helps me in understanding myself is left to be known. 
For now, I bring it up because the proving awakened ways in which my 
father's trauma has embedded in me. It's how I kiss, and how I've engaged 
people: pressing my face forward, while drawing my body back. It's in the 
excitement and terror when my (now ex-) girlfriend would text me, and I 
glimpse an image of my father as a child, afraid to be confronted by his 
mother. While these aspects of his trauma were brought to my awareness 
during the proving, the most overwhelming trigger was eye contact with gay 
men. Well really, it was anything. It was anticipation anxiety over and over. 
Being sent back into the triggers, spiraling back to whether or not I'm gay. 
Not ever really wanting a man, but being gripped in a terrifying psychic 
space where my heart is racing and I feel so penetrated by the eyes of a 
gay man, or so sure I'll lose my girlfriend. Sometimes the concern of my 
sexuality wasn't there, just the intensely fearful sensation in my heart. It was 
like a dark cloud, or like a vole pushing through dirt, subtle shifts in color, 
but dark. 

This has been unfolding in me for years, the terror. The specificity around 
homosexuality for about a year and a half. The words "I'm gay," when said 
internally, bringing pleasure. Not sexual, but heart pleasure. Joy pleasure. 
Before that, it was a bizarre corner of my brain that would see a man 
without even really checking him out and someone's voice saying, "He's 
cute!" 

During the proving, it felt as though someone else was looking through my 
eyes. Subtly. What even is it to say that? I sat down with my father recently 
and told him about my proving symptoms. For one, her shared with me 
more in depth what transpired between he and his mother when he was a 
very young boy, how she raped him multiple times. What it was like to 
experience terror and ecstasy with her, how he wasn't "allowed to exist" (be 
of notice) around her for fear of invoking her wrath, but how confusedly 
pleased he felt to receive her attention when he did. How sexual contact 
was the only time he really got to feel close to her. It's amazing because 
sexual contact was the only time I really got to feel close to my girlfriend. 
And much like my father with his mother, whenever my girlfriend was 
overwhelmed by our connection, she would withdraw, and I wasn't allowed 
to exist in the relationship. It really moved something in me to hear him tell 
me these stories. To see how those dynamics were playing out in my 
relationship.

My father also told me something I had never heard from him before. He 
told me that, after surviving his childhood and making it into his young adult 
life, he began to experience sexual desire for me. That when he did, he shut 
it down hard and good. That it was so scary and he was so incapable of 
feeling safe enough to allow it, he just cut it off. Did I absorb this as a child? 
Is that something someone carries and transmits to an uncontained child? 
Did the substance touch and open this trauma as I absorbed it inside me?

Sex with women has never been easy for me. I have struggled to achieve 
arousal when I am getting to know a partner. It's taken me time and trust to 
open my body to them. I've never related to insatiably horny men. Once I 
got over my reticence with my college girlfriend, we had sex pretty wildly 
and freely, but then after we broke up she raped me. I woke up from a 
drunken sleep, orgasming. My sex thereafter never looked wild a free. I 
didn't want to partner much after that. 

People have asked me if I'm gay my whole life. It's never occurred to me 
that I am. Now I am fascinated and often many other less enjoyable 
emotions as all this moves through me. Am I gay? Did I adopt a survival-
based heterosexuality until I became safe enough to drop it? Is that why sex 
with women has been difficult? 

Am I straight? Don't get me wrong, I understand that people are surely not 
so one-dimensional. The point is absolutely not that "labels don't help," that 
"I can be anything I am and want to be." I fucking know all that, I have no 
problem with that, but it's not the point. It's the agony of untangling what's 
mine and not mine. It's being convinced I'm gay and accepting it, and then 
suddenly later feeling like I'm definitely not. I've come out to everyone every 
which way in the last year, so at this point it's really just about being happy. 
About knowing myself. About having sex and being excited about it. Sex 
has been so heavy. 

So am I gay, or maybe, am I straight? Is sex heavy because I am the 
sensitive son of a man who was raped by his mother (just to name one 
instance in my lineage)? Is sex heavy because I was raped? Is sex heavy 
because I have carried so much that is not mine? It freaks me out to think 
that I may be conforming my life to the person my father denied in himself. 
That I absorbed the young man my father arrested when he shut down his 
desires. That the substance has fully animated what has remained inchoate 
in me, and that I feel convinced that it is me and my reality whenever my 
father is active in me. Much like the prostate revving on Day 16 and the soft 
vulnerability of my prostate on Day 17, these states still visit me regularly. 
Even after taking my constitutional remedy back around Day 30. 

Are these young or infantile states of sexual arousal or healing part of me 
returning to my own young self, who was gay this whole time? Am I gay, 
and is my father too? And now, to break the binary some, do I want to have 
sex with men? Does my prostate arousal equate to horniness? 

I am very confused, but I am also okay. I was trying to set up dates on 
Tinder with men. I matched with one, and he seems fascinating to me. We 
might meet next week. I feel no resistance to the idea of being sexual with 
him, but also no real interest. Almost an indifference. Will this change as I 
allow myself to feel emotional connection? If not with him, then someone? 

I've barely dented all the shifting, oscillations, and inquiry I've undertaken as 
a result of this proving. The terror, the queer questioning, the family trauma, 
it all reaches back before the proving, but the substance truly accelerated 
my healing journey. It animated much of what I've carried. I've been living 
inside it for awhile, even too long now. After writing quite a bit last night, I 
have felt positive today. I am writing again tonight because I realize that 
perhaps it helps the substance move out of me. I would like the substance 
to complete its work in me so that I can find a new sense of self and begin 
to embody who that is. I don't want to date men if I don't want to date men. 
Tonight it struck me that I might not want to, and I was surprised. I don't 
want to roll out a queering journey if the energy for it falls out from under 
me. I know that it is safe to explore my sexuality, but I am also pretty fucking 
irritated with all the damn encouragement a select few give me. Telling me 
"It's okay," or "Why not?" or "You can like everyone." Who the fuck is 
anyone to remind me I can explore in light of everything I've just written? 
What's most important to me is that I feel like I want something. Anything! 
When I'm in a certain state, it's definitely the pleasure, power, and freedom 
promised by being gay. When I'm in another state, it's to take a deep breath 
and look around and wonder where the hell I've been. I am willing to charge 
forward in pursuit of what I want with greater freedom thanks to this proving. 
I have really woken up to how much I carry during this proving. I have let go 
of some of those things. I can't process something that's not mine, though I 
can let it move through me, or burn off, or whatever's been happening. 
Thanks in part to the substance. And in part to my delirious, implacable 
effort. MIND - CONFUSION of mind - identity, as to his - sexual identityMIND - REPROACHING oneself - sexual thoughts; about
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Supervisor 
Input

1416 4/30/2017 6:05:47 50 Dreams New Symptom I am out walking in the woods along this beautiful natural pathway, it is pre-
dawn, there is this beautiful apple tree in full blossom; there are flower 
blossoms all along the path, suddenly there is this iridescent little bird on the 
path. It is glowing and bright, like a little shimmering rainbow bird. It looks 
like a Purple Finch, however, it is iridescent. I feel like I am in awe of the 
bird and the beauty of the whole scene. Then I can see myself and the bird, 
the path and the apple tree from above and all around.

DREAMS - 
BIRDS  

DREAMS - 
WALKING - 
woods, in  

1409 4/29/2017 13:06:52 51 Mind Old Symptom I have two work acquaintances whose fathers passed recently. This brought 
up sadness and grief of my own father's death which was about 7 1/2 years 
ago.  

MIND - GRIEF

1409 4/29/2017 13:14:32 51 Mind Altered Symptom I took back my power. I have been dealing with a difficult situation with my 
daughter and her school. I have been getting emotional and confused about 
what to do. The school planned a meeting with me, the principal, 
psychologist, all of her teachers, and her counselor. I was told the meeting 
was in the best interest of my daughter and that I needed to build my case 
for her. I chose to not attend the meeting. I sent as much healing energy as 
I could to the meeting space a few minutes prior to its start. I received a call 
from the school counselor 20 minutes after it started to let me know they 
were going to let me do what I needed to take care of my child and they 
would support her in whatever she needed.  MIND - HELPLESSNESS; feeling ofMIND - POWER - sensation of

1409 4/29/2017 13:10:00 51 Mind Altered Symptom Throughout my life, I have believed that humans are basically good. I have 
recently had disappointment in humans. My city feels dirty, trashed. People 
could care less and litter everywhere. It isn't taken care of and muddy, dirty, 
full of grime. Others ignore or don't even see this decline.  MIND - IDEALISTICMIND - DELUSIONS - dirty - everything is

1409 4/29/2017 13:21:59 51 Mind New Symptom We are asked to think about what types of television, movies, podcasts, 
music, we are attracted to... I haven't been. I haven't had an interest is 
much noise or clutter. I have been wanting things quieter.  If anything, I 
would prefer to watch old televsion shows like Mary Tyler Moore, MASH. I 
heard a four piece Jazz band at a meeting last week and enjoyed it. I like 
the bass and would rather be in tune with deep, grounding sounds.  MIND - MUSIC - desire for

1409 4/29/2017 13:37:01 51 Mind New Symptom Feeling a slight throbbing in the center of my forehead, right where my third 
eye or sixth chakra is located. It feels as if it is pulsating from the center out.

1416 5/13/2017 5:51:35 58 Mind New Symptom I just realized that the new film Wonder Woman final trailer contains many 
scenes filmed in the manner in which I have been dreaming of late 
throughout the proving. 

MIND - 
DETACHED - 
observing; as if 
- outside; from 

1405 3/11/2017 18:35:30 100 Dreams New Symptom I had a dream about two nights ago... This might have been when the 
proving substance was sent to me. I woke up thinking that it felt connected 
to the proving; I don't know why? This is an unusal thought. Perhaps 
because it was so personal, and also kind of out of the blue. I dreamt about 
an old friend; a crush I had in high school. The man was quite a bit older 
than me, I was 16 and he was 27. But we became quite close at the 
community theater we both were involved with. He appeared in this dream, 
and it was almost like meeting after these many years; we have not been in 
contact since I was in college. In the dream was a feeling of deep 
connection and amazement that we were in touch again. I can't remember 
the specifics of what happened in the dream, now that it has been a couple 
days; only that there was communication and connection. I do remember 
that when I woke up, the feeling was one of deep gratitude for that 
friendship. He could have taken advantage of me, young and crushed out 
that I was. We had chemistry. But he didn't, he just remained my friend and 
an example of a man with integrity in my life. I haven't thought about him in 
years. 

DREAMS - 
BOYFRIEND - 
old boyfriend

1406 3/18/2017 7:54:53 100 Dreams New Symptom I woke up from a dream when I was with a man and he wanted to touch my 
hair, like a lover would want to. It felt so good to be wanted in that way by 
someone. On waking I had a longing feeling, wishing I could continue to feel 
the way I had in the dream. DREAMS - AMOROUS

1406 3/11/2017 20:41:54 100 Face New Symptom Eyes feel as if I am wearing swim goggles that fit right around my eyes. EYE - 
TENSION - 
Around the 
eyes

1406 3/11/2017 20:38:44 100 Head New Symptom Feeling a slight throbbing in the center of my forehead, right where my third 
eye or sixth chakra is located. It feels as if it is pulsating from the center out.

HEAD - OPEN; 
sensation as if - 
chakra; third 
eye

1406 3/11/2017 20:49:09 100 Mind New Symptom At the proving launch, I had a song come into my head, it was Katy Perry's 
song, Firework.  I remembered the first time I really noticed that song, my 
son and I were at an animated movie and there was a kind of psychedelic 
scene that was a climax of the hard work of the characters.  Then Firework 
came on and I remember having an almost religious experience of that 
song.

MIND - 
ABSORBED

1406 3/11/2017 20:46:05 100 Mind New Symptom At the proving launch meeting as everyone started to take their remedies, 
there was a light feeling as if some heavy energy had lifted.

MIND - 
HEAVINESS; 
sensation of

1406 3/17/2017 11:46:13 100 Neck Recent Symptom My spine and joints feel brittle, like sticks breaking when I move. My neck 
when I crack it feels stuck then cracks like a stick is breaking, same for my 
shoulder joints and lower back. NECK - CRACKING noiseMIND - DELUSIONS - body - brittle, is

1406 3/16/2017 13:31:06 100 Neck New Symptom My neck feels brittle and tight, I'm feeling tension from the top of my neck to 
the front of my head and my sinuses feel stuffy. NECK - TENSIONNOSE - CONGESTION - Sinuses

1406 3/11/2017 20:44:48 100 Ear New Symptom My ears are ringing, more in the right ear than the left, like I'm hearing a 
high pitched sound. There is a rhythm to it almost like cricket sounds move 
up and down in tone.

1406 3/12/2017 10:56:48 100 Head New Symptom vertigo on standing, feeling of leaning toward the right, sensation it is 
originating from occiput of head.

1406 3/16/2017 6:39:23 100 Mind New Symptom I'm feeling like I have a high school crush on someone.  Constantly thinking 
of this person with that yearning for someone that is out of reach. It's how I 
used to feel about posters of pop stars I would put on my wall when I was a 
preteen.

1409 3/13/2017 21:35:14 100 Face New Symptom Red cheeks FACE - 
DISCOLORATI
ON - red - 
Cheeks

1409 3/12/2017 15:20:13 100 Mind New Symptom Delusion spirits are in the room playing tricks.  It was fun and silly.  I was 
laughing without them.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
specters, 
ghosts, spirits

1409 3/13/2017 20:13:20 100 Stomach New Symptom Nausea, intense, sudden. STOMACH - 
NAUSEA - 
sudden

1411 5/4/2017 22:08:56 100 Generals, 
Head

New Symptom On June 25, 2005 had traumatic brain injury, June 27, 2005 grand mal 
seizure with complications - was wrestled into an ambulance and placed on 
involuntary 3 day hospital stay - x-ray, CT scan, MRI and then injected with 
radioactive dye for a 2nd MRI "with contrast" before I was released.  Years 
of neurological complications followed.  The substance has just been 
revealed as technetium a radiolabel used in medical imaging.  I don't know 
if this is the substance I was injected with but it would be similar.  I'll be 
investigating to find out.  My first dream 6 hours after ingesting the 
substance was a flat black, white, and gray image of lying on back on a flat 
surface pinned by 1000's of silver straight pins (medical image?) followed 
by the multi colored ball of light searching around inside body while feeling 
immobilized or pinned to my bed unable to move as the ball of light hunted 
around (MRI in the tube).    Wondering if I was the only prover that 
experienced the burning patches of skin and mucous membranes?  
Wondering if I was the only prover that experienced excoriating 
lachrymation and bile?  Wondering if I was the only prover with the vesicle 
filed with excoriating fluid (roof of mouth and top of tongue scalded)?  
Perhaps I was removing, getting out, actual substance from the 2005 
procedure.  Big theme for me was getting things out.   So many central 
nervous system disturbances during the proving.  Felt like I'd gone 
backwards in time.  Already had something on my phone and laptop but I've 
purchased $500+ of EMF clearing devices during the proving for our house.  

1412 3/13/2017 22:54:52 100 Eye New Symptom My right eye was also bloodshot and itchy. I rubbed it quite a bit and an 
outer section of the conjunctiva (on the side of my iris closest to my ear) 
was puffy and swollen.

EYE - 
INJECTED

EYE - ITCHING 
- About

1412 3/13/2017 22:54:52 100 Face New Symptom I forgot to mention that Saturday morning I woke up with two unexplained 
blood blisters inside my mouth on the left side of my lip.

MOUTH - 
ERUPTIONS - 
vesicles - blood 
vesicles

1412 4/23/2017 22:01:29 100 Mind New Symptom In the week leading up to the proving I was fascinated with this woman's 
polyphonic singing. A couple of examples of her for now... meditation 
forthcoming.

https:ororwww.youtube.comorwatch?v=vC9Qh709gas

https:ororwww.youtube.comorwatch?v=d6cyHGOht58
1413 3/11/2017 19:25:36 100 Mind New Symptom Feeling of lightness after meeting for the homeopathic proving. MIND - 

TRANQUILLITY
1413 3/12/2017 19:30:24 100 Mind New Symptom Witnessed a blazing bright car fire on the drive home from the proving 

meeting. Flames were taller than the buildings around it. When driving away 
from the accident an electrical outage happened that I and the driver could 
feel the impact of the explosion from three blocks away. 

1415 3/11/2017 18:41:39 100 Chest, 
Face, Neck

New Symptom 100 symptoms before taking proving substance, I have been freezing every 
day in class and started sweating, removing scarves and sweater about and 
hour ago and then someone said the heat is no longer working. 

FEVER - 
ALTERNATING 
with - chills

1415 3/12/2017 15:24:34 100 Mind New Symptom 2330
I feel really peaceful and calm, content. I feel like I could be with the clouds, 
floating lightly in the air. I'm happy, nobody bothers me. I think I'd feel 
anxious about the proving, class and less sleep but I don't, I feel calm and 
light. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
floating - air, in

Supervisor 
Personal 
Symptoms

1415 3/12/2017 15:23:03 100 Mind New Symptom 7:00 am I keep looking over my shoulder feeling like someone is behind me 
but I see no one there. I still feel really calm and light but my heart rate feels 
increased.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
people - behind 
him; someone 
is

MIND - FEAR - 
behind him; 
someone is

Prover 
symptoms

1415 3/12/2017 15:20:12 100 Dreams New Symptom I was in water battling a great big green sea monster or dragon. I felt very 
weary with the battle, it seemed to drag on. My weapon was like an old 
fashioned phone or radio hand set and I was trying to keep that dry but it 
kept getting submerged. I would get pulled under sometimes. I could see 
really clearly in the water and felt intrigued but also anxious because I 
couldn't breathe and I was concerned I wouldn't be able to get air by the 
time I needed to. My daughter and her friend (or my younger son) were 
there playing and I felt frustrated at times I couldn't get their help, they'd 
help a little bit then couldn't stay focused. They'd get distracted by playing 
so I had to take care of it. Finally I was out of the water with the device 
(although it had gotten wet and I wasn't sure it would still work but, oh well) 
and getting out of the water safely felt more important and the goal rather 
than defeating the dragon. Then the kids were fine too. Then I was in a 
house with them and others and trying to keep something out. Again 
another battle on my own, others are distracted and carefree but I am 
focused and concerned but I feel light spirited. That battle seemed to end 
quicker and I don't remember what was out front that I was battling. I felt 
relieved to be done and went back inside with everyone and felt fine and 
perfectly safe. I awoke light, kind of laughing and also feeling tired. It was on 
the porch I just had to keep the animal outside of the home. I think it was a 
misbehaving dog. I got it to stay on the porch and I crawled back into the 
house through the window. And I said that would be fine because someone 
else (who is really responsible for it) could handle it later. Both "battles" felt 
like they were not mine to handle but I got it under control yet it still needed 
more from someone else and I was fine letting go of it. 

Prover 
symptoms

1401 001/18:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

During meditation I felt a wave of energy flowing over me from east to west. 
I felt warm and happy.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
waves going 
through head

1401 002/17:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I completed writing in my journal. My husband made dinner and washed the 
dishes. There was a hard rain. I felt clean and cared for and accomplished.

MIND - HELD - 
desire to be 
held

1401 01/11:11 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I would like to take the whole bottle, cap, label and all of the remedy. Then I 
would be able to dance across the world near the blue sky. But I cannot let 
go of my astral body. I might become an energy vampire. I might stay in one 
place and not return to my body. I want to ride a Pegasus horse that can 
soar and listen to his hoofbeats on the earth. I inherited my mother's fears. I 
feel my energy is restricted. This adventure is learning how to manage 
energy. When I have expended energy and relax it is time to meditate. Not 
to resort to television or solitaire.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
floating - air, in

1401 02/21:30 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I met with two friends today at two different times. We discussed how 
energy moves from thoughts to action in the outside world. The exchange 
with one person left me drained as if my energy had been sucked out 
against my better judgement. The other exchange was on a more equal 
basis. I felt tired by good, like when I have worked hard and accomplished 
something worthwhile. I have Saturn and Moon in Pisces. Saturn is 
responsible for managing my emotions. Free wheeling Pisces energy need 
to be managed so that I am not exhausted.

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

1401 03/07:00 Dream Pain in scapula and 
ankle

Dreamt of trying to get past barrier of five people seated on one side of a 
long table. Do I really want to get past and go on? Who are the two 
nebulous beings behind me? Are they my parents? I feel a heavy anvil 
weighing on my right scapula. I feel a pain on the outside of my right ankle. 
Is this a burden?

DREAMS - 
GHOSTS

1401 04/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

Dream of wandering through white walls with grey doors encountering men 
in grey fatigues while a group waits to make a decision. Are they being 
called to a time of imprisonment? One man keeps appearing with a smile 
and carrying a large backpack and other things. At the end of the dream he 
has glasses, white hair, a blue jacket, and a dark grey pants. He is going 
home. It is the end of his shift. This dream seems to be about taking 
chances or standing still.

DREAMS - 
IMPRISONMEN
T

1401 05/07:00 Dream Stomach, shoulders, 
arms

In my awareness just before awakening. I saw an elephant tossing a black 
panther into the air. In yesterday's dream there was a lot of grey and white. 
In this dream there is a lot of grey and some black. The elephant is strong 
and slow. Grey is a gradual color slowly blending in and providing 
background to other colors, softening them. The panther is cunning, swift, 
and stealthy.  As I look at these dreams I feel like I am struggling with a 
barrier. I wander around looking for the light which is try to ward off the dark. 
The image makes me feel sick to my stomach. I am afraid of the outcome. 
The elephant is patient strength. The panther is the unknown awaiting me. I 
feel weak in my shoulders and arms.

DREAMS - 
ANIMALS - wild

DREAMS - 
ELEPHANTS

DREAMS - 
OBSTACLES - 
path; in his

1401 06/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Today the Sun entered Aries. I find Aries energy draining. I day dreamed 
about visiting a large family on a farm. And a day dream about an idyllic 
vacation on a tropical isle. I also read and listened to music. A friend called 
me on the phone to share an article she read onlin. I felt like my privacy was 
invaded. 

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
invaded; one's 
space is being

1401 07/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

I was carrying flowers to an office where a young man was holding a 
meeting with middle aged and older men. The desk was covered with a 
white blotter. He was taking notes. A frosted wall behind him let in light. I 
had to go in and out of the office carrying several vases for flowers. There 
was a bouquet of very small flowers which I had to arrange in a glass box 
so they would not drown in water. The young man was patiently waiting for 
me to finish the task. Then I had to sort his papers from mine. I gave him his 
papers but left mine behind. His servant was trying to help me. I felt rushed, 
disorganized, pressured by the young man. I couldn't seem to get the task 
done efficiently. I felt anxious about my papers and wondered if the man 
would toss them out. I wanted them but was also willing to let them go.

DREAMS - 
BUSINESS

1401 08/07:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Watched Sunrise. Felt the beam of the Sun directly entering my heart. I feel 
relaxed and safe

MIND - 
TRANQUILLITY

1401 09/07:00 Dream Pain in upper back There were three dreams. One involving school busses. One about putting 
art prints in a binder. A third about a girl involved in a relationship involving 
a man and another woman. I am amazed at the number of dreams I am 
having during this proving.

DREAMS - 
VIVID

DREAMS - 
MANY
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1401 10/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

A dream about a dark skinned man who came for an astrological reading. 
The reading went well with transiting Uranus in the First House. When I got 
to the Eleventh House a whole group of people came into the room and I 
woke up. I felt in control and good about giving helpful information to the 
client. But, after waking up, I wondered what was in the Eleventh and 
Twelfth houses that I did not get to see? I feel like these two houses contain 
a message from my dark side.

DREAMS - 
MEANINGFUL

1401 11/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Today I accomplished a lot of household tasks and spent time writing. I felt 
good about being so productive.

MIND - 
FASTIDIOUS - 
work; in his

1401 12/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Completed online course in writing and handed in the final exam. I was 
methodical and detailed. I feel like I am not a warrior on a quest.

MIND - 
FASTIDIOUS - 
work; in his

1401 13/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I wrote my monthly email about the New Moon and sent it out. I enjoy 
exploring the meaning of the New Moon each month and sharing it with 
others.

MIND - 
THOUGHTS - 
rush - business 
accomplished; 
about

1401 14/20:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

My husband and I pruned the jasmine bush. I attended the weekly writer's 
group. I got good feedback from one of the members who encouraged me 
to write more from my heart or mind.

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

1401 15/20:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I took time to clean out my email box. Later I spoke with my friend. We 
talked about current world affairs and looked at some horoscopes. I always 
feel good about taking with her every two weeks on Wednesday evening via 
Skype.

MIND - ORDER 
- desire for

1401 16/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

After five quiet days, I had a dream about a yellow object shaped like half of 
a lemon. I could not twist the top off. I felt trapped. There was the handle of 
a door which I could not open. I feel stuck in my life as a result of past 
actions. Later in the day I spoke with a woman who drained my energies. I 
felt exhausted for the rest of the day.

DREAMS - 
TRAP - being 
trapped

MIND - 
SENSITIVE - 
external 
impressions, to 
all

1401 17/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I rested in the sun and air after yesterday's exhausting encounter with the 
woman. I am replenished by the sun.

GENERALS - 
SUN - exposure 
to the sun - 
amel-

1401 18/19:00 Generals Diarrhea I felt weak and sleepy. GENERALS - 
WEAKNESS - 
sleepiness - as 
from sleepiness

1401 18/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

During meditations I see a purple cloud against a pale yellow green that 
keeps appearing in my third eye.

HEAD - OPEN; 
sensation as if - 
chakra; third 
eye

1401 19/16:30 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

The Moon is in Gemini and I feel like my emotions during this proving are all 
over the place. Early in the day I was depressed. I could not get motivated. 
Then I discovered an old comedy had been added to a streaming device 
which I subscribe to. It is a crazy comedy. I felt rejuvenated. Then the Moon 
entered Cancer and I felt in control of my life.

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D

1401 20/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

An older woman, a writer was trying to find a clue hidden behind a mini 
dirigible. It was in code. Another writer gave me an article on newsprint to 
correct. Another woman tried to tell me how to correct the article. I felt 
frustrated. When I woke up I felt disappointed because I could not crack the 
code.

DREAMS - 
CODES

1401 21/11:00 Abdomen Cramps I had abdominal cramps and defecated three times. ABDOMEN - 
PAIN - 
cramping - 
followed by - 
diarrhea; fetid

1401 22/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

A quiet day.I revised a poem and submitted it to the library's poetry contest. 
I like the poem.

MIND - 
VERSES - 
making

1401 23/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

I went to the eye doctor for yearly check up. The waiting room was full. I had 
to wait a long time. I found the energy in the room difficult to deal with. I felt 
like bouncing off the walls. MIND - SENSITIVE - external impressions, to all

1401 24/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

I had to drive to a destination which is only four hours away. Yet, I knew it 
would take me all night. A disabled friend also had to make the same round 
trip over two nights. His mother was worried for him. I was delayed picking 
up my sister. I felt a lot of stress. I was anxious for myself and my friend. 
When I woke up I was glad it was only a dream.

DREAMS - 
JOURNEYS - 
long

DREAMS - 
DISABLED 
people

1401 25/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

I remember someone coming to visit me. I put on my light blue robe and tied 
it. The person was in the doorway, My back was to the person. Someone 
else was helping me with my robe. I no feelings during or after the dream.

MIND - 
DELUSIONS - 
people - behind 
him; someone 
is

1401 26/14:00 Left leg 
and knee

Pain I stepped in a hole and pulled the muscle of my left leg and knee. It was 
hard to walk for a while. Transiting Mars made aspects to my natal Moon 
and natal Mars.

EXTREMITIES 
- INJURIES - 
Knees

1401 28/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Today I talked with my friend who suggested I do some bodywork to release 
buried outworn thought patterns. She suggested meditation and relaxation. 

1401 29/07:00 Dream Mental and 
Emotional

Dream about being in a hospital. I felt like I was well taken care of. After the 
dream I felt relaxed.

DREAMS - 
HOSPITALS

1401 30/19:00 Left leg 
and knee

Pain My leg was aching a lot. I rested during the day and did some light 
exercises.

EXTREMITIES 
- PAIN - aching

1401 991/19:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

In spite of good astrological aspects, I felt angry and out of sorts all day. I 
was on a journey of self sabotage. MIND - ANGER MIND - PESSIMIST

1401 992/07:00 Mind Mental and 
Emotional

Today I watched Venus rise from my window which faces east. I played an 
uplifting song from a music disk. I read some excerpts from an inspiring 
anthology. I felt relaxed and at peace. MIND - TRANQUILLITY - music calms him

1415 3/15/2017 8:05:26 Option 1 head, ears Recent Symptom By 8:00 am the head pain has extended to my ears. The head pain feels 
like it is pressing in from the outside and it carries down to my ears but more 
of a sense of ache and pressure in my ears.

HEAD - PAIN - 
extending to - 
Eyes - pressing 
pain

1415 3/15/2017 8:03:33 Option 1 Head New Symptom 5:30 am, I awoke with a headache across the length of my forehead. It was 
a solid pressing pain and remained when I got out of bed at 7:30 am, but, I 
was able to sleep during that time. I felt dehydrated but I felt too tired to go 
get a drink.

HEAD - PAIN - 
waking - on

HEAD - PAIN - 
Forehead - 
Across

GENERALS - 
LOSS - fluids, 
of

1415 3/15/2017 8:24:55 Option 1 head, ears Recent Symptom My headache was better after walking outside and moving but returned 
when I came into the house and sat down.

1415 3/15/2017 9:18:02 Option 1 Head, eyes Altered Symptom My headache was completely relieved in the shower and returned 
afterward. It has shifted more internal and more on the right. It feels like a 
sphere of pressing pain inside the right side of my forehead, pressing 
outward. My eyes are tired and want to close but I am not sleepy. 

1409 04/05/2017 14:30:00 Mind The workers thought I was confused. I was upset. I wanted to cry. Tired. I 
wanted to lay down and go to sleep.

MIND - 
CONFUSION of 
mind - weeping 
- amel-

1409 04/05/2017 14:30:00 Mind Old symptom Irritability, closer to sadness. How can people litter like that? Feel depressed 
and disappointed in humans. More intensified than usual. MIND - IRRITABILITYMIND - SADNESS

1409 04/05/2017 14:30:00 Skin New Symptom Really dry skin that's itchy SKIN - DRY
1409 04/05/2017 14:30:00 Female Felt like a two year old that needed a nap. And immediately after this event 

my period came.
SLEEP - 
SLEEPINESS - 
overpowering

1409 04/05/2017 14:00:00 Stomach New Symptom Really thirsty. Drink in gulps. STOMACH - THIRST - unquenchable
1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 Eyes Old Symptom Eyes itchy and gritty inside, makes me want to blink. Need to rub them like 

tiny pieces of sand, like little pieces of sleep inside, may be ten in each eye.
Usually can wipe them out but it is staying.

EYE - ITCHING EYE - PAIN - 
sand; as from

EYE - 
WINKING

Prover did not 
notice she was 
blinking eyes 
and look very 
uncomfortable, 
once I asked, 
she noted it 
herself

1415 3/14/2017 18:00:00 Mind New Symptoms Like the periodic table we learn in school, like being in one of those early 
stages, lack of knowing what steps to take, don't know how. Stupor, 
blankness.

MIND - 
ABSENTMINDE
D

This is a hard 
one. Prover 
expressing 
something new 
as if looking at it 
from what she 
has learned in 
school, the 
periodic table. 
However, think 
it really is part 
of her case now 
that I am getting 
to know her a 
bit. She is very 
capable doing 
many things but 
at the other 
hand she has a 
not knowing 
how which is 
why wrote old 
symptom
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